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ne of the big topics at CeDEM15 is Open Data. The topic is novel and has gone through a 
learning phase and expectations have only been partly fulfilled. But Open Data survived 
its teenage years, the phase of wild enthusiasm and now tangible results are necessary to 

justify further expenses from governments and business entities. Questions on Open Data look at  
the purpose, outcome or use, the reliance on expert analysis, a lack of business models and apps 
that are not always self-sustainable. There has certainly been a gentle wave of transparency in 
government (a giant seismic wave was what many wished for), but different European countries 
are at different stages in the implementation of the legal obligations that require governments to 
publish data pro-actively. At CeDEM15 we expect that questions will be raised as to whether Open 
Data has now reached a critical phase, and which expectations have actually been met. 

Other questions focus more on the obstacles. Governments are often seen as unwilling to 
publish data that could lead to uncomfortable or inconvenient questions. Whilst the random 
publication of data without a strategy or an objective is certainly not reasonable, authorities tend to 
prefer not to publish the data collected (the collection of which is regulated by law). Sometimes 
huge piles of data sets are available, but not used, so public administrations ask themselves: why 
invest money and time?  Data providers such as cities, provinces or ministries publish on the basis 
“if they will come”, but very often “they” “don’t come”.  Other data providers provide data once 
only (“mission accomplished”), and then no further updated data is provided - leading to dead 
data portals lingering in cyberspace. In the US and UK the main indicator of success is the quantity 
of data sets, so administrations have sliced one data set into 100s of data sets.  In addition, citizens 
fear that the analysis of “Open” or “Big” Data might make the extraction of their personal data 
possible. These concerns are not entirely unjustified as the overlay of different datasets might 
enable a range of conclusions to be drawn. From a legal point of view, either Open Data has to 
ensure technically that drawing such conclusions is impossible or the requirements of data 
protection law are met. 

There are ways of solving some of the dilemmas. Public administrations that provide datasets 
need a strategy, one that involves an “agreement” between the authorities. This entails cooperation 
between citizens, public authorities and the state; it requires decisions taken by the state and 
government that are understandable; involves a comparison of different authorities’ activities 
(even those in different countries). To make open data a sustainable procedure in government 
action-taking, open data portals should be an integral part of the policy cycle, the usability of data 
portals must increase and the user community deeply and truly integrated in the publication 
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process. Citizens need proactive and inclusive information that includes an “explanation, a “how 
to guide” and tailored services.  

CeDEM15 will provide expert insights, and not only on Open Data! The keynotes will present 
what makes the heart of Open Data beat (Alon Peled), how to enable Open Government (Theresa 
A. Pardo), the challenges in E-Government (Shauneen Furlong) and the role of design (Marijn 
Janssen). Conference participants will show work on transparency, participation in administration 
and politics, the European Data Market, economic growth, business driven innovation, the 
relationship between government and citizens, social media, work processes, efficiency, 
collaboration, cooperation and motivation to participate. Workshops provide opportunities to 
discuss Open Data, E-Participation, online engagement and the data market. PhD students will 
raise questions about policy, design, performance and participation in the PhD Colloquium. The 
past has shown that the CeDEM conference contributes to understanding how these topics are 
understood, adapted and solved in different countries - from North Europe to Africa, from South 
America to East Asia. The interdisciplinarity of the conference means that different themes and 
strands are tied together, showing for example, that E-Participation impacts not only governance, 
but also globalisation and migration, or that Open Access contributes to the distribution and 
accessibility of knowledge necessary for E-participation to succeed.  

One more question? Can you expect flying unicorns at CeDEM15? Yes, of course. The 
conference provides inspiration, opportunities for learning, access to researchers’ work and new 
approaches. The papers in these proceedings once again represent a collection of new insights, 
ideas and results. 

Thank you for your contribution to CeDEM! 
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Bringing the Citizen back in: Motivational Aspects 
of Knowledge Sharing through Web 2.0 
Technologies in Public Administration 

Markus Wojtczak*, Michèle Morner** 
*German Research Institute for Public Administration, Speyer, Germany, wojtczak@foev-speyer.de 
**German University of Administrative Sciences, Speyer, Germany, morner@uni-speyer.de 

Abstract: In an effort to cope with an increasingly complex environment, characterized by 
heterogeneous, diffuse or unknown public preferences, public administrations have begun using 
Web 2.0 internet technology to allow for direct citizen engagement in the generation of new 
knowledge. The success of such collaborative Web 2.0 websites depends largely on the citizens 
voluntarily sharing their knowledge. However, uncertainty about the outcome of the 
collaborative project might hinder citizens’ motivation to share their knowledge. In this 
conceptual paper we explore antecedents for citizens’ motivation to share their knowledge via 
collaborative Web 2.0 technologies. We provide a substantial review of literature on voluntary 
knowledge-sharing in organizations which we transfer to the context of citizen-administration 
collaboration through Web 2.0 technologies. Based on that we formulate propositions on how to 
foster citizens’ motivation for knowledge sharing and give advice for further research.  

Keywords: Web 2.0, citizen-administration collaboration, knowledge sharing, motivation 

1. Introduction 

mbitious targets and policy regulations on the one side and increasing citizen demands 
for public service provision on the other, have contributed to a highly complex task 
setting (Agranoff & McGuire, 2003; Ansell & Gash, 2008; Bingham & O'Leary, 2008). To 

ease the resulting burden, administrations are using Web 2.0 applications to accomplish their tasks 
through collaboration with citizens. Accordingly, they “engage people constructively across the 
boundaries of public agencies, levels of government, and/or the public, private and civic spheres 
in order to carry out a public purpose that could not otherwise be accomplished” (Emerson, 
Nabatchi, & Balogh, 2011, p. 2).  

The use of Web 2.0 thereby aims to achieve high degrees of participation and knowledge sharing 
among a large number of active citizens (Linders, 2012). Web 2.0 puts the user in an active role 
within a multi-directional communication network (O'Reilly, 2005); users not only consume but 
are also able to generate content on Web 2.0 websites, exemplified by the likes of Wikipedia, 
YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter, wherein they upload self-made videos or contribute to 
encyclopedia articles. Public administration has begun to use these social media technologies to 
engage with citizens and to collaborate with them (Meijer & Thaens, 2013). Some contemporary 
examples employed by public administration include the “Peer To Patent” initiative of the United 
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States Patent and Trademark Office and “FixMyStreet” in the UK, as well as participatory 
budgeting initiatives that municipalities across the globe increasingly operationalize in Web 2.0 
environments (Sintomer, Herzberg, & Rocke, 2008). We call these environments “collaborative” 
Web 2.0 environments, as they include instances of collaboration (Ansell & Gash, 2008; McGuire, 
2006). While collaboration may take many forms, in this paper we will focus on knowledge 
sharing, which is often a result of collaboration (Gagné, 2009; Cabrera & Cabrera, 2005). Web 2.0 
platforms have the potential to enable citizen collaboration with public administrations and 
thereby facilitate mutual contribution to a public purpose. 

Literature on Web 2.0 until now has largely focused on the supply-side and neglected the usage-
side, assuming citizens will use applications as soon as they are offered (Reddick, 2005). Authors 
of supply-side literature derive frameworks and typologies to categorize e-government services 
along different variables (Grant & Chau, 2005; Linders, 2012; Moon, 2002). They show that e-
government is used primarily in order to provide information to the populace, while opportunities 
for active citizen collaboration and participation seem to be underdeveloped (Sandoval-Almazan 
& Gil-Garcia, 2012). Not surprisingly, actual public participation in Web 2.0 collaboration projects 
has been found to be underwhelming, thus drawing attention to the usage-side of the problem. 

The usage-side literature typically frames the challenges of e-government participation as one of 
acceptance of new technology by users (Carter & Bélanger, 2005; Horst, Kuttschreuter, & 
Gutteling, 2007). This strand is based on the Technology Acceptance Model introduced by Fred D. 
Davis (Davis, 1989), which finds that perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use explain the 
acceptance of new technologies. The Technology Acceptance Model, as a specification of the 
Theory of Reasoned Action (for a detailed description see section 2), is primarily interested in how 
attitudes translate into behaviour. Thus, it explains individual behaviour only partially, in that it 
ignores social factors and interpersonal relationships (Chang & Chuang, 2011, p. 9). We want to 
add to this literature by eschewing the Technology Acceptance Model and instead opting to use 
the Theory of Planned Behaviour, which also incorporates normative pressures for behaviour as 
well as self-efficacy considerations. This broadens the theoretical scope and allows us to find 
further explanations for individual motivation to use Web 2.0 platforms in order to collaborate 
with public administration. Thus, we go beyond a technology-deterministic and positivistic view 
of e-government participation, one that deems availability and usefulness of applications as the 
key determinants of successful Web 2.0 projects (Heeks & Bailur, 2007), by rediscovering the 
citizen and focusing on citizens’ motivations for collaboration in Web 2.0 environments (Meijer, 
Curtin, & Hillebrandt, 2012). Usually, citizens have different reasons to participate, like changing 
the outcome of a decision to their favour or to voice their personal values. In several cases, citizens’ 
motivations may be similar. If, additionally, they share a common competence, a community of 
practice emerges (Wenger, 2000, p. 229). Our focus, however, lies on collaborations that appeal to a 
broad range of people that do not necessarily share a common characteristic or profession. Thereby 
we are seeking motivational antecedents that enable citizens’ willingness to voluntarily share their 
knowledge using Web 2.0 collaboration platforms. Herein we define usage as an individual 
behaviour: Each citizen has to decide for themselves if they are willing to expend time and effort to 
use the Web 2.0 application. Thus, we need to find explanations for individual behaviour. By 
incorporating social interactivity mechanisms as well as motivational factors, and taking cues from 
socio-psychological and organization theories, we formulate propositions for the design of Web 2.0 
applications that enable citizen-administration collaboration. We focus on collaborative Web 2.0 
environments, as we believe that they are particularly capable of creating public value (Meijer & 
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Thaens, 2010). Citizens within these Web 2.0 projects share knowledge and engage with each 
other. Since Web 2.0 technology primarily allows for the sharing of knowledge, we will focus on 
voluntary knowledge sharing. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In the second section we describe our 
theoretical approach by introducing the Theory of Planned Behaviour as well as surveying the 
literature stemming from organizational theory on motivation for knowledge sharing. 
Subsequently, we will focus on the different aspects that may explain motivations for knowledge 
sharing behaviour: social processes in general (section three) and the possibility to influence these 
social processes through recognition and appreciation (section four). For each aspect we derive 
propositions to foster participation in collaborative Web 2.0 projects and substantiate these with 
illustrative examples. We conclude with a summary and avenues for further research (section five). 

2. How to Explain Individual Knowledge Sharing Behaviour 

A prominent theory that explains individual behaviour is the Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 
2012), which was originally developed in the 1970s by Martin Fishbein and Icek Ajzen under the 
moniker “Theory of Reasoned Action” (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). The Theory of Planned Behaviour 
stands in contrast to other contemporary explanations of human behaviour in that it neither 
explains human behaviour solely through institutions (religions, organizations, etc.) or personal 
attributes, nor does it assume a causal linearity that connects external stimuli with behaviour 
without any cognitive mediation on the part of the individual. As such explanations have been 
found to be empirically lacking (Ajzen, 1991, p. 180; Ajzen, 2012, p. 439), the Theory of Planned 
Behaviour reflects new experimental findings on the mental processes behind individual 
behaviour. Here individual behaviour is explained through the intention to carry out said 
behaviour (Ajzen, 1985). This reflects motivational factors that determine the amount of effort an 
individual is willing to expend for a given behaviour (Ajzen, 1991, p. 181; Conner & Armitage, 
1998, p. 1430).  

The Theory of Planned Behaviour identifies three beliefs that influence intention. Behavioural 
beliefs concern the subjective evaluation of the likely outcomes of pursuing a behaviour. 
Individuals hold subjective attitudes towards a behaviour based on their perception of the 
expected outcome. Normative beliefs stem from the perception of normative expectations of other 
people. Norms are rights to control that are held by others and can be based on consensus or be 
forced by authority. Expectations of others create social pressure and influence the individual’s 
subjective norm towards a given behaviour. Already, these two beliefs can be used to explain a 
variety of situations. For example, an individual might have a positive attitude towards a 
behaviour, yet still not carry it out due to social pressure. The opposite may also hold true, as an 
individual engages in a behaviour that she or he does not have a positive attitude towards but 
which they feel compelled to do, due to social pressure. The final motivational antecedent 
introduced by Ajzen are Control beliefs, which are a set of physical and mental circumstances that 
may serve to prohibit an individual from pursuing a behaviour, even if their attitude and 
subjective norm support it. Perceived behavioural control is the extent to which an individual 
believes herself or himself able to perform a behaviour and have control over the subsequent 
events, following the concept of Self-Efficacy (Bandura, 1982). Consequently, a person may have a 
high motivation towards a specific behaviour, yet still refrain from performing it because they 
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believe themselves to be unable to affect the outcome despite their effort. The Theory of Planned 
Behaviour has been applied in different research areas, such as health, safety, social relations and 
politics, and has been found to be a reliable predictor of individual behaviour (Ajzen, 1985; 
Armitage & Conner, 2001; Conner & Armitage, 1998). Furthermore, it has been used as a 
foundation for the introduction of interventions designed to control and govern behaviour (Ajzen, 
2012, p. 454). In conclusion, the Theory of Planned Behaviour guides our investigation of the 
motivational prerequisites for behaviour that stem from personal attitudes, social pressure and 
self-efficacy beliefs. 

Why people feel motivated to share their knowledge and collaborate has long been a research 
focus in the organizational sciences (Foss, 2007; Grandori, 2001; Minbaeva & Pedersen, 2010), as 
organizations are dependent on their employees’ input and the sharing of individual knowledge if 
they want to innovate and succeed (Frost & Morner, 2005). However, managers and supervisors 
cannot simply force their employees to share their individual knowledge (Frost & Morner, 2010). 
Similarly, trying to incentivize employees through financial rewards alone does not function 
because of the nature of knowledge as a quasi-public good and the accompanying problems of 
evaluating each employee’s contribution within a team’s output (Frost, Osterloh, & Weibel, 2010). 
There have been a number of recommendations to alleviate this problem and to find ways for 
employees to share knowledge and work together towards a mutual goal. These theories of 
knowledge sharing and collaboration are applicable to the context of Web 2.0 projects, since 
participants also have to collaborate and share knowledge voluntarily. In the case of supervisors, 
there is no direct correlate in the context of Web 2.0. However, in this social relationship with the 
participants, public officials can have a special position when they are organizing and maintaining 
the Web 2.0 platform. They provide the necessary infrastructure and are largely responsible for the 
design of the Web 2.0 projects. Therefore, public administration officials have a special relationship 
with the citizens and can use recognition and appreciation to incentivize knowledge sharing. Too 
strong a focus on government led top-down initiatives may on the other hand marginalize certain 
avenues for collaboration (Chadwick & May, 2003). Thus, in this paper we will look for 
motivational cues for collaboration with a particular focus on bottom-up initiatives of citizen 
engagement. 

3. Social Interactions as a Basis for Knowledge Sharing 

Many scholars have noted that a primary factor in what makes people motivated to share 
knowledge is to understand the social interactions within a group context (Chang & Chuang, 2011; 
Kang & Hau, 2014). Social interactions and interpersonal relationships play a primary role in the 
explanation of knowledge sharing intention, as stronger ties between individuals make knowledge 
sharing more likely (Chiu, Hsu, & Wang, 2006). The effect of social ties on knowledge sharing has 
been theorized in the Social Capital Theory (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998), which states that social 
capital is “the sum of the actual and potential resources embedded within, available through, and 
derived from the network of relationships possessed by an individual or social unit” (Nahapiet & 
Ghoshal, 1998, p. 243).  

Nahapiet and Ghoshal have identified three dimensions of social capital: relational, structural and 
cognitive. Relational social capital refers to the qualitative nature of interpersonal relationships and 
the assets created through them (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998, p. 244). The assets that may be 
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leveraged through social interactions are identification, commitment and trust (Chiu et al., 2006; 
Wasko & Faraj, 2005). Structural social capital lies within the interaction ties inside a group and is 
often empirically operationalized by the length or duration of the relationship as well as the size of 
the group (Chiu et al., 2006; Kang & Hau, 2014). The longer a group of people have shared a 
relationship with each other and the greater the number of strong ties between individuals, the 
more likely knowledge sharing between them will be (Wasko & Faraj, 2005). Finally, cognitive 
social capital pertains to commonly shared interpretations within a group as manifested in shared 
visions (Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998). Individuals that share a vision for a mutual goal will be more likely 
to collaborate, as they agree on the meaning and the value of knowledge sharing (Chiu et al., 2006). 
In accordance with the social capital framework, we will focus on the antecedents for knowledge 
sharing that lie within social interactions, namely: identification, commitment, trust, social tie duration, 
group size, and shared vision. This section will focus on social interactions between fellow 
participants in Web 2.0 applications, while section four emphasizes the relationship between 
participants and public officials. 

Group identification has been linked to the individual need for social inclusion (Geen, 1991). In 
his Social Motivation Theory, Russel Geen describes a fundamental motive for individual 
behaviour as being a “[…] need to belong to, and be approved by, important social groups” (Geen, 
1991, p. 395). Geen finds that people seek the approval of others. To that end, they will favor 
socially acceptable and rewarded behaviour and internalize group standards, goals and norms. 
However, people choose which groups they want to relate with and adapt selectively to that 
specific group’s norms (Deci & Ryan, 1985, p. 154). This not only leads individuals to be self-
conscious and seeking of acceptance by others, but can at the same time be a motivating factor if 
people are engaging with others on a common task. In order to be accepted and gain approval by a 
group, individuals will be more likely to voluntarily share resources, such as their knowledge. On 
the basis of Social Motivation Theory, Quigley et al. (Quigley, Tesluk, Locke, & Bartol, 2007) find 
that people’s propensity for sharing knowledge is less based on their individual financial gain, but 
more on facilitating norms within a group. Paul and Anantharaman see team-based job design as 
an important factor for group identification (Paul & Anantharaman, 2003, p. 1259). Having 
employees work together on a common task, especially when coupled with group-level rewards, 
will lead to more knowledge sharing. It facilitates teamwork as well as open discussion and creates 
a sense of group identity (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). To sum up, group identification builds relational 
social capital and motivates individuals to share their knowledge and collaborate with others. 

When individuals identify with their organization and their co-workers, they also show a high 
level of affective commitment that further fosters their propensity to share knowledge (Matzler, 
Renzl, Mooradian, Krogh, & Mueller, 2011). Matzler et al. link this affective commitment, which 
refers to the emotional attachment and identification with an organization (Meyer & Allen, 1991), 
to individual characteristics and suggest corporations select employees based on favourable social 
traits. Other studies have linked certain job characteristics to the fostering of group identification 
and affective commitment (Bhatnagar, 2014; Cabrera & Cabrera, 2005). Camelo-Ordaz et al. 
(Camelo-Ordaz, García-Cruz, Sousa-Ginel, & Valle-Cabrera, 2011) see affective commitment as an 
intermediary that explains the effect of group-level rewards and incentives on the propensity for 
knowledge sharing. They found that practices leading to stronger knowledge sharing are those 
that focus on creating a lasting relationship between employer and employees as well as among 
fellow employees. These practices include team-based rewards that incentivize knowledge 
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sharing, team-building and recruitment strategies that take into consideration the fit between the 
applicant’s and the organization’s values (Camelo-Ordaz et al., 2011, p. 1446).  

Group identification relies on trust, an element of relational social capital, which has been 
defined as “an actor’s belief that a person or collectivity will perform actions (including providing 
information) that will prove helpful or not detrimental to him or her, thus permitting the 
establishment of a relationship of cooperation” (Fine & Holyfield, 1996). Therefore, trust is a 
quality of an interpersonal relationship and facilitates collaboration. Trust has also been found to 
relate to organizations and thereby to concerns of procedural justice (Mahajan & Benson, 2013). 
Procedural justice is based on the perceived fairness of formal procedures of organizational 
decision-making (Lamertz, 2002). Employees will be more likely to accept managerial decisions, 
even adverse ones, if they perceive the decision-making procedure to be fair (Thompson & Heron, 
2005). Fairness perceptions of procedures and interpersonal relationships can be promoted on the 
basis of respect (Frey, Homberg, & Osterloh, 2013, pp. 961–962). Another way to foster perceptions 
of fairness in organizational procedures is to allow employees to participate in the decision-
making themselves (Pastor, Santana, & Sierra, 2010). Employees that are able to participate in 
decision-making and perceive procedures to be fair show a higher propensity for knowledge 
sharing behaviour (Han, Chiang, & Chang, 2010), while rules that are forced upon them externally 
may serve to weaken such behaviour (Frey, 1994). The rules that govern decision-making 
procedures, as well as how an employee can affect these rules, have to be transparent if they are to 
foster knowledge sharing motivation (Hsu & Chang, 2014). Elinor Ostrom, through her studies on 
cooperation and public goods, has found a number of best practices for how procedural rules 
should be created and monitored in order to facilitate fairness perceptions and cooperation 
(Ostrom, 2000). Rules have to be monitored and a set of sanctions needs to be created that can be 
used to enforce said rules. Ostrom opts for the route of “mutual monitoring” between users, as this 
approach reinforces cooperation (Ostrom, 2000, p. 152). Sanctions should be gradual, meaning that 
the first rule infraction should be responded to with an informative gesture, while only further 
infractions lead to more severe consequences.  

Transferring the aforementioned research, we can surmise that rules in Web 2.0 environments 
should be transparent regarding how individual contributions will influence the final outcome, if 
voluntary knowledge sharing is to be strengthened. The rules should be made public in a way that 
is easy to understand for the users and also easily accessible at any time during the project. 
Participation in the rule-making of Web 2.0 projects has its limits. Typically, Web 2.0 collaboration 
launches before citizen interaction is possible. Yet naturally, some rules have to be defined prior to 
launch. However, this process may be supported by offline participation and by asking affected 
citizens and potential users about their preferences regarding procedural rules. Also, earlier 
projects may provide guidelines for the design of new rules for new projects. Once the project has 
started, citizens should be encouraged to participate in rule modification. This may happen in a 
top-down manner, in which public officials offer rule changes for consideration, or bottom-up, 
with users able to propose rule changes themselves. Monitoring of rules and participants’ 
contributions revolves around the role of the moderator. Internet forum moderators identify 
postings that violate rules and reprimand users for continued rule infractions. In keeping with the 
idea of mutual monitoring, moderators could be selected from the users. Alternatively, moderation 
could be completely delegated to the participants themselves, by allowing each user to flag specific 
postings that they deem to be in violation of the rules. This would still necessitate an impartial 
moderator, who verifies whether flagged postings indeed violate the rules, in order to prevent 
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users from flagging opinions simply because they disagree with them. Sanctions for rule violations 
should start with a message to the relevant user as well as a general notice about how her or his 
specific posting violated the rules. Only further rule infractions would warrant stronger reactions, 
up to banning a given user from further participation. 

Proposition 1: If rules are transparent and perceived as fair, they foster knowledge 
sharing in Web 2.0 environments. 

Given fair procedures, individuals not only identify with other group members, but may also 
identify with the task itself (Cabrera & Cabrera, 2005; Foss, Minbaeva, Pedersen, & Reinholt, 2009). 
Employees perceive the meaningfulness of a task based on their own role within that task and 
derive motivation therefrom. If an employee is able to work at a task from its beginning to its end, 
she or he will perceive it as a whole and is more likely to identify with it and be more motivated to 
commit effort to complete the task. Thus, the probability of knowledge sharing is dependent on the 
project’s duration. Collaborative Web 2.0 projects’ durations should ideally be prolonged to the 
greatest extent possible and not be confined to a singular ad-hoc meeting. Identification and norm-
building need time to develop and require continuous interaction between individuals of the same 
group. Another factor of the structural dimension of social capital is the group’s size. Social 
Motivation Theory identifies a process of “Social Loafing” (Geen, 1991, p. 384): If a group grows 
larger, the individual will perceive their individual effect on the outcome of the group project 
lessens and will adjust their expended effort accordingly. Bearing in mind the size of a group and 
its effect on motivation, one might suggest organizing in smaller groups. Smaller teams working 
on a mutual task may find it easier to create identification, as they have stronger interaction ties 
(Mäkelä & Brewster, 2009). For example, within the “LiquidFeedback”-framework that has been 
used by Germany’s Pirate Party, as well as the Five Star Movement in Italy, participants are able to 
specialize in a single issue area. This means that people who are specifically interested in one 
policy area are able to work together more closely. In this way participants form stronger 
interaction ties with each other and build knowledge sharing norms. Furthermore, Web 2.0 
collaboration should continue as one part of the public policy making cycle for its whole duration, 
from a proposal’s preliminary inception through the planning stage and up to the final 
implementation.  

Proposition 2: Web 2.0 groups with strong interaction ties develop knowledge sharing 
norms. 
Proposition 3: If people work together for an extended period of time through Web 2.0 
platforms, they develop knowledge sharing norms. 

Small team size will only foster interaction if opportunities for collaboration are provided 
(McGeer, 2004). The implication of this for collaborative Web 2.0 platforms is that they should 
enable participants to engage with each other and work towards a common goal. Participants have 
to be able to see contributions made by others and comment on them. Web 2.0 projects should 
have a specified purpose so that participants can feel like they are contributing to a mutual goal. 
Tasks need to be designed in a way that interdependencies are created, furthering interaction 
between participants and opportunities for collaboration. A mutual goal does not presuppose 
identical preferences or consensus, but will make it more likely that participants will share their 
knowledge and collaborate. 

Proposition 4: Mutual goals that create interdependencies foster voluntary knowledge 
sharing on Web 2.0 platforms. 
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Proposition 5: Opportunities for collaboration toward a mutual goal foster voluntary 
knowledge sharing on Web 2.0 platforms. 

In conclusion, motivation for knowledge sharing can be increased by more intensive group 
interactions. Working in a group on a mutual task satisfies the socio-psychological need for 
belonging and serves to strengthen the identification of the individual with the group as well as 
with the group’s task. 

4. The Role of the Recognition and Appreciation for Incentivizing 
Knowledge Sharing 

While the previous section focused on social interactions between participants in Web 2.0 
collaborations, in this section we will look at interactions between participants and public officials. 
We have argued that the relationship between citizens participating in Web 2.0 collaborations and 
public officials demands special attention as public officials can incentivize knowledge sharing, in 
a similar way as supervisors incentivize their employees. Employee-supervisor relations are 
categorized by different leadership styles, wherein Transformational Leadership has been found to 
build social capital as well as foster collaboration and knowledge sharing (Bono & Anderson, 2005; 
Maak, 2007). Transformational leadership is typically defined in contrast to transactional 
leadership, with its focus on the financial exchange between employee and employer (Bass, 1990). 
Transformational leadership, on the other hand, focuses on social exchange (Blau, 1964) and seeks 
to support employees, valuing their contribution (“Individual Consideration”), encouraging new 
ideas (“Intellectual Stimulation”), articulating a shared vision as a meaningful purpose 
(“Inspirational Motivation”) and leading through example thereby embodying the articulated vision 
(“Idealized Influence”) (Bass & Riggio, 2006). Thus, employees are motivated to contribute beyond 
their own self-interest and focus on the organization’s vision. 

As the concept of Individual Consideration posits, individual knowledge sharing contributions 
should be valued and may be part of employee performance evaluations (Carmeli, Gelbard, & 
Reiter-Palmon, 2013, pp. 114–116). One form of motivating is through social rewards, such as 
recognition and appreciation by supervisors and co-workers (Bhatnagar, 2014; Biswas, Varma, & 
Ramaswami, 2013). When employees receive feedback about their performance that is perceived as 
encouraging and informative, knowledge sharing motivation is strengthened (Foss et al., 2009). If 
employees that excel at sharing knowledge are recognized and encouraged, it serves as a recurring 
reminder for all employees that knowledge sharing is seen as an important value within the 
organization (Quigley et al., 2007, p. 83). Respect and recognition from the side of the supervisor 
helps in creating a relationship of trust, which in turn fosters knowledge sharing motivation 
(Kuvaas, Buch, & Dysvik, 2012). The employee reacts with long-term commitment towards that 
relationship and will perceive normative pressure to reciprocate by sharing knowledge (Cabrera, 
Collins, & Salgado, 2006).  

In a Web 2.0 context, the recognition and appreciation that seeks to inspire citizens can be 
realized in a variety of ways. Individual contributions to on-going discussions must not go 
unrecognized. It increases the feeling of being appreciated if the participants know their input is 
not being overlooked, but rather that they are able to impact the outcome of the collaboration 
project. A commentary function that allows for interaction of public officials with the participants 
will strengthen participants’ propensity for collaboration by increasing their perception of 
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appreciation by others. Public officials should engage with participants and give supportive 
feedback. In the case of incentives, participants’ postings and commentaries could qualify for 
awards and similar forms of individual recognition, when they are detailed, informative or 
otherwise of high quality. Recognition of individual contributions will make them stand out as 
examples of knowledge sharing, thereby showing other participants the value of collaboration. 
Additionally, Web 2.0 collaboration projects could introduce a metric that quantifies the number of 
postings by an individual participant as well as their quality. A model for this could be social news 
aggregator sites like Slashdot or Reddit, where users submit articles they found on other news 
outlets’ websites. Other users then rate these submissions based on their informative value and 
relevance, while users that regularly submit highly ranked articles receive a higher overall score. 
Unlike the personal feedback of public officials and other participants, this could be an automated 
method for quantitative recognition. The quality of a posting could be operationalized through the 
number of follow-up commentaries and questions it generates or, depending on the nature of the 
collaboration project, how many votes the proposal accrues. Web 2.0 applications also often allow 
for “likes” (e.g., Facebook) by other users that do not convey the weight of a cast vote but do give a 
scale of general approval. This metric can incentivize participants to expend more effort in their 
contributions and to make more postings, resulting in a higher propensity for knowledge sharing 
and collaboration.  

Proposition 6: Knowledge sharing in Web 2.0 platforms can be incentivized through 
recognition and appreciation in the form of individual commentaries or metrics. 

In line with transformational leadership’s Inspirational Motivation and Idealized Influence, a 
shared vision facilitates knowledge sharing by creating a common ground that makes it easier and 
more likely for employees to collaborate (Chiu et al., 2006; Hsu & Chang, 2014, p. 124). Shared 
Vision is a set of “collective goals and aspirations of the members of an organization” (Tsai 
& Ghoshal, 1998). Visions transcend specific tasks and are more generalized notions of favorable 
conditions and situations that may be realized in the intermediate future. Single departments and 
business units within a firm can have independent, even conflicting, goals yet a shared vision 
across the corporation and this can ensure a greater propensity for collaboration across such 
groups (Wong, Tjosvold, & Liu, 2009). Carmeli et al. (Carmeli et al., 2013) point out that leaders 
should be selected based on their ability to be a role-model for knowledge sharing and already 
appointed leaders should be trained in the transformational leadership style. Transformational 
leaders communicate a common knowledge-sharing vision and lead by example in order to 
encourage their employees to appreciate knowledge-sharing behaviour. If leaders are able to foster 
an environment of open discussion with their employees, tolerating failure, not focusing on 
blaming employees for problems and encouraging new ideas, then they can inspire further 
knowledge sharing (Carmeli et al., 2013, pp. 114–116; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998, p. 255).  

Public officials engaged in collaborative Web 2.0 projects should lead by example, communicate 
openly by sharing knowledge and disseminate a knowledge-sharing vision, thus compelling 
participants to likewise share knowledge and collaborate. Participants will perceive that open 
communication and knowledge-sharing are favourable behaviours. Public employees should 
disclose all documents pertaining to the topic of the collaboration project. They should make clear 
how all tasks and discussions are relevant for achieving their mutual goal. In the public relations 
efforts surrounding the collaboration project, they should frame the project as being part of a 
greater knowledge sharing vision that seeks to include all citizens. Furthermore, public officials 
can actively engage in discussions with the participants, not by trying to convince the participants 
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of their own preferred outcome, but by adding further knowledge if needed, providing additional 
perspectives and encouraging further comments. Public personnel will have to be selected and 
trained on the basis of their ability to be transformational leaders and encourage a shared vision. 

Proposition 7: Articulating and embodying a knowledge-sharing vision will foster 
collaboration in Web 2.0 environments. 

In conclusion, appreciation and acknowledgement as well as a shared vision are motivating 
factors in Web 2.0 collaborations. These factors can be attained through regular and constructive 
feedback that values knowledge-sharing behaviour and through public officials seeking a social 
exchange with citizens that encourages collaboration through vision articulation and exemplary 
knowledge-sharing. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper has derived propositions for the design of collaborative Web 2.0 platforms to foster 
active engagement by citizens in knowledge-sharing. Social group interactions have been shown to 
be an important facilitator of knowledge-sharing and collaboration. Social pressure to share 
knowledge is more likely to exist if a group of people can interact with each other over a longer 
period of time in adequately sized groups. The rules that govern interaction among participants 
need to be transparent and fair as well as allow for user participation in the modification and 
monitoring of said rules. Public officials can take a lead in these projects by communicating a 
shared vision and showing appreciation for participants’ knowledge-sharing. We have given 
examples of how these design propositions can be applied in the Web 2.0 context. The nature of a 
specific Web 2.0 collaboration project might, however, hinder the realization of some of these 
propositions. While transparency about the rules and the goal of the project should be possible to 
achieve easily, our proposition regarding the prolonged duration of collaborative relationships as a 
facilitator of knowledge-sharing will possibly be harder to achieve, when decisions need to be 
reached quickly or the government body is already in a late stage of the decision-making process. 
However, we would argue that exactly for these reasons, it behoves public administration to think 
early about the use of collaboration. Furthermore, our propositions regarding the role of public 
officials could mean additional work for the public employees involved and thus be met with 
scepticism by administrations faced with budget constraints. Nonetheless, we have argued that 
allowing the users to moderate themselves and having a technical solution for the automatic 
acknowledgment of user contributions can at the same time increase motivation towards 
knowledge-sharing and ease the workload of individual public employees. In a next step, the 
propositions formulated in this paper will be operationalized and tested through a quantitative 
survey study. This would validate our propositions and contribute to the development of a 
comprehensive framework for the design of Web 2.0 applications that effectively fosters citizen-
administration collaboration. 
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Abstract: The present study deals with the usage and effectiveness of Facebook pages of 325 
Greek local municipal governments. Towards this end, a model was proposed to evaluate 
Facebook engagement of citizens that is comprised of four elements, namely awareness, 
attitude expression, engagement, and advocacy. This model captures low as well as more active 
forms of engagement such as commenting and sharing content on Facebook. Based on the 
findings, Facebook exploitation by local municipal governments in Greece is still in its infancy. 
Moreover, Facebook pages of municipalities scored relatively low on citizens’ awareness, 
engagement, and advocacy while moderate levels of attitude expression were found.  
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1. Background of the Study 

he introduction of Web 2.0 technologies in the public sector has been regarded as a turning 
point in the traditional e-government model. Through exploitation of Web 2.0 tools, citizens 
can become more informed and interested (Mossberger et al., 2013) about local government 

activities and events. The interactive features of social media can advance the way citizens 
communicate with government officials as well as with other citizens (Kavanaugh et al., 2012), 
elaborating multi-party discussions (Mossberger et al., 2013) and triggering the dialogue between 
citizens and local governments (Guttormsen and Sæbø, 2013); thus, limiting the “distance” 
between citizens and local authorities (Hofmann et al., 2013). Social media can enable more active 
forms of participation. For example, citizens can provide feedback to local authorities about new 
public services, thus they can become co-producers, co-designers, and co-developers of services 
(Ferro et al., 2013). Co-deciding and collaborating with the local authorities about serious 
community problems is another important benefit derived from citizens’ engagement with the 
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social media used by local government (Mergel, 2013). As a consequence, citizens feel that they 
have a say in local governance and become more involved with government activities.  

For e-government projects to be successful, agencies should be able to evaluate the performance 
of their initiatives (Gupta and Jana, 2003). Although, the concept of e-government performance is 
important (Morgeson and Mithas, 2009) most times government agencies use few if any metrics to 
measure their performance. The variety of measurement approaches signifies a plurality of 
scholarly approaches to evaluation of e-government initiatives (Gable, 2014). Nonetheless, the 
emerging role of social media in politics in conjunction with the huge streams of data they 
generate creates an imperative need for government agencies to monitor and measure the 
effectiveness of their social media tools used. It should be noted that evaluating the success of 
social media is a difficult task which several researchers have attempted to undertake (Gainous 
and Waigner, 2014). However, a critical issue that still remains is related to the way success (i.e., 
engagement, participation) should be measured in social media tools used by local municipal 
governments. 

Hence, the purpose of the present study is to provide a simple framework for the evaluation of 
the effectiveness of social media practices used by local municipal governments. Specifically, this 
study will focus on Facebook usage by local municipal governments in Greece and try to pursue 
the following research objectives: 

1. To investigate the extent to which local municipal governments in Greece use Facebook 
in order to communicate with their citizenry. 

2. To evaluate the effectiveness of Facebook activities of local municipal governments in 
Greece in engaging their citizens. 

This study contributes to the existing literature in two ways. First, it enhances our 
understanding about the way local municipal governments in Greek utilize Facebook as a 
communication tool. Until now, most of the studies on the use of social media by local 
governments have been conducted in the United States. More research is needed to explore the 
way local public administrations in other countries are utilizing social media (Larsson, 2013). 
Greece presents an interesting case for the study of local government 2.0. The introduction of ICT 
in Greek public sector is dated back to the late nineties. Most of the Greek e-government initiatives 
at the municipality level have focused around 

1. training of mayors and elected officials in ICT,  
2. development of digital services, and  
3. implementation of management information systems.  

In 2005 most of the e-government tools used by local municipal governments in Greece focused 
on information provision rather on the interaction with citizens and the implementation of online 
transactions (Yannas and Lappas, 2010). After the 2010 Kallikratis Reform Program the number of 
Greek municipalities was reduced from 1,031 to 325 resulting in decentralization of power across 
local authorities by strengthening their size and organizational form. This reform along with the 
limited funding for e-government initiatives due to the protracted economic crisis places 
additional burden on the successful adoption of social media by local municipal government in 
Greece. Thus, the present study will shed light on our limited knowledge about the usage of 
Facebook in Greek municipalities. A second contribution of the study is the development of a 
framework for evaluating how effectively local municipal governments in Greece engage their 
citizenry with their Facebook platforms. As Hoffman et al. (2013) note“research is short of models 
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and insights into the success of local municipal governments’ online communication channels” (p. 
387). 

1.1 Measurement of Social Media Success 

1.1.1 Social Media Engagement Metrics  

A great amount of research about the measurement of social media that is relevant for this paper 
has been conducted in the field of marketing. The increasing usage of social media as an element in 
the promotion mix of  companies attracted the interest of marketers and scholars who tried to 
calculate and estimate the Return-on Social Media-Investment or what Fisher (2009) calls Return-
on-Engagement. Indeed, engagement is a desired outcome of social media tactics and a core 
element in most social media measurement models. According to Paine (2011), social media 
engagement refers to users‘ behaviours that move beyond simple actions such as viewing or 
reading. These actions could include liking a post, commenting or replying and sharing a post 
(Barger and Labrecque, 2013). Several researchers have developed different models to measure 
effectiveness of social media tactics used by companies. For example, Hoffman and Fodor (2010) 
proposed a three step framework for evaluating the success of social media activities of companies. 
The first step measures consumers‘ awareness of social media efforts (e.g., number of fans, 
members) while the second calculates their level of engagement based on the number of likes and 
comments on posts received by users. The third stage refers to the word-of-mouth solicitation on 
behalf of consumers (e.g., post shares). Barger and Labrecque (2013) suggested that measurement 
of consumers‘ engagement with social media tactics of companies is based on three important 
aspects of users‘ behaviour such as expressing agreement, voicing opinion, and information 
sharing. For example, in the case of Facebook, expression of agreement could be measured based 
on the number of likes per post while opinion expression could be estimated by calculating the 
average number of comments per post. In addition, the extent to which a consumer is more 
engaged and becomes an advocate of the company’s Facebook page could be measured based on 
the average number of shares a post receives. 

Based on the preceding analysis, it can be argued that most of the measurement models of social 
media engagement evolve from simple forms such as awareness of social media platforms to more 
interactive forms such as commenting and sharing content. 

1.1.2 Government Social Media Engagement Metrics 

Research on the measurement of effectiveness of social media tactics used by government agencies 
has followed a similar path with the aforementioned marketing studies. Various models have been 
proposed regarding the evaluation of social media practices by governments which place 
emphasis on the measurement of citizens‘ engagement with social media initiatives.  

Abdelsalam et al. (2013) measured success of a local government’s Facebook profile in terms of 
page popularity and page effectiveness. Specifically, page popularity considered the number of 
page likes, posts and“talking about” about a page, while page effectiveness was evaluated by 
dividing the number of people talking about the page with the number of people who have liked 
the page. Agostino (2013) measured success of social media used by local governments based on 
citizens’ awareness and engagement. Awareness of social media platforms included items such as 
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the number of Facebook page likes, Twitter followers, and YouTube subscribers per inhabitant. 
The metric of social media engagement was evaluated using three variables: the number of 
Facebook “talking about” per friend, the number of tweets per follower, and the number of 
YouTube comment per subscriber.  

Mergel (2013) proposed a framework for measuring the success of social media platforms used 
by government agencies which is built around various perspectives (e.g., transparency, 
participation, and collaboration). Transparency refers to the provision of information to citizens 
and can be measured based on the number of friends, likes and followers. Participation is about 
citizens’ engagement with the government social media accounts and is evaluated by counting the 
number of comments posted by users. Additionally, collaboration in social media platforms 
reflects a two-way interactive mode of communication where agencies build on their users’ 
networks and engage in conversation with them. Collaboration can be evaluated by counting the 
number of shares and conversations that take place in the social media platforms of government 
agencies.  

Mossberger et al. (2013) evaluated citizens‘ engagement with local governments‘ Facebook 
accounts by dividing the number of comments by the number of posts. An engagement score over 
60% was indicative of a successful Facebook page that engages citizens and facilitates interaction 
and dialogue between the various stakeholders of a local community. A score between 20% and 
60% indicates a low interaction between citizens and agencies while a score below 20% pinpoints 
poor engagement with agencies that provide only top-down information to their citizens and 
massively distribute content about their initiatives and activities.  

Bonsón et al. (2014) suggested a three stage model for the evaluation of citizens‘ engagement 
with the Facebook accounts of municipalities in Western Europe. The first stage evaluated the 
popularity of Facebook accounts by estimating the average number of likes per post, per 1,000 
fans. The second stage measured the level of commitment that Facebook accounts trigger. 
Commitment represents the average number of comments per post, per 1,000 fans. The third stage 
of the model, assesses the accounts‘ virality by estimating the average number of shares per post, 
per 1,000 fans. These three metrics are aggregated to determine the overall engagement score of the 
Facebook account. 

2. A Proposed Measurement Model of Social Media Engagement 

Based on the aforementioned analysis we propose a framework for the measurement of success of 
social media platforms used by local municipal governments. This measurement model evaluates 
the level of citizens’ engagement and is applied to the Facebook accounts used by municipalities in 
Greece. It should be noted that the model is based on the assumption that engagement evolves in 
stages, from Awareness Creation to Attitude Experssion to Engagement, and to Advocacy. Figure 
1 illustrates the different stages of the proposed measurement model.  
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Figure 1: Proposed model for measurement of Facebook engagement 

Specifically, the first stage of the measurement model evaluates citizens’ awareness of the 
Facebook pages used by local government (Hoffman and Fodor, 2010). This way an estimate of the 
visibility and popularity of local governments’ Facebook account across the community is 
provided. As citizens become aware and get connected with the Facebook page they then start 
evaluating the online content posted. A positive evaluation will result in pressing the “Like” 
button. This action is a simple form of engagement with the Facebook page where citizens simply 
express their attitude and show their favorability towards the page content. Attitude formation 
and subsequent expression of opinion is a first sign of involvement with the Facebook activity of 
local governments which could result in more active forms of engagement (Barger and Labrecque, 
2013). Engagement involves actions such as commenting on a post or replying to a comment 
(Hoffman and Fodor, 2010). Finally, when citizens become deeply engaged with the Facebook page 
of municipalities they can become passionate supporters of the content posted. Hence, citizens act 
as advocates who spread virally the content created by local government by sharing and 
forwarding posts (Barger and Labrecque, 2013).  

3. Methodology 

A mixed-mode method was conducted in order to address the research questions. First, a review 
of the literature was performed to identify social media measurement models/frameworks 
developed by other researchers. It should be noted that we focused our review on social media 
metrics proposed by researchers in the fields of marketing and e-government. After careful 
consideration of the identified measurement models we proposed our framework which was 
based on the models developed by Hoffman and Fodor (2010), Barger and Labrecque (2013), and 
Snead (2013). Second, the proposed measurement model, which evaluated the effectiveness of 
Facebook implementation at the municipal level, was then applied to the Greek context of 
municipalities via a quantitative Facebook analysis. 
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The sample for this study consisted of the 325 Greek municipalities. Data collection took place 
from June to August 2014 and was conducted in two phases. During the first phase, data regarding 
general characteristics for each municipality (e.g., size, percentage of citizens with higher 
education, internet penetration rate, usage of e-government services, voters’ turnout) were 
gathered from various sources such as the websites of the Ministry of the Interior (www.ypes.gr) 
the Hellenic Statistical Authority (www.statistics.gr), and the Observatory for the Greek 
Information Society (www.observatory.gr). The variables of the study were operationalized as 
follows: 

• Size: Number of inhabitants as recorded in the 2011 Census of Population 

• Higher Education: Percentage of inhabitants with Bachelor’s or Master’s degree or Doctoral 
diploma of each municipality 

• Voters’ Turnout: Percentage of citizens who voted at the first round of the May 2014 
Municipal Elections of each municipality. 

• Internet Usage: Percentage of internet users of each municipality.  

• Usage of e-government services: Percentage of individuals who have used e-government 
services in each municipality. 

During the next phase, researchers examined whether each municipality had a Facebook page. 
Non-official accounts were excluded from analysis. For each Facebook page the total number of 
page likes, posts, likes on posts, comments, replies and shares on posts were collected. Posts were 
categorized based on their format (links, statuses, photos, and videos). We limited our analysis to 
the first 1.000 posts of each account. This means that the examined time frame for the analysis was 
different for the different Facebook pages of each municipality. However, it should be noted that 
the Facebook pages of municipalities that contained less than 1,000 posts (80 municipalities) the 
analysis was conducted from the day of creation of the Facebook pages and thus from the first 
post. The year of creation of the Facebook pages for most municipalities ranged from 2009 to 2014.  

Citizens’ awareness was measured by dividing the number of Facebook page likes by the 
population of each municipality. Citizens’ attitude expression was calculated based on the average 
number of Facebook likes on posts per post. The number of likes on users’ comments was not 
included in our analysis. Citizens’ engagement was evaluated based on the average number of 
total comments (post comments and comment replies) per post. Lastly, advocacy of citizens was 
measured as the average number of post shares per post. 

4. Results 

The majority of the Greek municipalities (75.1%) were medium sized with regards to their 
population (between 10,000 to 249,000 inhabitants) and only two of them (Athens and 
Thessaloniki) were regarded as large municipalities (i.e., over 1 million inhabitants). Of the 325 
local municipal governments 92 (28.3%) of them had an official Facebook page while 54 of them 
had a Facebook profile (16.6%). The use of Facebook profiles instead of Facebook pages is 
indicative of an informal and unofficial approach in the exploitation of Facebook.  

Of the 92 Facebook pages, 12 were inactive with no content posted by local municipal 
governments. As Table 1 shows, on average local municipal governments with a Facebook page 
posted 314 messages which were mainly links and photos. Moreover, Facebook pages were visible 
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to 1,058 citizens and received 4,785 likes, 125 comments, 6 replies on comments, and 940 shares on 
average. 
Table 1: Analysis of Greek Municipalities Facebook Pages 

 
Average 
Number 

Maximum Standard 
Deviation 

Page Likes 1,058 10,865 1602.02 

Talking About 82.87 2523 297.37 

Posts 314.34 1001     352.29 

Links 143.98 932 210.09 

Statuses 33.40 251 59.80 

Photos 124.25 818 185.82 

Videos 10.57 88 18.78 

Post Likes 4,784.65 81.337 13,929.69 

Post Comments 125.53 1558 305.41 

Post Replies      5.83     204     23.65 

Post Shares 940.08 11,775 2,317 
 
Table 2, shows how Greek municipalities with Facebook pages differ from municipalities which 

do not make use of Facebook. Based on the results, an average municipality with a Facebook page 
is significantly larger in population size that local administrations which do not have a presence on 
Facebook. On the contrary, voter turnout, percentage of citizens’ with higher education and 
internet connection, and the percentage of citizens who have previously used e-government 
services are not characteristics which differentiate municipalities with a Facebook page from 
municipalities without a page. Hence, it can be argued that larger municipalities will be more 
likely to adopt new media platforms such as Facebook compared to smaller ones due to lack of 
financial resources.  
Table 2: Characteristics of Facebook Versus Non-Faceebook Municipalities 

 Municipalities with 
Facebook Page 

Municipalities 
Without Facebook 
Page 

Population1 45,808.43 28,193.64 

Higher Education 0.092 0.096 

Internet Connection 0.038 0.038 

Voters’ Turnout 0.624 0.633 

E-Government Services 0.342 0.335 

1 Significant difference of mean values at p=0.05 based on independent t-test. 
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In order to achieve the second research objective, measurement of Facebook engagement was 
conducted on the 80 active Facebook pages of Greek local municipalities. Table 3 shows the 
evaluation of the Facebook pages based on the proposed model for the measurement of citizens’ 
engagement with Facebook. Findings suggest that Facebook pages of local municipal governments 
in Greece scored fairly low in citizens’ awareness since the average fan per inhabitant is below 1. 
This low popularity means that Facebook pages of Greek local municipal governments have not 
reached a “critical mass” of the reachable audience. On the other hand, pages did well on 
triggering online citizens to express their attitudes. As Table 2 indicates a post is liked 8 times on 
average. Engagement of Greek citizens with the Facebook pages of municipalities was extremely 
low, since a post is commented 0.24 times on average. Low levels of advocacy were found on the 
pages of local municipal governments. On average a Facebook post is shared by two users.  
Table 3: Facebook Metrics of Local Municipal Government Pages 

 Awareness2 Attitude 
Expression3 

Engagement4 Advocacy5 

Mean   0.12 8.29 0.24 1.70 

Maximum 3.37 82.14 1.62 29.51 

    Standard   
Deviation 

0.43 15.43      0.36     3.89 

5. Conclusion and Discussion 

The present study investigated the usage and effectiveness of Facebook exploited by Greek local 
municipal governments. Evidence suggests that local municipal governments are moving towards 
an e-government 2.0 era, albeit slowly. Moreover, exploitation of Facebook by local municipal 
governments is still in its infancy since the majority of municipalities were not present on 
Facebook. Only 28% of Greek local municipal governments have a Facebook page. Hence, this 
small number of local municipal governments which are active on Facebook could be 
characterized as innovators that probably might set the pace for other local municipal 
governments to  follow. Possible reasons for this low exploitation of Facebook tools by Greek local 
municipal governments could be attributed to their bureaucratic inertia and inefficiencies as well 
as the lack of resources and personnel. Note, that although Greek municipalities lag behind their 
counterparts in the United States where Facebook’s penetration is over 90% they go hand in hand 
with other European countries (Bonsón et al., 2012). Similar levels of Facebook presence with those 
found in the present study were reported for municipalities in Italy (Agostino, 2013) and Sweden 
(Larsson, 2013).  

It becomes evident that the majority of Greek municipalities should start participating in the 
social media arena in order to be where their citizens are. However, implementation of social 
media initiatives by local municipal governments requires major trasformations from the 

2 average page like per inhabitant 
3 average like per post 
4 average comment per post 
5 average share per post 
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traditional bureaucratic models into more participatory, deliberative, and citizen-centric models 
where citizens are treated as customers. Municipalities wishing to take advantage of the benefits 
derived from social media need to better understand and address citizens’ needs for new forms of 
communication and interaction with their municipalities. Paying attention to and replicating best 
practices of social media implementation by businesses outside government can help 
municipalities increase the success of their social media initiatives (Mergel, 2013). Indeed, a large 
number of businesses have created Facebook pages to engage their customers in a number of ways 
(Mitic and Kapoulas, 2012). For example, Procter and Gamble managed to increase awarereness of 
its Facebook page though its "Thank You Mom" Olympics campaign by designing a Facebook 
application which allowed fans to send their own mothers thank you messages. Lay’s (well known 
potato chip brand) using its Facebook fan page prompted consumers to co-create a new product by 
asking them to provide feedback about a new flavor. Domino’s Pizza also has succesfully 
responded to consumers’ need for interaction and information about their favorite brands through 
constant updates of their Facebook page and the creation of a specific tab where fans can voice 
their complaints and receive responses on behalf of the company. Coca-Cola utilizes social media 
in order to monitor consumers’ attitudes. Specifically, through its Facebook page consumers are 
prompted to post pictures from their daily interactions with the Coca Cola drink. This way, the 
company can track consumers’ opinions and experiences with the brand (Weinberg and Pehlivan, 
2011). Hence, it can be argued that attendance to successful corporate examples of social media 
usage can help local municipal governments design and implement Web 2.0 tactics to receive 
citizen feedback, co-create new services, and engage in dialogue with citizens. 

The present study also tried to shed light on the critical debate that exists on whether e-
government 2.0 initiatives undertaken by local municipal governments can enhance more 
participatory forms of democracy by actively engaging citizens. On the one hand, several scholars, 
who can be regarded as e-government 2.0 enthusiasts, believe that social media can have positive 
effects not only for governments but for citizens as well (Chun and Reyes, 2012). For example, 
interactive applications are regarded as a cost effective and convenient way for massive 
distribution of content to citizens (Bonsón et al., 2012). The increased penetration of social media 
such as Facebook helps local governments implement more egalitarian forms of governance, like 
reaching citizens who have never been involved in policy making before (Mergel, 2012). Local 
governments can also use social media to mine content generated from citizens about their 
attitudes and views on various issues (Abdelsalam et al., 2013). Besides mining citizens’ generated 
content, local municipal governments can benefit from asking citizens for feedback about 
important community problems (Mergel, 2012).  This way, better public services can be designed 
as well as alternative and innovative solutions to important community problems can arise (Ferro 
et al., 2013) through citizens’ engagement.  

On the other hand, despite the importance of social media in engaging citizenship in 
participatory democracy, their successful implementation by government agencies at the local 
level is relatively low according to some scholars (Gainous and Wagner, 2014). Even in the United 
States where penetration of social media at the local level is high (Mossberger et al. 2013), the 
effective implementation of these interactive tools is lacking since the U.S. local governments insist 
on using these interactive tools primarily as one-way communication vehicles (Reddick and 
Norris, 2013). In Europe, adoption of e-government 2.0 at the local level has not yet reached a stage 
of maturity. While investigating 15 large European cities Bonsόn et al. (2012) found that local 
governments are not utilizing social media platforms to a great extent. In the UK, local authorities 
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use social media to provide only top-down information while they do not engage to a great extent 
their citizenry (Ellison and Hardey, 2014). Hence, few government agencies at the local level have 
fully exploited social media, and even fewer have yet actualized the potential offered by social 
media in engaging their citizens.  

Moreover, a number of critics further sharpen the debate by casting doubt about the potential of 
social media in transforming government (Coursey and Norris, 2008). Based on these criticisms, 
reliance on opinions citizens upload on social media might impose several threats on the outcomes 
of the policy making process due to their low quality on substantive issues and lack of 
representativeness (Guttormsen and Sæbø, 2013). Moreover, choosing policy requires knowledge 
and “attention to tradeoffs among values, to second-best possibilities, and to unexpected risks” 
(Weissberg, 2001, p. 1) that citizens might not possess which in turn will lead to low quality 
policies. In addition the high penetration of social media along with the openness of their content 
runs the risk of issues slipping away out of the grid of local governments (Mergel, 2013).  

In order to enlighten the discussion around the effectiveness of e-government 2.0 in triggering 
engagement, a model was developed for measuring citizens’ engagement on Facebook which was 
comprised of four components namely, awareness, attitude expression, engagement, and 
advocacy. These four components capture the evolving nature of engagement that starts with low 
engagement (i.e., awareness creation) and moves towards more active engagement behaviors (i.e., 
word-of-mouth). Based on the results of the present study, Facebook used by Greek local 
municipal governments performed poorly on citizens’ awareness, engagement, and advocacy. 
Moderate performance was found on citizens’ attitude expression.  

The main limitation of the study relates to the small sample used to apply the measurement 
model, since only 28% of the Greek municipalities had a Facebook page. Hence, results of the 
present study are only indicative of the effectiveness of the Facebook pages of a small number of 
Greek municipalities, and therefore the findings cannot be representative of the majority of local 
municipal governments in Greece. As a consequence, results should be interpreted with care. 
Another limitation of the present study stems from the way we measured engagement. For 
example, in order to measure awareness we divided the number of page likes by the population in 
a given municipality. We wanted to see to what exent the Facebook page of a city is visible to its 
citizens. However, this measure could be a biased approximation since not all Facebook fans are 
citizens of the municipality. In addition, the measurement model is mostly quantitative and does 
not take into account qualitative data such as the relevance of the opinions stated on comments. A 
future study could take these limitations into account and improve the model. 
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Abstract: This paper describes the work routines, the ostensive and the performed scripts, of 
online discussion administrators (or admins) based on a case study of a Slovak newspaper 
renowned for its positive outlook on eParticipation. Drawing largely on interviews and 
ethnographic observation in the newsroom, it shows how admins deploy a wide range of skills 
associated with a role that can best be likened to that of a judge or referee, far from the 
image of the community builder associated with the positive myth about journalism and 
eParticipation. Although anchored in a sense of the journalistic craft, they distance admin work 
cognitively from an editorial process and pose problems for workers‘ professional identity. In 
addition to the implications for journalism, the analysis of administrators‘ justificatory 
vocabulary offers broader insights about how the informational value of user-generated content 
and the participatory competences of online discussants are being actively negotiated. 

Keywords: discussion administration, discussion moderation, online journalism, work routines, 
eParticipation. 
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1. Introduction 

his paper describes the work routines, the ostensive and the performed scripts, of online 
discussion administrators (or admins) based on a case study of a Slovak newspaper 
renowned for its positive outlook on eParticipation. Studying the incorporation (or not) of 

admin work within the professional task repertoire of journalists is of interest because commenting 
spaces on news portals are “places of boundary work for the journalist–audience relationship” 
(Robinson 2010: 126). They represent a boundary space in two senses: between journalism and 
affiliated professions, making them a potential site for the importation of extra-journalistic skills, 
identities and practices to the journalistic field (including the entry of people whose journalistic 
credentials are disputed); and between professionals and amateurs , making them a metajournalistic 
or even metalinguistic space where cultural production, its quality and the language used by 
journalists, is subject to evaluation and informal sanction by non-journalists (Jacquet 2014) and 
where the terms of interaction are constantly renegotiated, contested and newly enacted. 

T 
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While there is an abudance of research dealing with the deliberative quality of online news 
comments (one could say they replicate, or audit, the administrators‘ evaluations), comparatively 
few studies describe commenting policies (e.g., Robinson 2010) and fewer still inquire into how 
comment administration is organised and performed as a cognitive work routine. The main 
exceptions are Ihlebaek & Krumsvik (2014) and Degand (2012), and only Degand used 
ethnographic methods. This is surprising given the long tradition of studying journalism from a 
sociology of work perspective and the well-established genre of newsroom ethnography, which 
Paterson & Domingo (2008) urged researchers of online news production to engage with. My point 
of departure is a similar research question to Ihlebaek & Krumsvik’s, “how is editorial control 
practised in participatory services in online newspapers?” (2014: 2), but turns it much more closely 
towards situated practice than their survey was able to do. By studying work practices in close-up 
through a mixture of observation and interviews with current and past admins, the paper aims to 
describe the skills enacted by admins and understand how they are scripted, consecrated and 
credentialised by the institutions that structure the organisationsal and professional field.  

2. Background to the Case Study 

2.1 eParticipation and the Professional Identity of Journalists in Slovakia 

The setting for the study reported in this paper is the Slovak daily newspaper SME, which is the 
country’s third largest daily as measured by average print sales and the leading online news portal 
(source). Since the collapse of the communist regime in 1989, the journalistic field in Central 
Europe has undergone significant structural transformations. The initial effect was to bring in a 
period of post-revolutionary amateurism when, due to a high turnover of personnel and the 
foundation of many new titles, but also due to the engagement of journalistists in the struggle to 
establish democratic institutions, “journalistic practices and routines appear to have been guided 
more by civic than by professional values” (Metyková & Waschková Císářová 2009: 728)..  

Throughout the 1990s most new entrants to the profession lacked journalistic training, since it 
was not until the middle of the decade that the first new journalistic programmes were established 
in higher education institutions. This can be interpreted as a historical moment of refoundation, 
when a profession is temporarily amateurised by an influx of new entrants who challenge 
orthodox practices and values (severely compromised in this case by the higher-level political 
regime change) before the initially heretical values and practices become embedded as a new 
orthodoxy. In Slovakia this era was prolonged by the confrontational stance of the third Mečiar 
government (1994-98) towards the media and other civil society institutions and the reaction of 
parts of the media, including the newspaper SME, which assumed a strong anti-government stance 
and practised a form of advocacy journalism, identifying with a broad-based 'pro-democracy' 
alliance. Nevertheless, the Mečiar period essentially only delayed a transformation of the 
journalistic field in the direction of increasing economic heteronomy, influenced by a period of 
foreign ownership1 (between 2000 and 2014 a German publisher held a 50% stake in SME, which 
was recently sold to a Slovak financial group), increasing sensitivity to commercial pressures and a 

1 It is possible that rising foreign ownership has decreased political heteronomy, on the other hand: Waschková 
Císářová (2007) reports that one editor-in-chief of a leading Slovak daily felt that direct pressure on journalists from 
proprietors has been stronger when Slovak media are owned by local capital.  
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convergence of journalistic values towards the Anglo-American model of professionalism with its 
emphasis on accuracy, objectivity and balance (Metyková & Waschková Císářová 2009). At the 
same time, however, there seems to be evidence that the journalistic profession is becoming less 
stable, and some older journalists perceive a crisis in professional values and a decline in self-
respect among members of the profession, citing, for example, a tendency for young people to join 
media organisations merely to make themselves visible so that they can move on to better-paid 
jobs, for example as spokespeople for economic or political organisations (Waschková Císářová 
2007). Survey data indicate that in 2010 around a third of Slovak journalists had considered leaving 
the profession, mainly for financial reasons, with only 23% of respondents convinced that they 
would continue to work in their current organisation (Brečka & Keklak 2010: 177-179). Professional 
values thus remain unstable due to the high turnover of personnel and the lack of prestige 
attached to most positions within the journalistic field, and this instability is only reinforced by the 
changes to workflows and job descriptions connected to newsroom digitalisation. 

2.2 eParticipation in the Business Model and on the Website of SME 

Like most newspapers, SME took some time to determine the role of a website and online 
participation in its overall business model, but a number of features stand out in its use of the 
Internet. It was an early adopter, establishing a website in 1994 (initially in collaboration with a 
team from the Slovak Academy of Sciences), setting up an online newsroom in 1998 (using the 
know-how of Valér Kot, returning after postgraduate studies at the University of Quebec), 
enabling readers to comment on articles before any other Slovak newspaper, and becoming 
probably the first national newspaper in the world to launch a blog platform for readers' blogs in 
December 2004 (just before Le Monde offered blogs to its subscribers). Its online news portal 
quickly established itself as the leading news portal in Slovakia, and was profit-making from 2005. 
SME has therefore used eParticipation as a key part of its business model, using cultural capital 
that gave it a head start over most of its rivals. In line with the principle that news organisations 
should develop online discussion spaces as venues for the free expression of public opinion 
(World Editors Forum, 2013), SME aspires, in the words of its discussion codex, to sustain “a space 
for cultivated, substantive and non-aggressive communication between people for the purpose of 
familiarisation and opinion exchange” (SME, 2012). 

This is apparent from a comparison of SME’s website with competing news portals in Slovakia 
in terms of their discussion rules. Of the seven leading news portals in Slovakia according to 
audience data for November 2014, SME’s website does not give an especially prominent place to 
eParticipation in terms of architecture and visibility, and does not offer features that are lacking on 
other portals, but it has the most extensive set of discussion rules and they are unique in offering a 
positive definition of what type of environment the newspaper wishes to create for its readers (‘a 
place of intelligent debate’) in addition to simply listing the negative forms of expression that are 
banned. Its rules are the only ones that are written in the first and second person (referring to the 
newspaper as ‘we’ and the user as ‘you’), where the norm is to adopt an impersonal third person 
register. This is clearly intended to introduce a conversational tone to the interaction between the 
medium and its online audience. Finally, only two of the seven portals (SME and Topky) explain 
in their discussion rules how the alerting system works and encourage readers to use it, thereby 
indicating an intention to share the responsibility for discussion administration with readers. 
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2.3 Commenting on News at SME 

Although many European newspapers initially experimented with a series of different 
eParticipation channels (blogs, forums, polls and chats as well as interactive devices such as 
electoral candidate-matching tools), the trend has since been towards standardisation of the 
eParticipation offer towards a single format: comments below articles. Ihlebaek & Krumsvik (2014) 
interpret this as an assertion of editorial control, as forums, for example, gave readers more power 
over the agenda. Newspapers would often suggest broad topics for debate, linked to the so-called 
current media agenda but with the implicit goal of producing something akin to a readers' 
newspaper. Commenting spaces index the agenda for discussion to the news of the day, as 
determined by journalists. 

eParticipation at SME has followed the same trend (although it also retains a very important 
place for readers' blogs). It nonetheless differs from most of its local competitors and international 
counterparts in the way it implements commenting through a range of different administration 
settings and associated practices. Consequently a given article can have one of four types of 
commenting facility: pre-moderated, post-moderated, moderation delegated to author (e.g., for its 
‘VIP bloggers’) and finally articles that are closed to discussion. Most, in fact, are post-moderated, 
but the fact that the treatment of comments at SME has diversified over time is in itself significant, 
because it goes against a general trend towards standardisation (Ihlebaek & Krumsvik 2014). The 
mixed approach reflects continuing internal debates, uncertainties and experimentation regarding 
how to calibrate this apparently standardised eParticipation tool. 

3. Methods 

The paper draws on data from ethnographic newsroom observation and interviews with five 
current and four former employees of SME whose jobs involved administering online discussion, 
as well as on interviews and informal conversations with several other managers and journalists. 
Data about eParticipation were collected between mid-2013 and late 2014 as part of a wider 
collaborative research project between the author and journalists and managers at the newspaper. 
Former employees were interviewed in a café in Bratislava or (in two cases) by Skype. Current 
employees were all interviewed and observed during normal work shifts. The primary purpose of 
the interviews was to produce biographical narratives in order to understand how admin work 
fitted into journalistic trajectories and professional identities. This was complemented by obtaining 
respondents‘ regular CVs. 

An important part of the method was developed iteratively in response to a problem that I 
encountered during newsroom observation. When observing online discussion administration 
being performed, there were no clearly marked contextual clues about how to interpret what was 
going on. Job descriptions, official organisational procedures, training manuals and legal codes 
would have been the natural yardsticks, but these scarcely exist. Discussion administration is a 
social practice without any codified scripts at SME. But, in order to do the job efficiently, admins 
nevertheless did what members of organisational groups do in a variety of routine situations – 
they typified, referring to categories (Sumpter 2000). This meant that it was possible to use 
research situations to produce textual artefacts that invoked a context equivalent to the ‘missing’ 
standards. Instead of silently observing, I prompted administrators to justify each decision that 
they took, recording the qualifying words and phrases that they used. The result of this exercise 
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was a series of texts in the form of lists of adjectival words and phrases (Table 1 gives an 
overview). Adjectives attribute qualities to entities and thus singularise them by referring to a local 
‘context’ within which the attributions apply, or by defining legitimate and illegitimate 
comparisons with other contexts (Chateauraynaud 2003: 231). They referred me to the discursive 
registers that mattered to individuals at a particular time and place. They invoked a series of 
standards, norms and categories that oriented their judgement, including organisational policies 
and values as well as internalised, socialised thresholds of tolerance. This enabled quite a detailed 
recapitulation of tacit and embodied skills deployed by administrators, referring to (con)texts that 
do not formally script their work but are made present in its daily performance.  

Thus the texts obtained from newsroom observation – my observation notes of administrators‘ 
actions and decisions – literally contained their own contexts: the externalised justifications 
produced in response to my questioning. The first analytical task – and the principal object of this 
paper – was then to ascertain what registers these justifications referred to, since this is crucial to 
understanding what kind of legitimacy administrators claim when censoring online discussion. 

4. Results 

At SME, members of staff who administer online discussion are not employed solely in that 
capacity. Most estimated that they spend around 10% of their working day performing that task, 
and my newsroom observations suggest that the proportion may even be lower. Apart from the 
”project manager for user-generated content” (someone who oversees the process of 
administration, substitutes for colleagues at busy times and sometimes intervenes in urgent or 
difficult cases), the task fell on four web editors during the period of this research. The phrase fall 
on is appropriate, because discussion administration is the least important and least glorious 
element in the bundle of tasks for which web editors at SME are responsible. Admin work is 
mostly performed at breakneck speed in the brief lulls that occur during a work shift, or failing 
that, immediately after the end of a shift (i.e., in the worker’s own time). The day consists of three 
shifts: 6am – 12pm, 12pm – 5pm and 5pm – midnight. Editors frequently work from home if they 
have the morning or evening shift but always come into the office for the busiest afternoon shift2.  

The four web editors and the UGC project manager are all recent graduates of Slovak 
universities in journalism or media studies and three of them had worked briefly at other Slovak 
newspapers or news portals before joining SME. This background contrasts with the profile of 
their predecessors: out of around 10 previous administrators whom SME has employed since 
online discussion to articles was launched in 2004 (four of whom have been interviewed for this 
study), six had studied humanities or social science subjects and only one studied journalism. 
Furthermore, their previous and subsequent jobs were more often in the software, new media or 
creative industries than in journalism. Asked to comment on this change, both the head of online 
services and one of SME’s deputy editor-in-chiefs (previously the founder of SME’s blog service 
and its very first discussion administrator) denied any deliberate change in personnel policy or 
reassessment of who is best qualified for admin work, but suggested that it probably reflects a 
gradual stabilisation of the bundle of tasks performed by web editors. Managers have come to the 

2 One reason is that this is when most of the reporters are finishing their articles for the ‘paper’ edition, 
some of which are passed to the editor to put online in draft versions. Another reason is sociability – going 
for lunch with colleagues, for example. 
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view that discussion administration belongs in this bundle for the simple reason that the person 
who keeps a close eye on both breaking news stories (in the course of monitoring, adapting and 
publishing news agency press releases) and the latest audience ratings (in the course of curating 
the home page) is probably also best placed to supervise what the participatory part of the 
audience is commenting on. Hence, while some of the earlier admins performed discussion 
administration within a more technical bundle of tasks (e.g., manually uploading content to the 
web – a task now semi-automised by the content management system), it gradually came to be 
absorbed within a journalistic portfolio, albeit predominantly composed of the least prestigious 
areas of journalistic work. 

Although in theory (and importantly, in terms of legal responsibility) they should monitor entire 
discussions, in practice admins do not have time even to scan the discussion below articles (which 
can quickly expand to hundreds of contributions spread over dozens of pages). Their principal 
working interface is a list, appearing in reverse chronological order, called the “admin notice list” 
or “list of alerts”. Admins react to alerts received from discussion participants, who pressed a 
button ”Alert the administrator” and then filled in an online form to explain why they think a 
certain contribution breaks the discussion codex, selecting from one of five categories of 
infringement (vulgarity, personal attack, xenophobia/racism, advertising/spam and other) and 
with the option (relatively infrequently used) to add an explanatory note. The on-duty 
administrator has to decide if the complaint is valid - and the comment should be blocked - or 
invalid - and the comment left in place3. In this sense the task is analogous to that of a judge or 
referee in a legal or sporting context. An administrator is, in the words of one former admin, a god-
like figure with the power to interpret the rules in force and thus determine what does and does 
not belong in the comment spaces below newspaper articles. As with judges and referees, to what 
extent this authority is recognised by discussion participants is an empirical matter, but the latter 
have little power to contest administrators’ decisions, except by commenting. 

As explained in section 3, administrators typify the contributions they are asked to adjudicate on, 
as well as their authors (the discussants). Some typifications are scripted, referring notably to the 
four codified categories of infringement mentioned above, but sometimes also to a script that tells 
them it is appropriate to apply different degrees of protection to different categories of discussion 
participant (discussant, blogger, journalist) or addressee (private person, public person, minority 
social group, majority social group). In the mid-2000s this was described as an unwritten rule by a 
former admin (2004-2008), but subsequently – in a rare example of codification – it was 
systematised in a guidance note written by SME’s UGC project manager and made available to 
editors as a shared Google document. A lot of justifications, however, were not scripted, and refer 
to categories I have called socially available (typifications with a high degree of social legitimacy in a 
given historical setting) or embodied / experienced (typifications that the administrator mobilises by 
reference to precedents encountered in their professional experience or by trusting their instincts, 
which also tends to come with experience). As Sumpter (2000) has shown, reliance upon 
experience-based instincts in the absence of codified rules and procedures is also typical of the 
more glorified editorial routine of selecting stories for the front page of newspapers.  

Editors observed and interviewed were thoroughly familiar with the codified categories, but 
found that they did not provide a sufficient yardstick in many cases. Some interviewees indeed 
reasoned that the competences required to administer discussion are of such a tacit and 

3 In practice admins pass a reported comment far more often than they delete it. 
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experience-based nature that they can only be acquired through practice and through asking 
questions to more experienced colleagues. This is partly connected with the belief that SME is 
blessed with, or has succeeded in cultivating, a discussion community with a unique, slightly 
exclusive spirit and a higher than usual level of debate, and that the first requirement of a new 
admin is to get to know the community and acquire a “feel” for the way it expresses itself.  

Whether codified or not, admins’ typifications basically performed the same function, reducing 
uncertainty by contextualising the contribution at one of three levels of generality: the level of the 
discussion itself, the level of the organisation with its “interest” in valorising online discussion as 
both a commercial and a public service, and finally a more universal level, referring to a notion of 
the public sphere, whether in Slovakia or more globally. Surprisingly few contextualisations 
invoke the organisational level, which could be because respondents felt it was illegitimate 
explictly to invoke organisational considerations as reasons for censoring the content of online 
discussion, but probably also reflects the lack of formal opportunities to confer and compare or to 
receive senior managerial feedback on one's work. As a consequence there is a greater need to 
explore the other contexts available to the administrator - the “atmosphere” of the discussion 
thread in which a reported message appears or the way a particular issue is treated in national or 
international public debate and the idea of generalisable discussion rules, norms and standards. 

Table 1 presents a list of evaluatory words and phrases employed by observed admins to justify 
their decisions. It is selective, of course, but a high degree of saturation was quickly attained 
during each observation session, as the respondent began to repeat justifications that they had 
used before. The justifications have been arranged according to the contexts and categories that 
they explicitly or implicitly refer to. 

5. Interpretation of Results 

5.1 Journalism and eParticipation 

Since the widespread adoption of digital technologies by the mass media, journalism and 
journalists have been challenged to make sense of eParticipation at both a normative and practical 
level. On the normative level one can find a large corpus of metajournalistic discourse shaped by 
either a positive or a negative myth of online journalism (Domingo 2008). These myths either 
narrate a need for the profession to evolve a capacity for community management, facilitation and 
conversation in place of traditional skills associated with knowledge production and textual 
manipulation in particular, or constitute these same trends as a threat to the profession and 
professionalism of journalists. Neither discourse does much to elucidate the actual skills required 
or the nature of the work performed in tasks like discussion administration. This is in part because, 
whether they reserve a key place for journalists as facilitators or foresee the displacement of 
journalists from their central place in the public sphere, they tend to overstate the capacity of 
online spaces for self-regulation and underestimate the work required to maintain them as 
socially- and informationally-valuable spaces. In a debate about commenting on the US news 
portal Slate, Will Oremus stated that “moderation is essential and also quite difficult, and is rarely 
done well.” (Hess, Larimore, Marcotte & Oremus 2014). The evidence from my case study likewise 
emphasises the demanding nature of the work and its underestimation in organisational 
workflows and reward systems.  
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Table 1: The Administrator’s Vocabulary of Evaluation 

Context (→) 
Category (↓) 

Discussion Organisation Universal 

Codified Personal wars 
Suspicious numbers 
Not aggressive 
Suspicious rating 
Insult 
There’s no cause to attack him 
A clear attack 
Name-calling 
They’re maligning each other 
Insults other discussants in the 
third person 
Needlessly vulgar 
Spammer 
Vulgarisms 
Nothing but insults 

Insulted our 
discussants 
Abusing the system 
to settle accounts 
 

Just an exchange of 
political opinions 
Hard-hitting – but it’s 
about politics 
Nothing non-standard  
Completely in order 
but it’s directed at a 
political party 
Typical banter in that 
context 
Typical political 
discussion 
Doesn’t break the rules 
Broke the rules 
 

Socially available Outside the theme of the article 
Artificial support in the 
discussion 
Doesn’t even give an argument 
It has no discussion value 
Off-topic 
The post has nothing in 
common with discussion 
No contribution 
It has no informational value 
It’s an opinion 
Nothing noteworthy 
Nothing valuable 
A pointless contribution 
Brings no arguments 
It isn’t to the point 

We’ve no interest in 
that kind of person 
Shows us in a bad 
light 
 

Decent 
Sane 
A normal initiative 
Cultivated 
Normal 
Nothing terrible 
Cultivating 
Absolute stupidities 
 

Experienced / 
embodied 

Over the line 
Overstepped the mark 
Reproducing conspiracy 
theories 
A big chunk is copied 
Chronic 
Stepped over the line 
 

Matches our taste 
That annoys me 
That should not be 
there 
I don’t like it 
Risk of a law-suit 
 

Pollutes the air 
Completely harmless 
Let them fight 
Just because … 
A classic case – we’re 
back home 
It’s not so bad 
It wasn’t nice 
Pathetic 
Slurs his reputation 

5.2 The Absence of Ostensive Scripts for New Roles 

Surprisingly, even advocates like Jeff Jarvis, who teaches a university course on social journalism, 
describe the skills needed for these new roles in similar terms to the ”relationship skills” that are 
demanded of candidates for almost any knowledge-related work4. Even a thorough empirical 

4 See http://buzzmachine.com/2014/04/26/degree-social-journalism/.  
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study like Estienne’s (2007) could not pin down a set of ‘core competences’ associated with online 
journalism. This opacity is reflected in the wording of Slovak job advertisements for ‘web editors’ 
and related positions. Candidates are sometimes asked in general terms to display ‘a good 
orientation in the environment of the Internet and online communities’ or are required to master 
specific social network tools (‘specialist knowledge of Facebook, Twitter and Linked In’), but the 
ads offer only parsimonious descriptions of what the successful applicant is expected to do (e.g., 
‘administer discussion’ or ‘administer readers’ forums so that they are a pleasant place’). More 
often, in fact, discussion administration is not mentioned at all and ads stress core journalistic skills 
connected to working with text rather than either communicational or technological competences. 
If job ads can be taken as a surrogate for a profession’s ostensive script, then the dominant trend is 
invisibility of the work itself and genericisation of the skills it requires5.  

Journalism, as a characteristically vague profession (Ruellan 1992), has often been uncertain 
about how to react to technological change. If web 2.0 creates a demand for new roles and 
competences, we find contradictory views about whether or not they belong to the journalistic 
repertoire – whether they are 'dignified' enough to lay claim to (as new competences in which 
people can professionally excel) or must be rejected as a menace amounting to deskilling or 
deprofessionalisation. Two of the first discussion administrators at SME said they never thought of 
themselves as journalists. Current and recent web editors, however, generally did and insisted that 
the task of discussion administration belongs to the journalistic field. When asked to describe what 
they do, however, an implicit hierarchy of importance was evident from the very order in which 
they listed different tasks. Invariably, writing tasks were mentioned first (even though web editors 
do very little original writing) followed by the layout of the homepage, selecting and editing and 
news releases, and perhaps infographical work, with discussion administration usually mentioned 
last of all. This hierarchy was confirmed when they were asked which aspects of their job they 
were evaluated upon. Discussion administration became an object of evaluation only in very 
exceptional and specific circumstances, such as when there was a threat of legal action from a 
public figure attacked in the discussion. If things were running smoothly, managers did not ask 
web editors about it. The invisibility of admin work is also apparent from editors' and former 
editors' CVs and other professional self-presentations (e.g., on Linked In), and on the staff portraits 
published on the newspaper's website. Rarely do they mention administration either as someone's 
skill or as part of their job6. 

5.3 Discussion Administration as a Performed Script 

Whereas Robinson found a gradual shift in online news comment hosting towards the role of 
community builder (2010: 140), this research arrives at a different assessment. Robinson's remark 
actually characterises the case study organisation during the early period of online discussion, 
when SME was most explicitly committed to the 'positive myth' about journalism and 

5 Interestingly, Bourdieu et al’s classic study of photography in the 1960s also found that professionals 
stressed generic and embodied skills such as ‘taste’ and ‘class’, as well as polyvalency, as the keys to 
successful practice, suggesting that it is by internalising and socialising competences as embodied or 
enculturated that a profession under threat from ‘amateurs’ attempts to establish distinctions (Bourdieu et 
al 1965: 271). 
6 In fact the only person to cite admin work in their CV was one of the ex-admins just mentioned who did 
not think of himself as a journalist (he works as a freelance translator and website developer). 
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eParticipation, but when it also had a separate online division and outsourced part of the labour 
for discussion administration to people peripherally and voluntarily involved in the 'project'. Since 
that time, workflows and job descriptions have moved away from community management, 
pulling admin work back into the sphere of journalism and allocating the work to web editors as 
an integral part of their daily routine. There remains, however, a tendency by journalists to regard 
the task as demeaning and by management to neglect the competences it demands in terms of both 
training and evaluation. In this context, the relatively small time demands of the current admin 
routine may actually help protect web editors‘ professional identity against the potential loss of 
self-esteem associated with having to perform one of the least attractive tasks in the newsroom. 

The observation of administrators at work, and the performed script that I derived from my 
observations (summarised in Table 1), revealed that admins deploy a wide range of skills. 
Administrators needed to be fluent in the formal discussion rules, familiarise themselves with the 
history of the discussion community and its internal divisions, understand the issue being debated 
and how it was being treated elsewhere in the Slovak websphere, know how to recognise a good 
and bad argument, be able to assess compatibility with the ‘taste’ of the newspaper, apply an 
intuitive feel for the bounds of respectable discourse and adjust this feel according to the 
differential level of protection owing to particular types of actor. They skipped back and forth 
between qualifications that apply journalistic standards, treating comments de facto as inputs to 
news production, and qualifications that imply comments are subsidiary to, or appreciations of, 
the information produced by journalism (and therefore should not, for example, stray off-topic). I 
argue that it is unhelpful to reduce discussion administration either to traditional journalistic work 
or to the proclaimed new discipline of online community building. As is in fact symbolised by use 
of the term administrator rather than moderator, the thing that the operator takes care of is a 
system rather than a community, a procedure rather than a conversation. This system/procedure 
is centred on the submission and arbitration of complaints or accusations through an alerting 
mechanism. The admin then intervenes as the official arbiter or judge. The terminological allusions 
to a legal process are entirely appropriate. They not only capture the essence of the task but 
emphasise its symbolic and aptitudinal distinction from the profession of journalism. 

The distinction from journalism can be illustrated by the way that the very routine that 
structures performance of the role pulls the admin away from potentially 'valuable' content and 
towards the disruptions or rule infringements that risk compromising both the reputation of the 
'brand' and the experience of users (citizens) of an eParticipation space. If the aim was to extract or 
highlight content with journalistic value, the admin routine would have to be conceived very 
differently from how things are done at SME7. Tellingly, admins engage in little or no discussion 
with readers, because they feel it compromises their authority as neutral arbiters to get into 
debates about the legitimacy of their decisions or the fairness of the rules they implement8. Asked 
what qualities made for a good administrator, the deputy editor-in-chief cited above said that they 
should not enjoy reading the discussions, because enjoyment tends to provoke involvement, which 
he firmly believed was out of keeping with dispassionate judgment and effective arbitration. 

7 Admins in fact have access to a facility to highlight 'top' contributions in a discussion thread, but rarely 
make use of it, since the alerting routine directs their attention towards bad rather than good practice, and 
hence they are unlikely to spot many contributions that they want to highlight. 
8 In part, this reluctance to discuss is a lesson learned from the experience of the one (ex-)admin who took 
the opposite approach, but found that his attempt to explain and justify decisions in the discussion met 
only with hostility and accusations directed at him. 
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6. Conclusion 

Based on ethnographic observation of online discussion administrators at work in a leading 
national news portal strongly committed to eParticipation, this paper reframes both the 
relationship of the new skills required to facilitate eParticipation to the traditional skillset of 
professional journalists and the relationship of the participatory competences that administrators 
pass judgement on to the critical competences they enact as judges. Admin work requires a specific 
set of competences that differ in important ways from the editorial skills prioritised in journalism, 
but which are still highly 'professional'. They have little, however, to do with community and 
relationship building. The work routines observed mobilised a hybrid, weakly institutionalised 
professionalism which was still tenuously anchored in a sense of journalistic craft (verification, 
orientation in information hierarchies and reference to standards) but put it at the service of an 
arbitrational rather than a knowledge-producing function within the ‘system of vigilance’ that 
oversees how a sociotechnical configuration is kept in order (cf Chateauraynaud & Torny 2013). 

By focusing on the alert system that forms the backbone of admin work (not just) in the case 
study, and which - strangely, given that 'crowdsourcing' administration is seen as a magic bullet 
by both managers (Touboul 2010) and comment-friendly journalists (Hess, Larimore, Marcotte & 
Oremus 2014) - no one has previously studied in detail, this study shows how it routinises the 
management of comments on online news. ‘Outsourcing’ vigilance thus saves time and resources 
for newspapers, but it alters the competences needed to perform admin work. Although it 
facilitates integration of admin work with other editorial work tasks in a temporal sense, it creates 
a new barrier between them in a cognitive sense, by depriving admins of opportunities to review 
the best comments – and thus to treat comments as input to the news production process.  

This conflict between the desire to confer on comments an informational value (implicit in most 
of the codified rules for discussion) and a tendency to view them as subsidiary feedback on 
information produced exclusively by journalism (evident in the frequent recourse to socially 
available categories at the level of the discussion that disqualify comments based on the criterion 
of relevance or topicality) condenses the boundary work happening in online journalism, where 
the place of amateurs in professional knowledge production is at stake. Admins are called upon to 
pass judgement on eParticipatory competence, a competence that is yet to be normalised, given the 
relative novelty of internet discussion. It has been noted (Tavernier 2010) how newspapers' online 
discussion rules tend to resemble journalists' own professional norms, but it is equally notable that 
these norms are contested by discussants, exposing admins to aggressive 'inverted reality tests' 
when evaluators are counter-evaluated by those they evaluate (Smith, Ward & Kabele 2014). This 
could explain why codified norms do not exhaust the critical repertoires that admins invoke to 
make judgements, and particularly the frequent recourse to socially available typifications and 
universal rules that might be expected to incur legitimacy beyond the journalistic field (bearing in 
mind that justifications were addressed to me, a non-journalist). My analysis of administrators' 
justificatory vocabulary illustrates how complex the process of working out what it means to be a 
competent discussant of online news is - and by extension what it means to be a legitimate referee 
of internet discussions. Research situated in the practices where participatory competences are 
negotiated and reproduced - comparing, for example, those taking shape in online news portals 
with those emerging in other online discussion spaces – thus carries both theoretical import and an 
important reflexive and pragmatic dimension. As to what works, why, where and how it is as 
unclear to organisational and professional actors as it is to academic commentators. 
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Abstract: We introduce the Effective Number of Issues measure for e-participation efficiency. 
This novel index is based on the Shannon entropy measure of biodiversity and summarizes the 
amount of information gained through an e-participation project in one number. This makes the 
comparison between different e-participation projects straightforward and lays the foundation 
for the rigorous analysis of success factors of e-participation projects in a data-driven way. 
After providing the formula and rationale for the new measure we use the ENI index to 
benchmark the idea generation process for the digital agenda Vienna against other projects. It 
turns out that the efficiency of this project is significantly higher than those observed for other 
cases. We conjecture that this can be attributed to the user-friendly design of the software 
platform and the effective communication strategy of the process management. Finally, 
suggestions for further research are given.  

Keywords: E-Participation, Evaluation, Shannon Entropy, Biodiversity, Digital Agenda 

1. Evaluation of E-Participation 

valuation is essential for learning and improvement. Therefore, evaluation has been an 
important part of many large-scale e-participation projects. To aid managers and sponsors 
of e-participation projects in evaluating their effort, multi-level frameworks for e-

participation evaluation have been developed by Macintosh and Whyte (2008), Aichholzer and 
Westholm (2009) and Simon et.al. (2011). Parycek et.al. (2014), for instance, build on this basis and 
evaluate the political, technical, social and methodological levels of their OurSpace project with a 
variety of methods. While providing a complete picture of the effects of an e-participation project 
these approaches have the drawback that cross project comparisons are difficult due to the variety 
of measures and scales employed. Thus, cross sectional studies to derive success factors for e-
participation done so far had to rely on interpretation rather than on data-driven methods for 
deriving their conclusions (see Kubicek et.al. (2011) and Panopoulou et.al., 2010). More rigour 
would be possible if there was a standard measure of e-participation success, which could be 
related to project characteristics to estimate impact factors in a quantitative way. A first step in this 
direction is described in Taudes and Leo (2014). They apply econometric methods to a set of 
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document based e-consultations to derive estimates for the number of votes and comments to 
expect from this technique. 

In this work we describe a novel measure for e-participation efficiency based on a biodiversity 
measure that summarizes in one number the amount of information content gained in a 
consultation or participation project. In this way we want to contribute to the further development 
of e-participation by laying the foundation for the collection of consistent evaluation data which 
will enable rigorous analysis of success factors in a data-driven way. We will provide the formula 
and rationale for the new measure in section 2. In section 3 we will apply the measure to the idea 
generation process for the digital agenda Vienna e-participation project and compare this process 
with other e-participation projects. Finally, we will indicate some extensions of our work in section 
4. 

2. Measuring the Efficiency of E-Participation 

2.1 An Information Flow View of E-Participation Efficiency 

“e-Participation … can be defined as the exploitation of ICT for engaging citizens to participate as 
much as possible in democratic procedures, interacting among them, as well as with politicians 
and decision makers and providing them with the necessary information and appropriate rights in 
a way that reinforces their role in the decision making process” (Ergazakis et.al., 2011). Thus, an 
important goal underlying both e-participation and its cousins, the related fields of public 
consultation, community engagement and stakeholder engagement, is to generate a flow of 
information from the participants to the sponsor. In respect of the evaluation of projects in these 
fields it is helpful to distinguish between two aspects: effectiveness and efficiency. We can define 
effectiveness as the extent to which the participation changes what the sponsor does, or plans to 
do, or thinks.  We can define efficiency as the extent of the information flow from participants to 
sponsor (Rowe and Frewer, 2005). Having defined efficiency as an information flow, the problem 
then is how to measure that flow of information. One of us (May, a) has proposed that the 
information which flows in a consultation or participation project consists of the issues which it 
brings out. 

It turns out that theoretical ecology offers very useful analogies for the evaluation of 
participation (May, a). Two ecological concepts are highly relevant, namely ‘community’ and 
‘diversity’ – terms which have very particular meanings in ecology. Ecologists have been dealing 
with communities of species inhabiting a particular location, and the diversity of those 
communities, for many years and they have developed theoretical approaches which we can make 
use of. 

If we regard the outputs of a participation project as a ‘community of issues’ then we can apply 
some of the insights of community ecology to the evaluation of e-participation (and to the other 
members of the family as mentioned above). We begin with the idea that island communities 
originate by migration from a mainland. We can think of the mainland as being populated by the 
full range of issues relating to the topic of our participation project. We can also think of different 
islands as being different participation projects. We also assume that we cannot access the 
mainland directly, and the only communities available to us are on the islands. This is a reasonable 
assumption to make because if we already had full knowledge of all the issues we would not need 
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to carry out participation projects to find out what they were. Thus island populations consist of 
issues that have migrated from the mainland, so that the greater the number of issues we find on a 
given island, the greater the flow from the mainland. Since we have defined efficiency as the extent 
of this flow it follows that the more efficient participation or engagement projects will produce a 
greater flow of issues related to the topic of interest. 

2.2 The ENI Measure 

The next question is then how to measure this flow. The natural-seeming way to do so is simply to 
count how many different issues there are in the community – the “issue richness” by analogy 
with the ecologists’ “species richness”. Thus we might conduct a participation project in which the 
community consists of 10 issues – one of them mentioned 91 times, and the others once each. The 
issue richness is 10. Another project on the same topic (a different island) might also produce a 
community of 10 issues, but each one mentioned 10 times: once again the issue richness is 10. 
Although the richness is the same in both instances the flows from mainland to island are clearly 
not identical. The two frequency distributions are very different, with one being very unevenly 
distributed while the other example is completely even. What is needed is a measure that takes 
into account both the number of issues and also their even-ness. 

Ecologists use a variety of measures to take in to account both the richness of a population and 
its even-ness. Technically what is being measured is the diversity of the population and the 
different measures are diversity indices. One such index is the Shannon entropy. In its raw form 
this index is not terribly enlightening: in the two examples given above the Shannon entropies are 
0.50 and 2.30 respectively, whose meanings are not exactly transparent. The importance of the 
Shannon entropy for our present purpose is that it is relatively easy to transform it in to a quantity 
known to ecologists as the ‘effective number of species’1. Much has been written about the 
effective number of species as a measure of ecological diversity and the interested reader is 
referred to Jost’s paper (Jost, 2006). 

May (a) has proposed using this measure, renaming it the ‘effective number of issues’ or ENI, 
for the flow of issues in participation and engagement projects2. In the two examples given above 
the ENIs are 1.65 and 10.00 respectively. It is at this point that the value of the ENI becomes clear, 
because we can now compare the efficiency of these two projects simply by dividing the larger ENI 
by the smaller. Doing this shows the second project to be approximately 6 times as efficient as the 
first (10.00/1.65). We are not aware that this degree of precision in estimating the efficiency of a 
participation project has been possible before. 

Calculating the ENI is relatively straightforward so long as one has a list of the issues raised 
during the project and the number of times each issue was raised – the frequency distribution in 
other words. The first step is to calculate the Shannon entropy of the distribution, which involves 

1The formal definition of effective number of species is the number of species which, if equally 
represented in the population, would have the same diversity index as the one actually observed. The 
effective number is generally less than the observed number and cannot exceed it. 
2There are precedents for borrowing a concept from one discipline and applying it to another. Physicists, 
economists and information scientists for example all use a version of the effective number of species (Jost, 
2006, p.363), and in fact one can trace its intellectual pedigree back to the birth of the science of 
thermodynamics. Shannon used the letter H in his entropy formula because of its close similarity to 
Ludwig Boltzmann’s H-theorem which played a significant part in the development of thermodynamics. 
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working out the relative frequency px of each issue x, taking the natural logarithm of each relative 
frequency, then multiplying the logarithm by the relative frequency and summing the results. 
Multiplying this sum by negative 1 gives the Shannon entropy (conventionally written as H’). The 
second and final step is then simply to raise the number ‘e’ to the power of the Shannon entropy, 
for which the formula is exp H’. This gives the Effective Number of Issues, and hence a precise and 
rigorous measure of the efficiency of an e-participation project. 

 

ENI: exp(H’), H´= - ∑px ln(px).     (1) 
 

Readers who are not familiar with algebra, but who have a basic knowledge of Excel, might like 
to look at the step by step guide given in May (2013). In addition there are a couple of calculators 
which will do the first step. Danoff-Burg and Xu (2005) have written an on-line calculator. 
Download the Biodiversity Calculator from this site, enter the list of issues in the first column of 
the main sheet and their frequencies in the second. The Shannon Index is calculated automatically 
and is shown in the pale green box labelled Shannon H’3. The University of Reading (n.d.) has 
produced a ‘Diversity Add-in’ for Excel which calculates the Shannon Index. Download the 
Diversity Add-in from the site, install the add-in and select ‘Shannon’ from the add-ins menu. 
Then input the list of frequencies and the Shannon Index is calculated automatically. Step two, 
converting the Shannon index into the ENI is achieved by using the ‘exp’ function in Excel. 

Since Shannon entropy is a key concept in information theory we could have gone straight to the 
information content of the flow from participants to sponsor by calculating the Shannon entropy of 
that flow. However, we believe that the biodiversity route using the mainland/island, community 
richness and community even-ness analogies is more intuitive, despite being more roundabout. 
We also suspect that theoretical ecology has more analogies to offer to the understanding of 
participation. Do communities of issues evolve over time, for instance? And how do we account 
for a distinctive pattern of issue abundances which has been observed on several occasions? 
Questions for another time. 

One interpretation of the Shannon entropy is that it represents uncertainty. If we pick one 
participation issue at random, how certainly can we predict what it will be? In a maximally diverse 
population with each issue having the same frequency each type of issue is equally likely to be 
selected if we make a random choice; thus our uncertainty as to the identity of the random choice 
is at its greatest, the corresponding entropy is at its highest, and the ENI is equal to the observed 
number of issues. In a less diverse population there is less uncertainty: our random choice is more 
likely to produce one of the most abundant issues than one of the least abundant ones; the 
corresponding entropy will be lower, and so will the ENI. 

The ENI has a theoretical minimum value, but no theoretical maximum. The minimum is 1, as is 
found in a single-issue referendum. (We note in passing that this makes the recent Scottish 
independence referendum the least efficient way to ascertain Scottish views on the subject. But of 
course the debates before, during and after the referendum itself did convey a great deal of 
information.) There is no theoretical maximum, but based on (unpublished) analysis of 70 
consultations from 36 case studies, involving a variety of consultation/participation methods and 
drawn from four different countries, we suspect that in practice values above 150 will be rare. 

3This calculator also contains much else which need not detain us here. 
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3. Idea Generation for the Digital Agenda Vienna 

Let us now demonstrate the use of the ENI index by comparing its value for the digital agenda 
Vienna (DAW) with other projects described in May (b) and May (c). DAW aims to develop 
Vienna’s requirements for information and communication technology from different angles 
(citizens, business, employees, etc.). Five questions are to be answered to achieve this goal: 

1. How should the future ICT infrastructure of the City of Vienna be designed? 
2. How can Vienna as a  business location be further developed by ICT? 
3. How can the City of Vienna use ICT to support her residents and businesses better in all 

circumstances? 
4. How does ICT change government in the future? 
5. What concerns arise from an increasing digitization of the Vienna City government? 

Answers are sought for the following areas of activity of the Vienna city government: ICT and 
the workplace of the future; information, communication and participation including social media, 
infrastructure and technology; ICT in the growing city; ICT and mobility; E-Government, the 
networked society (connectivity), security, safety and privacy; ICT and Vienna as a business 
location; ICT and inclusion; and eHealth and ICT in the social sector with regard to health, social 
policy and an aging society. 

The DAW process was intentionally designed to strongly involve citizens in the deliberations 
and decisions on the future course of the City of Vienna with respect to the digitisation of the 
economy, administration and society. Of course, and this was made clear, the final decisions on 
controversial issues would remain in the hands of the  Vienna city government. 

The DAW project was set-up as a 3-step process based on an idealised strategy formulation 
process: ideation -> organising of ideas and document drafting -> validation of arguments 
contained in the document. Phase 1 took place from September, 1st, 2014 to October, 18th, 2014. In 
phase 1 participation was open to everyone and the citizens were asked to upload their ideas to 
www.digitaleagenda.wien. The platform detailed the intention, explained the process, and 
provided background information (see Figure 1). The process was actively managed by 
Community-based Innovation Systems GmbH (cbased) which was also responsible for moderating 
the process and encouraging citizens to participate. The latter was done jointly with the City of 
Vienna using existing channels. The encouragement of citizens to participate benefitted from the 
very active involvement of the City government in the ideation process and in reporting on both 
the process and the progress made. 

On www.digitaleagenda.wien the users could not only upload their ideas and assign them to 
one of the above mentioned five categories; they could also express agreement or disagreement by 
voting and commenting on the ideas (see Figure 2). This stimulated discussion,  helped highlight 
controversies, and identified those ideas that attracted most support. The structure of the content 
was not prescribed in any other way, so that the participants were free to describe their ideas in 
their own words. 

Special attention was paid to the information given to the participants about the project’s 
purpose and process. A compromise between ease of understanding and completeness was struck 
by showing an overview on top of the page and including links to downloadable background 
documents which gave detailed insights into the process, its purpose and the institutions involved. 
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Figure 1: Start page of www.digitaleagenda.wien 
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Figure 2: Discussion of an idea on www.digitaleagenda.wien 

At the time of the writing of the article, the process was in phase 2. Phase 2 is a traditional offline 
strategy process in which working groups combine the ideas created in the first phase with the 
expertise of invited experts coming from academia, ICT vendors and consultancies. The working 
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groups correspond largely to the five questions at the start of this section and are led by external 
experts and Vienna city government team members. 

In phase 3 the draft version of the DAW will be discussed online. The draft agenda will be 
automatically split up into paragraphs by the cbased software and participants can vote and 
comment on these paragraph, in much the same way as happened in phase 1. Again, the voting on 
paragraphs quickly reveals controversial issues and - via comments - potential ways to improve 
the arguments laid out in the paragraph. 

This “anchoring” effect is induced by the design of the cbased platform which openly displays 
the results of the voting. This is a highly efficient way to focus discussion on  the controversial 
issues. At the same time it is important to pay attention to contributions that don´t raise 
controversies but may contain substantial potential for improvement or innovative approaches, 
solutions, etc. Independent assessment - i.e. without paying attention to the inputs of other users 
through votes and comments - remains a necessary ingredient for getting the most out of the 
content generated by participants. 

At the time of writing this article, the first online phase has been completed and the offline phase 
is under way. It is expected that the third phase will be completed by the beginning of March 2015, 
leaving some time to introduce changes based on the discussion and to seek approval from 
politicians. The whole process will last for about 7 months which is extremely fast for strategy 
processes in the public sector. Indeed, the effect of particpation has been to speed the process up 
rather than slowing it down. A precondition of such an agile process is support by the politicians 
in charge of the issue as well as by the City government. Actual responsibility for the process and 
execution was with the CIO of the City and her team which worked in close cooperation with 
cbased, Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) and a number of external experts. cbased was 
responsible for the design of the process and the programming, implementation and management 
of online elements. CSC took care of the offline process while a number of experts managed and 
contributed to the working groups. 

 
Table 1: Excerpt of ENI calculation for the DAW data set 

Idea Text Votes px px ln(px) 

1 
Offer Electronic Services for all Live 
Situations  

15 0,00612 -0,03119 

3 
Official Channles can be done with a Mouse 
Click over the Internet from Home 

25 0,0102 -0,04677 

8 
Start an IT-Security-Awareness-Initiative in 
Viennese Educational Facilities 

16 0,006528 -0,03285 

… … … … … 

Sum Sum of px ln(px)   -4,98 

exp H’  where H´= - ∑px ln(px)   145,9 
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An essential element was the continuous involvement of citizens. They not only contributed in 
the online processes but were also invited to join the working groups. More than 20 people took up 
this invitation. There was also a continuous flow of information on ongoing events so that 
participants had the necessary details to follow progress. 

The public idea generation in the DAW project yielded 171 ideas/issues and 2.451 votes and 296 
comments from 372 participants. An excerpt of the dataset used is given in Table 1, the complete 
set is publicly available at https://open.wien.at/site/wiener-geistesblitze/. The ENI index value 
resulting from the DAW data is 145.9. To put this in context, May gives a number of examples 
which have ENI’s ranging from 1.7 to 65.6 (May, b). An unpublished analysis (May, c) of 12 
months’ worth of posts to an on-line neighbourhood forum found an ENI of 85.04. So the DAW 
project ENI of 145.9 holds the record at the time of writing. What could be reasons for this success? 
May (b) empirically validates on the basis of 15 cases that the efficiency of a consultation is 
determined largely by the degree of control which the sponsor imposes on the exercise, and also 
by the 'capacity' of the participants to respond. In the DAW case the degree of control was 
minimal, in that the question was open-ended and participants could say anything they wanted to 
(so long as it was on topic and not offensive). Also, participation was not mandatory. Capacity 
refers to the capacity the participants have for responding to the particular topic. The DAW 
respondents were all, or mostly, people with detailed knowledge of and great interest in the 
subject and thus 'high capacity'. In addition the project managers made significant efforts to 
increase capacity through the provision of relevant information. 

4. Possible Extensions and Future Research 

While it is still early days, it does appear that the ENI technique can be applied to just about any 
participation/consultation/engagement method which generates a frequency distribution of 
issues relating to the topic being investigated. The technique was first developed for open-ended 
question formats, such as the DAW, where participants are invited to say anything they want so 
long as it is relevant and not offensive. In these formats the issues list generates itself, while the 
frequency can be taken as the number of votes for an issue, the number of “Likes” it attracts, the 
number of posts on an issue, the number of times posts are re-tweeted, etc. 

However, the ENI can be extended to closed questions of the Agree/Disagree (Likert scale), 
multiple choice or ranking varieties as well. In the open-ended case it is the distribution of the 
responses to each open ended question that is used, and not the content of the responses – not 
even whether they were basically for or against a proposition. The same principle applies to closed 
questions: it is not the degree of agreement or the ranking assigned that matters, just the number of 
times each option was responded to in any valid way. Thus we exclude “No reply”, “Don’t Know” 
and indifferent (Neither/nor) responses from the frequencies. Some may argue that by ignoring 
the ‘flavour’ of the responses the ENI wastes valuable data. We believe the benefits of obtaining a 
consistent measure of efficiency outweigh the losses, and of course the detail of the responses is 
still available for further analysis after the ENI has been calculated. 

4 The dynamic nature of on-line forums means that it is important to record the date on which the ENI is 
measured and to specify the period. In this case starting the 12 month period just 4 days later would have 
increased the ENI to 89.9. 
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As a means to the end of an informed democracy we believe the ENI has a lot to offer. Now that 
we have a method for measuring efficiency in a consistent manner across participation projects the 
way is open for practitioners and academics to explore such questions as “what makes one 
consultation or participation project more efficient than another?” and thus to build up a 
knowledge base which can improve all our practice. A necessary condition for this endeavour is 
the availability of data on e-participation projects. To foster this research, the City of Vienna has 
decided to publish the ideas generated on www.digitaleagenda.wien as open data in Vienna´s 
open data portal at https://open.wien.at/site/wiener-geistesblitze/. We hope that other sponsors 
of e-participation projects will follow suit. 
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Abstract: The objective of this paper is to capitalize on the experiences of LiquidFeedback, 
providing insights that can be helpful for future developers of voting technologies. The 
condition of LiquidFeedback as a digital platform carries dramatic implications in terms of its 
ability to perceive, secure, and make effective the political expression of the community. 
Beyond the hype, can the LiquidFeedback platform accurately perceive the political will of 
participants? As a voting technology, is it socially located in a position from where it can 
meaningfully change the state of affairs of society? Is it configured so that it guarantees 
fairness and safety from both public and private perspectives? As a result of the conjunction of 
interviews and critical analysis, three fundamental dimensions to all voting technologies are 
proposed: expressivity, influence, and integrity. 

Keywords: digital democracy, voting technologies, Pirate Party, Liquid Democracy, 
LiquidFeedback 
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1. Introduction 

his research project aims to advance the understanding of voting technologies, through a 
series of in-depth interviews with individuals of diverse profile within the development of 
LiquidFeedback. The research, conducted in Germany during the summer of 2013, was 

structured in an open-ended way. Each interview generated new questions, gaps that needed to be 
filled, pointing in this way the direction to be taken next. Often, through our conversations our 
interviewees would suggest to talk about an emerging topic with another individual who had 
better knowledge of the topic in question. In this way the thread of this research took shape on its 
own, leading us from topic to topic, from person to person. Contacted subjects played diverse roles 
within the overall project, throwing light in different directions. This led us to talking with users, 
advocates, developers, and so forth. In terms of method, this open-ended approach, directed 
mainly by the dialogues and findings in the field, feedback from the process itself, as well as the 
way the material is read in the analysis, owes primarily to Actor-Network Theory (Latour 2007). 

T 
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1.1 Three Dimensions  

This paper is interested in Liquid Democracy as a voting technology, (i.e., as a set of artifacts and 
procedures involved in the voting practice). Voting technologies are meant to make explicit and 
intelligible the political will of the members of the society who deploys them. These collective 
decision-making practices are technological artifact-procedure assemblages in which one thing (the 
nuanced political stances and desires of individual humans) is transformed into another (discrete 
and decisive information in binary yes/no form, or at best as a selection from constrained and 
predetermined option pools). Voting technologies are thus media for the expression of the political 
will of participants. They are a communication vehicle for the transmission of messages from the 
private to the public sphere. The voting technology is a device through which private views and 
desires about the collective are encoded and translated into a public language that shows a course 
of action for the community. Expressivity emerges as the primary dimension in our theory of voting 
technologies.  

However, throughout the series of interviews conducted throughout this process, at least two 
more dimensions fundamental to the nature of voting technologies emerged. Another dimension is 
what we call Influence, understood as the degree to which the tool is able to change the state of 
affairs within any given group. In other words, can the expressivity the tool affords actually 
influence the way things are in the community that uses it? Our last proposed dimension is that of 
Integrity, or the ability to meet both public and private expectations of security.  

Notably, the dimension of Integrity contains within itself the struggle between the public and 
the private, and it is the realm of the tension between identity and anonymity in voting 
technologies. While the familiar technology of ballots, boxes, voting booths, ID cards, etc. deals 
with this tension mostly through physical means, the regime of material conditions specific to 
digital media implies a different set of procedural logics, often resulting in seemingly unresolvable 
contradictions between these two key aspects mentioned above: public integrity (identity) and 
private integrity (anonymity).  

However, there are heuristics, minimum acceptable performance standards for these 
technologies. These are largely culturally determined. Due to the nature and function of voting, 
these basic criteria are necessarily always concerned with three dimensions: expressivity, integrity, 
and influence. The method should fulfil three requirements: it should indeed capture the will of 
the community, it should be trustable from both the perspective of the public and the state, and it 
should have the power to change things. 

The three dimensions conform to an analytical matrix, a space for the theory of all existing 
voting technologies. Our dimension-based analysis offers us the possibility to understand voting 
technologies in a way that is stripped from the fetishising discourse of progress. In the continuum 
of the three dimensions, the pitfalls and virtues of diverse technologies from diverse times and 
places are evidenced, and electronics, boxes and hands get their fair praise and critique.  

1.2 All Liquids are not the same  

John Washington Donoso (a.k.a Sayke), creator of Liquid Democracy 

Liquid Democracy was not originally designed for use in traditional government. I didn't, and 
don't, want people to think of it as a quick-fix replacement for current governmental election methods. 
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(...) You see, LD was originally designed for small, stealthy, distributed teams of anarchist kung-fu 
badasses.”1 

The topic of Liquid Democracy can be confusing because the catchword “liquid” has been 
attached to multiple ideas and projects, ideas and projects that nevertheless are fundamentally 
different between each other. “Liquid Democracy”, an abstract concept, is often confused with 
“LiquidFeedback”, the software package used by the Pirates in Germany.” The original Liquid 
Democracy concept was first described sometime around the year 2000 (the exact date is hard to 
precise because numerous links and forum pages of the time are now inaccessible) by J.W. Donoso, 
a.k.a Sayke. For the sake of clarity I will refer to this, the original concept, from now on, with the 
term LD-Sayke.  

Contrary to the general belief, LD-Sayke was NOT a software engine for proxy-voting decision 
making. LD-Sayke was the concept for a system that could, in theory, recommend better quality 
answers to the questions an online user might have. It proposed the idea of dynamic vote 
delegation, yes, but not as a mechanism to decide anything; merely as a method to sort out the 
order of the “answers” or results of a query. It must be stressed that the shift from “answer 
recommendation” to “decision-making” is a qualitative, non-trivial, one.  

LD-Sayke was never meant to be a voting technology in the sense of, “a decision-making tool”. 
LD-Sayke is actually a proposal for a way to organise content in function of its collectively 
perceived quality, a knowledge sorting system. If the term “decision-making system” has been 
associated with LD-Sayke, it is merely because better sorted knowledge allows the individual to 
make better decisions, but not because the system itself was ever meant to be used to output 
decisions. The key is that while better knowledge leads an individual to make better decisions, LD-
Sayke was never intended as a system through which the collective would seal decisions:  

“Vote proxying puts the power in the hands of the proxy – answer recommendation keeps the 
power in the hands of the people (or, at the edges of the network) where it belongs. (...) Vote proxying 
seems far too similar to representation in traditional democratic systems – rather then a mechanism 
through which we are informed by others, vote proxying (and traditional democratic representation) 
acts as a mechanism through which we cede power to others.” 

These clarifications attempted by Sayke have been widely ignored. Current proponents work on 
a delegated-voting decision-making platform, while keeping the same “Liquid Democracy” name. 
This is how, in its website (https://liqd.net), the group Liquid Democracy e.V. defines “Liquid 
Democracy” in the following terms: 

“The idea of ‘Liquid Democracy’ has already been circulating on the web for a couple of years, 
however without any suggestions for a specific execution. The core of the idea is delegated voting, which 
removes the previous separation between representative democratic and direct democratic decisions. The 
principle of delegated voting is the base for all Liquid Democracy concepts.”2 

Thus a new definition for “Liquid Democracy” emerged. This definition by the group Liquid 
Democracy e.V. departs in a fundamental way from the definition of LD-Sayke. Therefore I will 
subsequently refer to it with the term: LD-e.V.  

1 http://seed.sourceforge.net/ld_k5_article_004.html 
2  www.liqd.net/en/schwerpunkte/theorische-grundlagen/liquid-democracy/ 
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Having clarified historical confusions, we are in the end left with a philosophical critique of LD-
e.V. (and by extension, of LiquidFeedback). Sayke argues that proxy-voting decision-making 
systems are more of the same because they still have representation at their core. 

2. The Voting Technologies Space 

2.1 Expressivity 

Figure 1 shows a series of Brazilian citizens who participated in a social-media campaign titled 
#NotEnough. They were asked to mark with a series of Xs the number of times they expected to 
participate in future elections:  

Figure 1: A 4-year period electoral system “gives you 11 votes left to express everything you care about 
for the rest of your life!”3 

The #NotEnough campaign stresses in a dramatic way the low expressivity of the currently 
predominant voting technology across the modern world.  

However, expressivity in a voting technology not only refers to frequency of vote occasions (time 
expressivity). It also refers to content expressivity. Is the system such that nuanced positions can be 
expressed, allowing users to express opinions on diverse topics and issues? For example, if an 
individual believes there should be restrictions to fire arm ownership (in America, typically more 
of a Democrat-party position), and also believes reducing deficits should be a priority (which 
Republicans tend to support more), does the system by design possess the sensibility required for 
such nuance in opinion to be expressed, or must the voter sacrifice a part of their views?  

There is also demographic expressivity. Can the technology perceive and encode the voice of the 
whole demographic universe of the population? Is it intelligible and accessible to all eligible 

3  http://blog.parliamentofthings.org 
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voters, or only to a certain kind of person, and is it deployed in such a way that guarantees all 
voters can participate? Even ballot boxes are biased against the illiterate, disenfranchising them. 

In the time expressivity and content expressivity categories, LD-e.V. and similar systems have 
no competition. They leverage in clever ways the capabilities of digital networks to create what is 
perhaps the most expressive voting technology ever made. Indeed, participants here can express 
their views not periodically but permanently; choice is not broad and ideological, but nuanced, 
specific and practical; and, importantly, power transfer is not static but subject to change if for any 
reason a voter changes their mind.  

While LD-e.V. excels in its ability to richly express the will of its users in nuanced and dynamic 
fashion, it fails dramatically in the requirement to express the demographic complexity of a large 
population. The price of personal computers puts them outside of the reach of an unacceptably 
large percentage of the population, and even the most affluent governments would struggle to 
provide sustained access to the required computational capabilities for every eligible voter. 
Moreover, computers themselves are epistemologically alien environments for too many people. 
Vast fractions of the population simply lack the relatively advanced digital literacies required to 
manage appropriately the complexity and transcendence of LD-e.V.  

In the German town of Friesland, where an implementation of LD-e.V. called Liquid Friesland has 
been deployed, extremely low levels of participation are recorded. In June 2013, Liquid Friesland 
totalled only 300 registered users, most of them inactive. Djure Meinen, admin of LiquidFriesland 
described to us how low levels of engagement are actually perversely welcomed by politicians, 
who retort: “Democracy is an opportunity, and since now the opportunity is there, if people don't use it it 
is a problem of the people, not of the politicians.” The argument effectively institutionalises political 
disenfranchisement. And, in this case, the existence of the LD-e.V. technology is actually used to 
legitimise the argument. The discourse of the voting technology appears emancipatory, yet its role 
in practice is to cement the status quo. 

2.2 Integrity 

The need for integrity is how a phenomenon like the voting ink comes to be: A gap in the 
credibility of the process is filled by incorporating a new gesture, the compulsion to submerge the 
finger in ink. The ink performs one of its material properties by attaching itself to the skin of the 
voter's finger, and another by changing the colour of the voter's skin. These two tricks afforded by 
the ink come together so that a third actor will notice the pigmentation alteration in case the owner 
of the finger intends to vote for a second time. Thus, a large scale version of this particular double-
voting attack becomes impractical enough, and so the ink restores reasonable credibility at the 
particular point of the process it is inserted in. The possibility of an ensemble of gestures and 
artifacts to provide trustable results is what we understand by the dimension of Integrity.  

Voting technologies need to provide the community as a whole, and the participants as 
individuals, with guarantees that address the diverse vectors of attack that could compromise 
either the public or the private integrity, and the conflicting interests of different sectors of society. 
These guarantees must be embedded in the materiality itself of the technological assemblage of 
voting. Without guarantees a voting technology fails to set the foundations upon which trust in the 
process is rooted, and thus no lasting consensus can emerge around it. Low integrity renders a 
voting technology useless since the group is forced to seek alternative -trustable- ways to achieve 
consensus. 
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Chapter 3 of the The Principles of LiquidFeedback book (Behrens et. al., 2014), “Open ballot vs. 
Secret Ballot”, elaborates on how diverse voting technologies are in fact determined by equally 
diverse regimes of integrity. For the purpose of this report, let it suffice with the contrast presented 
in the book between the secret ballot and computer-based voting, as follows: 
Table 1: Secret ballot / computer-based voting verifiability comparison 

Verifiability of “secret voting with ballot 
box”: 

Verifiability of “voting computer type II”:  
 

Only eligible voters cast a vote: limited verifiability  Only eligible voters cast a vote: not verifiable  

Only one vote cast by one voter: fully verifiable Only one vote cast by one voter: not verifiable 

Votes are counted correctly: fully verifiable  Votes are counted correctly: fully verifiable 

 
As we will see in the section dedicated to the topic of Influence, below, the verifiability 

limitations of this approach to computer voting results in serious limitations to the integrity, and 
thus to the ultimate potential influence of the technology.  

The modern idea of society is such that secrecy and anonymity are non-negotiable characteristic 
of any voting technology that aspires to influencing public policy. Let it be clear, though, that this 
is not necessarily a universal imperative, just a modern one: Romain Bertrand notes in Towards a 
Historical Ethnography of Voting that one of the core and more deeply ingrained political 
assumptions of the West is that “there exists an indissoluble and common-sense link between 
between some form of voting secrecy and individual political freedom” (Bertrand 2007, 1). At its 
core it is a fundamentally schizophrenic expectation countless societies have, for centuries, done 
perfectly without.  

Integrity is a two way street: it should provide reasonable guarantees to the individual who uses 
it as much as it should provide guarantees to the community. The individual should expect no 
negative personal consequences derived from using the voting technology. It must resist 
conceivable attacks to the privacy and overall safety of the voter. This is usually achieved through 
identity-obscuring mechanisms. We call this private integrity. Likewise, the community should be 
able to expect results that legitimately reflect the views of the community. The voting technology 
must resist conceivable attacks that attempt to unfairly distort the results themselves. Outsiders 
should not be able to vote, and insiders should be able to vote only once. This is usually achieved 
through identity-verification mechanisms. We call this public integrity.  

Private integrity and public integrity are fundamentally at odds with each other. Private 
integrity works mainly by obscuring the identity and the interactions of the user, so that a 
malicious actor would not be able to determine who to target. Public integrity works mainly by 
determining and recording the identity and interactions of the user, so that legitimate actors are 
able to verify the process and determine whether the legitimacy of the process has been 
compromised at any point. Private integrity is based on anonymity, while public integrity is based 
on verifiability. 

This tension is one of the main reasons why voting needed to evolve to be a technological affair 
in the first place. Devices and contraptions able to bridge the divide needed to be invented, and 
thus appeared the boxes, the booths, the ink, the ballots, and so forth. In these assemblages, each of 
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these heterogeneous actants contributes its own specific affordances (the booth hides the voter, the 
ink marks him, etc.) so that the two conflicting integrities can be brought to a truce. 

In the case of LiquidFeedback and the Pirates, Martin Haase describes the integrity-oriented 
measures in place, while highlighting that it is still flawed due to the meta-data trail problem:  

Figure 2: The three-boxes identity clearing system 

“The nickname is linked through a clearing point - an intermediary- so that a party functionary 
can not find out who is the person behind the nickname, this can only be found out through several 
people. (...) But we all know that of course this is relative anonymity, because in practice you can 
actually see what a certain nickname does, and if the nickname is active you can see how the nickname 
delegates to other people, you see who is linked to whom and identify people even if they don't reveal 
their identity by themselves” [anonymity is vulnerable to basic meta-data mining and meta-data 
analysis attacks. “one of the reasons why there is no strict anonymity is exactly this: because it is 
difficult in such a system where people interact to have anonymity, so anonymity is a false ideal because 
it can not be realised in real life” 

As he speaks, Mr. Haase draws a series of overlapping boxes (Figure 2). Later on, while listening 
again to the recording and contemplating his drawing, I can not help but note how much Mr. 
Haase's boxes have in common with voting boxes and booths, the physical ballot boxes used to 
compartmentalize different parts and actors in regular secret ballot elections.  

Another interviewee (Mr. Chan Hin) articulates the tensions of integrities in digital systems in 
the following simple formula:  

“Anonymity, verifiability, digitality: pick two. The problem with anonymity in digital systems 
is that, you can make it anonymously and perhaps secure, but you have to have people who control it, 
administrators. So they can check that it's OK, so again you have a trust system. You have to trust the 
admins...” 

2.3 Influence 
Systems like LiquidFeedback do not exist in a void. They are determined by their position relative 
to preexisting power structures as much as they are by their own internal design. LiquidFeedback 
as implemented by the German Pirate Party behaves in a fundamentally different way from 
LiquidFeedback as implemented by the local council of Friesland in their LiquidFriesland project, 
to the point that they should be considered different tools altogether. It is tempting to place our 
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hopes for change and liberation from corporate rule to a tech tool, a compulsion for which Evgeny 
Morozov (Morozov 2013) has coined the term 'technological solutionism'.  

The position of the voting technology relative to the society it is deployed in determines its level 
of influence in the state of affairs. To what degree does the voting technology actually have an 
impact on the way things are, or will things ultimately keep going in the same general direction 
regardless of even an intense use of the technology? Influence is the result of a wide range of 
conditions that determine the actual nature of the tool.  

Who specifically is deploying the tool? The particular nature of the implementing entity, its 
ideological orientation, its constellation of interests, its specific regime of affordances in the social 
context (i.e., its power) will ultimately determine what parts of the state of affairs will be exposed 
to the influence of the decision-making tool. Whoever deploys the tool, in other words, establishes 
the potential ceiling for the tool's influence. This “ceiling of influence” is the scope or range of 
topics that are admissible for debate. For instance, in the case of the Pirates, topics regarding the 
internal affairs of the Green Party would fall outside of what is admissible to debate, and thus 
outside the scope of the tool. However, there exist entities with more power, like the German 
parliament, which are powerful enough to produce regulations that impact all political parties.  

Interestingly, the actual limits of the voting technology influence are not solely determined by 
this “ceiling” or scope, which we observe to be ultimately theoretical. In practice it is often the 
deploying group itself who chooses to erode the potency of the tool beyond the theoretical 
limitations set by its ceiling. In the case of LD-e.V. type tools, we have seen that the actual potency 
of the tool tends to be diminished internally through diverse tactical and strategic considerations, 
severely reducing the meaningfulness of the whole exercise.  

For instance, the position of the Pirate Party relative to general German society (and indeed of 
any political party) dictates that decisions made using their implementation of LiquidFeedback can 
only concern internal Party matters. This is the ceiling: only Party matters, but potentially all Party 
matters. However, considerations regarding the integrity of the tool, especially the private 
integrity, as previously described, ultimately limit the influence of the tool. In practice it is reduced 
to being merely an aid to drafting the agenda for the Party's physical convention, where the 
meaningful decisions are taken by the method of the show of hands or the secret ballot.  

The point here is to highlight the progressively declining influence of the tool given its location 
within social forces and other diverse factors that affect it, from the high-level expectation that the 
word “democracy” evokes, to the limited realm of the confines of the Party, to the even more 
limited realm of the Party's convention. Notably, time expressivity, one of the main “features” of the 
whole system -its ability to enable dynamic participation over time- is largely neutralised by this 
manoeuvre, given that the convention is an infrequent event. 

Let us observe how the influence ceiling of the LiquidFriesland tool (from the northern town 
Friesland) is described by Djure Meinen, one of the system's admins: 

“The topics are quite narrow. It’s about schools, streets, financial questions. What do we have 
else? For example … and yes, it’s also streets and cars. (…) In Germany, we have, for example, with the 
streets, streets like the motorways that are owned by the federal state. Then, we have other roads that 
are owned by the state, and then we have roads that are owned by the District, and other roads that are 
owned by the towns (...) but the District can decide on their own roads, and so in Friesland, we only 
can discuss about … a certain kind of road.” 
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The ceiling is determined by the fact that LiquidFriesland is an initiative of the local 
government. But the influence ceiling only determines the potential; invariably, the initiating 
entity exercises its power to impose further limitations: 

“In the end, it’s not a decision, but it’s kind of making suggestions. The real decision is made by 
a council, but before it comes to the decision in the council, there are two possibilities for people using 
the Friesland to make suggestions to the council. First one is they can make a suggestion on their own, 
put it into LiquidFriesland, and then kind of discuss it and everyone who is in the system can decide on 
the suggestion, if it’s a good suggestion or not. That’s one thing. The other thing is the council can say 
we have a decision here we want to decide on in the next time, and put it into LiquidFriesland, and then 
people can decide if they think it’s a good idea or not.” 

The “decision-making tool” is actually to make decisions about what to suggest to the actual 
decision-making body, in terms of influence, a disappointment. The initial influence ceiling of the 
tool is significantly higher, but the proponents of the tool -the local council- limit the real influence 
of the tool to the point where one is tempted to ask: How less influential could it be and still have a 
reason to even exist?  

The initiating entity, whether it is a party, a council, or a grassroots organisation, will transfer its 
DNA to the voting technology. This means not only that this DNA will shape the topics and tone 
of debates, but, more importantly, it will determine the power and practical influence resulting 
from the use of the technology. The tool is as powerful as its adopting entity, rather than the other 
way around.  

Given meaningful differences in the context in which it is deployed, and in the position it 
occupies relative to existing power structures, the voting technology thus performs differently, 
ultimately becoming a different tool altogether. 

The importance of this analytical concern is that focusing exclusively on the idea of Liquid 
Democracy (or, even digital democracy), often leads to the fetishisation of the decontextualised 
tool. The danger is to employ an excess of the vital political energy of the group on the matter of 
the vote itself, while forgetting about the real struggle for power, where the influence to change 
things comes from. Only if the technology and its analysis are considered as inextricable from 
context, the risk of tech fetishisation is contained, and we can move forward in understanding and 
advancing both, the technical and the political struggles, at the same time. 

2.3.1 Floating Devices 

In a previous section we have discussed how the term Liquid Democracy originated as an answer-
recommendation system, and how later on it mutated to designate a different kind of system, a 
dynamic delegated decision-making platform. However, the actual experiences of communities 
with systems of this kind (LD-e.V.) tend to evolve in the opposite direction. In short, perhaps one 
of the most interesting findings in the analysis of our interview material is as follows: 

“Communities that use L.D.-e.V. platforms tend to significantly reduce the influence of the 
platform. Indeed, in practice, the deploying communities themselves tend to retreat the tool from its 
decision-making purposes, back to the historical origins of the LD-Sayke platform as a question-
answering system.”  
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In our interviews with LiquidFriesland and Pirate Party insiders there always came a moment 
where, not without a certain subtle embarrassment, our interviewees would reveal that in fact no 
decisions whatsoever were actually ever taken as a result of the use of the platform! As developer 
Christophe Chan Hin explained:  

"We can't make decisions with LiquidFeedback in our party because we have this conflict 
[regarding privacy] and people said 'OK we use it with pseudonyms', but that isn't really accountable, 
so we can't use it for real decisions, so we only use it actually for setting the agenda. Basically that's it. 
(...) the reason why we don't make decisions in the party [using LiquidFeedback], is because its 
impossible to stay anonymous. We don't decide political issues, but we use the system to discuss them, 
actually.”  

But, if the system is not used to make binding decisions, what exactly is it used for? 

“It is used for polling: you have an idea, and if many people say it is a good idea, then it has a 
social effect, you say 90% likes this proposal, so we have to do it in the next assembly.” 

So, LiquidFeedback is used neither for decision-making not for debate, but for 'polling', or more 
accurately for floating ideas. Martin Haase further explains:  

“The Party Congress didn't want to give up any privileges, the Party Congress wants to decide 
in the end...” 

What we observe, then, is a fascinating inversion between how the proponents of the platform 
portray its purpose and the way it is actually used. The platform presented as a decision-making 
system that has no room for debate is actually used for debate, “proposal development”, the 
floating of projects of ideas. Indeed LiquidFeedback is presented as “a powerful and so far 
unrivalled proposition development and decision-making software.” (Behrens et. al. 2014, 127) Yet 
in practice, it is surprisingly powerless. Influence is eroded by the communities themselves upon 
realising its diverse shortcomings on the one hand, and by the incumbent powers who, come the 
moment of truth, are reluctant to yield their power to the stream of liquid delegation. 

3. Protocols, the Liquid Wars and the Crafting of Voting Hybrids  

Finding ways to use digital networks to conduct highly expressive and legitimate democratic 
processes that can actually influence things is a holy grail of sorts. Observation of LiquidFeedback 
has made visible the three dimensions of voting technologies. 

Looking forward, it is important for theorists, proponents and developers of future decision-
making technologies to maintain awareness of these dimensions (expressivity, integrity, influence) 
to maximise the effectivity of their efforts and passion. Here we have only scratched the surface 
towards understanding the subtleties and paradoxes of these dimensions. 

One of the biggest barriers LD-e.V. faces concern the problem of information asymmetry. At its 
root the problem of the “untrustable administrator” is inherent to the core/front-end architecture. 
Because of the core/front-end paradigm, a wide range of vital processes, like identity 
management, are centralised creating the unsolvable dilemmas concerning private integrity we 
have observed. The core/front-end architecture infuses system administrators with unacceptable 
informational privileges, and thus limits the possibilities for adoption and success of the whole 
platform.  
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A solution to this conundrum, which raises serious concerns in the Integrity dimension, might lie 
in structuring the entirety of the decision-making platform on a decentralised architecture, but that 
requires starting from scratch; re-thinking the whole system from the basis of the fully-
decentralised paradigm. There are currently several projects, like DemocracyOS 
http://democracyos.org/, that look into the potential of blockchain technology (the decentralised 
public ledger architecture underlying the Bitcoin protocol) to power the next generation of voting 
technologies. A fundamentally different decentralised architecture eliminates the need to trust 
system admins. The model here is to shift from a platform to a protocol, so it becomes necessary to 
start thinking with the grammar of protocols (see Figure 3.)  

It remains to be seen to what extent do these architectures imply decentralisation of power itself 
as much as decentralisation of procedure and instruments. Do technologies of radical 
decentralisation imply the dawn of the politics of decentralised power, and if so, what do these 
look like and how should they be constructed?  

  
Figure 3: “The relational grammar of Internet communication and cooperation” (fragment)  

In our conversation with Mr. Chan Hin, he succinctly diagnosed: “The solutions have to be 
combinations, I'm sure that this is the only way to do it.” Indeed, in addition to the preceding 
suggestions (to focus on the three dimensions and to consider the shift towards a grammar of 
protocols), we shall add a final one: to explore hybridisation. Indeed, the complexity of man and of 
the world -and especially of the modern world- practically guarantees that no “pure” approach 
can provide solutions for the needs of diverse nature and conflicting expectations that are 
demanded from voting technologies. 
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Abstract: Slightly more than ten years ago, Professor Gunther Teubner theorised the existence 
of a tertium genus besides contract and association: networks. Networks are a form of 
relationship that exercise a latent pressure for the constitutionalisation of spontaneous 
governances originated outside the law. Teubner applied his theory to the Internet, affirming 
that the pressure created by networks existing online, if applied to traditional legal institutes, 
could give life to a regime having a mixed legal nature and new, hybrid features. Nowadays, 
new tools offering collective and direct participation to the legislative processes have seen the 
light. One of these tools is LiquidFeedback. LiquidFeedback consists of a complex mix of 
features belonging to private law, public law and meta-legal subjects, and represents an 
important example of hybrid regime according to Teubner’s view, whose hybrid nature can 
affect the formal and material content of the voting right.  
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1. Introduction 

e often hear – and say – that the Internet is changing our lives. This statement, as 
obvious as it sounds nowadays, hides a deeper truth. The Internet is not only changing 
the way we communicate, purchase, travel, work and entertain, it is also changing the 

institutes of the law. This change can be more evident in certain contexts, such as Intellectual 
Property or Privacy law, but it is also affecting other branches of the law, including fundamental 
rights. Terms like e-participation and e-democracy are frequently used by experts and media, and 
the relationship between direct democracy and the Internet has become the object of analysis from 
the social and political perspectives. This paper aims at providing a methodological framework to 
analyse the legal implications of e-participation, focusing on the voting right. Using a theoretical 
approach, this paper analyses how Internet communities are exercising a latent pressure in order 
to change the content of voting rights, shifting from a complete representative democratic system 
to a system featuring elements of direct democracy. Starting from the Actor Network Theory and 
Social System Theory, and in particular from the theories of Professor Gunther Teubner, this paper 
shows the process of change that is affecting the voting right by analysing LiquidFeedback, a 
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software for the collective drafting and voting of regulations developed by the German 
Piratenpartei. In order to do so, section 1 of this paper sets the theoretical framework by describing 
Teubner’s theories of hybrid networks and morphogenesis process. section 2 introduces the 
changes affecting the concept of citizenship and the relating rights, focusing in particular on the 
voting right. Finally, section 3 describes the elements and functioning of LiquidFeedback, 
analysing it in the light of the theoretical framework described in section 1, in order to show the 
modalities in which it is affecting the content of the voting right.  

2. Network Relationships and Spontaneous Systems of Civil Governance 

According to the Social Network Theory (Barnes 1954 and Milgram 1967), a network is a relational 
structure composed of actors or nodes, meaning individuals and organizations, and the 
relationships and interactions among them, so called ties (Burkhardt 1994). A fundamental 
characteristic of networks is the fact that the interactions among the nodes take place in a 
multidirectional fashion, and do not necessarily imply a symmetric response by all the actors 
involved. An impulse introduced in the network might, therefore, spread both directly and 
indirectly along the ties, and only some of the nodes involved might react to it. Furthermore, such 
reactions might not be necessarily symmetrical and proportional to the impulse originally 
introduced in the network.  

The interactions between networks and the law, and the relating effects, have been investigated 
by a sociologist of law belonging to the Social System Theory school of thought: Gunther Teubner.  

Teubner’s starting point is that contemporary market forces have enhanced the spontaneous 
creation, besides the normative mechanism engraved in traditional legal systems, of informal 
constitutions structured in multiple layers belonging to both private and public law (Teubner 
2011).   

The informal constitutions consist of governance systems that balance a meta-legal sphere and a 
normative dimension. They do not act in a top-down direction (like laws and provisions issued by 
states and government and imposed “from above” on individuals and companies), but are 
characterised, on the opposite, by a bottom-top pressure born at the level of civil society and 
directed to influence the normative institutions (Teubner 2011).  

As explained in paragraph 2.1 below, the spontaneous constitutions of civil governance are the 
product of a social network dynamic and present a hybrid nature, balancing private and public 
law elements together with elements unrelated to the legal sphere.  

2.1 The Fundamental Legal Aspects of Networks 

The first element that must be taken into consideration is that networks are types of private 
coordination that do not originate from a mutual agreement nor from the adhesion to a set of rules 
of association. Their origin is, therefore, not pre-defined by the legal system itself, as for contracts 
or companies in an institutionalised normative system, but originates from a non legal contest. 
Networks are, therefore, hetero-referential. In order to explain this it is necessary to recur to the 
Actor Network Theory, according to which networks originate from the presence of certain factors: 
the meta-legal interests of the nodes, their interactions with other nodes and the interaction with 
the context, meaning the structure itself (Latour 2007). To reconnect the Actor Network Theory 
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with the Social System Theory, networks originate from the interaction of a node with the other 
nodes and with the ties created by such interaction, under the pressure of the interests and 
performances motivating the nodes (Teubner 2002). The hetero-referential nature of networks has, 
as direct consequence, the absence of a pure symmetry in the relationship between the nodes of the 
network. While, in fact, symmetry is at the basis of traditional institutions, such as contracts 
(where it is called synallagma), networks are based on trust and an overarching generalized 
reciprocity (Teubner 2002).   

According to Teubner, in fact, nodes operate into a network based on the expectation of a 
retribution coming not, or not only, from other nodes but also from the network itself, and its: 
“substantively indeterminate, socially diffuse and long-term relations” (Teubner, 2002, pp. 7-8).  

In conclusion, the development of network structures leads to the rise of informal constitutions 
elaborated by the civil society. These “civil constitutions” (Teubner 2005) are created by means of a 
creative process called “morphogenesis”, as explained more in details in paragraph 2.2 below. 

2.2 The Effects of Business Networks: The Morphogenesis of Hybrid Rights 

The legal nature of networks, as explained above, develops at the borders of contractual and 
organizational spheres and, at the same time, maintains a number of meta-legal elements. For this 
reason, Teubner affirms that those networks are, actually, hybrid networks (Teubner 2002). They 
communicate by means of both formal and informal semantics and, due to this ambiguous nature, 
they relate to traditional normative institutions in a parasitical fashion. The continuous switch 
between the legal and extra-legal levels makes it necessary for a hybrid network, in order to 
survive, to lean on a more stable structure. For this reason, networks partially exploit the legal 
institutions from which, at the same time, they intend to differentiate. The actors in a network 
might, for example, recur to courts in case something damages them or the community, or might 
borrow some elements, including the terminology, from private law in order to better organize the 
community itself. The resulting contradiction is identified by Teubner as a recurrent element in 
hybrid networks. The existence of a pair of opposites, in fact, creates conflicting messages that run 
through the ties of the networks creating paradoxical situations (Teubner 2002).  

Such paradoxes take the shape of a “double bind” (Teubner 2002). Double binds can be 
represented as vectors exercising two opposite forces on the same node and, as such, can 
potentially paralyse the nodes, destroying the network.  

One paradox identified by Teubner into hybrid networks derives from their structure of 
“organism” composed of individual nodes. It is defined by Teubner as:  

“the famous "unitas multiplex", the confusing multiplicity of independent actors within the 
unity of a collective actor. Is the network just a nexus of trust based relations between self-interested 
actors or a collective actor in its own right which emerges as a new player and to which participants in 
the net owe loyalty? The contradiction of the simultaneous messages to act rationally looks quite 
different in this context. On the one side "Obey! You are part of a larger common enterprise", and on 
the other side "Be autonomous! You are a self-responsible actor"”(Teubner, 2002, pp.14-15).   

The hybrid nature that defines this kind of networks also contains the key to avoid that the 
above mentioned paradoxes lead to the paralysis of the network itself. In Teubner’s view, in fact, 
the hybrid nature of the network gives life to a synthesis of the antithesis of the paradoxical 
messages. The synthesis is described by Teubner as a process of “re-entry”: One of the constituting 
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elements that conflicts with others is not eliminated but inserted once again in the conflict, in order 
to create a more complex structure (Teubner 2002). This concept has been borrowed by Teubner 
from Krippendorf, who explains it in the following way:  

“paradoxes paralyze an observer and may lead either to a collapse of the construction of his or 
her world, or to a growth in complexity in his or her representation of this world. It is the latter case 
which could be characterized as ‘morphogenesis'” (Krippendorf, 1984, p.51). 

Morphogenesis processes occurring through the Internet have started to deeply modify the 
content and the extension of individuals’ private spheres (Murray 2011). Based on the assumptions 
analysed in this section, the second section of this paper will analyse the effects of morphogenesis 
processes on the main aspects of individual rights connected to the status of citizen, and of voting 
rights in particular, starting from networks developed on the “network of networks”1: the Internet. 

3. The New Hybrid Nature of the Status of Citizen 

The influence of the Internet over the relationship between individuals and governments is already 
the object of several analysis from the political and sociological point of view, in particular with 
the Web 2.0 technology. The communicative potential, as well as the peculiar sense of belonging 
generally associated with it since its very beginning, have contributed to create the idea that the 
Internet would promote democracy, in particular direct democracy2.  

Representative democracy, agonising under the weight of a political system degenerated in its 
self-referential dynamics and unable to communicate with the population is no longer seen as 
functional, and the Internet, with its capillary diffusion and immediacy appears as the deus ex 
machina capable of offering the chance of a concrete form of direct democracy to the population 
(Rodotà 2014). As a consequence, it is necessary to acknowledge a switch in the paradigm 
concerning the relationships between the Internet, democracy and individual rights.  

This bottom-top pressure has triggered a morphogenesis process which, despite being still in 
progress, is already showing its results from a legal point of view, modifying the content of 
fundamental political rights and liberties. 

With regard to the freedom of speech, for instance, the network mechanisms occurring in the 
Web 2.0 have led to a paradox between the technological standard required to disclose individuals’ 
identities, and the necessity to maintain anonymity. The imposition of “real name policies” by 
some Internet companies conflicts with the necessity of protection that bloggers or activists might 

1 Definition given by the Internet Engineering Task Force of the Network Working Group in the Request 
for Comments number 1122 of October 1989 at paragraph 1.1.2., Assumption a) of the Introduction. A copy 
of the RfC can be found at the following address: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1122#page-7.  
2 For more information, see the following OECD Reports: Promise and Problems of E-Democracy: challenges of 
online citizen engagement, 2003; and E-Government Studies: NETHERLANDS, 2007. Also see: K. Petrik, 
Participation and e-Democracy How to utilize Web 2.0 for policy decision-making, The Proceedings of the 10th 
International Digital Government Research Conference 2009; from the same author Deliberation and 
Collaboration in the Policy Process: A Web 2.0 approach, Journal of e-Democracy JeDEM, Vol. 2(1), 2010; A. 
Chang, P.K. Kannan, Leveraging Web 2.0 in Government, in E-Government/Technology Series, IBM Center for 
The Business of Government, 2008; D. J. Goldstone, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Cyber Forum: 
Public vs. Private in Cyberspace Speech, University of Colorado Law Review, Vol. 69, No. 1, 1998. 
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need, especially in certain political contexts, and that can only be offered by introducing, inside the 
conceptual framework of the freedom of speech, provisions ensuring anonymity (Rodotà 2014). 

It appears that the tensions running along the ties of the Internet-generated networks are deeply 
affecting the extension of the concept of citizenship itself, which is now starting to include, at least 
partially, the concept of virtual citizenship (Rodotà 2014). In this regard, it can be noted how the 
changes deriving from the morphogenesis process ongoing on the Internet also affect the rights 
relating to citizenship, and one foundamental right in particular: the voting right. 

3.1 Morphogenesis in Progress: Towards a New Hybrid Content for Voting Rights 

The voting right appears, at a first glance, to have not been particularly affected by the rise of 
spontaneous civil constitutions. Aside from the introduction in some countries of e-voting systems, 
in facts, it does not look like the traditional voting system of representative democracy is interested 
by any process of re-entry. A closer look might, however, unveil a latent tension that is pushing 
towards a depletion of the functions of representative democracy in favour of systems belonging 
to direct democracy, and such passage has its keystone precisely in the voting right.  

The main manifestation of such tension can be identified in the tendency, by now witnessed in 
every aspect of the political life, to claim a high degree of involvement of individuals in the policy 
making process. It has become more and more common, in fact, to see associations of citizens, 
industrial representatives, trade unions or other stakeholders denouncing a lack of consultation 
during the process of conception and drafting of regulatory interventions. This claim brings with it 
conflict of messages. On one side, citizens require the parliament to intervene over certain matters. 
On the other side, citizens also require the parliament to renounce part of its power and give it 
back to individuals. Drawing from Teubner’s language, there is a conflict between the two 
messages “legislate!” and “ask for our opinion!” that creates a double bind.  

As a consequence, the balance between majority and minority interests, managed in the 
parliamentary system by means of proportional representation, might change. What might appear 
as a possibility to give voice to minority positions that would, otherwise, be silenced by 
dominating interests might, in reality, result in the diluition of the minority interest among several 
bearers and, consequently, in the depletion of their political influence.  

In addition to that, the use of Internet as a means to facilitate the circulation of ideas and to 
overcome the limits connected to spatial and geographical distances might reveal a problem in the 
control of the identity and in the reliability of the subjects involved. Once again, a semantic 
paradox might occur, and the community could be subject to a conflict between messages such as 
“take part to the community!” versus “how can the community trust you?”.  

Nevertheless, entire communities have developed on the Internet, thanks to Social Networks 
and, lately, to the appearance of civic media.  

Civic media are online platforms created to enhance the democratic participation of individuals 
(Rodotà 2014)3. They can be seen as the evolution, in the Web 2.0 era, of government information 
platforms and community forums, and offer a different range of participation, from the mere 
collection of ideas and feedbacks, to a real and complete drafting and decisional system, covering 
the entire policy making process.  

3 Further information are also available at the web page of the Civic Media research project of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology: https://civic.mit.edu/. 
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An example of civic media is given by the LiquidFeedback project4, consisting of a software and 
a platform around which an entire community is developing, and that appears characterised by a 
pronounced hybrid nature. 

4. Liquidfeedback 

Promoted by the German Piratenpartei, LiquidFeedback is defined as 

“an open-source software, powering internet platforms for proposition development and 
decision making (…) in which most issues are decided (or strongly suggested to representatives) by 
direct referendum”5.  

One might classify non-voters into three types: the dissatisfied, the interested, and the 
uninterested type (see Figure 1).  

Its name derives from combining the use of online rating of proposals through the issue of 
feedbacks and rankings, and the concept of “liquid” democracy, i.e., the possibility to delegate 
voting rights (Behrens, Kistner, Nitsche, Swierczek 2014). According to its developers, in its 
complete version LiquidFeedback “covers the process from the introduction of the first draft of a 
proposal to the final decision” (Behrens, Kistner, Nitsche, Swierczek, 2014, p. 16). 

However, thanks to the fact that it is an independent open source project published under MIT 
license, it can be modified to cover only certain parts of the policy- and decision-making process. 
Although the software has not been used recently by the Piratenpartei, a modified version of it is 
used by the Italian party Movimento 5 Stelle. At both national and regional level, the party uses 
different versions of LiquidFeedback to take several decisions and to establish the political line to 
carry out during the parliamentary and regional meetings6. 

4.1 The Peculiar Features of LiquidFeedback  

LiquidFeedback is characterised by the following elements: 
• possibility of proxy voting 
• publicity of the votes and transparency of the decisions 
• a decision making mechanism implemented by means of the Schulze mathematical 

method7 able to protect minorities and avoid voting distorsions 

4 For more information about LiquidFeedback as civic media see http://thegovlab.org/democratizing-
policymaking-online-liquid-feedback/. 
5 Definition taken from the official website of the LiquidFeedback project: http://liquidfeedback.org/. 
6 See the online article announcing the use of the modified platform at 
http://www.huffingtonpost.it/2013/06/27/movimento-5-stelle-blog-beppe-grillo-parlamento-
elettronico_n_3511393.html. Another example of the use of LiquidFeedback is given by a famous Italian 
political talk show, whose anchorman has decided to use LiquidFeedback in order to collect proposals to 
be presented to the Parliament: http://www.agoravox.it/Liquid-Feedback-sbarca-a-Servizio.html.    
7 The Schulze voting system is not based on the expression of one single preference (like one name of a 
candidate, or a yes/no alternative), but on a ranking of the options available from the most favourable to 
the most adversed. As a result, the winning option is not the one that receives more preferences, but the 
one that receives more preferences and fewer aversions. For further information also see: 
http://blog.liquidfeedback.org/lqfb/preferential_voting/. 
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Each of those elements consists of peculiar technical and social solutions, and is often the 
product of very complicated systems. In order to understand the overall balance created by such 
elements and analyse the hybrid potential of this software it is, therefore, appropriate to briefly 
explain the first two main elements individually. 

4.1.1 Proxy Voting Mechanism 

LiquidFeedback provides for a very articulated system of topic-based proxy voting. Each subject 
can choose between voting directly, delegate one or more other voters on, respectively, one or 
more topics (following the principles that the vote on a single topic can only be delegated once), or 
delegate a trusted representative to vote on all matters. Furthermore, the proxy is transitive, 
meaning that the appointed representatives can in turn delegate their vote and the votes they have 
been delegated to a third subject. The mechanism does not multiply votes, but consists of a transfer 
of voting weight or, as described by the developers, of an indirect form of copying of the vote (see 
Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: The mechanism of transfer of voting weight (Behrens, Kistner, Nitsche, Swierczek, 2014, p. 25). 

The mechanism described above is also completed by some security provisions, like the 
possibility of revocation of the proxy at any time, the voidness of the decisions taken without a 
delegation and the automatic loss of validity of the vote expressed by an appointed representative 
in case the appointing subject directly casts his or her vote.   

The liquid essence of the democracy promised by the software consists, therefore, in the offer of 
a range of different “hues” of representation; from the absence of typical direct democracy to a 
complete delegation, it comes conceptually closer to representative democracy.  

The procedure carried out by the developers appears to have given life to a dynamic variation of 
the proxy voting system commonly used in company law for shareholders’ meetings. The reason 
lying behind this variation is, according to the developers of LiquidFeedback, the idea that the 
“division of labour” (Behrens, Kistner, Nitsche, Swierczek 2014) might represent a more efficient 
policy making solution, if it takes place in a “network of trust” (Behrens, Kistner, Nitsche, 
Swierczek 2014).  

4.1.2 The Renounce to Anonymity: Wahlcomputerproblem and Open Ballot 

The issue of the accountability of the voting process originates from two main causes. On one side, 
the distrust that is generally placed in the efficiency and reliability of the parliamentary system has 
created the idea that without complete accountability regulators and legislators cannot be trusted:  
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“Democratic decision-making processes must be verifiable to be trustworthy. Enduring trust 
may only arise out of the possibility for the participants to verify the correct execution of all processes 
on their own. Verification that is only performed by an authority can’t create continuous trust in a 
democratic system” (Behrens, Kistner, Nitsche, Swierczek, 2014, p. 39).  

On the other hand, while a form of control is still possible with votes expressed in the traditional 
ways, for example by raise of hands or with paper and pen, the use of digital technologies, implys 
a form of automatic processing happening “behind close doors”, and does not provide for the 
guarantees necessary to allow a reliable verification mechanism. This circumstance, described in 
the German language with the word “Wahlcomputerproblem” (literally “computer election 
problem”), results in a trade-off between the use of computing systems, the right to anonymous 
votes and the possibility to effectively verify the correctness of cast votes (Behrens, Kistner, 
Nitsche, Swierczek 2014). During the factual implementation of any voting system, in fact, it is 
impossible to maintain more than two of the mentioned elements at the same time (see Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2: the Wahlcomputerproblem trade-off (Behrens, Kistner, Nitsche, Swierczek2014, p. 54). 

In the light of the above, the developers of LiquidFeedback have decided to implement the 
feature of the open ballot in the software, having (questionably) excluded the possibility of 
employing other technological or mathematical solutions like encrypting or the use of token 
associated to real-life identities. The use of the open ballot comes, however, with a significant 
consequence. Notwithstanding the sacrifice of anonymity, it is presented as the only mechanism 
capable of ensuring the appropriate level of accountability to the decision making process; in fact, 
the developers of the software recognize that this feature limits the possibility of employment of 
LiquidFeedback only in those decisions where a secret vote is not necessary to protect the integrity 
of individuals (Behrens, Kistner, Nitsche, Swierczek 2014).   

From the characteristics briefly reported above it appears how LiquidFeedback may represent a 
candidate of governance deriving from a hybrid network. In order to assess the plausibility of this 
interpretation it is, however, necessary to analyse its features in the light of Teubner’s theories, as 
described in section 1. 

4.2 Teubner and LiquidFeedback 

It has been noted how networks present a hetero-referential origin and are crossed by a diffused 
relationship based on trust ties. Furthermore, it has been explained how, due to those 
characteristics, networks give life to a creative process whose result is a governance consisting of 
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relationships, a new civil constitution, whose elements are hybrid respect to contracts, associations 
and meta-legal elements.  

In order to analyse the hybrid nature of LiquidFeedback it is appropriate to assess the possible 
presence of the elements that characterise hybrid networks, namely the presence of a network 
based on trust ties, the hetero-referencial origin, the circulation of paradoxical messages within the 
network itself and, consequently, the hybrid nature of the elements composing it. 

The circumstance that LiquidFeedback originates as the experiment of a political party, 
associations of citizens and developers, together with the role of the website and blog dedicated to 
the project as the instruments allowing the contact between those communities and third parties 
are evidence of the existence of a network mechanism at the origin of the project. Such network 
mechanism is reflected in the presence of several meta-legal principles, deriving from the different 
interests seeked by the nodes. 

The principles informing the project, namely those of direct participation into the democratic 
life, collective policy making and promotion of an alternative to the parliamentary representation 
are some of the meta-legal concepts embedded in the LiquidFeedback project. An important role in 
this sense is also played by the mathematical rules and methods used by the software, which 
reflect values and standards not belonging to the legal sphere, but deeply influencing it, especially 
with regard to the legitimacy and reliability of voting quora. 

The employment of rigorous mathematical methods is also connected to another factor. The use 
of architecture as a regulatory force is, indeed, another significant symptom of the network 
relationships that are at the basis of the creation of LiquidFeedback. The trust ties stimulating the 
creation of double bind relationships require, in fact, a stable framework to avoid a weakening of 
the bond (Teubner 2002). The necessary stability can be achieved by the network by parasitically 
relating to existing institutions of law, such as contracts or the judicial system. The network, 
however, does not trust the institutions completely, and actually refuses them, at least in part. As a 
consequence, the use of other technical solutions is also required by the network in order to 
maintain a sufficient level of strength in its relationships.  

All of the above circumstances represent evidence of the evaluation of the hybrid nature of 
LiquidFeedback, but a more convincing confirmation can be found in the factual characteristics of 
the software itself. The system created shows, in fact, a dense integration of elements belonging to 
private law together with elements typical of fundamental rights and public law.  

In this regard, the possibility of transitive, topic related proxy voting (see section 4.1.1) catches 
one’s attention. A provision belonging to corporate law is, here, modified and adapted to be 
introduced into public law and serve the cause of civil rights. The introduction of a mechanism of 
transfer of voting weight reflects a revolutionary change of semantics in the field of civil and 
political rights. It introduces concepts connected to business and market into the sphere of 
constitutional law, without, however, bending the latter to market reasons, but creating a new 
level of integration of both elements, in a real morphogenesis process. Proxy voting, in the view of 
the developers of LiquidFeedback, allows each individual to express their vote on the topics falling 
within their personal expertise, and delegate to more expert subjects the vote on other topics, in  a 
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fashion that recalls the concepts of open source and collective intelligence already in use with 
regard to the Internet8, but that are not commonly associated to traditional democratic systems.  

The proxy voting system features another element of discontinuity with traditional public law 
institutions: the status of the appointed agents and the relating responsibilities. 

Most representative democratic systems exclude any form of imperative mandate for parliament 
members considering the fact that, in case of dissatisfaction with the actions of the parliamentary 
representatives, they will not be voted again by the electors as enough guarantee. On the other 
side, in the context of company law, usually shareholders can appoint a subject to be present on 
their behalf at shareholders’ meetings and express their vote, based on precise voting instructions. 
In this context, the non-compliance with voting instructions brings a responsibility on the 
appointed agent vis-à-vis the shareholder. The proxy voting mechanism featured by 
LiquidFeedback, however, does not provide for this balance. The voter delegates the expression of 
the preference to another subject without any voting instructions. This represents a waiver to any 
possible form of control over the appointed agent, and leaves doubts concerning the responsibile 
regime to apply to agents. Let us take, for example, the case in which the appointant and the agent 
discuss the preferences to be expressed during a voting session, but at the moment of voting the 
agent casts preferences in a different way respect to those previously discussed with the 
appointant. It is not clear if and to what extent the agent could be deemed responsible vis-à-vis the 
appointant, and how this discrepancy could influence the validity of the voting session. Once 
again, LiquidFeedback provides for an element which does not belong to traditional public law, 
and which also shows different characteristics with respect to other similar institutions of private 
law. The hybrid nature of this governance appears not only in the proxy voting system, but also in 
the unusual figure of the appointed voting agent and raises several doubts. The introduction of 
proxy voting, in fact, implies a relinquishment of the possibility to choose in favour of another 
subject, based only on trust. What happens if that trust is misplaced? This represents a problem 
which might be difficult to address for the law, especially based on the traditional tools and 
institutions.  

LiquidFeedback presents other particular features connected to the voting mechanism, features 
that mark a further detachment from the traditional elements composing voting rights. The open 
ballot (see section 4.1.2) is indeed one of those. One of the most important provisions in most 
democratic systems is the anonimity of cast votes, which protects both the voters and the entire 
system from distortions, such as blackmailing or the sale of votes in return of favours or money. 
The creators of LiquidFeedback, however, see in anonimity an increase of the risk of cheating 
during voting procedures. Such risk is due to the use of computer technology, as explained in 
section 4.1.2. above, and reflects the existence of two contrasting messages in the network 
underlying LiquidFeedback. On one side, the nodes of such networks carry out a relationship 
based on trust. On the other, the nodes and the network itself are not completely trusted, so that 
the community feels the need to implement a mechanism to verify the votes expressed. Such a 
paradox is overcome by the developers who introduce the open ballot, as a guarantee of 
transparency. It must be, however, pointed out that what the developers fail to address is the 
problem of the protection of the legality of the voting itself. The anonymity of cast votes, in fact, 
does not always protect individuals from being forced to express a certain vote against their will; it 

8 See the definitions given by the Center for Collective Intelligence of the MIT at the following address: 
http://cci.mit.edu/. 
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also ensures that individuals do not sell their votes in return of favours or money, and that is a 
circumstance that must be taken into consideration in every possible decision making process, at 
every regulatory level.  

Finally, another difference between traditional voting rights and the voting right featured by 
LiquidFeedback is given by the circumstance that voters do not vote in favour of one option in 
contrast to another. The use of mathematical methods and theories, and in particular of the Schulze 
method, allows the voters, instead of expressing a yes-or-no option, to create a ranking of 
preferences. The alternatives put to vote are ranked by the users from the most favourable to the 
most adversed. The winning alternative is, therefore, not the one that obtains more “yes”, but the 
one that is ranked as the most favoured and, at the same time, as the less adversed. This form of 
ponderation is absolutely new to representative democracy, which is based on the majority 
principle, but appears similar to the rules followed by public administrations during the 
evaluation of bids in public tenders. Once again, the elements constituting the traditional 
democratic system and the voting right are challenged by the new features introduced by 
LiquidFeedback.  

It is plausible to affirm, in the light of the above analysis, that LiquidFeedback represents an 
example of civil constitution as theorised by Gunther Teubner, and presents a hybrid nature. The 
pressure exercised by the network at the basis of the LiquidFeedback project is affecting the 
content of the voting right, introducing elements that do not fall among those traditionally 
composing the voting rights but are borrowed from other spheres. If combined together, both the 
traditional and the new balances can give life after a time to a new and more elaborated system of 
public law, as a result of a morphogenesis process.  

5. Conclusions 

Gunther Teubner and the Social System Theory school of thought have demonstrated how civil 
constitutions bring with them new sets of standards and, as a consequence, modify the existing 
rights, or even create new ones. These new legal contents and rights have hybrid nature and 
provide for elements belonging to different spheres of the law, as well as elements deriving from 
non-legal dimensions.  

It has been demonstrated in this work how voting rights are currently the object of a 
morphogenesis process deriving from Internet-related social and business networks.  

By employing civic media, networks are gradually challenging parliamentary and 
representative democracy, switching the constitutional paradigm towards systems of direct 
democracy. An example of civic media operating a morphogenesis process over voting rights has 
been identified in the LiquidFeedback project.  

Based on the concepts of collective policy drafting and direct decision making processes 
LiquidFeedback introduces meta-legal elements, such as mathematical weighting methods for 
voting majorities and different standards of protection for minorities in the legal dimension. 
Furthermore, the possibility of proxy voting, which is borrowed from corporate law, represents a 
significant change in the semantics of constitutional and fundamental individual rights.  

It must, however, be noted that the creative strength of morphogenesis processes can also have a 
disruptive effect. Despite Teubner’s belief that the morphogenesis process creates an additional 
level of reality in which all the elements of the conflict are synthetised, the introduction of hybrid 
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elements into existing rights might lead to losses and trade offs, as in the case of the sacrifice of 
anonimity in favour of open ballot postulated by the use of digital technologies. A new balance of 
fundamental principles can, consequently, be derived from the rise of civil constitutions, and 
elements of the previous system might inevitably go lost. Whether the new balance is preferred by 
the civil society shall, however, not be given for granted, and can only be fully assessed during 
more advanced stages of the process.  

Finally, it should be noted that the morphogenesis process consists of often slow and long 
works-in-progress. This can lead to temporarily inconsistent governance systems and can affect 
negatively individual rights. In relation to that, the way civil constitutions interact with the 
traditional state-centred constitutions acquires a prominent importance, shifting, once again, the 
perspective on the basic principles of the law. 

The hybridisation process of individual rights is a complex topic. It lifts the veil on a mechanism 
that is radically changing the law, showing glimpses of several significant implications at many 
different legal and social levels, which should be carefully observed and investigated for the law 
and other social sciences to be able to enhance positive changes and limit the undersired 
consequences.  
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Abstract: This paper identifies the peaks and troughs in Twitter usage during three televised 
Scottish Independence Referendum debates in Autumn 2014 and identifies the topics that were 
the foci of such peaks and troughs. We observe that the issues that caught the most attention 
from the Twitter sample changed from debate to debate, suggesting that viewers were keen to 
discuss the question of independence from all sides of the question. We also note that the 
sample responded most strongly to “moments of political theatre” rather than thoughtful 
debate and that they chose to wait until breaks in the programme, such as advertisement 
breaks, vox pops and spin-room discussions, to tweet. While this paper is mostly a quantitative 
study, the final section offers an introduction to some of the qualitative analysis of the 
collected data currently being undertaken by the team. 
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1. Introduction 

ocial-networking sites such as Twitter offer their users the potential to participate in public 
debate. Unlike television broadcasting or newspaper opinion columns, social media have 
low barriers to entry and offer the potential for collective involvement (Anstead & 

O’Loughlin, 2011). In recent years, television programmes have become popular topics for Twitter 
S 
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discussions, often featuring in Twitter’s trending topics lists. Twitter allows the conversations 
about television programmes that viewers have with those sitting in the same room to extend into 
cyberspace, allowing them to exchange opinions about plot and characters in a more public sphere. 
Unlike the original “water cooler” conversation, where viewers had to wait until the next day at 
work to share their opinions with others outside their close family circle, Twitter allows 
backchannel discussion in real time while the programme is happening. This can add a new 
dimension and pleasure to television watching (Harrington et al., 2013). Television producers have 
started to encourage this discussion by establishing Twitter accounts for programmes and by 
advertising hashtags related to the programme at its start. Indeed, Twitter can even become part of 
the programme itself, incorporating viewer feedback and questions. Involving viewers in a 
programme through Twitter discussion can encourage real-time viewing rather than the use of 
time-shift technology, because only real-time viewing can guarantee that a Twitter community will 
be watching the programme at the same time as you. The same is true of television programmes 
relating to political issues, such as debates relating to elections or referenda. During such debates, 
social media allow people to react in real time to events on screen and to discuss political issues 
outside their immediate circle. Thus television watching is turned into a communal, social event, 
and social media becomes a site of rapid response to the events and arguments onscreen. Social 
media therefore allows viewers to interact and engage with onscreen events, offering opportunities 
for public comment, discussion and interpretation. Houston et al. (2013) suggest that, in fact, live-
tweeting during a televised debate can enhance engagement with the debate content and may 
impact on the evaluation of the candidate. Anstead and O’Loughlin have coined the term 
“viewertariat” (2011) for this phenomenon, where viewers become more active and engaged 
through such media hybridity. It also allows campaigners to judge how well particular arguments 
and speakers were received and can be used strategically during the event by activists. 

2. Twitter and Political Engagement1 

Launched in 2006, Twitter is a micro-blogging service that allows users to post messages (tweets) 
of up to 140 characters in length. By September 2013, there were 15 million Twitter users in the UK 
(Curtis, 2013), although 40% of its users worldwide are “lurkers” who prefer only to read rather 
than send out tweets themselves (Holt, 2013). Twitter messages can be aimed directly at another 
Twitter user through the use of the @ symbol, can be “retweets” of other users’ messages, or can be 
aimed at a more general audience through the use of hashtags (#). Thus Twitter can be used to 
conduct conversations or broadcast to individuals, groups or the general Twittersphere. Since its 
inception, Twitter has been an important forum for political debate between its users, although 
academic analyses of such debate have tended to focus on issues, citizen debates and elections 
(Mascaro & Goggins, 2012). In particular, Twitter makes an excellent tool for examining immediate 
audience response to televised debates on political issues and between politicians. Before social 
media, researchers investigating audience response to such debates were limited to focus groups 
and audience surveys – methods that have limited generalizability and were usually not 

1 There is, of course, much academic debate surrounding the definition of concepts such as political 
engagement and participation, terms that are often used synonymously. In this paper, when using the 
word “engagement”, we go beyond Dahlgren’s (2006, p.24) notion of it being a subjective state of mind. 
Instead, it is used to denote some form of political “activity”, in this case the sending of one or more 
tweets directly in response to events occurring during televised political debates. 
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undertaken in real time. Analysis of Twitter data enables researchers to increase the size of the 
data collected, to collect real-time responses, and also does not require researcher intervention or 
interaction with participants. Thus; there is a growing body of research analysing audience 
response to political televised debates through the use of Twitter. While much of this research has 
focused on American presidential elections (e.g., Mascaro & Goggins, 2012; Houston et al., 2013), 
research has also been conducted into the response on Twitter during the 2010 UK general election 
(Newman, 2010), the Norwegian elections in 2011 (Kalsnes et al., 2014), and, in a wider study, all 
three Scandinavian general elections in 2010 and 2011 (Moe & Larsson, 2013). 

3. Aim of the Research 

The overarching aim of this exploratory research was to develop an understanding of how Twitter 
is used as a vehicle for communication during televised political engagements. In order to do so, 
the following objectives were established: to identify the peaks and troughs in Twitter usage 
during the course of three debates, and to explore, using content analysis, the specific incidents 
and political/policy issues that generated the greatest and the least levels of discussion on Twitter. 

4. The Scottish Independence Referendum and the Televised Debates 

The most northerly country within the UK, Scotland, is politically represented in the UK 
Parliament in London, and, since 1999, has had limited self-government through the Scottish 
Parliament in Edinburgh. On 18 September 2014, the people of Scotland were asked the 
dichotomous Yes or No question, “Should Scotland be an independent country?”. The campaign 
was dominated by two formal groups: the pro-independence Yes Scotland group, led by the 
Scottish National Party (SNP), with support from the Scottish Green Party and the Scottish 
Socialist Party; and the pro-union Better Together group, with broad support from the Labour, 
Liberal Democrat and Conservative parties. An added dimension to the referendum was the 
extension of the voting franchise to 16- and 17-year-olds throughout Scotland. The polling day saw 
an overall turnout of 84.6% of the electorate (the highest for any election or referendum in the UK 
since the introduction of universal male suffrage in 1918), with 55.3% voting against independence. 

For the purposes of this research, tweets sent during three televised debates on the question of 
Scottish independence were collected and analysed. The debates were selected because of their 
timing (very close to the referendum itself), their live broadcast with no editing, and the stature of 
the participants. Debate 1 (5 August 2014) was held at Glasgow’s Royal Conservatoire of Scotland 
and was between Alex Salmond, Scottish Government First Minister and SNP leader, and Alistair 
Darling, a Labour Member of the UK Parliament (MP) and the Better Together chairman. The 
debate was broadcast between 20:00 and 22:00 British Summer Time (BST) on the commercial 
channel Scottish Television (STV). The debate was only shown in Scotland, although STV offered 
the possibility of watching the programme in real time via its online STV player to interested 
parties in the rest of the UK and beyond. The debate had an average audience of 765,000 viewers 
with a peak of 920,000 (The Guardian, 6 August 2014). In addition, half a million viewers attempted 
to watch the debate online, although many complained of problems as the STV player struggled to 
cope with demand. Debate 2 (25 August 2014), again between Darling and Salmond, was held in 
Glasgow’s Kelvingrove Art Gallery. It was broadcast on BBC Scotland between 20:30 and 22:00 
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BST (as BBC Scotland is a non-commercial channel the programme did not include advertising 
breaks, which meant that all three debates were actually of the same length). Viewers in the rest of 
the UK were able to watch the debate on BBC Two. The BBC Scotland programme attracted 
843,000 viewers, a 37% share of the television audience in Scotland, while the BBC Two broadcast 
attracted 1.7 million viewers, overall a 6.8% share of the UK television audience (The Guardian, 26 
August 2014). The programme was also simulcast on the Sky News and BBC News channels. 
Debate 3 (2 September 2014) took place at the Edinburgh Assembly Rooms, and was broadcast on 
STV between 20:00 and 22:00 BST. The programme was simulcast on itvnews.com, as well as the 
STV website, and then repeated at 22:35 BST on STV’s network partner ITV for the rest of the UK. 
This debate was different in format, with two teams of three participating in what was described 
as a “town hall debate”. For Yes Scotland the team was: Nicola Sturgeon, an SNP Member of the 
Scottish Parliament (MSP) and Deputy Leader of the Scottish Government, Patrick Harvie MSP 
(Scottish Green Party co-convenor), and Elaine C. Smith, actor and political activist. For Better 
Together the team was: Douglas Alexander MP (Labour), Ruth Davidson MSP (Scottish 
Conservative leader) and Kezia Dugdale MSP (Labour). Both STV debates were moderated by 
STV’s political editor Bernard Ponsonby, while the BBC debate was moderated by political 
journalist and broadcaster Glenn Campbell. 

5. The Sample 

Using software developed by a team led by Göker, a purposive sample of tweets was collected 
during the live broadcast of each of the three debates. While we would make no claims that, in 
demographic terms, our sample of tweeters is representative of the Scottish population as a whole, 
it is worthwhile noting that Sloan et al. (2013) established that, in the UK, the gender demographic 
of Twitter users mirrors that of the UK census within 0.1%, and that their geographic distribution 
is also in proportion to the population density of the UK. The sample was compiled in three ways. 
Firstly, every tweet containing the widely-used, politically-neutral hashtag #indyref, and/or those 
hashtags promoted by the debates‘ host broadcasters (i.e., #scotlanddecides and #bbcindyref) was 
collected. Secondly, every tweet geo-tagged as being sent from Scotland was collected. Thirdly, the 
sample was augmented by around 300 Twitter accounts, selected because of their owners‘ evident 
interest in Scottish politics and the referendum, with these accounts being sourced primarily from 
extant lists on Twitter (e.g., Scottish #indyref journos). Every tweet sent by these 300 accounts and 
every tweet that mentioned them was collected. From the resulting stream of tweets a filter was 
then used to remove tweets containing a large number of URLs (past experience has shown that 
these are likely to be spam). The number of tweets sent every minute during the debates was then 
counted in order to identify peaks and troughs in the Twitter conversation in the sample. During 
Debate 1, a total of 54,811 tweets were collected, with an average of 456.8 tweets per minute over 
the two hours. During Debate 2, 64,041 tweets were collected, with an average of 711.6 tweets per 
minute (over 90 minutes), and during Debate 3, 31,715 tweets were collected with an average of 
264.3 tweets per minute over two hours. At the peak of Debate 2 (broadcast UK-wide), over 1,300 
tweets were collected in one minute. Whilst Boyd et al. (2010) suggest very limited use of hashtags 
by Twitter users, so that hashtagged content makes up only a small subset of discussion online, we 
would suggest that there has been some considerable change in Twitter use since their research, 
particularly in relation to political debates. Indeed, more recent research in Australia and Norway 
indicates that political Twitter use peaks during televised debates and that the use of political 
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hashtags increases beyond the hard core of political Twitter users (Bruns and Burgess, 2011; 
Kalsnes et al., 2014). It was perhaps unsurprising, then, to observe that both Better Together and 
Yes Scotland encouraged their followers to make use of the neutral hashtags discussed above, thus 
accessing voters outside their own committed supporters. Three members of the research team 
each independently watched all three debates, noting the topics discussed minute by minute. 
Comparisons were also made with other media outlets that blogged the debates in real time, such 
as the online site of The Guardian newspaper, in order to agree the timing of the topics under 
discussion. 

5.1 Peaks and Troughs 

The peaks and troughs of Twitter engagement amongst the project sample during the three 
debates were then analysed. Peaks were defined as the points in time where Twitter activity was at 
its highest during the debate, and troughs as the lowest points. For these definitions, we drew on 
the work of Elmer (2013), whose research into Twitter discussion during a televised debate in the 
2008 Canadian federal election campaign produced charts that showed minute-by-minute activity 
in the Twittersphere and identified the onscreen moments that stimulated spikes in Twitter 
discussion. For each debate a general trend of gradual growth in the average number of tweets 
collected per minute was discerned, demonstrating that the sample became more engaged in 
tweeting about the debates as they progressed. This finding agreed with Kalsnes et al.’s 2014 study 
of televised election debates in Norway. However, it was also possible to identify a number of 
clear peaks and troughs in the sample’s tweets, and the subjects under discussion at these points in 
the debate were noted. Overall, in Debate 1, the team identified seven peaks and five troughs in 
the sample’s Twitter discussion (see Figure 1).  
 

 
Figure 1: Peaks and Troughs in Twitter Discussion, Debate 1, 5 August 2014 

The first peak came at 20:12 BST, during Salmond’s opening statement. Salmond had won a toss 
and elected to speak first. There was no similar peak for Darling’s opening statement. The next 
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peak instead came at 20:42 when Darling pushed Salmond hard on the question of a “Plan B” 
should currency union between Scotland and the rest of the UK prove impossible. This peak was 
rapidly followed by two further peaks, at 20:47 and 20:55, when Salmond questioned Darling 
about what he termed “Project Fear” (the negative approach to campaigning from Better 
Together), then pressed Darling to specify the extra powers that would be offered to Scotland in 
the event of a No vote, and then asked whether he agreed with UK Prime Minister David Cameron 
that Scotland could succeed as an independent country. A further two peaks came at 21:00 and 
21:03, with a “spin room” discussion where the camera moved away from the two key debaters to 
hear the opinions of political commentators, and then questions from the audience on the subject 
of “Plan B”. The final peak came at the end, after the closing statements. As far as troughs were 
concerned, the first came at 20:34 when Darling started to question Salmond on “Plan B”, and the 
second at 21:07, when the moderator Bernard Ponsonby pushed Salmond on this subject again, 
suggesting that he was disrespecting the nation by refusing to answer. The third trough came at 
21:18 when Salmond discussed a report from the Institute of Fiscal Studies (IFS), and the final two 
at 21:27 and 21:36 when there was discussion of pensions. 
 

 
Figure 2: Peaks and Troughs in Twitter Discussion, Debate 2, 25 August 2014 

Figure 2, meanwhile, plots the sample’s tweets during Debate 2. As can be seen, there was a very 
large peak at 21:33 BST. This occurred at the start of a “vox pop” video showing Scottish people 
talking about the importance of voting in the referendum. The previous 30 minutes had been very 
heated, with the two politicians and the moderator talking over each other and much shouting. 
Perhaps, then, viewers were too busy trying to follow the arguments and listen to the intense 
debate to tweet. Once a break was caused by the video they then started to tweet about what they 
had just seen. This corresponds to research by Wohn and Na (2011) into Twitter use during 
television programmes which suggests that use increases during commercial breaks when viewers 
are able to turn their attention from what was happening on screen to discuss events on Twitter, 
and that this particularly happens when the advertising break comes after a “cliff-hanger” in the 
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narrative of the programme. Other than this, the sample showed a general rise in tweets apart 
from two troughs at 21:07 and 21:17 and a further peak at the end of the debate. It should also be 
noted that another peak was stimulated by a question from a member of the audience asking 
Darling “If we are better together, why aren’t we better together already?” This came a few 
minutes after another audience member had accused Darling of being a hypocrite for attending 
dinners with representatives from private healthcare companies, and the combined peaks between 
21:09 and 21:13 seem to be in response to both of these audience comments. 

Figure 3 plots the sample’s tweets for the third debate, and again we generally see a gentle rise 
in the number of tweets throughout the broadcast. With Debate 3, the number of tweets from our 
sample, even during the highest peaks, was much less than in the previous two debates. It is 
perhaps unsurprising that this debate attracted fewer tweets, because it was not as high profile as 
those between the two campaign leaders, and was not advertised as much as the other two outside 
STV itself. Also, perhaps, more voters would have made up their minds by this point in the 
campaign, resulting in a reduction in the numbers still seeking information. It may also be that 
viewers were now suffering from debate-exhaustion. Some might also have been put off by the 
bellicosity of the first two debates, particularly the second, and it should be noted that media 
discussion of the third debate focused on its comparatively civilised and quiet approach (e.g., 
Macmahon, 2014). This debate was also different in that it included a non-politician (the actor 
Elaine C. Smith) and her section of the debate, a discussion of social justice issues with Kezia 
Dugdale MSP between 20:42 and 21:00, saw a steeper rise in the rate of tweets, plus two of the 
highest peaks in the Twitter traffic. Looking more closely at the sample’s comments on the 
individual debaters, it became clear that Smith dominated the discussion. This may be because, as 
a non-politician, she was a comparatively fresh face for the audience on the subject of 
independence. It may also be that her contribution to the debate focused more on appeals to the 
heart rather than to the head. Indeed, in his review of this debate, Macmahon (2014) described 
Smith as probably losing on policy detail but winning on charisma and audience appeal. 

 

 
Figure 3: Peaks and Troughs in Twitter Discussion, Debate 3, 2 September 2014 
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6. Conclusions 

Overall, and in line with the findings of Kalsnes et al. (2014), Twitter posts made during the three 
live televised debates followed the agenda set by the mainstream media and the politicians very 
closely. Thus, when the debaters on television discussed the currency issue, Twitter users did so 
also. With regard to the peaks and troughs in Twitter traffic during the three debates, there were 
some similarities and some differences. For example, the end of all three debates saw an increase in 
Twitter conversation as viewers turned away from their screens to discuss what they had just 
witnessed. Other peaks came during advertising breaks, spin room chats or vox pop videos, which 
offered an opportunity for the sample to stop watching the television and start to tweet, 
particularly after moments of high drama or complex argument. This suggests that spin rooms and 
vox pops are not essential elements in a televised political debate, and it was noticeable that the 
second STV debate did not include the spin room discussions. 

While there was a general trend in all three debates for Twitter traffic to increase throughout 
each event, the topics that were the foci of the peaks in this discussion did change somewhat as the 
debates continued. While certain subjects, such as currency and oil revenues, attracted Twitter 
discussion in all three debates, our findings indicate that there was no one subject that consistently 
caused the highest peaks. Instead, our sample of tweeters responded most vigorously to new 
topics, or new debaters, in each programme. In Debate 1, the two key issues that stimulated peaks 
in Twitter posts were currency and ‘Project Fear’ accusations. In Debate 2, discussion of oil 
revenues and attacks on Darling by audience members prompted the largest peaks. While in 
Debate 3, the involvement of a non-politician, Elaine C. Smith, dominated Twitter posts. This 
suggests that viewers were keen to discuss the question of independence from all sides of the 
question and that fresh issues that had not been previously discussed in detail were more likely to 
provoke discussion on Twitter rather than those already covered in earlier debates. Perhaps not 
surprisingly, the sample also responded most strongly to what might be called ‘moments of 
political theatre’ rather than thoughtful debate – as a strong surge in Twitter comments after the 
raised voices and aggressive questions to Alistair Darling in Debate 2, and an impassioned speech 
by Elaine C. Smith in Debate 3, demonstrated. However, there were some issues that failed to 
stimulate Twitter discussion throughout all three debates, most notably the Institute of Fiscal 
Studies report.  

7. Further Research 

This paper has introduced an ongoing research project based on data collected during the last 
month of the Scottish Independence Referendum campaign and has taken an initial quantitative 
approach. However, much more assessment and qualitative analysis will be undertaken. In 
particular, it is believed that the following subjects are worthy of further study: 

Twitter discourse external to politics. Analysis of the discussion during the debates suggests 
that a high proportion of tweets discussed issues other than political ones, but were stimulated by 
the programme they were watching. For example, discussion of the opinions of others watching in 
the same room; of the organisation of the event; or of the television company’s approach to the 
debate and possible bias. 
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 Humour and cultural references. The use of all types of humour, from sarcasm to farce, was 
frequently found in the tweets. Often this humour was made with reference to television 
programmes, films or music, and tweeters demonstrated a rich cultural hinterland that they 
obviously expected others on Twitter to share. In Debate 2, for example, a very high number of 
tweets discussed the choice of Salmond to walk away from the podium to address the audience 
directly. These tweets came from both sides of the independence argument and were both positive 
and negative. There were frequent suggestions that Salmond had learned such behaviour from the 
American television programme West Wing in which both President Jed Bartlett and Presidential 
candidate Matt Santos frequently roamed around the stage and walked in front of the podium. 
Previous researchers have also identified humour as a typical element of Twitter exchanges during 
televised debates (e.g. Harrington et al., 2013; Kalsnes et al., 2014) and further analysis in this area 
will help to deepen our understanding of the use of humour in online political communication. 

Comments on the debaters’ appearance and physical attributes. Criticisms and attacks on the 
debaters were often framed in terms of their physical appearance, clothing or supposed sexuality. 
A preliminary analysis of insults used in the sample suggests both a creative and wide-ranging 
frame of reference for such insults and also something of a gender divide. A small minority of 
tweeters in Debate 3 used sexual and sexually violent insults to attack the female debaters, while 
this did not happen in reference to any of the male debaters throughout the three events. More 
research needs to be undertaken, but these preliminary findings do agree with other research into 
attacks on women politicians on Twitter (e.g. Bartlett et al., 2013). 

Understanding the information sources used by tweeters. Tweeters frequently referred their 
readers to information sources outside Twitter. More research is needed to assess the quality and 
usefulness of such further information sources, but it seems clear that content can emerge 
independently of the broadcast, as Anstead and O’Loughlin (2011) suggest in their analysis of 
Twitter during a 2009 BBC Question Time programme featuring Nick Griffin of the far-right British 
National Party as a panellist. They found that information and images of Griffin were circulated on 
Twitter during the programme, but were produced by tweeters themselves as extra information 
for their audience rather than being produced by the television programme, demonstrating more 
knowledge and effort by the originator than merely repeating information from the programme’s 
producers. There was evidence of similar activity in some of the tweets surrounding the television 
debates, from both the two campaign teams and other Twitter accounts, and more research is 
planned in this area. 

Meta-talk about the debate on Twitter itself. There was frequent discussion amongst tweeters 
of the discussion occurring on Twitter itself, both positive and negative in tone. During Debate 1, 
some prospective viewers were unable to access the debate via the STV player and therefore 
turned to Twitter to try to follow proceedings. In Debate 2 there was some discussion about 
whether the usual hashtag #indyref should be used or that suggested by the BBC, #bbcindyref. 
Others commented on popular retweets, or challenged or applauded tweets from the two 
campaign headquarters. Such activity demonstrates a consciousness amongst Twitter users of the 
media they are using and its potential use by politicians and the media. Given previous research 
on the influence of Twitter on those following televised debates and tweeting at the same time – 
e.g. Houston et al. (2013)’s finding that live-tweeting a debate allows for more thoughtful 
processing of the debate content and may impact on candidate evaluations – this is another aspect 
of our findings that will repay further study. In addition, we plan to investigate the types of tweet 
used during the televised debates. Twitter offers different ways of tweeting, which might be 
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compared to Chadwick’s (2006) typology of the various modes of online communication, i.e. one-
to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one and many-to-many. Anstead and O’Loughlin (2011) suggest 
that Twitter offers at least three of these modes: directed tweets from one account to another 
account using the @ symbol; retweets, facilitating the one-to-many mode; and hashtags, offering 
the many-to-many mode. In their analysis of Question Time tweets they found a decrease in 
directed tweets and an increase in retweeting and the use of hashtags over the course of the 
programme, suggesting a growing engagement in the many-to-many collective environment. It 
will be interesting to see whether this was replicated during the Scottish independence referendum 
debates  

The use of Twitter by the two campaigns. Both the Yes Scotland and Better Together campaigns 
made use of Twitter to disseminate their messages to both their own supporters and others. By 
making use of neutral hashtags such as #indyref during the televised debates, the campaigns were 
able to gain much wider dissemination of their messages outside the hard core of political users. 
Before the first debate, Yes Scotland issued a directive to its supporters to retweet its tweets during 
the debate. Throughout the debate, Yes Scotland then continuously tweeted messages about its 
campaign and policy promises, thus accessing voters outside their own committed supporters. In 
contrast, Better Together focused more on tweets commenting on the debate itself rather than 
disseminating their own message. It should be noted that, by the time of the second debate, Yes 
Scotland had double the number of followers on Twitter than the No campaign and was following 
over 25 times more accounts than the No campaign, suggesting significantly more involvement 
from the Yes campaign in Twitter. This may be related to the age profile of social-media users: 
while older people are using social media in greater numbers than ever before, it is still dominated 
by the younger generations, and research suggests that these younger demographics were also 
more supportive of independence (Curtice, 2013). Given that the eventual result of the referendum 
was a win for the No campaign, this does raise questions about the importance and impact of 
social media as a campaigning tool, which needs further investigation. Thus the two campaigns’ 
different use of Twitter as a tool for communicating with voters during the debates will repay 
further analysis. 

Twitter as an alternative media. Much has been made of the role of social media as an 
alternative to mainstream media. Bruns and Burgess certainly found agendas independent to those 
of the mainstream media on the hashtag #ausvote during the Australian federal elections of 2010, 
although they tracked Twitter over a period of a month rather than just focusing on televised 
debates. Perhaps unsurprisingly, during the three debates discussed in this paper, where the 
broadcasters, campaign groups and individual political parties overtly encouraged viewers to 
tweet (and retweet) along with the live broadcast, there was little evidence of such alternativeness. 
Instead, and in line with Kalsnes et al. (2014), Twitter discussion followed the agenda of the 
debates very closely, suggesting that Twitter does not offer a space for alternative politics, at least 
during such televised events. However, in the ‘Big Big Debate’ – an event held in Glasgow before 
an audience of 7,000 school pupils aged 16-17 - there was some evidence that Twitter could act as 
an alternative to the mainstream media. That debate was organised by the BBC during the school 
day and selected highlights were then broadcast in the evening. The Yes side was represented by 
Nicola Sturgeon and Patrick Harvie, and the No side by Ruth Davidson and Respect Party MP 
George Galloway. Because it was edited before broadcast it offered the opportunity for the pupils 
who were at the debate to tweet their opinions of the edited version and also to tweet about the 
event as it happened. In fact, the organisers of the debate encouraged pupils to use the hashtag 
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#bigbigdebate and also ran the Twitter feed live on the stage. Awareness of the event was 
therefore raised through the pupils’ tweets during the day and their criticisms of the organisation 
of the event and of the BBC’s editing circulated via both Twitter and Facebook. The pupils 
complained about having to wait for four hours for the event to start in an over-heating hall with 
no air conditioning and very bright lights. More damagingly for the BBC they also tweeted 
accusations that Yes voters had been asked to pretend to be No voters in order to present a 
balanced audience to viewers, and, when the edited highlights were broadcast, alleged that the 
BBC had edited the debate to remove the negative response of the audience (booing) to some of the 
debaters (see Ross, 2014). Thus that televised debate offered some evidence of Twitter providing a 
venue for alternative discussion during televised debates – although the alternative discussion 
focused on the mainstream media rather than alternative politics. 
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Abstract: Science 2.0 is the current trend towards using Web 2.0 tools in research and 
practising a more open science. We are currently at the beginning of a transition phase in which 
traditional structures, processes, value systems, and means of science communication are being 
put to the proof. New strategies and models under the label of “open” are being explored and 
partly implemented. This situation implies a number of insecurities for scientists as well as for 
policy makers and demands a rethinking and overcoming of some habits and conventions 
persisting since an era before the internet. This paper lists current barriers to practising Open 
Science from the point of view of researchers and reflects which measures could help 
overcoming them. The central question is which initiatives should be taken on institutional or 
political level and which ones on level of the community or the individual scientist to support 
the transition to Science 2.0. 
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1. Introduction: on the Way to Science 2.0 

s Helga Novotny, former President of the ERC and current Chair of the ERA Council 
Forum Austria pointed out in the Open Science Panel at this year's Forum Alpbach 
Technologiegespräche1, science is currently undergoing a transformation, which implies the 

rethinking of its boundaries and of how it is organised. The European Commission (2014 a) speaks 
of a potential “paradigm shift in the modus operandi of research and science impacting the entire scientific 
process” (p. 2). On the one hand, the internet, a powerful tool for communicating and sharing 
information and knowledge, is being more and more used and accepted by scientists as a means 

1 https://www.alpbach.org/vortrag/open-science-wissen-von-und-fuer-menschen-in-der-gesellschaft/, 
retrieved on December 1, 2014 
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for accessing and disseminating research results, as well as for collaborating with the community. 
We are currently at the beginning of a transition phase in which traditional structures, processes, 
value systems, and means of communicating science are being put to the proof and new strategies 
and models under the label of “open” are being explored and partly implemented. This situation 
implies a number of insecurities for scientists as well as for policy makers and demands a 
rethinking and overcoming of practices and conventions formed long before the digital revolution. 

The transition from the traditional science system to a more open science is still in the early 
stages, and in most cases it is not very clear which approaches will prove to be successful. The 
stakeholders (mainly scientists, science institutions, research funders, science publishers, and 
policy makers) are divided into enthusiastic adopters, attentive observers and those who actively 
reject the notion of Science 2.0. 

In the current situation, we are faced with the discrepancy between a growing necessity and 
interest in more open, web-based science practices and a lack of reward or approval of Open 
Science efforts in the system currently in place. Next to that, in spite of the growing acceptance that 
the internet and Web 2.0 tools should be integrated more in research, a number of related 
insecurities remain and need to be addressed.  

One aim of this paper is to list current barriers to practising Open Science from the point of view 
of researchers (e.g. publishing Open Access, Open Research Data, disseminating research results 
via the internet) and to reflect which measures could help overcoming them. Another aim is the 
attempt to identify sensible approaches to support the transition to Science 2.0, which should be 
taken on an institutional or political level as well as on the level of the community or the 
individual scientist. 

2. What is Science 2.0? 

2.1 Definition and Context of Science 2.0 

Science 2.0 is an umbrella term referring to a new form of scientific production, towards which the 
science system is currently trending (see Burgelman et al. 2010, European Commission 2014 a). 
This transformation encompasses a considerable increase of scientific production, data-intensive 
science, increase of number of researchers, as well as involvement of citizens in scientific processes 
(European Commission 2014 a, pp. 3-4). Due to the broadness of the concept there is no widely 
accepted definition of Science 2.0. According to Bartling and Friesike (2014) Science 2.0 mainly 
refers to the adoption and use of Web 2.0 tools and services within science. Another important 
characteristic of the on-going transformation is the increasing application of open practices. We 
propose that Science 2.0 is best distinguished by a number of family resemblances; on the basis of 
the aforementioned sources, these characteristics are (1) adoption and use of social media in 
scholarly communication, (2) increased openness and collaboration, (3) use of big data, (4) 
alternative ways of research evaluation, and (5) stronger involvement of external stakeholders. 

These trends are directly related to a broader socio-technological development, which is due to 
the increased availability of ICT (Burgelman et al. 2010, Kraker 2013, p. 10). Today’s (Western) 
societies increasingly make use of digital data, computing, web resources, and Web 2.0 tools in 
diverse contexts (private, business, or public). Similarly these 21st century technologies start to take 
their place in science – in some areas only slowly, but steadily. 
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As mentioned above, Science 2.0 can also be understood as a paradigm shift (Kuhn 1962, p. 172) 
across disciplines that changes the way science is performed and communicated. The current 
science system is characterised by an increasing number of researchers and academics (e.g. see 
Schatz 2014, p. 423, McDowell et al. 2014, p. 4) as well as a rapidly evolving scientific landscape. 
One of the challenges in modern science is its fragmentation into increasingly specialised 
communities. Many current research problems, however, require large projects and 
interdisciplinary collaboration (e.g. see Horizon 2020, the Large Hydron Collider). These 
interdisciplinary collaborations struggle with a common understanding because their members 
need to not only have an overview of the area they are coming from, but also the other areas in the 
field. Therefore, advanced tools and techniques for communication, collaboration and discovery 
are needed. 

Another context of this transformation is the severely increased journal subscription costs over 
the years (e.g. Tillery 2012, The Association of Research Libraries2). This does not only affect 
publicly funded universities, who are forced to drop subscriptions and limit electronic access, but 
also top class universities such as Harvard3. The Harvard Library (2012) reports annual costs for 
bundled journal subscriptions alone at 3.75 million dollars. This underpins the necessity for an 
increased use and support of Open Access, which enables better access to research publications 
and a better return of investments on publication costs (e.g. see Suber 2012, 133 ff.). 

Finally, there is an increase in the retraction rate of articles (e.g. see Cokol et al. 2008, Van 
Noorden 2011). Van Noorden (2011) finds that retraction notices in the Web of Science have 
increased ten times in the last 10 years (from around 30 to over 300), even though literature has 
grown by “only” 44%.  These alarming numbers show a lack of transparency and adequate quality 
assurance measures in science. Many research results are not reproducible due to the lack of access 
to data and source code4. This leads to an increased demand for a revised peer review system (e.g. 
open peer-review, see Pöschl 2012) and available Open Research Data and Open Source code. 

This insight into the context of the transforming science system makes clear that there is a 
justified demand for more open and efficient science production and communication strategies to 
cope with the changing circumstances5. Open Science strategies like Open Access to publications 
or Open Research Data can be seen as strategies developed for addressing these problems and 
adapting the science production to the technological possibilities of the 21st century. Opening up 
the whole research process is seen as a transparent and efficient way of facilitating and improving 
scientific collaboration and communication (e.g. see European Commission 2014 a, pp. 7-8). 

The definition of Science 2.0 given above is very general and broad, and follows a holistic 
approach as it refers to a transformation of the science system as a whole. It needs to be mentioned 
that, as research processes and output vary from discipline to discipline, meaning and implications 
of Science 2.0 might vary as well. In this context, we experience that some disciplines are more 
advanced with Open Science practices. This can be seen e.g. in the adoption rate of Open Access. A 
recent study shows clear differences in the number of publications from different research fields 

2 http://www.library.illinois.edu/scholcomm/journalcosts.html#1, retrieved on December 22, 2014. 
3 See http://www.theguardian.com/science/2012/apr/24/harvard-university-journal-publishers-prices, 
retrieved on December 22, 2014. 
4 See http://www.law.yale.edu/intellectuallife/codesharing.htm, retrieved on December 22, 2014. 
5 There are critical positions in terms of the on-going transformations in science as well. However these 
cannot be reflected as this would go beyond the scope of this paper. 
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(e.g. see Archambault et al. 2013, p. 13-17). This paper refers to the holistic definition of Science 2.0 
in order to put the key barriers in relation to the big picture of the phenomenon. 

2.2 Young Researchers See Potential of Science 2.0 

The Young European Associated Researchers Network (YEAR)6 recently conducted a consultation 
on young researchers’ views on Science 2.0 (YEAR 2014 a). YEAR is a network of European RTOs 
with eight member organisations. The consultation consisted of an online survey based on the 
questionnaire of the Public Consultation on Science 2.0 by the European Commission (2014 b) with 
15 multiple choice questions and an open field for additional comments, and 6 local debates 
organised by the YEAR member organisations AICIA, AIT, SINTEF, TNO, VITO, and VTT7. 

The young researchers who participated in the consultation expressed an overall positivity 
about the potential benefits of Science 2.0 for the research system and the individual researchers. 
75% of the (in total) 196 respondents of the online survey totally or partially agreed that “Science 
2.0 activities should be taken into account for career progression of researchers”. Furthermore, 47% of the 
respondents partially or totally disagreed that “Science 2.0 activities should not have any impact on the 
recruitment practices of research performing organisations”, whereas only 35% agreed with this 
statement (18% did not express an opinion, see YEAR 2014 a, pp. 4-5). 

However, only a minority of the surveyed young researchers is actually practising Open Science 
(YEAR 2014 a, p. 2). It seems that engaging with Open Science activities is not a natural decision to 
take for scientists employed in research institutes or organisations. This has a number of reasons, 
which will be summarised below. 

3. Current Barriers to Science 2.0 for (Young) Researchers 

Current barriers mainly seem to derive from the fact that the system currently in place is not 
geared to Open Science practices. The results are barriers on level of individual researchers as well 
as on level of institution managers and policy makers. This chapter focuses on identified key 
barriers for individual researchers. The following results are based on YEAR’s consultation among 
young researchers. It needs to be mentioned that, in general, the results of the YEAR consultation 
show similar trends to the preliminary results of the Public Consultation on Science 2.0 recently 
conducted by the Commission (YEAR 2014 b, 2). 

In the local debates organised in the context of YEAR’s consultation, the young scientists 
discussed some insecurities and doubts preventing them to actually put Open Science activities 
into practice. The two strongest insecurities, which are underpinned by the results of the online 
survey (see YEAR 2014 a, p. 4), are mistrust in Open Science sources due to missing quality 
control, and a general uncertainty about meaning and implications of Science 2.0 (YEAR 2014 a, 
pp. 6, 7, 9). Both aspects can be seen in the light of the colliding worlds of traditional science and 
Science 2.0, and a lack of awareness, respectively understanding of Science 2.0. 

There are a number of discrepancies between Science 2.0 and the current research system and 
culture, which are being seen as considerable barriers by the young researchers (YEAR 2014 a, pp. 

6 http://www.year-network.com/ 
7 See http://www.year-network.com/members  
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7-8). A majority of the young researchers agrees that current research metrics and the related 
reputation system, as well as missing integration of Science 2.0 activities with established research 
workflows, prevent them from practising Open Science (see YEAR 2014 a, p. 4). Reward and 
prestige in terms of academic promotion depends mainly on “quantitative measures used in the 
evaluation of academic effort” (Kieńć 2014). The current evaluation system for scientific achievements, 
which is decisive for a researcher’s career, does not take into account Open Science activities 
(Berlatsky 2014, 2). Especially for researchers who are unexperienced with Open Science practices 
this means additional effort, which is not being accredited for in terms of career progression. 

Other barriers identified by the young researchers are the currently missing or insufficient 
infrastructure and framework for practising Science 2.0, and the risk that industrial project 
partners may be reluctant to collaborate in projects requiring Open Science (YEAR 2014 a, pp. 7-8, 
9). 

4. Addressing the Barriers: Key Aspects during the Transition Phase 

It is clear that a paradigm shift towards a more open science system cannot happen overnight. It is 
a process with many implications which need to be addressed when planning corresponding 
actions. Current approaches need to be seen as first attempts of advancing and institutionalising a 
more open science system. The following paragraphs contain some reflections on the key barriers 
highlighted by the YEAR consultation on Science 2.0 and possible approaches to address them. 

4.1 Raising Awareness and Understanding of Science 2.0 

An insecurity expressed by the surveyed young researchers refers to the concept of Science 2.0 
itself. On the one hand, the uncertainty about meaning and implications of Science 2.0 may be put 
down to a general lack of awareness of the phenomenon. As already mentioned the adoption rate 
of Open Science practices varies from discipline to discipline, which means that not all researchers 
have the same perception of relevance, applicability and progression of Science 2.0. On the other 
hand, and at least in some cases8, there seems to be a lack of understanding of the concept due to 
its broadness and complexity (YEAR 2014 a, p. 9). Even though early and middle career 
researchers are among the most vocal and active proponents of Science 2.0, it is fundamental to 
ensure a broad understanding of the concept to convince a large amount of researchers of the 
necessity and success of Science 2.0. 

A reason for this lack of understanding may be due to the fact that the holistic definition of 
Science 2.0 given above refers to developments in the science system in general, and is not 
necessarily reflecting the situation of specific research fields or of individual scientists. The 
definition does not consider differing situations in various research areas. Increasing scientific 
production, number of researchers, data-intensive science, and involvement of citizens are not 
equally relevant in all disciplines. E.g. the Humanities are confronted with other challenges in the 
context of scholarly communication and publication (see Eve 2014, pp. 43-136). Moreover the 
referred developments have rather complex implications, which make it a difficult concept to 
comprehend. 

8 See also the additional comments by the survey participants (YEAR 2014 a, pp. 12-13). 
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To improve understanding of Science 2.0 and its implications it is recommendable to break 
down the Science 2.0 concept to a few concise and clear aims, and to define a roadmap towards 
reaching those (YEAR 2014 a, p. 9). Reflections on the various implications of Science 2.0 for 
individual disciplines will help bridging the gap between the holistic definition and the concrete 
situations and contexts of specific research areas (e.g. see Eve 2014 for the Humanities). Other 
important means for raising awareness of Science 2.0 are advocacy and training (see below). 

4.2. Science 2.0 Infrastructure 

A number of commercial Science 2.0 tools and platforms exist, which can be used by researchers 
rather easily and with low financial resources (e.g. Figshare9, Academia10, ResearchGate11; and 
other tools developed not explicitly for science, e.g. GitHub12, Twitter13, various blogging services). 
All these tools are rather new, especially in terms of their usage within science. Widely approved 
or well established tools for scientific collaboration do not seem to exist yet (see YEAR 2014 a, pp. 
8, 14, Kraker 2013, pp. 9-11). 

In a comprehensive study Procter et al. (2010) report on usage of Web 2.0 tools for scholarly 
communication and on motivations for using these. Their conclusion is that researchers need to see 
a clear benefit from using tools and services (see Kraker 2013, p. 10-11). Following an exploration 
of research practices in the field of technology enhanced learning (TEL), Kraker and Lindstaedt 
(2011) concluded that, to provide these benefits, tools and technologies must either support current 
research workflows or solve shortcomings in existing practice. Other aspects for the successful 
implementation of Science 2.0 tools are to avoid duplication of functionality, and to adapt/design 
tools for specific practices of individual research areas (Kraker 2013, p. 47). Science 2.0 tools should 
have a good usability to be widely used and accepted by research communities. Finally, their 
sustainability is an essential factor for their usage in the long term14. 

Investing in the implementation of Science 2.0 infrastructure would support innovation in 
science and potentially create new jobs. Incentives at political level would substantially support 
this development thus helping Europe to become an innovation leader in this field.  

4.3 Quality Assurance of Research Outputs on the Web 2.0 

Quality assurance is undoubtedly an important pillar of good scientific work, which is reflected in 
the young researchers’ concerns mentioned above. New forms of science communication without 
the known quality assurance measures (i.e. peer-review) lead to doubts and mistrust. 

The traditional peer-review system, however, is coming more and more under scrutiny. 
Traditional peer-review consists of three to four reviewers who decide about the inclusion or 
exclusion of a paper. In top-tier journals and conferences, submission has become so competitive 
that a single review can decide over the fate of a paper. E.g. the WWW conference only accepts a 

9 http://figshare.com/  
10 http://www.academia.edu/  
11 http://www.researchgate.net/  
12 https://github.com/  
13 https://twitter.com/  
14 See http://openpreservation.org/technology/principles/software-maturity/, retrieved on December 4, 
2014 
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mere 13% of all submissions: in 2009, only 105 of 823 submissions were selected. Exponential 
growth in research output also means an exponential growth in the need of peer-review. This 
situation has decreased the quality of many reviews (see Smith 1999) and makes acceptance a 
game of luck in certain cases. A recent example of two Nature papers, which had to be retracted 
due to errors and plagiarism15 show that even if scientific results are published only after they 
have undergone a peer-review process, this does not absolutely guarantee for their quality. 

Still, it is important that innovative ways of documenting and communicating science 
implement innovative quality assurance procedures. In the current transition phase it is 
fundamental that solid means of quality control are being explored and established in order to 
overcome the scepticism by researchers. A possibility is to introduce features for open peer-
review16 to scientific blogs and other Web 2.0 platforms. This will support the success of such tools, 
as researchers will only make use of them if they are trusted and comply with current science 
quality standards. 

4.4 Research Metrics and Reputation in Science 

As already mentioned, current research metrics mostly rely on quantitative measures like the 
Journal Impact Factor (JIF), which is an average journal citation rate published on a yearly base by 
Thomson17. However, most experts agree that the JIF is not a suitable measure for scientific impact 
(Bollen et al. 2009, 1). The San Francisco Declaration of Research Assessment (DORA)18 that 
discourages the use of the JIF for the assessment of individual researchers has garnered more than 
12000 signees to this date. 

Alternative metrics for measuring the impact of research output on the Web 2.0, which could 
provide valuable additional indicators, are being explored and partly implemented (see Priem & 
Hemminger 2010, Costas et al. 2014). Nevertheless, most of the incentive and evaluation systems 
currently in place, which decide about career progression and promotion of researchers, require 
publishing articles in high-ranked journals (i.e. with high JIF) or books with high-prestige presses 
(Eve 2014, p. 44-46, van Dijk et al. 2014). The consequence is that e.g. publications in journals 
without impact factor are not allowed for the evaluation of researchers, disappearing from their 
CVs as if they never existed19. 

Under these circumstances many researchers do not dare to publish in other venues with low or 
no JIF, as is the case for many Open Access journals. To prevent that, current assessment 
mechanisms, which purely rely on conservative measures of prestige, should be changed to 
include article-level metrics to consider the reception of scientific work in social media channels 
(i.e. altmetrics), and to take into account not only papers, but all outputs of research – e.g. data and 
source code (see Burgelman et al. 2010, pp. 7-9). First steps in this direction have been taken, e.g. 

15 See http://www.nature.com/news/stap-retracted-1.15488, retrieved on December 1, 2014. 
16 E.g. see Pöschl 2012 
17 http://thomsonreuters.com/journal-citation-reports/, retrieved on December 1, 2014. 
18 http://am.ascb.org/dora/  
19 Erin McKiernan gives a concrete example of such a situation at the end of her talk at OpenCon 2014. The 
video of the talk is available at http://opencon2014.org/resources#daytwo, retrieved on December 1, 
2014. 
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by the European Commission20 and the Austrian Science Fund21 (FWF). The policies of both 
research funding programmes require publishing research results as Open Access, which is an 
important step towards changing current evaluation and incentive standards. 

But changing measures of reputation and prestige in science is not only a matter of policies. This 
change is embedded in a cultural context22 consisting of collective practices, habits, and mindsets 
by the research communities. Researchers act within this cultural environment, which biases their 
actions. Policies may enforce and support certain actions, but policies will never successfully 
prevail if they are not supported by the research communities. This means that changes in existing 
reputation and prestige standards can only be successful if they are broadly accepted by the 
research communities. Therefore it is important to support a gradual acceptance and adoption of 
Science 2.0 from the bottom-up. The goal should be to reach a common understanding of good 
scientific practice and value aligned with Science 2.0 strategies and aims (YEAR 2014 a, p. 8). For 
this purpose it is recommendable to join forces and to build regional or national (or even more 
extended) initiatives to reach a critical mass and consensus, and to coordinate strategies and 
activities. Two examples for such initiatives are the Open Access Network Austria (OANA)23 and 
the Right to Research Coalition (R2RC)24. 

4.5 Integration of Science 2.0 in Current Research Workflows 

In the current state, Open Science practices like blogging about research outcomes or their 
dissemination in social media platforms generally do not seem to be recognised as part of the 
curriculum of a scientist (YEAR 2014 a, p. 7, see also Berlatsky 2014, 2). Many of the young 
researchers who took part in the YEAR consultation expressed difficulties in integrating Open 
Science activities with established research workflows. As already mentioned, in most cases the 
decisive factor for personal career progression in research and academia as well as success in grant 
applications is publishing in high-prestige venues. Open Science activities are often regarded as 
additional effort, which cannot easily be aligned with the requirements and constraints imposed 
by the system currently in place (YEAR 2014 a, p. 7, Bruna 2014). 

This can be put down to two main reasons. On the one hand the requirements and legal 
frameworks currently in place do not consider Open Science practices thus generating insecurities 
among researchers. Some of them even fear that Open Science activities could put their own 
success chances at risk (see Bruna 2014). Again, creating incentives for and accepting Open Science 
practices as part of good research practice will leverage this barrier. On the other hand, researchers 
often simply do not know how to integrate Open Science strategies into existing research 
workflows. This is due to a general lack of awareness of Open Science strategies due to missing 
instructions on and training for Open Science practices (YEAR 2014 a, p. 7). 

20 See the Guidelines on Open Access to Scientific Publications and Research Data in Horizon 2020: 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/oa_pilot/h2020-hi-oa-
pilot-guide_en.pdf, retrieved on December 1, 2014. 
21 See the Open Access Policy for FWF-funded projects: http://www.fwf.ac.at/en/research-
funding/open-access-policy/, retrieved on December 1, 2014. 
22 For a definition of culture see e.g. Hannerz 1992. 
23 http://oana.at/  
24 http://www.righttoresearch.org  
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One solution would be to include Open Science strategies in research education and training. 
This would be a crucial step towards kicking off implementation of Open Science practices in 
research and supporting those on the long term. This argument is supported by the results of the 
online survey conducted by YEAR. 82% of the participants agree that one of the most effective 
channels for awareness-raising of Science 2.0 is its integration in research training (YEAR 2014 a, 
pp. 5-6; see also McDowell et al. 2014, pp. 7-9). A current initiative which seeks to foster Open 
Science in the researchers’ daily workflows is the FOSTER project25. 

5. Implementation of Science 2.0: The Relevance of Top-down and 
Bottom-up Approaches 

The previous paragraphs provided an overview of key barriers preventing researchers from 
putting Science 2.0 into practice, and possible approaches to overcome these barriers. The central 
question remaining is how to plan according strategies in order to support the transition of the 
current science system towards Science 2.0, and where the responsibilities for respective actions 
lay. For instance, should researchers take action regardless of the currently insufficient framework 
for supporting and rewarding Science 2.0 activities, thus pushing the changes from the bottom-up? 
Or should policy makers and managers be the decisive actors by implementing Science 2.0 policies 
and actively steer the transition from the top-down? 

There are current examples for both approaches. The Science 2.0 movement is, on the one hand, 
driven by individual actors or projects who are attempting to shape or promote Open Science 
activities26. On the other hand, there are some attempts to regulate and instigate Open Access 
activities from top-down, e.g. national or institutional policies27. Most of the approaches are mainly 
driven locally by individual actors or public institutions. However, there are some attempts to 
coordinate strategies and actions on the national level and beyond (e.g. OANA, R2RC). A good 
example for the transformational potential of the combination of top-down and bottom-up 
activities is the international collaboration on open genetic sequences. It was born out of a 
community-driven effort which brought forth the Bermuda Rules (Marshall 2001), which state 
among other things that DNA sequences should be rapidly released into the public domain. The 
Bermuda Rules have been adopted by many journals, making the deposit of genetic sequences in 
one of the three large databases (as GenBank28, European Nucleotide Archive29 and DNA 
Databank of Japan30) mandatory. The subsequent success of these databases illustrates that if 
publishers and conference organisers adopt new standards, they can be propagated quickly within 
the community. 

As mentioned earlier, the transition from the current science system to Science 2.0 is embedded 
in a cultural context. Although corresponding policies are an important supporting element, 
driving the movement only from top-down will not suffice for supporting the transition to Science 

25 https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/project/ 
26 E.g. early-career researchers and students advocating for Open Access, Open Data, and Open 
Educational Resources. See http://opencon2014.org/, retrieved on December 3, 2014. 
27 E.g. see http://roarmap.eprints.org/, retrieved on February 12, 2014. 
28 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/ 
29 http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena 
30 http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/ 
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2.0. Another important factor of a successful implementation is that research communities 
gradually accept and adopt Science 2.0 strategies and the corresponding framework in terms of a 
shift in science culture. As shown by the results of the consultation about young researchers’ views 
on Science 2.0 this is not accomplished yet. This requires further advocacy and generation of best 
practices from the bottom-up. 

Etheredge and Beyer (2011, p. 56) suggest that successful implementation strategies of new 
standards and processes need to build “emotional commitment”. In the context of science this can 
be reached by pursuing and intensifying the dialogue between policy makers and actors31. This 
means that policy makers, research funders, and science publishers should remain open to 
suggestions and feedback from the research communities, and individual researchers should share 
their experiences and engage with others in order to create a basis for defining new standards. 
Especially in terms of implementing Science 2.0 approaches in different disciplines feedback on 
requirements, best practices, etc. is required from the bottom-up. 

The conclusion of this paper is that both researchers and policy makers play a decisive role in 
the transition towards Science 2.0. Both top-down and bottom-up approaches have important 
effects on the adaptation of the current science system to Science 2.0. Policy makers, research 
funders, and science publishers, on the one hand, can take decisive decisions to rewrite outdated 
policies, thus creating incentives for Open Science activities and a framework for Science 2.0. 
Researchers, on the other hand, should help shaping Science 2.0 to be useful and effective for their 
specific research fields and related workflows. Science 2.0 does not only provide us with new tools, 
but it also presents us with the opportunity to revisit the scientific system as such – it is an 
opportunity we should not miss out. 
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1. Introduction 

ith the introduction of ICT, new dimensions of participation have developed: e-
participation and m-participation. This contribution focuses on the latter and questions 
whether m-participation can be considered as a specific method of participation or as a 

separate concept that is subject to the characteristics of mobile devices. While there are certainly 
several similarities to be found between technological and socio-political aspects that are being 
ascribed to both e- and m-participation, some research results provide hints that m-participation 
really isn’t just “e-participation with mobile devices” (Wernecke 2007). 

1.1 Research Question and Methodology 

One characteristic ascribed to both e- and m-participation is the ubiquitousness in time and space 
of ICT. This might challenge existing assumptions of context-related participation and urban 
development processes (Zeile 2012). In the following, this contribution tries to analyse in what 
terms mobile apps challenge the importance and meaning of time and space in participation 
processes. 

After a short literature review on the benefits of e-participation in general and mobile apps for 
participation in urban development, aspects of opening the temporal and spatial dimension of 
participation will be described and analysed from an urban planning perspective. This will be 
added to by test results and reflections on an ongoing research project that develops a mobile 
polling app for urban development. Empirical insight was gained on a small scale by short 

W 
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interviews with 21 people - ten randomly chosen municipal administrators and eleven members of 
civil society in 2013 and 2014. All interview partners had been introduced to the app in question, 
and took part in at least one poll before reacting to a short list of expressions in order to 
characterize the app. These short interviews aimed at understanding how and why this specific 
mobile app could be used by both members of civil society and administrators. Answers, in 
consequence are subject to the specific features that the app offers. In addition, consequences for 
m-participation will be discussed and conclusions for their uses in urban contexts will be drawn. 

2. Mobile Apps in Urban Development 

General potentials of e-participation listed in the academic literature refer to a greater efficiency of 
processes, to greater productivity as well as societal impacts (European Commission 2009; Haller/ 
Höffken 2010). In addition, positive effects on regional or national democratic systems are being 
hoped for by the introduction of ICT (European Commission 2009; see table 1).  
Table 1: Important opportunities and challenges of the application of ICT to participation (European 
Commission 2009: 7). 

The term m-participation is commonly used to describe participation via mobile devices such as 
smartphones and tablets [1], quite similar to e-participation which is defined as “the use of ICT to 
support … democratic decision-making processes (Macintosh 2004)”. In the context of urban 
planning, the definition would be more precise stating that e-participation refers to the goal-
oriented interaction of civil society and administrators/ politicians via Internet and mobile 
devices. 

When referring to a similar or the same definition for e- and m-participation, it should be 
questioned whether the potential positive aspects of mobility and mobile devices have been 
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acknowledged enough. Nonetheless, some additional benefits of introducing smartphones and 
tablets (m-participation) are listed in the academic literature; they include 

• to facilitate instant communication, interaction and support between groups and 
individuals (Zeile; Knudsen et al. 2011, Evans-cowley 2011). In addition, mobile 
participation (m-participation) is being placed in relation to more playfulness, more 
productivity and responsiveness (Evans-Cowley 2011).  

• to allow for better connecting administrators, experts and the public (Evans-Cowley 
2011),  

• to provide better quantitative and qualitative data on individual lifestyles and choices 
Höffken/ Streich), and, rather visionary, 

• to strengthen the role of citizens (“citizen planners”; Drohsel et al. Jahr 499f) and to bring 
forward ”citizen planners (that) will soon join professionals in our search for the liveable 
cities of tomorrow” (ibid. 508f; cp. Haller/ Höffken 2010).  

Mobile apps for participation in urban development are a recent, but growing segment in the 
landscape of mobile participation. 

While these hopes were formulated by people who see the contribution of ICT to participation in 
a rather positive light (compare, for example, table 1), there are also critics who doubt benefits of 
m-participation, mostly because of the poor quality of socio-political aspects such as information, 
transparency paradoxes, poor communication cultures, digital divides, populism, elitism or social 
polarization need for constant monitoring (Evans-Cowley 2010; Lindner 2007; Ertiö 2013). Others 
criticise in turn that the introduction of ICT to participation has any or major effects on socio-
political aspects: “From the point of view of democracy the technology of communication [it] is of 
minor importance in relation to how different means of communication are connected to planning 
and decision-making” (Bäcklund/ Mäntysalo 2010).  

3. Amplification in Spatial and Temporal Dimensions 

In the context of urban planning, the most distinctive feature that might add to the value of mobile 
apps is that it “amplifies participation in a spatial and temporal dimension and … widen the range 
of possible uses for urban planning and design“ (Höffken 2010). Ertiö (2013: 3) argues similarly 
and emphasizes the portability of the devices as “the biggest benefit of mobile participation”.1  

Compared to other areas of implementation, the overall percentage of apps that relate to 
participation in urban planning and development seems to be small. Most existing apps simply 
provide information, many allow for social interaction in the form of information sharing between 
users or between users and administrators (Evans-Cowley 2011; Conroy and Evans-Cowley 2006). 
Rather successful are so-called issue management or reporting apps that allow users to instantly 
interact with local administrations regarding public services.2 Some other mobile apps offer 
education on various urban development topics (Evans-Cowley 2011; Zeile et al. 2012). Polling 

1 Additional equipment, such as cameras, GPS, audio, voice recognition, and other sensors might even 
widen the use (Ertiö 2013) towards crowdsourcing, participatory sensing, emotional mapping (Estrin 
2010) or towards urban storytelling, 3DS, augemented reality, Near Field Communication (NFC) (Evans-
Cowley 2011; Zeile et al. 2012). 
2 Ertiö (2013) argues in this context that “The increased popularity of reporting apps has, at least 
momentarily, caused a ‘lock-in’ of these features without considering the versatility of technology at hand. 
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apps, or crowdsourcing apps on the contrary exist for almost anything, except for the field of 
urban development (Bohoj et al. 2011). But according to a European report, the variety is growing 
as different forms and degrees of interaction between administrators and civil society can be found 
(Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Typology of participatory planning apps (Ertiö 2013: 4). 

And despite the rapidly growing number of mobile applications in general , it has to be stated 
that, in practice, “the impact of participatory planning apps is modest” (Ertiö 2013), that “mobile 
features are not so extensively exploited in e-participation contexts” (Wimmer 2013) and that in 
academia “mobile participation has so far not reached wide attention as a concept”(Wimmer 2013). 
An exception is indeed the urban planning sector where people from different disciplines explore 
the introduction of ICT and mobile apps to urban participation.3 

So, why do we know so little about m-participation? One possible reason is the low number of 
actual implementations and case studies since the emergence of the idea of m-participation some 
ten years ago. According to a German study, conducted in 2011, 75% of German municipalities see 
e-participation as a means to create more opportunities for participation. Even 80% indicate that 
they do already offer it, but only every second municipality considered their e-participation offers 
successful or very successful (Materna 2011). This goes along with findings from Cape Town 
(Bagui/ Bytheway 2011) and with findings on m-participation from the FlashPoll project that will 
be presented below (Schröder 2014). 

Ubiquity in space alludes to the idea that all services are accessible from any place for anyone 
(ubiquitous connectivity, Castells et al. 2006). In the context of participation this means that neither 

3 An overview, though very rudimentary, can be found in the references.   
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participants nor facilitators need to be physically present at a meeting place. First and foremost, 
this is an asset for users and civil society and works only if the opportunity for m-participation is 
known. Ubiquity in time, in contrast, alludes to the idea that all services and participation offers are 
accessible at any time (day and night), and that participants and facilitators do not need to be 
physically present at a specific time. This again, is mostly an asset for users/ civil society - and 
somehow contradicts the idea of real-time interaction which may be facilitated through ICT 
(Castells et al. 2006; Höffken/Streich 2011). 

Indirectly, both aspects can be considered as a positive asset for administrators as they might 
increase the number and diversify the groups of users, but both ubiquity in time and space work 
only if the opportunity for m-participation is known. The portability of the devices (especially of 
smartphones) in that context adds to this effect of ubiquity and allows the users, in principle, to 
use these apps in all situations of daily life. The question is whether they make a difference to 
participation and to democracy too.  

4. FlashPoll: A Specific Mobile App 

FlashPoll (flashpoll.eu) is a mobile app aiming at a qualitative better integration of civil society in 
municipal decision-making processes through location based, instantaneous polling and opinion-
giving. The original impulse to start the project was a hope to overcome shortcomings of face-to-
face participation and to develop a tool that: 

• facilitates instant, place-related interaction between individual members of civil society 
and urban planning administrators and politicians by polling within a limited time and 
space and  

• makes participatory processes in urban development more productive, shorter in time 
and more transparent by avoiding high coordination and transaction costs,  

Basically, FlashPoll works as follows: After downloading, users can take part in instantaneous, 
geo-located polls. Polling is possible within a specified physical space such as a building, a 
neighbourhood, a city or a region. Polls do consist of an introduction text, several questions and a 
final remark. Polls can have different lengths, allow for different answer options (single, multiple 
choice, ranking, scale, open text). Results are visible via the app immediately after polling and after 
a poll has been completed. 

In consequence, each person that downloads the app and visits a given polling area will be 
invited to take part in a poll. With this specific feature, the developer team wanted to make sure 
that people have been to the respective area at least once and are thus familiar with the space 
targeted through a poll. The idea to offer short questionnaires enables users to give their opinion 
right away in situ, or if they wish to reflect on the questions, they can answer any time later from 
anywhere.  

In accordance with figure 1, FlashPoll could be described as a people centric, limited interactive 
mobile app on both the operational and strategic levels (with leverage in both areas). At this stage 
of the research process, several small-scale tests have been conducted in Germany, and users were 
asked about their opinions of this mobile app.  
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4.1 Amplifiction of Participation in a Spatial Dimension 

With FlashPoll, polls can be accessed within a limited space, the specific geofence. Each poll only 
becomes visible if the users have physically been within that geofence (what the poll is about) at 
least once. All 21 interviewees answered the questions within the respective geofences and in the 
physical presence of a team member. While the interviewees were able to download the app, to 
answer the questions and to obtain information on the mobile app and the topic of the polls from 
the team member, everyone else who did not have the opportunity to visit the polling space was 
excluded from the polls. In that regard, participation via FlashPoll is as exclusive as face-to-face 
participation and somehow negates the ubiquity of access that is often associated with the use of 
ICT in urban participation – unless one manages to mobilize users to visit the polling space.   

From a different perspective, not only legal residents can be invited to participate but also short-
time visitors, people without legal voting rights, people that work in those areas, i.e., people who 
are sometimes hard to reach by any informal participation. On the contrary, setting up and 
answering the polls can be done anywhere. This is an asset for both users and administrators as it 
allows for setting up or answering from the workplace, in bed, or during the holidays.  

Given the fact that the questions in some tests were quite simple, closely related to the specific 
test situations4 and rather asked for personal rather than for informed opinion, users tended to 
answer the questions right away and did not opt for polling later at a different place. With a wider 
geofence and less specific questions5, users were less inclined to answer the polls.  

4.2 Amplifiction of Participation in a Temporal Dimension 

With FlashPoll, all polling services can also be accessed around the clock within a limited time 
span that may last from one hour to several months. This might be considered as a major asset for 
users/ civil society. Realtime interaction (Castells et al. 2006; Höffken/Streich 2011) can be 
enhanced if the time span for polling is short or if the final results are integrated in some sort of 
discussion. Otherwise, interaction is not very much in real time. Setting up a poll can be done 
conveniently any time, e.g., during working hours.  

What seems to have more influence on the type of m-participation that can be implemented with 
FlashPoll, is the project’s objective to develop a fast tool. The portability of the devices (especially 
of smartphones) allows the users, in principle, to use these apps in all situations of daily life. But 
the screen size of a smart phone visually limits the length of texts, the number of answer options, 
the degree of detail of pictures and maps as well as the general amount of information provided 
within the app. Fast Polling, on the other hand, asks for poll designs that make sense for the users 
and allow for quick understanding and answering. Results of the interviews indicate that 
descriptions of polls should be as short and precise as possible. Both questions and answers 
provided should be rather precise than short (single-word answers were not very popular as they 
left too much in the uncertain). Polls should also provide different, carefully chosen ways of 
answering which means not only single and multiple choice questions, but also – where suited – 
scales, or pictures (Schröder 2014). Nonetheless, there seems to be not much correlation between 

4 Questions such as: „How did you like this event?“, “Which ideas for improvement do you have?”, 
Which features of the app do you like best/least?” etc. 
5 “Did you already participate in urban development processes?”, What do you think about e-
participation?”etc. 
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the time-span of a poll and the number of users: A longer time of polling (for example one week or 
four weeks) did not necessarily result in higher numbers of participation. The majority of the 
interviewees explained in that context that being in personal conversation about the mobile app as 
well as about a specific topic was the major motivation to take part in the polls.  

5. Consequences for M-Participation in Urban Contexts 

Most participation urban planning is limited in space and time: Participation processes run for a 
certain time on a specific topic which in many cases is space- or place-related. At their best, urban 
participatory processes are well integrated in both administrative/ political structures and 
communities of different sizes (Nanz/ Fritzsche 2012: 24). In consequence, it should be asked 
which app is best suited for what purpose, target group, objective, etc. It should also be asked in 
which cases the amplification of space and time, the ubiquity of services is a positive asset – and in 
which cases it might be counterproductive to the quality of a participation process. The concept of 
FlashPoll consciously challenges the idea of spatial and temporal ubiquity – a feature it shares with 
(many) other urban apps for information, issue management or deliberation (Ertiö 2013; Drohsel 
2010) and that similarly can be found with face-to-face participation where different tools (i.e., 
apps) are being designed and used for different purposes (Nanz/ Fritzsche 2012). 

Looking at empirical results, it remains unclear whether m-participation allows for a larger and 
more diverse group of participants. Assumptions that m-participation may allow for more and 
more diverse participants and contributions are not easy to verify: For one, the number of case 
studies available is very limited. For another, as happened while testing FlashPoll, the overall 
number of users was too small to draw conclusions. Regarding diversity, test results were even 
more disappointing: While the gender divide with eParticipation is getting smaller “because of the 
different ways in which men and women are taking advantage of the proliferating opportunities 
for more interactive and relational technologies” (Oser 2012: 9; Fallows 2005), this cannot be 
assumed for m-participation yet: People that participated in testing FlashPoll were mostly male, 
middle-aged, politically and technically interested and already participating in public discussions. 
This is definitely related to the context in which the app was used and needs further exploration. 

One final remark when it comes to talking about numbers of participants: The app is being 
developed for an urban development context, and the number of potential users is therefore 
limited. Civil society must be professionally or individually interested in either urban 
development in general or the topic of the respective poll – or be curious about the new app. 

A major practical challenge for reaching larger and more diversified groups of participants is – 
according to the experiences of the FlashPoll team - to make the app’s existence known to 
institutions and to members of civil society – even if the geofence is very small and local forms of 
information about the participation process are targeted through different media and formats. The 
number of people reached seems to be higher if a test announcement is either publicized through 
several online and offline media, coupled with a specific event, or an on-going face-to-face 
participation process (Schröder 2014). In accordance with that finding, even the actual 
participation process seems to be more popular if offline, online, and mobile solutions are mixed 
complementarily (European Commission 2009). But such a multimedia process is, for one much 
more resourceful than a straight e- or m-participation process, and for another, this challenges 
assumptions of an easily achieved ubiquity of mobile and electronic participation.  
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6. Conclusion 

In consequence, it can be doubted if the overall assumptions on ubiquity of services can be realized 
with each mobile app to the same degree. In the case presented, smartphones proved to be a good 
device for fast polls and quick answer displays because answers can be presented right after the 
polls and can be accessed instantly by municipalities as well as members of civil society (Schröder 
2014). In consequence, the specific features of FlashPoll can be modified and improved. This may 
not serve all purposes in urban development as more detailed information and communication are 
certainly needed in many participation processes.  

But if users of mobile apps for urban participation prefer in general to click prepared answers to 
write open text, and if the screen size of a smartphone or tablet has an effect on the general 
structure of a poll, this might indicate that m-participation allows on the one hand for (instant) 
interactivity, for fast, ubiquitous collection of opinions and for quick public visualisation of 
answers. On the other hand, it may indicate that with such a type of m-participation there are 
limits to the qualitative understanding and voicing of the participants as motivations, reasons and 
lines of argumentation may not be explained via single or multiple choice answers. Thinking 
further, one could ask what consequences this has for the relations of socio-political and technical 
aspects of m-participation. From a different perspective, it could also be assumed that the 
potentials of mobile apps in amplifying spatial and temporal dimensions are not yet explored 
fully.  

Mobile apps for participation in urban development are one of many tools and methods for ICT-
supported participation processes. Results from the tests and interviews indicate that a greater 
mobility of participation can be achieved and should be explored more systematically. “FlashPoll” 
as an instant tool for informal opinion-giving might facilitate a specific form of participation, but 
with its specific objectives and technical architecture, FlashPoll certainly has its limitations when it 
comes to facilitating urban participation. And it is unlikely that it will be successful if it remains a 
stand-alone application; something it has probably in common with other urban apps and urban 
participation apps. Another major challenge – and in that m-participation does not seem to be very 
different from face-to-face and e-participation - is the motivation of users, both in civil society and 
administration to use smartphones and tablets to give their opinions on various topics.  
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Abstract: Although the online availability and sophistication of e-Government services have 
achieved remarkable development in EU, citizen participation and engagement do not follow 
the same pattern. In this paper we address the problem of improving citizen engagement in 
using online services provided by a public housing fund. As an illustrative case study we present 
a public tender for renting and buying housing facilities for citizens. In this tender only 38% of 
submitted online form applications were completed before the appointed deadline and eligible 
for further approval stages. The success rate of paper forms was much higher at 82%. To 
address the low success rate of online form applications problem, the housing Fund employed 
the methodology following Chadwick (2011) proposal to identify internal institutional variables 
and implemented guidelines for controlling and maintaining their values within recommended 
scope. The effect of the suggested guidelines was evaluated on a new public tender for selling 
flats to citizens, which was implemented after July 2014. The results show that by 
implementing new guidelines the Fund managed to maintain the ratio between electronic and 
paper form applications at approximately fifty percent, while substantially improving the share 
of completed eligible electronic form applications. 

Keywords: online participation and engagement, public services, digital and administrative 
literacy, housing 
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1. Introduction 

ccording to the benchmark study of the e-Government field in Europe (Capgemini et al., 
2014), online availability and sophistication of services for citizens and business have 
exhibited a steady improvement over the past decade. The actual average for national 

online availability in Europe has reached an impressive 74%, while the online availability for local 
public services stands at 63%. Modern usability features are present on 78% of government 
websites. However, ease and speed of use of the same websites score only 58%. 

A 
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Although the online availability figures for Europe are remarkably high, citizen participation 
and engagement does not meet the planned expectations; surprisingly, indicators show that 54% of 
EU citizens are either non-believers or potential drop-outs of e-Government services (Capgemini et 
al., 2014). The fact that citizens’ participation and usage of the available services remains relatively 
low (below 50%) is often contributed to some sort of exclusion, intentional or non-intentional 
digital divide, from e-service society. Accordingly, the study (Capgemini et al., 2014) states that 
there is much work to be done to better engage citizens, as well as to build their trust and 
confidence. Following these guidelines, fields like customer insight, user-centered web design, 
unified access, data security, theme and life-event orientation, and customer involvement in 
service design have to be investigated. 

In e-Government research publications and reports online participation and engagement is often 
studied in connection to digital and administrative literacies (e.g., UN Department of Economic 
and Social Affairs, 2014; Capgemini et al., 2014; Grönlund et al., 2007; Lozanova-Belcheva, 2013). 
Authors generally argue that the inclusion of citizens in e-service societies requires substantial 
skills and knowledge, mostly from the field of informatics and computer science. Therefore, 
adequate digital literacy is required for the inclusion in e-service society. There are certain access 
barriers and unequal social and economic opportunities that are the main causes for digital divide 
(Capgemini et al., 2014). Administrative literacy, on the other hand, is the ability to navigate 
bureaucracy in terms of finding forms and following procedures required to fulfil certain tasks 
(Grönlund et al., 2007). The relation between the two literacies studied in (Cestnik & Kern, 2014) 
shows that, contrary to common expectations, higher digital literacy does not always imply higher 
administrative literacy; this phenomenon might be a potential cause for the lack of awareness, which 
is, interestingly, more prevalent in young people (Capgemini et al., 2014). Grönlund and 
colleagues (2007) argue that the need for skills and knowledge decreases when services become 
electronic, and hence more people are included as more people are able to understand information. 
Simultaneously, the nature of skills might change when services become electronic and hence 
different people are included or excluded in the process. 

In this paper we address issues related to relatively low citizens’ participation and engagement 
in e-Government endeavor. More specifically, we focused our attention to a case study based on a 
particular e-Government application for renting flats to citizens by the state housing Fund under 
favorable terms. The underlying business process is described in detail in a separate section. The 
concerned citizens could, according to their skill and preference, decide to fill in and submit an 
online form application or a paper application for renting a flat. The collected data show that little 
less than half of them decided to use online form, which was considered as a moderate success by 
the Fund’s management. There was, however, a more controversial issue related to the distinction 
between online and paper forms; completeness rate of submitted online forms was significantly 
lower (38.3%) than the rate of paper forms (82.0%). The lack of online user engagement was 
evident and the Fund’s officers decided to tame the problem by first identifying possible 
influencing causes and then proposing actionable guidelines to mitigate the low completeness rate 
problem.  

Improving citizen participation and engagement in online services seems like an intricate and 
demanding job (Capgemini et al., 2014). There are many suggestions that include macro-theoretical 
studies, observation and analysis studies, and studies that focus on motivational factors and 
individual capacities in online interactions. We based our approach on Chadwick’s (2011) proposal 
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to observe also internal institutional variables and institutional dynamics to foster online citizen 
participation and engagement.  

This paper is organized as follows. First, we present the Housing Fund and its role in e-
Government initiative. In particular we focus on the application for supporting a public tender for 
renting flats. In section 3 we describe the employment of a methodology based on Chadwick’s 
(2011) work with the aim to identify and study variables that might influence and improve online 
citizen participation and engagement. The concrete goal was to establish conditions for a higher 
success rate of completeness of online applications to the tender. The evaluation results are 
presented in section 4. In conclusion we discuss the issues related to increasing citizens’ 
participation in e-Government and summarize the most important findings. 

2. Public Tender for Renting Flats 

The state housing Fund was established by the Housing Act to finance the National Housing 
Programme and to promote housing construction, renovation and maintenance of apartments and 
residential houses in the state. In its first years, the Fund directly supported citizens’ initiative in 
private housing building and non-profit housing organizations by offering loans under favorable 
terms (Cestnik et al., 2001). Then, after the first decade, the Fund took part also in stimulating 
citizens for housing saving introducing two novel projects: the National Housing Saving Schema 
and Housing Subventions to Young Families, whose main goal was to improve housing status of 
Slovenian citizens. This was a big obligation on one side; on the other, it was a great challenge. 

The data for the analysis described in this paper were collected in a process for renting flats to 
citizens under favorable terms, conducted by the state housing Fund (Cestnik et al., 2007; Cestnik 
et al., 2008; Kern et al., 2012). One of the Fund’s assignments is to construct and rent apartments to 
citizens at favorable prices. Its strategic goals that support these activities are the following: (1) 
assuring suitable quality of apartments, (2) assuring larger number of apartments offered to the 
market, and (3) lowering (or at least stabilizing) the prices of apartments in the real estate market. 
This assignment turned out to be well received by the general public and consequently attracted 
considerable media attention.  

The business process of renting flats consists of the following six phases (Cestnik et al., 2014). 
First, the Fund prepares a call that defines eligibility criteria and application requirements for 
housing rent and publishes it by the media and on the Internet. Second, interested applicants fulfil 
and submit the prescribed paper or electronic form (based on their preference). Third, received 
applications are identified and validated by the Fund’s officers. Next, all complete applications are 
ranked according to their priority and allowed to participate in the process of apartments’ 
distribution. Ranking criteria and the rules for rank computation are determined in advance and 
include attributes like family status, health condition, number of kids, etc. When two or more 
applicants fall into the same priority rank, random choice is used as the fifth phase to select a 
single applicant to rent each apartment. In the sixth phase, all the applicants are notified about the 
outcome of the apartments’ distribution sub-process.  

We collected data from 614 applications for renting flats under favorable prices, which were 
submitted in the period from February 2013 till March 2014 (the tender was labeled ‘SL’), and 
analyzed them with statistical package R (R Core Team, 2014). Each applicant had two options: 
submit the application and attached documents through the prepared web interface, or fill the 
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application on a printed form and submit it together with the printed attachments via regular post. 
287 applicants selected the electronic path through the web interface, while 327 applicants decided 
to use traditional channel to submit an application on paper.  

Each application was carefully checked by the Fund’s officers. If it satisfied all the necessary 
preconditions imposed by the tender, it was labelled as complete. After the appointed time 
(typically three or four weeks), all the complete applications proceeded to the stage of approval, 
while the rest of the applications were labelled as incomplete. In the approval stage, all the 
complete applications were marked as approved or rejected, depending on the final outcome of 
the selection process (Cestnik et al., 2007). Figure 1 shows frequency of applications that 
correspond to a particular group. 

 

  
Figure 1: Number of received applications for renting flats (‘SL’) segmented by completeness and approval, 
with respect to electronic or paper submission 

The quality of data gathered from the applications submitted to the tender for renting flats at 
favorable prices was remarkably high because of the requirements of the whole project (Cestnik et 
al., 2014). However, the sampling method was outside our control. The sample therefore 
represents a population of citizens that share a common interest and whose characteristics might 
differ from randomly sampled citizen population.  

The distribution of the received applications separated into electronic and paper submission is 
depicted in Figure 2. The share of completed applications given the paper submissions is 82.0%, 
which is, according to Pearson's Chi-squared test with Yates' continuity correction (Corder et al., 
2009) giving p-value < 2.2e-16 and χ-squared = 121.1 with one degree of freedom, significantly 
better than the share of completed applications given the electronic submissions (38.3%). 
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Figure 2: Number of complete and incomplete applications (of received) and approved and rejected 
applications (of complete) for renting flats (‘SL’) according to the selected submission channel 

3. Methodology 

The purpose of the study described in this paper is to improve citizen participation and 
engagement on the concrete case of public housing online services. Note that in our case study the 
addressed problem is limited to improving the success rate of the submitted citizens’ online 
applications to the tender of renting and buying housing facilities. First, our aim was to identify 
causes for the low success rate of online form applications by finding characteristics that increase 
the risk of failure. Then, we planned to propose guidelines that mitigate the identified risks. The 
key to changing behavior is to change people’s goals, intentions and attitudes.  

Instead of putting the blame on external factors, obtained from observations and analyses of 
publicly accessible technological artefacts, Chadwick (2011) proposes to take into account the rich 
and complex array of internal institutional variables to explain online citizen participation and 
engagement failure. He urges not to neglect the institutional dynamics that precede the production 
of public artefacts. According to Chadwick, the analysis should include variables from various 
fields within the organization: budget constraints and organizational instability, policy shifts, 
political ambivalence, legal risks and depolitization, and outsourcing. 

First, we identified and selected three variables from the submitted forms to determine their 
impact to selected communication channel and application completeness. The variables selected 
for a closer study were the following: applicant’s gender, applicant’s age, and applicant’s priority. What 
were their “risky” values? The “risky” values are the values that increase the risk that an 
application is categorized as incomplete. The risk is inversely proportional to the probability of 
completeness. For online submission forms average probability of completeness is 38.3%. Variables 
that decrease such probability are the following: applicant’s age is above 40 (28.3% completeness), 
applicant’s gender is female (35.5%), and applicant’s priority is family with primary school child (17.7%) or 
applicant’s priority is young person (27.3%). By analyzing the data in program R, we found out that 
the dependences between the variables are not significant, with the exception of the applicant’s 
priority. Nevertheless, since such “risky” values only serve as indicators of increased cautious 
awareness that is recommended for handling submitted online applications, stronger significance 
is not required.  

The selected variables and their determined “risky” values are not actionable in the sense that 
we cannot change them for a given application. To improve online citizen participation and 
engagement and, consequently, mitigate the form application incompleteness problem, we 
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decided to propose three indirect concrete actions that were implemented as guidelines for the 
following public housing tenders:  

1. review and revise online form user interface; 
2. review all the communication messages for better clarity; and 
3. more frequently include social media as a channel for communication. 

In order to make the guidelines actionable, we had to implement a strong policy for governing 
all three actions. 

The first action to review and revise online form user interface is the most obvious one and the 
least in line with the Chadwick’s suggestions. The electronic web form was initially designed to be 
simple and easy to access, use and navigate; submitting and completing the application for renting 
flats through the web was of the same, if not of the lesser, complexity than filling and sending the 
same application by the ordinary mail. However, to maintain high level of credibility, the 
supporting information system has to provide transparent and comprehensible insight into all 
phases of the underlying process. Moreover, it has to incorporate several controlling mechanisms 
that assure the integrity and confidentiality of the processed data. Besides, flexibility and 
robustness with respect to changes are also desired qualities of the implemented decision support 
system. Also, the quality of data gathered from the applications submitted to the tender for renting 
flats at favorable prices was remarkably high because of the requirements of the whole project. 

The specific processes of renting and selling housing flats with the public tender are 
characterized by high complexity. Consequently, the quality of user interfaces to the respective 
web pages is a critical success factor. As already mentioned, interested applicants could, based on 
their preference, fulfil and submit the prescribed paper or electronic form. In the preparatory 
phase we tested the utility of both application forms; based on the testing findings we introduced 
minor corrections, typically related to the ease of use and simplicity of the user interface. On the 
paper form we suggested both the improvement of the logical division of the pages, so that the 
conceptually similar information was not cluttered across the pages, as well as their visual 
appearance, so that the colors were used in a more consistent and informative way.  

Additional improvements were made in the phase of informing the applicants about their 
applications by including fields that enabled essential, but not too hampered data about their 
status. For example, besides the label and price of the selected apartments the position, orientation 
and the number of rooms were also incorporated in a systematic and consistent manner. By 
incorporating such additional control information we intended to decrease the number of 
unintentional errors in the submitted forms. 

The second action was to review all the communication messages for better clarity (Kern at al., 
2011). We found out that one of the keys to improve the citizens’ sense of efficacy is to present 
them with more personalized information. The task is to give each individual a specific piece of 
information about where she or he stands. A good example from traffic is the speed limit sign that 
includes the display with the actual speed of a driver’s vehicle. It was shown that the appropriate 
driver’s reaction (change in behavior) is ten times more likely than in the cases when the actual 
speed display is missing. After presenting personalized information, we should explain how these 
data are relevant for the final decision. This explanation is particularly crucial for negative 
decisions. In this step we should also be careful not to cause unnecessary information overload. 
Again, this is especially important when presenting the connections to citizens’ choices and 
options. Finally, we should face them with the clear point of action. By implementing the described 
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process we believe that citizens have the capacity to understand this kind of information. 
Moreover, their engagement in the process is essential, since the decision contains not only the 
information, but also gives the opportunity to act. Our findings are based on the premise that each 
document should clearly include the answers to the following pieces of information (Kern et al., 
2011): 

• Who is the document intended for?  
• What it is about? 
• What are the benefits for the recipient? 
• What are the choices that the recipient might take? 

The third action was to more frequently include social media, such as Facebook or Twitter, as a 
channel for communication. The role of this action was more supportive. The action includes 
regular posts to social networks; the posts are preferably neutral with the goal to inform the 
general public about the state of affairs in the state housing fund, with the aim to neutralize 
sometimes negatively connotated news that appear in the media. 

4. Results and Evaluation 

We tested the new guidelines for risk detection and communication clarity on a new tender of the 
Fund for selling flats that was introduced in June 2014 (labeled ‘SM’). We gathered 393 
applications, 180 submitted online and 213 on paper. The distribution of the applications given the 
submission channel and completeness is shown in Table 1. By implementing the described process 
we believe that citizens have the capacity to understand this kind of information. Moreover, their 
engagement in the process is essential, since the decision contains not only the information, but 
gives also the opportunity to act. Therefore, our aim is to use the information to engage citizens by 
helping them and to change the course of their lives. 
Table 1: Number of applications to the tender for selling flats ‘SM’ 

no. of applications  complete incomplete 

electronic 166    42.2% 14    3.6% 

paper 203    51.7% 10    2.5% 

 
By following the proposed guidelines, the Fund managed to alleviate the dependency between 

the variables communication channel and completeness, which for all practical purposes became 
insignificant. Pearson's Chi-squared test with Yates' continuity correction gives p-value = 0.289 
and χ-squared = 1.1241 with one degree of freedom (see Table 1). By the same token, the 
differences between approved and rejected applications given the communication channel are also 
insignificant (see Figure 3 and Figure 4).  

By introducing and following the proposed guidelines the completeness rate of online form 
applications improved from 38.3% to 92.2%, even though the improvement might be also partially 
influenced by other external factors. By implementing the described process we demonstrated that 
concerned citizens have the capacity to understand and engage in online tender form applications. 
Moreover, their engagement in the process is essential, since the decision contains not only the 
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information, but gives also the opportunity to act. Public perception of the Fund’s actions and 
decisions was improved. Public housing is a delicate field and receives intense media attention, 
especially in cases of negative publicity. Note, however, that the approval rate of complete online 
form applications (approved to complete ratio) decreased form 75.5% in ‘SL’ down to 59.6% in 
‘SM’. 

 
Figure 3: Number of received applications for buying flats (‘SM’) segmented by completeness and approval, 
with respect to electronic or paper submission 

 
Figure 4: Number of complete and incomplete applications (of received) and approved and rejected 
applications (of complete) for buying flats (‘SM’) according to the selected submission channel 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper we described our approach to advancing online citizen participation and engagement 
in the case of public housing services. We presented our experience and lessons learned while 
conducting the tender for renting and selling flats by the public housing Fund of the Republic of 
Slovenia. 

By observing three simple variables and correspondingly implementing suggested guidelines by 
adjusting the user interface and clarity of communication messages and including social media as 
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a channel for communication, the Fund managed to maintain the ratio between submitted 
electronic and paper forms (at approximately half) and drastically improve the completeness of 
electronic forms. As a consequence, citizens’ perceptions of the quality of the Fund’s services have 
substantially improved. Also, the quality of interactions between the citizens and the Fund’s 
officers, which in the long run also contributes to better quality of the Fund’s services, has shown a 
steady improvement during the last public tender.  

For future work we consider extending the findings to other public services provided by the 
housing Fund. We plan to extend and adapt the user interface to enable online form submission 
also on mobile devices. In such a way, the concerned citizens would gain access to the relevant 
information without having an access to desktop computer, which could bring additional 
variability to the housing tender process. We also plan to enable automatic connection to various 
social networks like Twitter or Facebook, thereby offering the possibility for citizens to directly 
publish their conducted actions. 
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1. Introduction 

aws giving individuals a right to access information held by public bodies, commonly 
referred to as the right to information (RTI), but also known as freedom of information 
(FOI) or access to information (ATI) laws, are now in force in 100 countries globally (Centre 

for Law and Democracy, 2014). RTI is a facet of government transparency, or open government 
compelling all public officials to consider their roles as caretakers of information, rather than owners 
(Dror, 1999; Hood 2006).  Originally a civil and political right, enabling citizens to exercise other 
rights, RTI now has come to be recognized as a human right under international law (McDonagh, 
2013). A desire for more efficient service delivery; growing demands for participatory governance; 
globalization; and introduction of new information technologies have all contributed to the spread 
of RTI laws and other transparency mechanisms. Political dynamics within countries also have 
played an important role, along with international pressure and strong civil society campaigns 
(Mendel, 2014).  

In part, this popularity reflects the demand for information about how governments work, what 
governments do, and what those governments know about their citizens. The right to information 

L 
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(RTI) can challenge government secrecy and abuse of power by addressing information 
asymmetries between government and citizens. Information requesting procedures and proactive 
disclosure mechanisms make information available to the public about government operations that 
are (or at least should be) relevant to the interests of citizens. This information access is often 
facilitated by technology. On the demand side, requests are submitted through online forms and 
email. On the supply side, governments increasingly proactively release data sets on government 
websites. While proactive disclosure and open data are high profile examples of government 
committment to openness in the private sector, responsive disclosure (i.e., disclosure that is 
requested under RTI laws) remains of paramount importance for democratic accountability 
purposes. This is true not only to support access to information that governments may not disclose 
proactively, but also because the administrative mechanisms established to enable responsive 
disclosure are also critical to support effective proactive disclosure (e.g., establishment of oversight 
bodies to check compliance, provision of guidance on what can be disclosed, etc. ) (Cambridge 
Economic Policy Associates & PDG, 2014).  

In order to better understand the performance of RTI laws, shortcomings of the legal framework, 
and to determine areas for improvement, it is important to look at the data on requests, complaints 
and appeals on responsive disclosure. This paper provides a summary of data about requests, 
complaints and appeals published by central reporting bodies in eight countries. Forming part of a 
larger study for the World Bank on the implementation of right to information (RTI) laws, it 
examines available RTI data for Brazil, India, Jordan, Mexico, South Africa, Thailand, The United 
Kingdom, and the United States relating to requests, complaints and appeals at the national level 
from the most recent year of aggregated data—ranging between 2011 and 2013. Through this 
assessment it provides trends in how countries are collecting and publishing these data. 

A similar study of proactive disclosure is also needed, but outside the scope of this paper. We 
note, however, that the Transparency in Governance section of the OECD Government at a Glance 
survey of member governments is one of the few attempts to collect data on the extent of proactive 
disclosure (OECD 2011). Much of its data, however, is concerned with the location of access, rather 
than the regularity of updates or relevance to demand. Open data assessment and evaluation of 
government web portals are two separate lines of inquiry that capture partial data on proactive 
disclosure, but the results are not geared towards establishing links to RTI implementation process 
(Open Data Barometer 2013, Open Data Index 2013, Luna et al 2013, Holzer and Manoharan 2007). 

2. Relevant Literature and Studies 

There have been several cross-country studies and also country-specific research on the 
responsiveness of governments to information requests (Worthy et al. 2011; Hazell et al.2010; Open 
Society Justice Initiative 2006; RTI Assessment & Analysis Group 2009; Global Integrity Report 
2004-2011). These studies employ a variety of methodologies, including case studies and local 
expert assessments with scoring criteria, which may involve interviews and desk research of policy 
reports, media articles, and other sources of information. There has also been compliance or field 
testing by civil society organizations and donors to determine the costs, timing, and quality of 
responses from different ministries and government agencies. However, the costs of large-scale 
cross-country compliance testing are considerable. 
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An additional source of information about the degree of government responsiveness to demand 
for information is the tracking/reporting data that agencies collect on their own RTI 
implementation processes. This data can be understood as an indicator of the performance or 
compliance of agencies in meeting their mandate for disclosure. In an outcome framework that 
focuses on accountability and development, three types of outcomes can be envisioned, with 
responsiveness as a first-degree outcome. Categories of first, second, and third-degree are not 
necessarily about timing or sequencing, but rather, are intended to reflect the degree of 
contribution from an RTI implementation process to outcomes.  

In this context, first-degree outcomes refer to the outputs of the RTI system, and can be 
expressed as data on how well the system is meeting its mandate to disclose information, i.e, how 
responsive is the agency to the demand for information? This includes the rate, quality, and timeliness 
of responses, as well as the amount, relevance, and regularity of proactively disclosed information. 
Second-degree outcomes are about information usage for accountability purposes, i.e., strategic 
use of RTI to hold government or public officials responsible for their actions and improve 
operational efficiency. These outcomes answer questions about the extent to which information is 
being used to hold government to account. Third-degree outcomes include the institutionalization of 
information access (disclosure as business-as-usual) and development outcomes. Both second and 
third-degree outcomes are often longer-term, requiring much more than mere disclosure of 
information to facilitate positive results. In effect, these outcomes represent a closure of the 
distance between governments and citizens that give rise to the information asymmetries that RTI 
in more traditional forms was designed to overcome. This paper focuses on responsive disclosure 
in first-degree outcomes, as both a parallel effort to open data movements supporting open and 
accountable government, as well as a signal of government commitment and capacity to disclose 
information and open government. 

3. Methodology 

3.1 Sampling 

This study entailed collecting statistics from a sample of eight countries.  The countries included in 
the sample were chosen on the basis of obtaining a distribution of regional representation, age of 
the RTI law in the country, and GDP.  

3.2 Data Collection 

The statistics were gathered and compiled by project investigators,1 who also authored country 
case studies in some instances. Data were obtained from the designated central body that collects 
this information, in most cases the national oversight body (e.g., Auditor General) and in some 
countries the national agency for oversight of RTI (e.g., Office of the Information Commissioner) 
but did not include sub-national request data. Data collection methods included using web portals 
to directly download data and extracting data from the most recent annual reports.  

Categories of data gathered for this study included:  

1 The investigators were based in the countries for which they gathered data and, as such, were fluent in 
the local language and familiar with the context of the data. 
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• Basic overview data, including date of most recent annual report or data collection;  
• Request and response data, including total annual requests at national level, and 

responses by type;2  
• Timeliness of response;  
• Requester profile information, including type of requestor (individual, NGO, media, etc.)  
• Most requested information types;  
• Exemption data, including total refusals and exemptions most often invoked to deny 

disclosure of data;  
• Data on appeals, including total numbers, reasons for appeal, and responses;  
• Sanctions data, including the number of personnel or agencies receiving sanctions for 

failure to release information, for destroying information, or for inappropriate release of 
information; and  

• The number of complaints registered.3 

3.3 Limitations and Constraints of the Data 

For the purposes of cross-country comparison, this study relies on data from the most recent 
collection period, which is not the same for each country but ranges from 2011 to 2013. Following 
data gathering, descriptive statistical methods were used to analyze the data in order to form a 
cross-comparative picture of RTI requests, complaints, and appeals in the sample countries. 

Although individual public authorities in the sample countries must submit annual reports that 
detail what efforts they have made to implement the law and how they have responded to 
information requests received, the types of statistics that are available depend upon a variety of 
factors. These include the specificity of the national legal requirements, the performance 
monitoring system of each agency (and possibly the records management capacity), and the ability 
of the oversight agency to compel agencies to collect real-time data. In addition, the number and 
type of agencies that are required to report data is not the same across countries. Some countries 
may require hundreds of agencies to report, while other countries require less than fifty. Thus, 
cross-country comparison of data about requests and appeals across countries has limitations. 

2 While “requests per capita” is sometimes used as a metric to evaluate overall use, its value as an 
indicator is questionable. First, countries have different standards for what constitutes a request. The U.S. 
for instance, counts requests for one’s own personal data as an information request, while other countries 
do not. Additionally, these numbers do not include sub-national requests in federal states, which can (in 
the case of India for instance) far outnumber national requests. The various types of agencies that must 
report also differ across countries, making the pool of reporting bodies not comparable. 
3 Appeals are formal requests to a higher authority for a reversal of an official decision. Complaints, on the 
other hand, are filed for a variety of reasons that require no legal basis, including lack of assistance with 
filing requests, lack of a designated information officer, denying a fee waiver, destroying a record which 
had been requested, lack of communication about the status of a request, etc. 
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4. Findings 

4.1 Oversight and Monitoring 

The legal responsibility for overseeing compliance with the RTI laws is, in the countries studied, 
mandated to an existing agency (South Africa, Brazil), an Information Commissioner/Commission 
(Jordan, United Kingdom, Mexico, India, Thailand), or an Ombudsperson (US Office of 
Government Information Services). However, in two countries – the UK and the U.S. – the 
collection of data about requests and appeals has been delegated to a nodal agency4 rather than the 
oversight body. The quantity of data collected does not correlate with the length of time that the 
law has been enacted. The United States (1966) and Thailand (1997) have the two oldest laws of the 
eight countries but reported less detailed data than Mexico (2003) and Brazil (2011). The following 
oversight bodies in the eight countries provided aggregated data through annual reports or online 
portals, as shown in Table 1. 
Table 1: Summary of Available Data  

Country 
Year 

of 
Law 

Central reporting body 
Volume & 
responses 
to requests 

Agencies 
receiving 

most 
requests 

Most 
frequently 

invoked 
exemptions 

to deny 
disclosure 

Appeals Sanctions 

Brazil5 2011 Office of Comptroller 
General 

X X X X  

India6 2005 
Central Information 

Commission 
X X X X 

X 

 

Jordan7 2007 
Information Commissioner 

and Information Council 
X X X  N/A 

Mexico 2002 
Federal Institute on Access 

to Information (IFAI) 
X X  X  

South 
Africa 

2000 
South Africa Human Rights 

Commission 
X   X  

Thailand 1997 
Official Information 

Commission 
   X N/A 

4 Nodal agency refers to a unit or office set up with the executive branch of government to oversee 
coordinate and oversee implementation of an RTI law. 
5 Brazil Office of Comptroller General; Retrieved March 15, 2014. 
http://www.acessoainformacao.gov.br/sistema/Relatorios/Anual/RelatorioAnualPedidos.aspx 
6 Central Information Commission of India, Annual Report, 2012; http://cic.gov.in/AnnualReports/AR-
2011-12/AR2011-12E.pdf 
7 In Jordan, the reports are not made public. This report relies on copies of the 2012 and 2013 reports that 
were provided to our researchers on an informal basis. 
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United 
Kingdom 

2000 Ministry of Justice X X X X  

United 
States 

1966 Office of Information Policy X X X X  

Note: “N/A” refers to “not applicable” because of the lack of a statutory requirement for that 
oversight function. A blank cell indicates that the data were not made available online by the 
oversight body. 

4.2 Volume of Requests and Rate of Responses 

The number of requests received by agencies and the rates of response constitute basic information 
about requests. Laws often require that public agencies, or an oversight body, report specific 
statistics at least once per year. These reports often contain data about: 

• Total number of requests 
• Percent granted in full 
• Percent granted in part (or alternatively, refused in part) 
• Percent refused on exemptions 
• Percent refused for non-exemption reasons (with as much detail as possible) 
• Percent outstanding (this may include requests in which the agency has sought 

clarification from the requester) 
 

Table 2: Request Volume Overview  

Country Number of national 
requests (year) 

Number of 
agencies 
reporting 

Requests per 
capita8 

Requests 
outstanding/backlog 

% 
Outstanding9 

Brazil 86,661 (2013) 285 0.04% 618 0.7% 

India 
655,57210 (April, 

2011 – March, 2012) 
66 0.05% 430,425 65.6% 

Jordan 2286 (2013) 15 0.04% 0 0 

Mexico 142,766 (2013)11 247 0.12% 11,193 7.8% 

South Africa 23,380 (2012-2013) 108 0.05% 0 0 

Thailand N/A12 276 N/A N/A N/A 

8 Requests per capita: total requests divided by population. Population data based on: 
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL. The percentage represents the percentage of the 
population that has made a request under the RTI law. 
9 This number refers to the percent of outstanding requests based on the total number of requests as 
indicated in column 2. 
10 This number includes backlogged requests from previous years. 
11 Through December 15, 2013. 
12 Note: N/A stands for “Not Available“. In the case of Thailand, data are collected, but OIC does not 
produce national statistics for public disclosure, other than for appeals and complaints.  
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United 
Kingdom 49,46413 (2012) 41 0.08% 757 1.5% 

United States 776,18414 (2013) 99 0.22% 95,564 12% 

 
As shown in Table 1, Thailand stands out in this sample for not making these basic data publicly 

available. Brazil, Mexico, the United States and the United Kingdom contained the greatest 
categories of data across the most available years. Jordan was the most likely to grant an 
information request in full, followed by South Africa and Brazil. However, Jordan’s reporting only 
covers 15 agencies where civil society activists estimate the number of public agencies to be over 
120 (Meknassi, 2014). Furthermore, a large proportion of all of Jordan’s requests were addressed to 
the Department of Statistics and may not be formal requests under the RTI law (Meknassi, 2014).15 
India and the United States received the most requests and also had the largest backlog of 
outstanding requests—due not only to the size of their populations but also to high requesting 
rates. It is important to note that multiple requests may be made by single individuals—unique 
requestors were not tracked in any of the countries summarized here. 

4.3 Country Findings 

In this section, we present an overview of key findings.   
Brazil’s 2011 law began collecting data in May of 2012. Nearly eighteen percent (18%) of 

requests were refused or unresolved for non-exemption related reasons, including that the 
information did not exist, the request was incomprehensible, or duplicative requests, among other 
reasons.16 

Since the passage of RTI legislation in 2005, India’s volume of requests has increased from 
24,436 in 2005-2006 to 655,572 in 2011-2012.17  

Jordan’s 2007 law only began reporting data about requests and appeals in 2011-2012. There 
were no data on why the requests were refused.   

Mexico has consistently collected request data since the law was passed in 2002. Since 2008, the 
number of requests has increased 35% overall (from 105,250). In 2013, 15.5% of requests were 
refused for non-exemption reasons18 and 3.7% were refused on exemption.  

South Africa’s request numbers stand out because of the high degree of variability in reporting 
from year to year. In 2012, 185 agencies reported requests, while in 2013, only 108 reported, likely 
contributing to a 38% drop in reported requests. However, in 2009, with only 104 agencies 
reporting, the number of requests (24,786) was still marginally higher than 2013 (23,380). In 2013, 

13 Not listed: 26% of the total requests were deemed unresolvable. 
14 While 704,394 requests were received in FY13, 71,790 were outstanding from the previous year when the 
year began. 
15 Civil society groups have, for example, questioned whether the Department of Statistics requests really 
are RTI requests, as they are not made with formal request forms. 
16Also included: decisions which were still being made, “unreasonable requests”, requests which were not 
actually requests or requests to the wrong agencies. (Note: It is unclear if these requests were transferred.) 
17 India Central Information Commission (Note: Most recent annual report from 2012). These numbers, 
which just include centralized data from the national government, do not represent subnational requests, 
which as previous studies have shown, constitute a far greater number. 
18 These included lack of payment or response from applicants (14,074), information which does not exist 
(5,413), or the category “no proceedings will be taken on request” (848). 
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85.5% were granted in full, and of those, 3.4% were granted “in the public interest”. Only 1.7% 
were listed as fully refused, however the rest (12.2%) are not accounted for in the statistics.  

Of those granted, 3.3% required a time extension. South Africa’s requests per capita stood at 
0.05%.  

Thailand’s oversight agency did not provide online data on requests at the time of research. The 
only nationally-aggregated data made available by the OIC were on complaints and appeals.19  

In the United Kingdom, thirty percent of requests were refused because the information was not 
available due to cost prohibition, duplicate requests, or other reasons not covered under 
exemptions. Exemptions caused refusals 14.3% of the time, as noted in Table 3. 

The United States began FY13 with a backlog of 71,790 requests and reported 704,394 requests 
across 99 agencies in FY13, making a potential request total of 776,184. However, according to the 
FOIA.gov online portal, only 678,391 requests were processed in FY13.20 A backlog of 95,564 was 
reported at the end of FY13, leaving 2,229 with unidentified outcomes. As summarized in Table 3, 
of those processed, 35% were granted in full and 30% granted in part. While 6.1% were refused for 
exemption reasons, 28.9% were refused for non-exemption reasons, were deemed unresolvable, 
were duplicate requests, or were withdrawn.21 While there is a 20-day deadline to respond to 
requests by law, the average response times for simple, expedited and complex requests exceeded 
that deadline by two to sixty-two days.22 

 
Table 3: Disposition (Response) to processed requests  

Country 
Number of 
processed 

requests (year)23 

Granted in 
full (%) 

Granted in 
part (%) 

Refused on 
exemption (%) 

Unresolved/refused 
for other reasons Other 

Brazil 85,705 71.6% 4.0% 6.4% 18% 0 

India N/A24 N/A N/A N/A25 N/A  

Jordan 2,286 95.6% 0 
Not specified—
4.4% refused in 

total 

Not specified—4.4% 
refused in total 

 

Mexico 131,573 71.7% 0 3.7% 15.5% 
9.1% 

(transferred) 

South 
Africa26 23,380 85.5%27 0.5% 

Not specified--
1.8% refused in 

total 

Not specified--1.8% 
refused in total 

12.2% 

Thailand N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A  

19 Thailand Office of the Official Information Commission; http://www.oic.go.th/content_eng/stat.htm 
20 Disposition report, 2013; All agencies. www.foia.gov/data.html 
21 Non-exemption refusals include lack of records, improper FOIA requests, duplicate requests, and 
records held at other agencies. Notably, 10,288 requests were withdrawn (1.5%). 
22 US Office of Information Policy, “Summary of Annual FOIA Reports Fiscal year 2012,” 2012. 
23 (Total requests)-(Outstanding requests), as summarized in Table 2. 
24 Only refusals and transfers are reported in the annual report, making it difficult to ascertain how many 
were granted and outstanding. “Unidentified” refers to those requests in India which have not been 
refused or transferred, but have not been identified as granted. 
25 While the CIC annual report indicates how many exemptions were invoked in total, it is unclear how 
many refusals were due to exemptions since multiple exemptions could be invoked in one refusal. 
26 An additional 12.2% of South Africa’s requests had unidentified dispositions. 
27 Of this, 3.4% were granted on public interest grounds. 
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United 
Kingdom 48,707 43.6% 11.7% 14.3% 30.4%  

United 
States 678,391 35% 30% 6.1% 28.9%  

4.4 Use of Exemptions 

Every RTI law has a set of exemptions that withhold certain types of information from disclosure.28 
Most countries have exemptions for commercial secrets and national security. Other frequent 
exemptions include privacy, exemptions related to investigations or law enforcement, and 
information covered by legal privilege. To support the right to information, it is critical that the 
law defines exemptions narrowly. Procedures may also include harm tests to prove that disclosure 
will create harm, severance clauses, and clear explanations concerning the legal grounds on which 
the information is being refused. Even better is to have a provision to balance the public interest 
against the importance of the interest protected by the exception, particularly in cases where public 
security, health, and the environment may be affected. 

 
Figure 1: Request Volume and Responses (2012-2013), by Percentage – Treemap View  

Exemption statistics enable an oversight body to better understand, at the very least, how 
frequently different exemptions are being invoked, and ideally, the types of requests that are 
triggering exemptions. Only four of the eight countries provided nationally aggregated data on the 
exemptions used. Of those, the most commonly invoked were: privacy, classified information, 
national security, and finances, which can include commercial confidentiality or management of 
the economy. Exemption statistics, when provided, typically describe how many times an 
exemption has been cited, and not how many refusals were due to any particular exemption. 
Multiple exemptions may be cited in one refusal, and exemptions may be cited, but be overruled 
by public interest tests. 

28 “Exceptions” and “exemptions” are used synonymously in the literature. 
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4.5 Appeals and Sanctions 

The availability of appeals systems and ways in which requesters can appeal refusals to grant 
information vary by country. In addition to the challenges posed by different levels and types of 
appeals, the statistics on appeals often aggregate appeals numbers and offer little explanation as to 
the basis for an appeal and how it was resolved. Brazil stood out for having the most 
disaggregated and detailed data on appeals, including the reasons for the appeals, response time, 
and numbers disaggregated at the monthly level. Due to the high level of variance in data reported 
by the countries in the sample, it is difficult to draw conclusions based on the available 
information.  

The availability of sanctions for serious failures to comply with the law, whether by individuals 
or public authorities as corporate entities, has the potential to improve implementation. As shown 
in Table 4, most RTI laws provide for some sort of sanctions, but experience suggests that sanctions 
are very rarely imposed in practice (Susman et al. 2012). Of the eight countries, sanctions of one 
sort or another are provided for in Brazil, India, Mexico, South Africa, and the United States, but 
only India reported any sanctions in the most recent year of data. Significantly, and unlike in most 
countries, in India the oversight body can apply sanctions directly, without needing to go to court.  
Table 4: Sanctions Provided in Law 

Country Sanctions provided in law Scope 

Brazil Yes Public agent or military29 

India Yes Public officials30 

Jordan No  

Mexico Yes Public officials 

South Africa Yes Public officials31 

Thailand No -- 

United Kingdom Yes Public Authorities and public officials32 

United States Yes Public Official or employee 

5. Discussion 

The data about requests and appeals presented in this paper demonstrates that the state of data 
collection and reporting on the operation of the responsive provisions of RTI laws is far from 
complete nor is it the standard across the eight countries in the sample. In most cases it was 
impossible to ascertain whether the data collected by central agencies were comprehensive—
including all of the government agencies that fall within the scope of the law—as this information 
is not made available in reports or online (e.g., Thailand and Jordan). Brazil provides the most 
detailed data including tables and charts for comparison, information regarding appeals, their 

29 Brazil Law 12,527 on Access to Information; 2011. 
30 India Right to Information Act, 2005. 
31 South Africa Protection of Personal Information Act, 2013. But note that the oversight agency does not 
have sanctioning authority.  
32 United Kingdom Freedom of Information Act, 2000. 
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nature, and their resolution. Thailand and Jordan had the least data collected across all the areas 
assessed.  

While nearly all countries, with the exception of Thailand, made data available on the volume of 
national requests and the rate of responses, either in an annual report or via an online portal, data 
on the use of exemptions were less prevalent, as were the reasons for appeals, or how they were 
resolved. Data about requests and appeals were not available readily online for multiple years and 
discrete statistics on, for example, the type of agency which received the most requests per year, 
were not reported consistently in most countries. Data on the type of information requested were 
almost always aggregated at the agency or Ministry level, with Mexico and to a lesser extent Brazil 
also providing information about the type of information requested.  

The length of time since the law had been passed mattered less than the strength of the legal 
provisions regarding reporting on requests and appeals. The United States and Thailand have the 
oldest laws, but lagged behind Brazil regarding the availability of data in several categories. New 
databases and the development of online portals are a positive improvement in the collection of 
statistics, and the Brazilian government’s achievement in such a short time is noteworthy.  

Other significant findings include:  
• Thailand does not have legal requirements to provide specific statistics to its oversight 

body;  

• India’s RTI system does not provide data on response rates, but is the only country to 
record sanctions taken against individuals who failed to provide information;  

• The United States was the least likely to grant an information request in full, and Jordan 
(with a very small sample size) was the most likely;  

• Requesters who were refused in Mexico, Brazil and India were much more likely to 
appeal their refusals, possibly indicating a better functioning or more accessible appeals 
mechanism than in the other countries; and  

• Brazil’s collection of reasons for appeal was particularly illuminating as it may also be 
used to highlight areas where exemptions are being misused. Greater transparency 
around exemption use and appeals may also help to improve awareness about the 
importance of RTI laws and build public trust in using the law.  

Issues with missing data, data quality, reliability of government administrative systems, and the 
small size of samples make the use of RTI reporting data problematic for assessing the 
effectiveness of RTI laws. Nevertheless, given the continued importance of responsive modes of 
disclosure and the significance of effective, RTI operation as a framework within which other 
modalities of transparency, such as open data, can function, the exploration of data on RTI 
requests and appeals, even with limitations, provides a good starting point for better 
understanding what drives effective operation of RTI laws. As an increasing number of RTI laws 
include proactive disclosure provisions and, as a result, there is a need to supplement data on 
responsive disclosure with statistics on proactive disclosure in order to gain a holistic picture of 
the operation of a transparency ecosystem within a particular country context. In addition, 
statistics do not tell the full story33: All data about the RTI system benefits from gathering more 

33For example, in countries such as India for which there is no data on responsiveness, further 
investigation is needed to determine how well the law is operating and if governments are making 
information available as intended. 
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contextual data through analyses that capture the social, political, and economic realities withn 
which RTI systems operate.  

6. Conclusion 

Timely, clearer, and better quality data on the operation of RTI systems would support better 
understanding of the performance of RTI laws, shortcomings of the legal framework, and areas for 
improvement. Moroever, if the right to information is to form a key component of post-2015 
Millenium Development Goals, good data on the performance of RTI systems will be essential. 
Such data can also reveal information about high-performing agencies, which generates positive 
incentives for better performance (as evidenced by the work of the La Alianza Regional por la 
Libre Expresión e Información in Latin America (Fundar, 2014)), while poor performance can be 
identified and addressed. Reporting of performance data by oversight bodies is also crucial to the 
principle of openness, especially in cases where the oversight body is autonomous. Access to the 
performance statistics of various agencies can not only encourage civil society organizations to 
analyze and disseminate findings, but can also facilitate collaborative engagement with 
government over possibilities for improvement or scale-up. 

Unevenness of reporting in the countries suggests that a global discussion on RTI reporting 
standards could be worthwhile and serve as a basis for more effective monitoring and 
implementation of RTI laws within countries, in addition to facilitating the sharing of data on 
experiences between countries. 
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Abstract: Most Open Government Data initiatives are centralised and unidirectional (i.e., they 
release data dumps in CSV or PDF format). Hence for non trivial applications reusers make 
copies of the government datasets to curate their local data copy. This situation is not optimal 
as it leads to duplication of efforts and reduces the possibility of sharing improvements. To 
improve the usefulness of publishing open data, several authors recommeded to use standard 
formats and data versioning. Here we focus on publishing versioned open linked data (i.e., in 
RDF format) because they allow one party to annotate data released independently by another 
party thus reducing the need to duplicate entire datasets. After describing a pipeline to open 
up legacy-databases data in RDF format, we argue that RDF is suitable to implement a scalable 
feedback channel, and we investigate what steps are needed to implement a distributed RDF-
versioning system in production. 

Keywords: public sector information, RDF versioning, linked open data, version control. 
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1. Introduction 

ost Open Government Data initiatives are centralised and unidirectional (i.e., they 
release data dumps in CSV or PDF format). To simplify the job of reusers wishing to 
create visualisations and mockups, several open data portals implement Application 

Programming Interfaces (APIs) allowing reusers to download selected pieces of data. However, for 

1 ERDF funds: http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/thefunds/regional/index_en.cfm 
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non-trivial applications, many reusers often make copies of the governmental dataset so that they 
can curate their local copy of the data. In many cases, to enable reuse it is necessary to improve 
data quality (e.g., fixing errors and updating formats), which, again, happens locally. Arguably, 
this situation is not optimal, since it leads to duplication of efforts and it reduces the possibility of 
sharing. The situation could be improved by asking governments to publish their dataset in 
standard formats, e.g., using the Resource Description Framework2 (RDF), and by allowing 
improvements to be merged back into the original datasets3. Open Government Data can be made 
available in different ways and formats. The Five Star Open Data scale4 by Tim-Berners Lee is a 
widely used reference to evaluate their reusability. In particular, “Linked Data” (the fifth star in 
the aforementioned scale)5 refers to a set of best practices for modelling and interconnecting 
information in a semantic way.  

As of August 2014, the crawlable linked open datasets are more than a thousand6; from 2011 to 
2014 the Linked Open Government datasets have grown by 306%, passing from 49 (17% of the 
total crawlable LOD) published Linked dataset to 199 (M. Schmachtenberg et al, 2014). They are 
published by hundreds of sources and can be accessed in several ways, such as, e.g., issuing 
queries via SPARQL, de-referencing HTTP IRIs, or downloading data dumps and deploying them 
locally7. RDF facilitates the integration of several datasets. Moreover, since several different parties 
have write access, it is relatively easy to add new information in a decentralised fashion8. 

However, it is not always simple and intuitive to publish using RDF, since typically data is 
generated in other formats, and several steps need to be undertaken to convert tabular data from 
legacy databases of public administrations into RDF. This is one of the reasons why RDF, even if 
available from the year 2001, has not bee widely used up until a few years ago; now, however, it 
seems that it is being more and more adopted at a fast growing pace (M. Schmachtenberg et al, 
2014).  

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 0 we describe a possible data 
publication pipeline that translates legacy data into RDF, and that allows reuser to contribute back 
changes. In section 0 we show how RDF data could be versioned and we review existing RDF 

2 The reader might have a better comprehension of this paper is her or she is familiar with the concept at 
the base of RDF, like: “semantic”, “triple”, “IRIs”, “SPARQL”, “dereferencing HTTP URI”, “named 
graph” and formats in which RDF can be saved (see, e.g., A. Ngonga Ngomo et al. (2014)). 
3 In the simplest implementation this can be done with a manual feedback channel in which people send 
improvements via email; however this process can only be made sustainable and scalable by allowing 
people to make copies (i.e., “forks”) of existing datasets, to apply their changes on top of that, and to 
contribute back their changes. That is, implementing advanced data versioning.  
4 FSOD: http://5stardata.info/ 
5 As stated by the W3C: „Linked Data addresses many objectives of open government transparency 
initiatives through the use international Web standards for the publication, dissemination and reuse of 
structured data“. Source: http://www.w3.org/TR/ld-bp/. Moreover, reuse of standard metadata, 
formats and structure fosters government transparency by enabling (between the other things) cross-
checking data, permitting citizens to better control their government. 
6 Statistics on LOD: http://linkeddatacatalog.dws.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/state/#toc14. 
7 For example loading an RDF dump (that is a text file of triples) on a local triple store (like Virtuoso). 
8 That is, since annotations of the same object can be made in multiple distributed datasets, someone can 
publish changes with respect to another datasets by only publishing the added/removed triples. 
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version control system solutions. In section 0 we suggest further steps in order to implement and 
evaluate a collaborative distributed (Git-like9) versioning system.  

2. Versioning and Feedbacks in the Linked Open Data Pipeline 

In this section we discuss a possible pipeline for creating an RDF dataset from a legacy database, 
see section 0. Then, in section 0, we analyse how a versioning system could be implemented within 
this procedure. Finally, in section 0, we show that Linked Open Data versioning allows 
implementing a scalable feedback mechanism. 

2.1 The LOD Pipeline 

Linked Open Data have an enormous potential10. However, when data derives from legacy 
databases, the publication of LOD is not always immediate; frequently data comes from different 
sources and it needs to be gathered in a single file before proceeding with the 
conversion/translation into RDF triples (the so-called “triplification”). Different pipelines for LOD 
publication can be found11; as example we use the common case in which data is stored in a legacy 
database and the user cannot control the procedure of data extraction from it (Figure 1).  In this 
case, we can identify three main steps to publish RDF: 

1. Extraction: Data is extracted from the database and converted in a processable format for 
proceeding with further steps. In Figure 1 we took CSV as target format for the extraction 
procedure, but it could also be done in other formats (like XML). 

2. Transformation: Data is converted from CSV to RDF file; different substeps can be 
implemented for this procedure. 

a. Cleaning the data12: Data in CSV is easier to handle with standard data cleansing 
tools (e.g., Open Refine13) or scripts; cleaning data before converting is suggested. 

b. Transform-mapping into JSON:  It is an incremental step (but not necessary) in 
order to have an easier job for afterwards14 (e.g., we used a tool like gson15 to 
automatically and easily convert special characters in UTF-8). 

c. Assigning explicit semantics to the data: For this step a beforehand ontological 
study16 should be done. Once the classes and properties to associate to the values 

9 Git is a revision control system. “Git-like” is intended as a decentralised version control system with 
emphasis on data integrity and non-linear workflows. For more information check this resource: 
http://git-scm.com/book/en/v2/Getting-Started-About-Version-Control 
10 Some of the potentialities are explained in the article by A. Ngonga Ngomo et al. (2014, p. 1-5). 
11 In some cases data are collected and directly published in RDF. See: „Publishing Linked Sensor Data“ 
(P.Barnaghi, et al., 2010), retrievable at: http://epubs.surrey.ac.uk/470673/1/sense2web.pdf 
12 Data cleaning is intended as the process of correcting corrupt or inaccurate records. 
13 Open Refine is a tool for cleaning and transforming messy data.  Source: http://openrefine.org/ 
14 An article that explains the closeness between JSON and RDF: 
http://milicicvuk.com/blog/2014/08/26/can-json-and-rdf-be-friends/#q1 
15 For detailed information on gson, please see: https://code.google.com/p/google-gson/ 
16 Ontological study is intended as a beforehand study where classes and properties are defined in order 
describe the dataset’s values. Source: http://semanticweb.org/wiki/Ontology 
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of the original CSV have been decided, the conversion/translation into RDF 
triples is possible using, for example, tools like the Jena17 library. 

d. RDF: At the end of this process it is possible to create the RDF file in the format 
we like most (e.g., RDF/XML, Turtle, RDF/JSON). 

3. Staging and publishing: 
a. Create the graph: The RDF file is simply loaded on the  SPARQL endpoint. 
b. Interlinking process: i.e., linking data to other resources that may describe the 

information being published. It may mean, practically, declaring a “SameAs”18 
with a DBpedia19 resource, or other semantic resources (like SPC data20 in Italy). 

 
Figure 1: LOD publishing pipeline from legacy database (DB) 

2.2 Version Control System at Different Stages 

The major function of a version control system is to record changes that could be rolled back, or 
that could be made by different developers (authors in the case of data) and could be merged into 
a single base (e.g., the so-called master branch). Depending on their objective, reusers may want to 
merge changes at different stages of the pipeline shown in section 0; e.g., one could fix errors 
contributing improved RDF triples as well as contributing better code for generating such triples. 
We identify three distinct phases in which versioning could have potential benefits:  

1. During the transformation of data: Versioning source code for cleaning and triplifying 
data (step 2 in pipeline explained in section 0) would result particularly helpful in 
specific frameworks where a generalist cleansing tool (e.g., a tool that removes common 
errors like double spacing) would not be enough. It would allow user and publishers to 
collaborate in creating domain specific tools for certain datasets. 

2. In data feedback loops: In this case a version control system would be used to track the 
provenance and changes made by users on single triples allowing feedback loops. 

17 Jena library is part of the Jena software that is „A free and open source Java framework for building 
Semantic Web and Linked Data applications“. Source: https://jena.apache.org/ 
18 Definition of SameAs: https://schema.org/sameAs 
19 DBpedia: http://dbpedia.org/About 
20 SPC data: http://spcdata.digitpa.gov.it/index.html 
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3. For forking21 and merging data: It may happen that some data needs to be enriched with 
complementary data. If the publisher could not directly do it, users could create 
improved forks of a dataset. The publisher could later merge them with the official 
version he or she publishes (creating higher-value certified datasets), or simply publicize 
specific high-value forks made by the community. For merging data some domain 
specific issues may arise; the Open Contracting Data Standard specifies an approach to 
merging data within the schema specification and documentation22. 

The potential for reuse would therefore be maximized not only when the code used for 
generating RDF is versioned, but also when the RDF triples themselves are versioned. 

2.3 Simple Feedback Channel Versus Full-Fledged Versioning System: Benefits and 
Possible Applications 

Up until now it has not been possible for users to contribute to the released data in most of the 
open data initiatives. Usually it is possible neither to send direct feedback (like flag for errors or 
comments), nor to update, extend, or correct the existing data (Vander Sande, et al., 2013).  

In some cases, a simple feedback procedure is set up using alternative channels (e.g., trivially, e-
mail, comments). For simple tasks it is already a useful procedure. For example, let’s say that some 
data is published in a good way, but there is an ambiguity in the meaning of a certain metadata, if 
a “contacts” form is provided, it is possible to have a clarification and probably the ambiguity will 
be resolved also for other users, via FAQ, or correcting the metadata23. This kind of approach, even 
if it is easy to implement, is rather inefficient because of poor data management (i.e., it does not 
scale and imposes a significant manual burden on the data manager).24 

In order to overcome these issues, Linked data could be the enabler for “Open Data 
Ecosystems”25, in which open data feedback loops are a fundamental part of the open data 
lifecycle (Pollock, 2011). Feedback loops would allow users to improve (i.e., patch) data, in order to 
obtain better quality and more valuable data. Moreover, if a full-fledged version control system on 
the published data is implemented, forks and merges become possible. A Git-like9 distributed 
version control system allowing forking, experimenting and merging is supposed to improve the 
following aspects: 

1. Data accuracy: Public data is frequently released in a raw format and doesn’t have high 
accuracy. It is usually common to find errors, duplications and missing data. The quality 

21 Forking data means to take a copy of the (semantic) database and start independent 
development/improvement on it, creating a distinct and separate piece of the database. In Open Data it 
should be permitted without prior permission without violating any copyright law. Adapted version of: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fork_(software_development). 
22 For further information see:  
http://ocds.open-contracting.org/standard/r/1__0__RC/en/implementation/merging/ 
23 This situation happened for real analysing OpenCoesione data on: http://www.opencoesione.gov.it/ 
24 There are some virtuous cases in which open government data versioning (to tabular data) has been 
implemented; there is not a formalized feedback procedure but forks and merges are already possible. 
(e.g., the city of Chicago’s initiative: https://github.com/Chicago/). See also: Vander Sande, et al., 2013, 
p.2. 
25 A full description of the Open Data Ecosystem that is based on feedback loops is given by Rufus Pollock 
(2011) on http://blog.okfn.org/2011/03/31/building-the-open-data-ecosystem/ 
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improvement steps could be made by users and then merged with the official validated 
version published by a central authority.  

2. Completeness and Richness (complementary data): Besides resolving accuracy issues, 
with a versioning system, users could also add complementary data to the one provided 
by the government, thereby implementing a fully working collaborative loop. 

3. Timeliness - coordinating teams: In some cases, the frequency of update of open 
government data is insufficient to preserve data meaningfulness, and/or not advertised. 
With a versioning system it could be possible to have an unofficial but always up-to-date 
set of data (when the source of the data permits it). Moreover, Public Sector bodies could 
validate and merge with the official version up-to-date branches26 made by other users, 
cutting de facto the update procedure cost. 

4. Comparability of today’s data versus yesterday’s data: Being able to rollback 
modification would allow historical analysis. 

5. Trustworthiness of data (provenance): A fully working versioning system would provide 
provenance of the data branches and revisions in a way that the consumer could choose 
which source to trust and which version of the data to use. 

6. Opportunities for communities that improve data: Versioning with provenance would 
permit reachability and more visits to communities that furnish, by means of forks27, 
well improved data. 

7. Natural selection of datasets: High value datasets would be incrementally improved. 
Better quality would be where it is really needed. 

By improving the explained aspects, we can arguably say that a full-fledged RDF versioning 
system is preferable to a simple feedback channel, even though a simple feedback channel is more 
practical for many simple applications. 

An interesting aspect is that of incentives, from both of the sides (reusers and 
government/publisher), i.e., what will motivate reusers to improve the accuracy of a public 
dataset and contribute that back to government, and what will motivate government to carry out 
the quality checks and reviews necessary to merge in the changes suggested.  

As regards reusers incentives, a similar problem has been analysed by G. Kuk et al. (2011), 
where it is stated that the best improvements and services based on published open dataset and 
then shared with the community have been developed in hack day events, starting a virtuous 
circle for the improved dataset (services were made upon that specific dataset and more people got 
involved in keeping it improved and up-to-date). However, these improvements were made for 
only a few interesting datasets, while the majority remained ignored. We believe that some sort of 
gamification, or something like assessing the Five Star Open Data Engagement28 (from the 
government side), could help in improving the not considered datasets also, however, as stated in 
point 7 on the aforementioned list, this “natural selection” seems unavoidable.  

26 Branches are created through “branching “. Branching is the duplication of an object under revision 
control in a way that modifications can happen in parallel along different branches. In this paper 
branching and forking have the same meaning. 
27 Forks are obtained by means of forking, see note Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert.. 
28 Five Star Open Data Engagement: http://www.opendataimpacts.net/engagement/ 
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From the government’s incentive point of view we believe that it is a “just win” situation; 
government can make the choice to merge community data with its own, in order to provide better 
and updated data with less effort than doing all the work with its own resources. However, they 
could also keep publishing their data without caring about the community versions. Moreover, 
governments, whose Open Data programs are mainly run by IT staff members who have no data 
curation and archival expertise, could benefit from contribution from people with such skills, 
made simpler by the possibility of sharing the changesets only. 

3. RDF Versioning Methods 

In this section we review existing RDF versioning approaches with the objective of understanding 
whether existing solution are ready to be used in a production environment (i.e., to make pilots 
that could allow the community to experiment) or whether there are still significant limitations 
that need to be addressed before moving forward. 

Version control systems are available for development of software source code, for relational 
databases, for websites and also for CSV, JSON and XML data (Dat project29 offers a working alfa 
version for versioning these files), however for RDF data it isn’t a deeply explored area. In this 
paragraph we show what the main general approaches for versioning RDF data are (section 0), 
and the solutions found to solve this issue (section 0). 

3.1 General Aspects 

There are two main ways to implement revisioning of databases (or domain models generally) 
(Pollock, 2010): 

1. Copy on Write (CoW): It is used, in its simplest way, in order to have a full copy of the 
database at each version. Usually it is done, more efficiently, by restricting the copy-on-
write only to the changed objects. 

2. Diffs: It stores diffs between versions and possibly a full version of the model at a given 
point in time (snapshot). 

Usually in both cases a set of metadata is bound to the revision (or changeset) object, those are: 
timestamp and/or unique identifier of the change, description of the change (log message), author 
of the change and digital signature30. For expressing changesets in triples the PROV-O ontology31, 
which is basically today’s standard for expressing provenance, might be useful.  

For implementing versioning in RDF data, CoW and Diff need different approaches: 
• RDF versioning with CoW: In this case we would need a way to reference entities (triples 

in our case) and a way for putting objects in “deleted” state. For referencing triples, the 
“Context value”32 (in which we could put the commit) could be used, or use reification33. 

29 Official site of Dat: http://dat-data.com/ , Github repository https://github.com/maxogden/dat 
30 The digital signature is usually implemented through a “Sign-off”, that is a line at the end of the commit 
message. It certifies who the author of the commit is and its main purpose is tracking of who did what, 
especially with patches. 
31 PROV-O ontology: http://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/ 
32 The context value is the fourth element of a triple (or in this case a quadruple). For further information 
on the context value please see the description of N-Quads on: http://sw.deri.org/2008/07/n-quads/ 
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• RDF versioning with Diff: a given version of the graph would be obtained composing 
diffs. It more efficient storage-wise, but it’s harder to use (and implement) than CoW. 

3.2 Existing Solutions 

Table 1 shows a brief qualitative literature review of existing RDF versioning solutions. Some of 
them have a proper name indicated in the field “Name”. The ones that did not have an assigned 
name are indicated by an asterisk and are associated to a recognisable identifier34. 

In the field “Peculiarities” we annotated the characteristics that distinguish a certain solution 
from another. The next 5 fields/criteria are described as follows: 

1. Low Storage overhead: In this field we evaluated (qualitatively) how heavy, storage-
wise, was creating a new version of a triple; 

2. Easy access to versions: This criteria basically valuates two aspects 1) if it is easy to access 
different versions and 2) if versions can be queried separately; 

3. Available implementation: For this field we checked if any working implementation of 
the descripted versioning method was available; 

4. Permits branching: This criteria takes into consideration if it is possible to enable 
branching and merging (thus also versioning in a distributed fashion);  

5. Compliance with standards: In this case as “standards” we meant semantic standards. 
Specifically the questions we asked ourselves to evaluate this characteristic were 1) how 
could an external machine know with what version is dealing with? And 2) how could 
the latest version be accessed by a general (not instructed) user/machine? The values in 
this field are “L” (as for low compliance), “M” (medium compliance) and “H” (high 
compliance). 

In last field, “Specific Issues”, we spotted issues that may arise using a certain system for 
versioning semantic data that were not included in the 5 general fields in the aforementioned list. 

 
Table 1: State of art in RDF data version control systems. 

Name Peculiarities 

Low
 storage 

overhead 

Easy access to 
versions  

A
vailable 

im
plem

entation 

Perm
its branching 

C
om

pliance w
ith 

standards Specific Issues 

SemVersion 
(M. Völkel and T. 
Groza, 2006.) 

CVS35-based RDFS and 
OWL versioning system. 
Provides support for 

No No No Yes M 
Branches are not 
supported at query 
time. Formalisation of 

33 For further information: https://jena.apache.org/documentation/notes/reification.html 
34 The identifier is constructed with 1) a characteristic of the solution and 2) name of main author. 
35 CVS stands for Concurrent Versioning System. It is a client-server (free) software revision control 
system. See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concurrent_Versions_System 
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blank nodes deltas between two 
versions is unknown. 

Partial graphs - 
Schandl* 
(B. Schandl, 2010) 

Version control 
replicating partial RDF 
graphs. Optimised for 
devices with limited 
computing power. SVN-
like36. 

No No Yes Yes M 
Provenance is not 
available. 

Patches Version 
Control - 
Cassidy* 
(S. Cassidy and J. 
Ballantine, 2007) 

Darcs’ theory of patches, 
a version is a sequence of 
patches. Each patch is 
identified by a named 
graph. 

No No No Yes M 
Formalisation of 
patches is unknown. 

Custom DB 
versioning - Im* 
(D.-H. Im et al., 
2012) 

Use of original version 
and consecutive deltas to 
reduce storage space. 
Supports parallelisation. 
Version is constructed 
with SQL queries. 
Custom relational DB. 

Yes Yes Yes Yes L 

System dependent on 
the database. 
Interoperability issues 
with existing triple 
stores. 
 

Temporal RDF 
(C. Gutierrez et 
al., 2007) 

Tracking information 
over time (“time 
labelling”). A syntax is 
defined for incorporating 
temporality into 
standard RDF graphs. 

Yes No No No L 

Changes are not 
bundled in a semantic 
way. 
No query for temporal 
RDF well compatible 
with SPARQL.  

Atomic changes 
and reification – 
Auer  
(S. Auer and H. 
Herre, 2007) 

Atomic changes to RDF 
graphs annotated in 
reified statements of the 
original data. 

Yes Yes Yes Yes L 

Specific operations not 
well integrated in the 
current Semantic Web 
environment.  

Apache 
Marmotta - KiWi 
Versioning 
module 
(The Apache 
Software 
Foundation, 
2014) 

Implementation of a 
Linked Data Platform. 
Tracks changes to 
resources and identifies 
the source of certain 
triples. It creates 
snapshots of the 
repository that are 
“known to be good”.  

Yes Yes Yes No M 
Reverting changes has 
not yet been 
implemented.  

36 SVN is the abbreviation of “Subversion”. It is a software versioning and revision control system. For 
further information refer to: https://subversion.apache.org/ 
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R&Wbase 
(Sande et al., 
2013) 

Use of git-like method 
(no actual use of Git). 
Made with diffs, 
supports branches and 
parallelisation. Commits 
are stored in quadruples’ 
context value. Separately 
accessible versions 
resolved at query time. 
Requires support for 
quads. 

Yes 
Yes 
** 

Yes 
Yes 
*** 

M 

Need to maintain line 
order of each file. No 
support for deleted 
blank nodes. 
**Slow to access 
different versions. 
***Only part of the 
system is modelled 
semantically. Not 
compatible with latest 
Virtuoso37 version. 
 

R43ples 
(Graube et al., 
2014) 

Version control on a 
graph level. Use of 
Revision Management 
Ontology (PROV-O plus 
specific terms). 
Implementation: it is a 
SPARQL proxy - Java 
application. Good 
performance to medium 
sized datasets 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 
M/
H 

Special keywords in 
SPARQL queries. 
No support for blank-
nodes. 
Extensive use of named 
graph. 

*The projects that don’t have a proper name are associated to a recognisable identifier composed by: 1) A 
characteristic of the solution and 2) The name of the main author. 

3.3 Discussion 

A standard versioning system for RDF has not been specified, however, as shown, different 
solutions have been proposed. Since we want machines to understand versioned content (in order 
to have automatized processes for merging, forking, etc.), we must only consider semantically-
compliant38 methods. In fact, if the data is versioned for example, like in the solution of Im et al. 
(2012), with specific relational databases, it would be hard to interpret the versions for an external 
user (or machine). Moreover for “SemVersion”, “Patches Version Control – Cassidy” and 
“Temporal RDF” no implementation is provided. Between the solutions with an available 
implementation, that also permit to have a distributed versioning system and are semantically 
compliant, Apache Marmotta doesn’t give us any information on how its versioning system could 
be distributed (thus providing parallelisation and branching), while “Partial graphs – Schandl” 
doesn’t consider to track provenance (fundamental for a distributed versioning system).  

37 OpenLink Virtuoso is a SQL-ORDBMS and Web Application Server hybrid (aka Universal Sever) that 
provides SQL, XML and RDF data management. Virtuoso provides a Triple Store accessible via SPARQL. 
Definition taken from: http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/OpenLink_Virtuoso 
38 By semantically-compliant version control system we mean that it implements versioning in a way that 
the commit is understandable by machines simply with a SPARQL query (and not e.g., by parsing the 
URI). 
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There are also proposals (e.g., from a working group of the W3C and in H. Van de Sompel 
(2010)) that call for implementing versioning by providing the version information inside the URI 
and/or HTTP headers. However, we believe that methods encoding the version inside the URI are 
somewhat in contrast with the “cool URI” paradigm39 and, implementing this solution, has a low 
compliance with (semantic) standards. Similarly, methods exploiting HTTP headers to request 
specific versions require modifying HTTP clients to pass along the proper headers and do not 
allow one to easily reason on version issues at RDF level. 

The only two solutions that could version triples in a distributed and semantically compliant 
way are R&Wbase and R43ples. However there are still some issues in the usage of those two: 
There are performance problems and there is no support for blank-nodes. Moreover, R&Wbase is 
not compatible with the latest Virtuoso version and is quite slow in accessing different versions. 

M. Völkel et al. (2006) proposed some smart solution to handle blank nodes, however, 
practically (not having stable IRIs) they still remain hard to track in a RDF versioning system.  

4. Conclusions and Future Works 

In this work we have shown how a versioning system for RDF could be beneficial to governments 
and reusers. We also identified criteria to evaluate different versioning systems; a version control 
system for LOD should be compliant with the Semantic Web standards and should permit 
branching and merging in order to be machine interpretable and enhance a collaborative 
environment. Among the analysed solutions, only two meet these two macro requirements—and 
even these two solutions have several limitations. Therefore, more research and development is 
needed to move towards production-ready (and possibly standard) solutions for versioning RDF 
data with a fully working and semantically-compliant versioning system in order to enable all the 
benefits described in paragraph 0. 

We have also shown that versioning would also be beneficial if it was in the transformation 
phase (i.e., when legacy data is converted to RDF), in order to facilitate cleaning procedures. We 
haven’t found any tool or framework that would easily allow these two types of versioning 
together (upstream on the code and downstream on the triples). However, this effect could be 
obtained combining different approaches at different stages of the pipeline. 
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Abstract: Transparency has been one of the aims of the open data movement since its 
inception. However, political transparency is a complicated subject and the rhetoric of open 
data often fails to recognise this. This paper reviews some of the different concepts of 
transparency identified by political scientists and applies them to the UK government 
transparency code for local authorities. It concludes that the code is based on a limited concept 
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1. Introduction 

he argument that publishing government data will lead to a more transparent government, 
and that this will bring benefits such as more effective government, increased trust in 
government and greater accountability, has been at the heart of the open data movement 

since its inception. CSOs such as the Sunlight Foundation1 and the Open Knowledge Foundation2 
present open data as a tool for greater transparency and accountability, particularly in countries 
where corruption and inefficiency are major issues. Transparency, with its message of rooting out 
waste and inefficiency, also has a populist appeal in Western democracies. UK Prime Minister, 
David Cameron, in a podcast about transparency in the context of open data in May 2010 said: 

“With a whole army of effective armchair auditors looking over the books, ministers in this 
government are not going to be able to get away with all the waste, the expensive vanity projects and 
pointless schemes that we’ve had in the past”  (Cameron, 2010). 

1 http://sunlightfoundation.com/  
2 http://okfn.org/ 
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The underlying argument is straightforward: More data leads to more transparency which leads 
to greater effectiveness and trust and accountability. Or as Jeremy Bentham put it, “the more 
strictly we are watched the better we behave” (Bentham, 2001, p. 277)  

However, scholars of politics have developed more sceptical and nuanced accounts of 
transparency and its benefits, rather than seeing the term as a panacea for all ills (D. Heald, 2012; 
Meijer, 2014). They have addressed questions such as what are the aims of transparency, are there 
different types of transparency, what are the necessary conditions for transparency to happen, and 
what is required for transparency to fulfil its aims. This paper seeks to apply their conclusions to to 
the use of open data by UK local authorities and in particular the Department for Communities 
and Local Government (DCLG) transparency code (DCLG, 2014). 

2. Types of Transparency 

Transparency has many shades of meaning (Bannister & Connolly, 2011; Hood, 2007; Meijer, 2014; 
Oliver, 2004, p. 2; Piotrowski, 2007). Hood (2006) identifies seven doctrines in modern government 
that have been called transparency from transparent diplomacy through to a cost centre approach 
to government accounting. However, there are two broad themes that run through all these 
doctrines. One is openness – providing information about the internal processes of government to 
the outside world; the other is following the rules – conforming to recognised rules and 
conventions on how government should operate. Open data is more concerned with openness 
than following rules (although it potentially has a role in making those rules explicit and tracking 
conformance to the rules) and this paper focusses on this aspect of transparency. This is 
presumably what Birkinshaw (2014) has in mind when he defines transparency as “opening to 
exposure and scrutiny processes of power and decision-making”. 
Birkinshaw’s definition is still very generic, raising fundamental questions such as exposure to 
whom as well as what counts as exposure. 

Heald (2003) makes a key distinction between process and event transparency. The distinction 
can be explained using his own example of providing a public service such as education or health. 
The provision of a public service can be conceived as taking inputs (such as teachers and doctors), 
transforming them into outputs (lessons or treatments) which then link to desirable outcomes (a 
skilled workforce or healthy citizens). Inputs, outputs and outcomes are events. Transformation 
and linkages are processes which work on those events.  

 
Figure 1: Illustration of event versus process transparency from Heald (2003) 

Heald notes that as you move to the right of the diagram transparency becomes harder. Data on 
the level of education among citizens is harder to obtain and interpret than data on the number of 
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teachers and schools. As we move to the right the data could be described as becoming more 
indicative as opposed to descriptive.  

Heald also differentiates between retrospective and real-time transparency. This is the contrast 
between a reporting cycle such as annual accounts and continuous surveillance such as real-time 
data on expenditure. Open data is used for both. As Heald points out, retrospective transparency 
brings with it the idea of a period of time confidentiality – a period when it would be wrong to 
publish data even though it exists. For example, it is widely held to be wrong to leak details of a 
forthcoming inquiry before publication (which does not prevent it happening). 

3. Successful Transparency: From Data to Information 

Successful transparency is an act of communication. It is the flow of information about an 
organisation to one or more audiences. However, data is not the same as information, it is a tool 
which may convey information if certain conditions are met. 

The most basic requirement is that the data, or an interpretation of it, reach its audience. But the 
process is susceptible to many distortions and omissions. Rowley (2007) treats the move from data 
through to information as a continuum and identifies several different threads in the literature 
associated with this move. As data becomes information it acquires more context and increased 
meaning; it is more applicable to making decisions; it can be transferred to other situations; and it 
has greater value. All of these factors are relative to a particular audience - the group of people 
who need to know the additional context, obtain additional meaning, make decisions, transfer the 
data to other situations and thus obtain greater value. This implies that the flow of information is 
not just complicated but also different for different audiences. Information for one audience may 
be meaningless data to another audience. Transparency is a relationship between an information 
source and an information receiver – not an attribute of a dataset. 

Data may give the citizen wrong, incomplete or biased information about government for many 
reasons. Even the most unprocessed data takes on its meaning from the context in which it was 
gathered and inevitably incorporates assumptions and decisions. The collection of data and the 
process of making that data become information can be seen as reduction of complexity (Starr, 
1987) - a process which involves subjective decisions throughout. Some authors have concluded 
that there is no such thing as raw data (Bowker, 2005; Gitelman, 2013). In general the information 
that citizens gain from data is moulded by the processes used to produce the data, the way it is 
presented, and their own background knowledge.   

These issues can be overstated. Publishing school examination results may be deceptive, but it is 
a step closer to transparency than publishing no data at all. But it is important to ask who becomes 
more informed and how that information is moulded by the processes used to produce and 
present the data and the audience’s background knowledge. However, as O’Neill (2006) points 
out, successful communication is not just a matter of selecting the right data, making it available to 
the audience, and presenting it in an attractive way. The audience must be aware of the data and 
want to use it. Successful transparency is audience specific and requires several elements to be in 
place both in the sending and the reception of information. Organisations that wish to be 
transparent need to take this into account. 
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4. The Consequences of Transparency 

Transparency is often claimed to be an intrinsic good - an opinion that is found in the United States 
Constitution, Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill among others (Stiglitz, 2002, p. 30). However, a 
large part of the justification of open data is in terms of the beneficial consequences of 
transparency. While there are many such consequences (David Heald, 2006a), this paper is limited 
to three that have a high profile in government literature:  effectiveness, trust and accountability. 

4.1 Effectiveness 

Transparency is said to increase government effectiveness and efficiency because the threat of 
public exposure will stimulate government agencies to perform better. However, the threat of 
exposure can affect behaviour in many unplanned ways and there is little evidence that publishing 
information about performance increases performance (McGinnes & Elandy, 2012). Government 
may hide data (for example, by holding meetings informally to avoid a record) or game the system 
in various ways (for example, hospitals might refer more difficult cases to other hospitals to 
improve the ratio of successful operations). Transparency can also encourage staff to avoid risky or 
controversial decisions and to make decisions which will look good under shallow analysis by the 
popular media at the cost of deeper long-term analysis (Dror, 1999, p. 63). McGinnes and Elandy 
argue that the effect of releasing data on performance is inherently hard to predict because the 
organisation that releases the data is part of a larger and complicated socio-economic system. For 
example, publishing salaries of CEOs may increase salary inflation rather than reducing it as 
companies do not want their CEO to have a below average salary.  

Some types of transparency appear to be more prone to these concerns than others. Using 
Heald’s model: 

• Input events and transformation processes have little direct impact on the wider socio-
economic system and therefore are unlikely to lead to unpredictable consequences. 
However, they also give a very limited view of effectiveness as they deal only with costs 
and internal processes and not with results. 

• Some processes, such as transformation, and some events, such as output, are more 
under government control than others, and thus more susceptible to gaming and hiding.  

• Transformation processes are where government agencies make decisions and where the 
risk is that transparency will cause officers to make safe decisions or decisions that please 
an audience such as the popular press rather than the best decision. 

4.2 Trust 

It is tempting to think that it is obvious that if the citizen knows more about government then the 
citizen will trust it more. But again it does not follow. In the 2002, during the Reith Lectures, the 
philosopher Onora O’Neill raised deep concerns about the effect on trust of using technology to 
present large amounts information (O’Neill, 2002). She argued that using technology to supply 
more and more information can create confusion and reduce trust. It becomes hard to identify what 
is important and hard to discriminate misinformation from information. Trust entails knowing 
about the information provider not just the information. Information technology substitutes data 
for professional judgement and thus reduces the citizen’s knowledge about the information 
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provider. Grimmelikhuijsen et al (2013) assessed the effect of transparency on trust in South Korea 
and Netherlands and found little effect in the Netherlands and a negative effect in South Korea. 

Even if the Web does allow citizens to identify relevant, trustworthy data, the end result will be 
highly influenced by what citizens learn as a result. The revelations that intelligence services in the 
USA, UK and elsewhere have been conducting mass surveillance of their own citizens internet 
communications clearly increased transparency, but almost certainly decreased trust in the 
governments involved (The Guardian, 2013). O’Hara (2012) argues that open data has the potential 
to increase warranted trust – that is trust which is based on rational grounds – and decrease 
unwarranted trust. This seems to be what is wanted. There is little merit in increasing ill-founded 
trust. However, open data by itself is not sufficient. It is part of a sociotechnical system and change 
at the level of institutions, and processes are also required. For O’Hara these changes are primarily 
round the process for publishing the data – taking into account different users’ needs, respecting 
privacy and making the data production process transparent. This can be seen as the equivalent to 
O’Neill’s call for knowing more about the information provider. To increase warranted trust, open 
data should emphasise quality rather than quantity – publishing relevant data and supplying 
background information on the provenance and production process so as it to make it trustworthy. 

4.3 Accountability 

As with trust, even if we accept that access to government data does increase transparency, it will 
not necessarily lead to greater accountability. As Fox (2007) points out – the empirical evidence is 
that transparency is necessary but far from sufficient to produce accountability. Governments may use 
data and information to give the impression of accountability without substantially changing what 
they do (Power, 1999). Conversely it is possible for activists such as CSOs, the media or opposition 
parties to use data and information to expose aspects of government which, while they bring 
rewards to the activists in terms of prestige, satisfaction or increased audience, add little positive 
value and may drive government into a defensive, secretive posture. As Fung and Weil (2010) put 
it, much of the freedom of information activity aims to create a “gotcha” game to catch official 
wrongdoing, but the responsibility of citizens is not just to judge when officials have behaved 
badly but to provide feedback on their performance in more nuanced ways. Heald (2006a) argues 
that accountability in the public sector will always be a problem however great the transparency. 

Fox (2007) distinguishes individual accountability, which seeks to avoid corruption and 
misdemeanour, from institutional accountability, which seeks to avoid institutional inefficiency 
and misdirection. It is reasonable to suppose that process transparency (which should reveal who 
made what decisions) is more likely to contribute to individual accountability; and event 
transparency (which should reveal inputs, outputs and outcomes without tieing them to any 
individuals) is more likely to contribute to institutional transparency. Fox also highlights the 
difference between voluntary and mandatory disclosure – concluding that voluntary disclosure 
that is inherently limited as bad news will not be voluntarily disclosed.  

Peixoto (2013) draws attention to the mechanisms that have to be in place for transparency to 
lead to accountability: publicity (for example through a free press) and political agency (for 
example through elections). Citizens have to know about the data and be able to use it to influence 
government. Any investigation of open data, transparency and accountability should ask both 
whether Peixoto’s mechanisms exist and how well they are functioning. 
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5. The UK Local Government Transparency Code 

The UK Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) has issued a transparency 
code (DCLG, 2014) which requires over 400 of the larger UK local authorities (the lowest level of 
local government such as parish councils not exceeding £200,000 annual income or expenditure are 
excluded) to publish a minimum set of open data for transparency reasons3. The concepts 
described above can be used to place the code in a larger transparency framework and assess some 
of its consequences. The code includes 14 mandatory groups of datasets most of which also have 
recommended optional extensions. By definition the datasets are all examples of mandatory 
transparency which suggests that authorities are unlikely to have vetted them for unpalatable 
facts. The datasets are categorised using Heald’s approach in Table 1. They are quite consistent in 
the sense that most of them can be categorised as contributing to retrospective, descriptive, event 
transparency (although it could be argued that details of contracts, invitations to tender and grants 
might also contribute to process transparency). The only data that is somewhat indicative in nature 
is parking spaces – a relatively minor aspect of a local authority’s outputs. As they are primarily 
oriented to event transparency they are more likely to provide institutional transparency than 
individual transparency. With the exception of waste collection contracts, they are all required to 
be published either quarterly or annually (the waste collection contracts are a rather odd anomaly 
as authorities are only required to publish existing contracts as one-off operation) and are therefore 
retrospective and not real-time. 

The DCLG does not explain why it chose these particular datasets. It seems likely that it was a 
combination of practical concerns and historical contingency. Data that provides descriptive, 
retrospective transparency is easier to publish than indicative real-time transparency. To some 
extent process transparency in local authorities was already addressed before there was a formal 
open data policy, as authorities have been required to publish details of democratic processes such 
as minutes of meetings for many years. Nevertheless the result is that the mandatory datasets 
occupy a relatively restricted niche in the overall transparency space.  

Currently only a small and rather specialised portion of the population served by a local 
authority is getting information from these datasets. They do not meet the fundamental 
requirement of reaching their audience. Worthy (2013) surveyed all the UK primary and secondary 
local authorities on their use of the spending datasets in the code4 and found that 60% of the 
authorities that responded reported the use of the datasets as low or very low. This is not 
surprising. UK local authorities are in the middle of a series of severe budget cuts which place 
great pressure on their resources and as a result many have done the minimum to meet the 
mandatory requirements of the code with the result the datasets are hard to find and have little or 
no support. 

3 This list was preceded by a slightly smaller list that was recommended rather than mandatory. 
4 The survey was conducted before the mandatory list was implemented, so these datasets were 
recommended not mandatory. However, every UK primary and secondary authority except one had 
published them. 
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Table 1: Transparency Concepts Applied to DCLG Transparency Code 

Dataset 

Type of Transparency 

Process/ 
event 

Indicative/ 
Descriptive 

Retrospective/ 
Real time 

Expenditure over £500 Event Descriptive Retrospective 

Procurement card  Event Descriptive Retrospective 

ITT and contracts 
Event/ 
process Descriptive Retrospective 

Land and building Event Descriptive Retrospective 

Grants to voluntary 
sector Event Descriptive Retrospective 

Organisation chart Process Descriptive Retrospective 

Trade Union Event Descriptive Retrospective 

Parking income and 
expenses Event Descriptive Retrospective 

Parking spaces Event Indicative Retrospective 

Senior Salaries Process? Descriptive Retrospective 

Constitution Process? Descriptive Retrospective 
Pay multiple Event Descriptive Retrospective 

Fraud Event Descriptive Retrospective 

Waste contracts Event Descriptive Retrospective? 

 
Despite the lack of users, publishing the datasets could have desirable consequences such as 

greater effectiveness, trust and accountability. The threat of exposure may be as powerful as the 
exposure itelf and the datasets may well be accessed more widely in the future. However, the 
restricted type of transparency provided by the datasets, and the lack of socio-technical systems to 
support them, suggests that the consequences will be limited and unpredictable. Effectiveness is 
measured by comparing what is achieved with what could potentially be achieved given the 
resources used. Descriptive transparency cannot do this alone. It only describes the resources used. 
There has to be a view of outputs or even better outcomes to see what has been achieved. Trust 
may be marginally increased if the data does not reveal any misdeeds but, as O’Hara points out, 
without socio-technical systems to provide information on provenance and process this is unlikely 
to be significant. And there is no requirement or direction to supplement the datasets with this 
information. The datasets could provide some level of institutional accountability, at least for input 
events, but this requires organisations to play the socio-technical role of Peixoto’s publicity agency. 
Again there is no guidance on this to accompany the code. 

To explore the impact of transparency in more detail one of the authors of this paper made a 
qualitative case study of one of the first authorities to implement the code. The study was 
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conducted over a period of four months in 2014. This included 12 semistructured interviews with 
officers, politicians and potential user groups; analysing the effect of open data on Freedom of 
Information requests; and inspecting a random sample of 50 local press stories which mentioned 
the local authority for the use of open data. The authority‘s political leaders are strongly 
committed to publishing open data and transparency in general. It was one of the first in the 
country to publish the datasets in the code, long before they were mandatory, and thus helped 
establish standards which became encapsulated in the code. It has built on the mandatory data 
publishing many more datasets and officers are routinely challenged by the politicians to publish 
data unless there is good reason not to do so.  

However, in line with Worthy’s results, the interviewees all reported that the datasets are hardly 
used: There are people like the armchair auditor ... but they are pretty far and few between at the moment. 

There is little effort to promote them. All the open datasets (mandatory plus many others) are 
listed on a web site and classified to make them easier to find; but there is no other supporting 
information. There is some evidence of increased efficiency as departments react to knowing that 
data is being published: Energy data effects how staff use energy because it becomes transparent, it 
becomes open. 

There was no evidence that the data was increasing trust in the authority. The interviews with 
potential users mostly confirmed that they were unaware of the datasets. A discussion of what 
would be required to increase trust confirmed the importance of knowing about the socio-technical 
system that produced the data: If you knew there was regular process … where there was a particular 
department in the local authority or somewhere you knew they were speaking with authority. 

There was no evidence of the data being used to hold the authority to account. The sample of 
local press stories in the case study revealed no examples which used open data.  

6. Discussion 

The DCLG transparency code embodies a model of transparency which is simple and passive. 
Government achieves transparency by publishing data which allows citizens and other external 
groups to look inside government. Desirable consequences such as increased effectiveness, trust, 
and accountability will follow in line with the normative assumptions, “which our democratic 
values lead us to believe” (Fox, 2007, p. 665). It is not the job of government to predict or control 
who takes advantage of the data or to ensure that desirable consequences follow. A senior 
politician in the case study described the authority’s open data policy this way: There are books in 
libraries that don’t get borrowed for years and years, but then someone will want it someday. 

The concepts discussed in the first half of this paper suggest a more complex and active view of 
transparency. Transparency is an act of communication to one more audiences. There are different 
types of transparency which facilitate different consequences. Those consequences are hard to 
predict and control because they are a function of complex socio-technical systems which exist 
prior to the data being published. 

This model of transparency raises difficult questions for government. Which audiences should 
be addressed? What kind of transparency should those audiences have? What data and support 
will provide this transparency? How can government maximise the desirable consequences and 
minimise the undesirable consequences? Underlying this is a broader question of how much 
responsibility should government take for the process from publication of data to achieving the 
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desired results. It would be impractical and ponderous to expect government to do a detailed 
analysis of each potential audience, the types of transparency they are interested in, and the best 
way to use data to achieve that transparency. However, there are intermediate strategies. Some UK 
local authorities have created local area profiles which bring together data relevant to a small 
locality from many different sources and provide tools to present and interpret that data for that 
locality. This still leaves a lot of the responsibility for selecting and interpreting data to the people 
and organisations that access the data, but helps to them to find data that is appropriate and puts 
that data in a context which will help them turn it into information. Likewise, it may be hard to 
predict and control the consequences of transparency but that does not mean that nothing can be 
done but publish and hope for the best. There is very little chance of any beneficial consequences if 
the public are not aware of the data or are not interested in it. At a minimum, government needs to 
market the data and its potential - something which, by and large, has not happened for the DCLG 
transparency data. As one of the officers in the case study said: I think it has largely been driven by 
trying to make our lives easier in terms of requests rather than being overt about publicising that things are 
there. 

The difference in the two views of transparency is not just a practical one. There are political 
principled reasons for adopting the more passive view. An active view implies that government 
will be involved in the selection and presentation of data which gives it opportunities to hide 
information and mislead audiences. This is a deep divide identified by Yu and Robinson (2012) 
which reflects two different cultural sources for open data. One source is primarily technological 
and is data centric. It has its roots in the culture of the Web and the open source movement and 
leads to open data via initiatives such as open source software and open access to academic 
research. It is also associated with minimal government intervention and a passive view of 
transparency. As with open source software, the expectation is that once the raw material is made 
available the community will do wonderful, albeit unpredictable, things with it. Shadbolt 
(Shadbolt & Dawson, 2013) describes open data as a data infrastructure – enabling citizens and 
organisations in much the same way that transportation infrastructure enables citizens and 
organisations to move about without being overly concerned with who is using it for what 
purposes. The other source is primarily political and is transparency centric. It has its roots in 
open government and transparency and leads to open data via freedom of information. 
Governments may be more or less interventionist, but in both cases they are responsible for 
making sure that their citizens know what government is doing. The key task is to use open data to 
inform or even provide a service rather than simply enable. In the literature this is sometimes 
expressed as a difference between openness which solely refers to opening up the public data and 
transparency that emphasises mostly the comprehensibility of the open data (Heald, 2006b, p. 26). 
In practice governments and government departments have varied in their philosophy although 
all of them have retained some core of the data centric approach. At the local government level 
some authorities have focussed on providing extensive data in technically appropriate formats 
while others have supplied less data but gone to considerable efforts to provide visualisation tools 
and other ways of making it suitable for specific user groups – such as area profiles. 

It is possible to conceive of an approach which is even more transparency centric. Instead of 
starting with the question: How to identify and present the data that is needed for transparency?, 
start with the question: Who are our users and how do we provide them with the information they 
need for transparency? This, for example, challenges the need for a data portal providing access to 
all the open data published by an authority. A data portal implies that the user is looking for data 
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rather than trying to solve a problem. A transparency centric approach suggests a transparency 
portal which first identifies the type of user and the type of transparency those users want and 
then helps them to meet that need – calling upon open data as a resource among others. In reality 
this may not be practical for hard-pressed government departments that have limited expertise in 
building sophisticated portals and are serving large and ill-defined groups of users. A more 
credible solution lies in using intermediary organisations such as charities, pressure groups and 
the media to use open data to address transparency needs of individuals. Hood (2007, p. 194) 
describes this as “indirect transparency in which the available data is processed by specific agents or 
experts with the aim of enabling the general public to understand”. In doing so government has to 
recognise that it is losing control to some extent and success is that much less certain. It has to take 
into account the risks of selective or misuse of open data by some partisan or interest groups (Dror, 
1999, p. 65). Intermediaries will make their own selection from the data; they will reinterpret it in 
their own way. Government can, however, recognise the issues and understand the role of such 
intermediaries in the context of a sophisticated analysis of open data and transparency that takes 
into account the wider picture. 
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Abstract: Little is known about the factors which influence the success or failure of open data 
initiatives. Based on the results of a workshop, we provide a list of success factors for open 
data publication and use (64 in total) and discuss their criticality in a particular setting using a 
case study (the ENGAGE project). The most critical success factors for open data publication 
and use, in the context of this case study, related to legislation, regulation and licenses. 
However, the criticality of factors depends considerably on the context of the open data 
initiative. Our key conclusions are that further work is needed to detail the success factors for 
open data publication and use in particular contexts, and that a number of success factors, such 
as those related to sustainability of publication process and user feedback, appear to be more 
universally applicable than others.   
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1. Introduction 

successful open data initiative is one in which quality data supply stimulates use and 
generates value. However, it has been argued that only a limited number of datasets is 
actually used (Bertot, McDermott, & Smith, 2012) and that open data infrastructures 

provide limited user support (Archer, Dekkers, Goedertier, & Loutas, 2013). In addition, sporadic 
attention is given to frameworks which explain how Open Government Data (OGD) generate 
value (Jetzek, Avital, & Bjorn-Andersen, 2013). Moreover, the potential and success of OGD 
appears to be supported mainly by anecdotal evidence (Jetzek, Avital, & Bjorn-Andersen, 2014). 
Many authors have pointed at the impediments of open data initiatives that may may block the 
derivation of value from the publication and use of open data (e.g., Barry & Bannister, 2014; 
Conradie & Choenni, 2014; Janssen, 2011). Open data success is not guaranteed. 

A 
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A number of researchers have described factors which are important to make open data 
initiatives successful (e.g., Parycek, Höchtl, & Ginner, 2014; Zuiderwijk, Janssen, Choenni, & 
Meijer, 2014). Yet, what is perceived as successful depends on the context of the initiative. For 
instance, an initiative focused on the publication of open data by a particular organisation may 
require the support from an entire management team and the availability of a legal framework to 
prioritise data publication by the organization, while another open data initiative may not require 
such a framework since it is focused on the use of data that are already available. 

Identifying context-dependent open data success factors may foster the publication of public 
data, and it may help policy makers, civil servants and other decision-makers who plan to start an 
open data initiative consider whether they will participate in the initiative and under which 
conditions. This is expected to foster the publication of data, the successful use of published data; 
and to stimulate its economic and societal applications. To contribute to research on context-
dependent open data success factors, this paper aims to answer the following question: Which 
factors are critical for the publication and use of open data in a particular practical case? This paper first 
obtains a broad overview of open data success factors, and secondly specifies which factors from 
the broad overview are critical in a particular context. 

2. Research Background 

2.1 Research on Success Factors in General 

The concept of success in technology-driven project implementations is multidimensional and 
somewhat ambigious. Project stakeholders might have different expectations and evaluations of 
project performance. Hence, interpretations of success might differ. The Information Systems 
success model (DeLone & McLean, 2002, 2003) arguably provides the most comprehensive view 
and combines the key dimensions defining success. According to this model, a system can be 
evaluated in terms of information, system and service quality; these characteristics affect the 
subsequent use or intention to use and user satisfaction; and as a result of using the system, certain 
benefits will be achieved. In our study we concur with this view and assume that three dimensions 
indicate success of an open data initiative:  

1. quality of open data publication (e.g.; accuracy, completeness, timeliness, consistency),  
2. use of open data, and  
3. emerging impacts and benefits.  

We use this conceptualization of open data success as a backdrop for our critical success factors 
(CSFs) study. Generally speaking it has been stated that critical success factors are the essential 
areas in which desired results lead to successful competitive performance (Borman & Janssen, 
2013; Rockart, 1979). Applied to the field of open data, we define critical success factors for open 
data as factors which are critical for the succesful implementation of an open data initiative. We 
define an open data initiative as any activity that aims at improving the publication and/or use of 
open data, including initiatives on different levels (e.g., international, national, local) and by 
different stakeholders (e.g., civil servants, citizens, universities). 
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2.2 Open Data Success Factors 

In general, the notion of success in existing open data literature can be related to a number of 
research themes, such as the evaluation of open data implementations, maturity of open data 
initiatives, progress and development of open data infrastructures, and benchmarking of open 
data efforts. It has been more common to investigate failure and barriers in open data initiatives 
than to define and measure success. To the best of our knowledge no holistic CSF analysis has been 
conducted to date in relation to OGD. There are only a handful of studies that explicitly refer to the 
term “success factor” in relation to open data initiatives. A search in Scopus for “open data” in the 
keywords and “success factor” in all fields returned eleven entries of which only three appeared 
relevant. One study (Sayogo & Pardo, 2013) used the term “success factors” to investigate the 
motivation and the driving forces of adoption of an open data initiative; this is a specific 
interpretation of success factors expounded as “drivers”. Table 1 summarizes the success factors 
mentioned in the selected studies. Other studies use terms such as “enablers” (van Veenstra & van 
den Broek, 2013) or “facilitators” (Cranefield, Robertson, & Oliver, 2014). In sum, there is a 
research gap as a holistic framework of CSFs in relation to open data publication and use is 
missing. The studies that explicitly refer to the concept of success factors are mainly focused on the 
data publication dimension. 
Table 1: Overview of success factors mentioned in the literature. 

Area in focus Identified success factors Authors 
Evaluation of 
open data 
strategy and 
portal 

• Political will, decision and resources  
• CIO in charge of the implementation process 
• Clear definition of responsibilities 
• Implementation using a process model 
• Community Management 

Parycek et al. 
(2014) 

Design of open 
data 
publishing 
process 

• Think early about data publication 
• Develop guidelines about privacy and policy sensitivity of data 
• Provide decision support and liaise with other departments involved 
• Make data publication an integral, well-defined, and standardized 

routine task 
• Monitor how published data is reused 

Zuiderwijk, 
Janssen, 
Choenni, et 
al. (2014) 

Motivation to 
adopt a smart 
disclosure 
policy 

• Success factors understood as economic rationale, regulatory and 
policy incentives, technology incentives and mimetic forces 

• Success attributed to the interaction between aforesaid factors and 
internal drivers of an organization, such as strategic fit and alignment 
and reputation risk 

Sayogo and 
Pardo (2013) 

3. Research Methodology 

In this study we opted for combining multiple research methods, since we first aimed to obtain a 
rich overview of factors that are important for open data publication and use, and then to narrow 
down this overview to factors that were critical for the publication and use of open data in a 
practical case. First, during a brainstorm session four academic researchers with expertise in the 
field of open data each individually developed an initial list of factors which influence open data 
publication and use based on their previous open data research (for example, Parycek et al., 2014; 
Zuiderwijk, Janssen, & Davis, 2014). The lists were developed from different perspectives (i.e., 
open publication and use) in order that they might contain as many factors as possible.  
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Second, all four researchers presented the identified factors in a 3,5 hour workshop at the 
conference on Electronic Government and Electronic Participation (see Susha, Zuiderwijk, Janssen, 
Parycek, & Loukis, 2014). The workshop was attended by experts from the field of e-government 
and e-participation and involved experts involved in open data research. The workshop started 
with 18 participants and ended with 23 participants. About two-third of the workshop participants 
were male and most participants were between 30 and 50 years old. The workshop participants 
received an initial list of factors important for open data publication and use on paper, and they 
were asked if there were factors that they wanted to add to the list. Thereafter, additional factors 
were discussed with the group of participants and more factors were added.   

The brainstorm session and the interactive workshop resulted in a comprehensive list of factors 
important for open data publication and use. However, the overview was generic and did not 
account for the influence of contextual factors critical for open data publication and use. As a third 
research step, we conducted a case study, because this method allows for explorative research to 
investigate contextual factors. Case studies can help in “understanding the dynamics present 
within single settings” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 534). A case study can be defined as “an empirical 
inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when 
the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (Yin, 2003, p. 13). The 
case was selected based on theoretical sampling (Eisenhardt, 1989), i.e., it was chosen because it 
was expected to replicate previous cases, extend emergent theory, fill theoretical categories or 
provide examples. The case selection criteria were that the case represents both the publication and 
use of open government research data, allows for identifying factors which are critical to the 
publication and use of open data, and that case information should be available and accessible. The 
assessment of criticality was based on the judgement of the case’s project manager, who completed 
a survey which contained all the factors identified in step 2, and who was asked to rate on a five-
point Likert scale to which extent each factor was critical within the case.  

The selected case was the European FP7 ENGAGE open data initiative, which aimed to develop 
an infrastructure incorporating diverse governmental data resources, empowering researchers and 
citizens, and stimulating scientific collaboration and research (see www.engagedata.eu). The 
developed infrastructure provided tools for dataset processing and acquisition. It went beyond 
existing simple open data repositories by additionally offering enhanced rich metadata to allow for 
the improved search and utilisation of datasets, and it provided a social and collaborative space for 
open data users. The initiative provided a one stop-shop to more than 52,000 datasets and has 
developed a community of over 700 registered users. We believe that this characterises a successful 
open data initiative.  

4. Critical Success Factors for Open Data Publication and Use 

4.1 Findings Regarding Open Data Disclosure 

Table 2 provides an overview of the identified factors that are important for open data publication 
and shows to which extent each factor was critical in the case study. The table shows that 
legislation, regulation and licenses were most critical for the disclosure of open data in the 
ENGAGE initiative. Merely letting governmental organisations release their data voluntarily and 
on their own initiative seemed not sufficient to stimulate the use of and value generation from 
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these data. To make the ENGAGE open data initiative successful it was found that it is critical to 
develop a legal framework for open data publication, to enforce the publication and curation of 
open data on administrations, to offer public administrations information about how they can 
comply with data protection and privacy legislation, and to develop guidelines on issues with 
legal Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) allowing organizations to pick the correct licensing form. 
The criticality of these factors may stem from ENGAGE’s focus on sharing datasets with various 
communities, as well as extending datasets and sharing them. 
Table 2: Factors important for the publication of open data and factors identified as critical in the case study. 

Categories Factors important for the publication of open data Identified as 
critical (+) or 
very critical 
(++) in the 
case study 

1 Legislation, 
regulation and 
licenses 

Having in place a (national) legal framework for open data publication  ++ 
Enforce publishing and curating of data on administrations (maybe 
even through penalties)  

++ 

Provide information about data protection and privacy legislation and 
how open data can be published in compliance with this legislation 

++ 

Develop a (national) guide on legal Intellectual Property Right (IPR) 
issues allowing organizations to pick the correct licensing form 

++ 

2 Strategy and 
political support 

Develop a strategy for open data publication at an (inter)national level + 
Ensure that (top) management within governmental agencies supports 
publishing data 

 

Generate support of policy-makers for data publication  
Organize focus groups with heads of departments and open data 
policy implementers to give both proponents and opponents of open 
data an auditorium 

 

Introduce incentives schemes for public servants (e.g., explain why a 
data provider would release data, explain what kind of value is created 
for the data provider) 

 

Create consensus between open data publication and the 
organizational framework for publishing data 

++ 

3 Management 
support and 
publication 
processes within 
governmental 
agencies 

Define clear process steps for publishing data ++ 
Determine which type of data is important to address societal issues 
and focus on the publication of these data 

++ 

Start with the publication of data which is interesting for users so that 
the users see the benefit of open data 

+ 

Determine which data and metadata will and will not be published  
Determine which standards and vocabularies will be used for data 
publication 

 

Determine which personnel has the key responsibilities for publishing 
open data  

 

Determine where datasets will be published + 
Release only data which is of high quality ++ 

4 Training of and 
support for civil 
servants 

Create a virtual competence center which assists in answering 
questions and helping out with administrative data publication 
processes 

+ 

Provide training on open data publication within governmental 
agencies (e.g. training on how datasets can be anonymized) 

 

Develop information campaigns in which questions about open data 
publication are discussed 
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Many critical factors were also mentioned in the sixth factor category concerning the 

sustainability of the open data initiative, which can be explained by the fact that ENGAGE was a 
temporal project that could receive funding for three years maximum. Critical factors were also 
found in the ninth category concerning accessibility, interoperability and standards, which is 

5 Evaluation of 
the open data 
initiative 

Develop metrics and success indicators for data publication by 
government departments 

 

Evaluate the realization of metrics and success indicators as an integral 
part of the open data initiative 

+ 

6 Sustainability of 
the open data 
initiative 

Identify the need for data ++ 
Create a strategy for maintaining published datasets + 
Ensure data provision continuity, including timely and automatic 
updates of data 

++ 

Be transparent towards open data users about the conditions under 
which data publication takes place 

++ 

7 Collaboration Arrange meetings with open data users to find out what their needs 
are and how the data from the governmental agency are used 

 

Organize internal meetings to discuss the data publication processes 
and to evaluate them 

 

Organize inter-organizational collaboration about and management of 
open data initiatives 

 

Ensure agile and  open cooperation with various other organizations 
(administration, universities, CSO, Open Knowledge Foundation) 

 

Organize inter-organizational collaboration (e.g. network meetings) to 
learn from the open data initiatives of other governmental agencies 

 

8 Open data 
platforms, tools 
and services 

Integrate the open data platform into existing Content Management 
Systems (CMS) to kick-start the progress 

 

Have one central portal which combines data from many different 
governmental organizations (federal level) 

++ 

Implement advanced data search functionalities + 
Use complementary toolsets for performing additional curation tasks 
(cleaning, linking, visualizing, analyzing) 

 

Use a “web 2.0” approach for open data, allowing citizens to post, rate, 
work with datasets and web services 

+ 

Integrate frameworks for assessing data quality and usability of data 
and platform, providing continuous feedback to developers and 
administrations 

++ 

Provide a forum to discuss what can be learned from open data use  
Develop a clear User Interface (logical symbols, clear setup of the web 
page, simple design) 

++ 

9 Accessibility, 
interoperability 
and standards 

Use standards for data, metadata, licenses, URIs and exchange 
protocols 

++ 

Use cloud infrastructures able to gather, manage and publish open 
data, interoperable with other sources within the country or region 

 

Integrate metadata schemas and federated controlled vocabularies for 
properly categorizing information 

++ 

Provide various types of metadata, in line with metadata standards 
(e.g. CERIF, CKAN, DC, EGMS, DCAT) 

++ 

Provide Application Programming Interfaces (API’s) for open data 
provision in the form of service feeds (from open data to open services) 

++ 

Enable multilinguality of metadata and data, allowing for the reuse 
and integration of data from different countries/languages 

++ 
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rooted in ENGAGE’s focus on providing homogenous access to heterogeneous datasets. Essential 
factors with regard to sustainability concerned identifying the need for data, ensuring the 
continuity of data supply (including timely and automatic updates of data), and being transparent 
towards open data users about the conditions under which data publication takes place. Factors 
regarding accessibility, interoperability and standards that were critical for open data publication 
success referred to multilingual metadata and data, the use of standards (for data, metadata, 
licenses, URIs and exchange protocols), the integration of metadata schemas and federated 
controlled vocabularies, the provision of various types of metadata in line with metadata 
standards, and the supply of APIs for open data provision in the form of service feeds.  

Another factor that was not part of the broad overview of open data success factors derived 
from the brainstorm session and workshop, but that was found to be critical in the case concerned 
with data stewardship and the development of a management plan for this. Stewardship refers to 
the “careful and responsible management of something entrusted to one's care” (Dawes, 2010, p. 
380). Dawes (2010, p. 380) writes that stewardship in the context of information refers to “assuring 
accuracy, validity, security, management, and preservation of information holdings”. Our third 
factor category already partly covers management support, yet a number of these factors were 
assessed as “not critical” by the case study respondent. The case study showed that some other 
management factors related to assuring accuracy, validity, security and preservation were critical 
for the success of ENGAGE. Management factors that were assessed as very critical were releasing 
only high quality data, defining clear process steps for publishing data, publishing data that are 
important to address societal issues. The criticality of these factors stems from the fact that 
ENGAGE was a new initiative which started without any users. It needed to attract a large user 
base from the beginning of the project, which required the provision of accurate, valid, high-
quality and secure datasets that OGD users could trust. 

The case study also revealed factors that were very uncritical for open data publication in the 
ENGAGE initiative. The very uncritical factors were mainly found in category seven regarding 
collaboration. In this category three factors were assessed as very uncritical for the ENGAGE 
initiative, namely the organisation of inter-organizational collaboration about and management of 
open data initiatives, the assurance of agile and open cooperation with various other 
organizations, and the organisation of collaboration with other organisations. Since ENGAGE is an 
international initiative, it may be surprising that collaboration was uncritical for the success of this 
initiative. A possible explanation is that the collaboration success factors were mainly focused on 
the data publishing processes, while ENGAGE was more focused on how data that had already 
been released could be used by researchers and citizens. Therefore, the ENGAGE initiative was 
less concerned with trying to get interesting data published, but more with how open data users 
could make sense of interesting data that were already available. 

4.2 Findings Regarding Open Data Use  

The survey also asked for factors which were critical for open data use in the ENGAGE initiative 
(see Table 3). None of the factors mentioned in the survey was assessed as uncritical or very 
uncritical. The factors in Table 3 that were not assessed as critical or very critical were assessed 
neutrally as “neither uncritical, nor critical”. Factors that were very critical for open data use 
success were found in the tenth category regarding legislation, regulation and licenses, which can 
be explained by ENGAGE’s focus on freely sharing datasets, and in the eleventh category 
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concerning success stories, which can be explained by the importance for the project to attract a 
large user base. With regard to legislation, regulation and licenses, the provision of information on 
the meanings and implications of licenses, and on privacy legislation and how open data can be 
used in compliance with this legislation were critical. As far as the success story category was 
concerned, the provision of readily available examples of open data use (e.g., apps) to non-experts 
as well as the development of stories about successful open data use was critical. Success stories 
were used to attract more people to the infrastructure. In addition, all the factors in the category of 
feedback and sustainability were assessed as critical for the use of open data in the ENGAGE 
initiative, including the provision of mechanisms for governmental agencies to know how their 
data have been reused, to know what can be learned from the reuse of their data, and to know how 
the publication of their data can be improved based on feedback that they received from open data 
users. 
Table 3: Factors important for the use of open data and factors identified as critical in the case study. 

Categories Factors important for the use of open data Identified as 
critical (+) or 
very critical 
(++) in the 
case study 

10 Legislation, 
regulation and 
licenses 

Provide information on the meanings and implications of licenses ++ 
Provide information about privacy legislation and how open data can be 
used in compliance with this legislation 

++ 

11 Success 
stories 

Provide readily available examples of open data use (e.g. apps) to non-
experts 

++ 

Develop stories of successful open data use ++ 
Involve community key players to propagate success stories + 

12 Incentives 
for open data 
use 
 

Provide incentive schemes to  engage citizens in open data usage  
Stimulate the development of specialized, open-data driven startup 
incubators 

 

Stimulate the development of business models to allow enterprises to 
develop add-on services on top of open data platforms, at a cost 

+ 

Support issue-oriented community building through participatory 
events  

 

Align events, competitions and hackathons with, for example, university 
curricula, awards, festivals and “direct marketing” 

 

13 Training of 
and support for 
open data users 

Ensure agile, dynamic, and professional support services and training 
for potential open data users   

+ 

Organize events and ensure community building where the potential 
benefits of open data are communicated to users (e.g. by building 
scenarios for usage) 

 

14 Feedback 
and 
sustainability 

Provide mechanisms for governmental agencies to know how their data 
have been reused 

+ 

Provide mechanisms for governmental agencies to know what can be 
learned from the reuse of their data 

+ 

Provide mechanisms for governmental agencies to know how the 
publication of their data can be improved based on feedback that they 
received from open data users 

+ 

15 Research and 
education 

Develop university and continuous education curricula on open data  
Develop and maintain research areas roadmaps on open data, in order 
to consolidate research efforts and address open issues 
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A factor that was not part of the broad overview of open data success factors derived from our 
brainstorm session and workshop, but that was seen as critical was that open data users should 
know precisely and in a scientific manner the methodology of how the data were produced. For 
instance, if the dataset was derived from a survey, it should be clear to the user which method was 
used, how the sample of respondents was selected, and under which conditions the data were 
created and could be reused. Since datasets could be reused and changed on the ENGAGE 
infrastructure, users needed to know how datasets had been produced, and how changed datasets 
differed from original datasets. 

5. Case Study Discussion  

The case study showed that the criticality of success factors depends considerably on the context of 
the open data initiative. A first critical contextual factor is the level on which the initiative is 
organized. For example, since the ENGAGE open data initiative was organized on an international 
level and involves datasets from different countries in various languages, the factor of 
multilanguality was critical. The multilanguality factor is likely to be less important for other open 
data efforts which are organized on a local or national level. Furthermore, the phase of the open 
data process that the initiative focuses on, i.e., the publication or the use of open data, also 
determines which factors are critical for success, and it is important to make a distinction between 
factors critical for open data publication on the one hand, and factors important for open data use 
on the other hand. The case study showed that some factors were only critical for the success of 
data publication, while others were only critical for data use. If these categories are not separated, 
this may lead to unrealistic expectations of open data decision-makers. 

Other contextual aspects that may influence the criticality of success factors for open data use 
are whether the data are reused for commercial or non-commercial purposes, since the need to 
make open data use profitable is likely to lead to different success factors than not-for-profit data 
use. A factor such as the development of a successful revenue model was not critical in the context 
of the ENGAGE case since it did not aim to make money with open data use, while this factor may 
be critical for commercial open data use initiatives. Moreover, the studied case concerned a three-
year open data initiative. The temporal dimension is also important for determining CSFs, since 
open data CSFs may also vary over time, and they may depend on a long-run or short-term focus 
of the open data initiative. While the factors of collaboration for data publication were found to be 
uncritical for success in the ENGAGE initiative, these factors may be critical for the sustainable 
provision of open data in the long-run.  

The findings of our study offer several interesting insights and implications. The first point of 
reflection is regarding the critical success factors for publication as opposed to those for use of 
open data. In our case study we observed that several CSFs for publication, compared to none 
CSFs for use, were found to be uncritical. This yields several explanations. First of all, the selected 
case was a project conceived to support open data use which made it a priority. Moreover, the 
CSFs for open data use in our list are relatively generic, strategic and high-level, while many of the 
CSFs for publication are very low-level, tactical and detailed (e.g., category nine). Therefore, we 
recommend further research into the CSFs for open data use to make them more context-specific 
and practice-oriented. For instance, category 14 regarding feedback and sustainability can be 
detailed with an overview of specific mechanisms. It may be possible that, while the success factor 
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of feedback and sustainability is very critical in a particular case, the specific mechanisms to 
implement it can vary on a case by case basis. 

The second point of reflection concerns the extent to which the identified factors (or some of 
them) can be universally applied to different organizational settings. In the literature (Poon & 
Wagner, 2001) there is a notion of “meta-CSFs” – a smaller number of CSFs of utmost criticality 
which if managed correctly result in all other factors going right as well. In the selected case the 
factors of legislation, regulation and licenses were found to be critical for both the publication and 
use of open data. An explanation we propose is that this category of CSFs is especially important 
to start off with open data publication and use – to set the legal framework, establish the rules, and 
make all stakeholders aware of them. This is, however, a temporary success factor that is most 
critical at early stages of open data implementation. On the other hand, the factors from category 
six on sustainability are ongoing critical success factors that are relevant at all subsequent stages 
after the project launch. Ensuring continuity, efficient maintenance, transparency, and demand-
driven operation are the key elements of success of an open data initiative. It is our proposition to 
consider the CSFs in category six on sustainability as meta-CSFs for data publication. Similarly, the 
success factors concerning feedback mechanisms and success stories can be considered meta-CSFs 
for open data use. In section 2.2 we offered a definition of success of an open data initiative which 
emphasized such attributes as high quality publication, use and user satisfaction, and benefits 
ensuing from that. CSFs focusing on the continuity of the publication process, on the interaction 
between publisher and user, and on illustrating benefits with success stories are hence intrinsic 
elements of success in this interpretation of the term. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper aimed to answer the question: Which factors are critical for the publication and use of open 
data in a particular practical case? A brainstorm session and an interactive workshop were used to 
first identify a comprehensive list of factors which are important for open data publication and 
use. Subsequently, the findings from a case study showed which of these generic factors were 
critical for open data publication and use in a particular context. The open data initiative that we 
studied took place in the context of infrastructure development for open data publication and use, 
where a community of open data users provided raw and processed datasets, and collaborated on 
open data transformations, analysis, visualisations, discussions and dataset quality rating. 
Categories of factors that were most critical for open data publication in this initiative referred to 1) 
legislation, regulation and licenses, 6) sustainability of the open data initiative, and 9) accessibility, 
interoperability and standards. Success factor categories critical for open data use concerned 10) 
legislation, regulation and licenses, and 11) success stories. The CSFs in the case were 
complemented with a number of success factors that were not obtained from the brainstorm 
session and the interactive workshop, such as data stewardship, the development of a 
management plan and the provision of detailed information about the methodology of how the 
data was produced.  

The broad overview of generic factors obtained from the brainstorm session and the interactive 
workshop may be used by other researchers as a framework for investigating the criticallity of 
success factors in a certain context. The case study allowed for identifying context-dependent open 
data success factors, which may foster the publication of public data, foster the use of published 
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data, and stimulate its economic and societal applications. The combination of methods used in 
this study was found to be useful to identify CSFs for open data publication and use. We 
recommend further research to complement our single case study with other cases from a variety 
of contexts. This could help to determine the criticality of success factors in specific contexts, and to 
obtain more insight in whether a particular open data initiative may be successful or not. It may 
also offer guidance to decision-makers regarding whether they will participate in an open data 
initiative and under which conditions. Additionally, further research could investigate whether 
quantitative approaches towards measuring the success of open data initiative can be useful. 
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Abstract: This paper develops and tests a theoretical model, which assesses the commitment of 
cities to the concept of open government data (OGD), according to three levels. Level 1, ‘Way 
of life,’ reflects a high commitment to OGD; Level 2, ‘On the Fence,’ represents either a low or 
erratic commitment to OGD; Level 3, ‘Lip Service,’ refers to either scarce or no commitment to 
OGD. These levels draw on four key dimensions: 1) rhythm; 2) span of issues; 3) disclosure; and 
4) feedback. We empirically examine this theoretical framework using longitudinal mixed-
method analysis of the OGD behavior of 16 US cities for a period of four years, using a large 
novel corpus of municipal OGD metadata, as well as primary qualitative and secondary 
quantitative indicators. This methodology allows us to represent, for the first time, the 
evolving OGD commitment—or “OGD heart beat”—of cities.  

Keywords: open government data, cities, municipal, transparency, disclosure, access 
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1. Introduction: Cities’ Commitment to Open Government Data 

pen government data (OGD) policies are often perceived as a remedy to governance 
problems such as corruption or poor service delivery, and as a powerful vehicle to spur 
innovation and economic development (Manyika et al. 2014; Janssen et al. 2012; Jetzek et 

al. 2013; Mossberger et al. 2013; Martin et al. 2013). Indeed, OGD policies have rapidly diffused 
across sectors, countries, and political regimes, and have become widely recognized as 
international norms of good governance. Since the introduction of the first national OGD portal in 
the United States in May 2009, more than 70 countries have launched OGD initiatives (Davies 
2013). In 2013, G8 countries issued an Open Data Charter, committing to release open data as a 
default in all regulatory activities. Since mid-2013, both the EU and the U.S. have adopted new 
guidelines that mandate agencies to release public sector information free of charge and in 
downloadable format on their OGD portals (Nahon and Peled 2015). Hundreds of cities around 
the world have followed suit and launched their own OGD portals.  

While OGD is becoming an integral part of governmental authorities’ routine activities, there is 
a dearth of measures to assess and compare the OGD behavior or commitment of one agency or 
city to another. What are the components of the OGD behavior of a governmental authority? How 

O 
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can we assess the commitment of governmental entities in the publication of OGD? Can we factor 
in the evolution of OGD behavior and commitment over time? Can we compare the OGD behavior 
and commitment of different governmental entities?  

To address these questions while focusing on the municipal level of OGD, we develop the first-
ever theoretical, mixed-method, and longitudinal index that measures the “OGD heart beat” of 
cities over time. We developed this index using different metrics that measure the rhythm, span of 
issues, disclosure and feedback dimensions of the OGD that cities upload to their municipal OGD 
portals. Based on this index, we propose three levels of municipal OGD commitment that we name 
“OGD as a way of life,” “OGD on the fence,” and “OGD lip service.”  

To test our “OGD heart beat” model, we extracted information about the OGD uploads of 16 
U.S. cities over a period of four years from a unique corpus of OGD metadata, generated using a 
dedicated software. This information empowered us to measure the evolving OGD heart beat of 
the 16 cities and evaluate their actual day-to-day OGD behavior against our theoretical model. We 
strengthened our theoretical work by creating and testing additional measurements, including one 
that codes the spectrum of municipal issues about which cities publish information.  

We believe that our theoretical model, including the three levels of municipal OGD behavior 
(way of life, on the fence, and lip service), holds well against the empirical data and contributes to 
the theoretical understanding of OGD policies implementation. In future research we plan to 
include many more cities worldwide and add measurements to strengthen the validity of our 
findings. The novelty of this paper lies in its pioneering attempt to lay the foundation for a new 
theory that describes how and explains why cities adopt different OGD behavior.   

2. Literature Review  

The OGD phenomenon has drawn considerable scholarly attention in both developed and 
developing countries. Scholars have studied barriers and opportunities for the introduction of 
OGD initiatives (Janssen et al. 2012; Agrawal et al. 2014; Nahon & Peled 2015) and examined 
triggers that lead to the emergence of OGD policies in specific countries (Davies 2014, Davies 2013, 
Peled 2013, Davies et al. 2013). Studies have also explored the political consequences of OGD 
policies and resulting power shifts (Bates 2012), the legal design of national OGD policies and 
agencies’ behavior vis-à-vis OGD mandates  (Peled 2013, Shkabatur 2012, Worthy 2013), and the 
central role of OGD intermediaries (Roberts 2014, Shkabatur 2014). As OGD portals have 
mushroomed around the world, scholarly attention has turned to identifying the emerging 
political, social, and economic impacts of OGD, with mixed findings (Davies et al. 2013, Peled 
2013; Worthy 2014, Manyika et al. 2014).  

Despite the abundance of national level studies of OGD, an overarching analytic framework for 
local-level OGD has not yet been developed. While local e-government has been the subject of a 
vast body of literature (e.g., Ho 2002; Norris & Moon 2005; Pina, Torres, and Royo 2010; Tolbert et 
al. 2008; Scott 2006; Mossberger et al. 2012), it typically delineates general modalities of online 
service provision and assesses cities’ performance, but does not offer a targeted analysis of OGD. 
The burgeoning literature on “smart cities”—cities that employ information & communication 
technologies (ICT) to develop a citizen-centered system of service provision and spur local 
innovation and co-creation (Schaffers et al. 2011; Alawadhi et al. 2012; Townsend 2013; Goldsmith 
2014) - typically lacks in-depth analyses of city-level OGD policies, strategies, and practices. 
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Recently, specific case studies of OGD in selected cities have been carried out (e.g., Gurstein 2012; 
Canares et al. 2014; Fumega 2014), but these typically do not offer a comparative investigation of 
municipal OGD practices.  

A distinct and structured local perspective on OGD is, however, preeminent. First, cities are 
central actors in any OGD endeavor. By virtue of their responsibility for critical government 
services and unmediated contact with citizens, cities typically possess a wealth of data that is 
unavailable on national OGD portals (Evans & Campos 2013), but that can be valuable for political, 
social, and economic development purposes. This puts cities under pressure from both national 
authorities and residents to enhance transparency and release OGD as part of a larger 
decentralization reform (Davies & Lithwick 2013; Local Government Association 2012). 
Accordingly, hundreds of cities around the world including dozens of cities in the United States 
alone have launched OGD portals. However, a theoretical understanding of current practices and 
potential of municipal OGD still needs to be developed (Davies & Bawa 2012). Second, municipal 
OGD requires a different and nuanced theoretical treatment compared to national OGD. On the 
rhetorical level, municipal OGD initiatives are more focused on improved service delivery than on 
government accountability, which is often at the core of national OGD declarations (Yu & 
Robinson 2012). The political and socio-economic diversity of local governments complicates the 
comparative task, requiring the carefully consideration of a plethora of factors affecting the OGD 
capacity and potential of cities. At the same time, the simultaneous emergence of thousands of 
municipal OGD web portals worldwide represents a concrete and exciting opportunity to collect 
and analyze data about these portals and explain why some cities do better than others in the OGD 
domain. 

3. Theoretical Framework: OGD Heart Beat of Cities  

We propose to fill the theoretical gap about OGD at the municipal level by providing an 
innovative model to assess the evolving OGD heart beat of cities—their evolving day-by-day OGD 
behaior and commitment. The OGD heart beat model consists of three levels archetypes: 

1. Way of Life - a high level commitment to OGD; 
2. On the Fence - a low or erratic commitment to OGD; and  
3. Lip Service - scarce or no commitment to OGD. 

These levels are constructed out of four theoretical dimensions, which represent the main 
components of a city’s information supply behavior:  

1. Rhythm – the city’s rhythm of uploading OGD datasets (measured by the number of 
assets that the city uploaded since the inception of its OGD initiative and the regularity 
of these uploads, taking into account the time factor);  

2. Span of Issues – the extent to which the city’s OGD encompasses a variety of aspects in 
the life of its residents;  

3. Disclosure – the provision of metadata kewords and categories to identify and define 
each of the disclosed OGD information assets;  

4. Feedback – the inclusion of contact details of unit or person responsible for each 
disclosed information asset or queries about it. 

The “OGD heart beat” of cities is designed to identify cities’ OGD behavior and their evolving 
commitment to release meaningful OGD; it reveals the trajectory of a city’s OGD initiative. It also 
provides the basis for conversation about future interventions to reach a high level commitment to 
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OGD. While we employ this model to assess the evolving, longitudinal behavior of cities with 
regard to OGD initiatives, it can be adopted to analyze any information supply intervention by 
government agencies.  

Table 1 provides an ideal depiction of each one of the levels, along the four suggested 
dimensions. 
Table 1: OGD City Levels 

  OGD Heart Beat Levels 

D
im

en
si

on
 

 ‘Way of Life’ ‘On the Fence’ ‘Lip Service’ 
Rhythm The city regularly 

releases a significant 
volume of OGD 
information. 

The city provides 
erratic OGD 
information or 
consistent and low 
volume over time.  

The city provides scarce 
or no OGD.   

Span of Issues The city covers, or 
nearly covers, the full 
spectrum of municipal 
life aspects in the OGD 
it discloses. 

The city covers a 
partial spectrum of 
municipal life topics in 
the OGD it discloses. 

The city focuses on a 
small number of topics 
on the spectrum of 
municipal life aspects in 
the OGD it discloses. 

Feedback The city consistently 
provides contact details 
of the unit or person 
responsible for the 
disclosed information or 
queries about the 
information asset. 

The city sporadically 
provides contact 
details of the unit or 
person responsible for 
the disclosed 
information or queries 
about the information 
asset. 

The city scarcely 
provides contact details 
of the unit or person 
responsible for the 
disclosed information or 
queries about the 
information asset. 

Disclosure The city consistently 
provides kewords and 
categories metadata to 
describe its OGD. 

The city sporadically 
provides kewords and 
categories metadata to 
describe its OGD. 

The city scarcely 
provides kewords and 
categories metadata to 
describe its OGD. 

The OGD Heart 
Beat 

High level commitment 
to OGD. 

Low or erratic 
commitment to OGD. 

Scarce or no 
commitment to OGD. 

 
A few important remarks: One, these are archetypes, ideal levels. A city can in principle exhibit 

high commitment to OGD on one dimension (e.g., span of issues), and low commitment on 
another (e.g., rhythm). Two, the position of a city on the scale for each of the four dimensions is 
determined on relative terms, compared to other cities. Therefore, there is no absolute number that 
determines a city’s level – but a relative one. Three, cities may migrate over time from one level to 
another, based on their evolving OGD behavior and commitment. The remainder of this paper 
relies on longitudinal quantitative and qualitative data to assess the “OGD heart beat” of sixteen 
U.S. cities for a period of four years. 
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4. Method 

This paper is theoretical and empirical, using mixed-data, longitudinal and comparative approach 
which examines the OGD commitment behavior of 16 cities in the U.S. over time. We use two 
types of data: a large corpus of metadata about OGD uploaded by the cities and primary 
qualitative data, which we coded to represent the spectrum of topics that covers various aspects of 
city life.  

The metadata corpus is built using the Public Sector Information Exchange (PSIE) software that 
one of us developed. The software crawls into an OGD portal and performs an initial indexing of 
all information assets published by the city. Thereafter, the software returns to the portal once a 
week, to find new information assets or glean new metadata about previously indexed information 
assets1. The most important and lowest-granular information in our corpus is the rich metadata 
descriptions that cities publish along with the data on their OGD portals. To the best of our 
knowledge, not a single other central repository exists today for scholars studying governmental 
release of datasets on individual OGD portals. This research technique can also be applied to other 
levels of government (e.g., state, federal, international). 

We relied on PSIE software to extract the metadata allocated to OGD assets by a given city. The 
corpus contains 5006 OGD information assets uploaded by the 16 cities during the last four years 
(see Table 2). The cities that were chosen for the sample are those that were featured on the federal 
U.S. OGD portal (www.data.gov) and have OGD portals in JSON, CKAN or Socrata standards. 
These cities differ in their size, socio-economic conditions, political inclination, geographic 
location, and type of OGD policy. While they cannot be considered as fully representative of the 
municipal OGD experience in the United States, they do reveal an illuminating and rich picture of 
municipal OGD initiatives. In this paper we measure and test the theoretical framework of cities’ 
OGD heart beat, as proposed in section 3. 
Table 2: Sixteen US Cities and Their OGD Uploads (2011-2014)  

City State OGD Beginning Last OGD Upload Total OGD Assets  
Austin Texas Oct 2012 Sep 2014 289 
Baltimore Maryland Nov 2013 Sep 2014 316 
Boston Massachusetts Oct 2012 Sep 2014 317 
Burlington Vermont Dec 2013 Sep 2014 33 
Chicago Illinois Oct 2011 Sep 2014 523 
Honolulu Hawaii Nov 2012 Sep 2014 68 
Kansas City Missouri Oct 2012 Sep 2014 2792 
Las Vegas Nevada Nov 2013 Jul 2014 26 
Los Angeles California Oct 2013 Sep 2014 55 
Madison Wisconsin Jan 2013 Sep 2014 48 
New Orleans Louisiana Oct 2011 Sep 2014 88 
Santa Cruz California Nov 2012 May 2014 52 
Seattle Washington Jan 2011 Sep 2014 313 

1 The frequency at which our crawled the cities’ OGD web sites is determined by the limitations of the robots.txt files 
that the OGD portals define to control the pace at which automatic crawlers scan and index the contents of the portal. 
However, once crawled, our software knows to identify the particular days in which information assets were 
uploaded or changed. Therefore, we were able to create daily measurements for each information asset.  
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Somerville Massachusetts Jun 2012 Sep 2014 16 
South Bend Indiana 2013_10 Sep 2014 50 
Wellington Florida Oct 2012 Oct 2014 20 
Total 

   
5006 

 
Figure 1 represents the geographic dispersion of the 16 cities: 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The Location of Sixteen OGD Cities 

 

4.1 A Compound Index Measuring the Heart Beat of OGD 

The analysis of the “OGD Heart Beat” theoretical framework consists of operationalizing the four 
theoretical dimensions (rhythm, span, disclosure, and feedback), which we discussed in section 3. 
One variable, distinct metacategories, which represents the spectrum of municipal issues that a city 
can address, was created using content analysis of released information assets’ metadata (see 
below for additional analysis of metacategories). Table 3 presents the full list of variables, 
measurement items, and weights that compose the OGD Heart Beat index. The variables were 
accumulated on a daily basis and represent a longitudinal analysis. We created a composite index 
variable to measure the daily OGD heart beat of a city based on the four analytical categories 
(rhythm, span of issues, feedback, and disclosure).2 There was no collinearity in our sample. 
However, we believe that our analysis must be tested against a larger sample (currently N=895 - 
the cumulative number of days on which one of our sixteen cities released at least one OGD asset).  
Table 3: Operationalization of the OGD Heart Beat 

Analytical 
Category 

Operationalization Description 

Disclosure  

(10%) 

1. Assets without category and without 
keywords  

2. Assets with category and without keywords  

3. Assets with keywords and without category  

4. Assets with category and with keywords 

The provision of metadata keywords and 
categories to identify and define each disclosed 
information asset. We assume that a city 
commited to OGD will consistently assign 
descriptive keywords and categories to its 
information assets.  

Span of Issues 
(40%) 

 The extent to which the OGD disclosed by the 
city encompasses a variety of aspects in the life of 
its residents 

2  The Cronbach’s Alpha for our compound heartbeat index is C=0.8270, which is considered as a good value.  
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1. Distinct Metacategories (70%)3 A measurement created by content analysis that 
measures the variety of areas covered by OGD. 

2. Distinct Categories (20%) An automatic metadata, which examines the 
variety of categories used by the city to describe 
its OGD assets. 

3. Distinct Keywords (10%) An automatic metadata, which examines the 
variety of keywords used by the city to describe 
its OGD assets. 

Feedback 

(10%) 

 The inclusion of contact details of the unit or 
person responsible for the disclosed information 
asset or queries about it. We assume that a city 
commited to OGD will consistently provide this 
information. 

1. Assets with Feedback (50%) Did the OGD asset provide contact details? 

2. Assets with distinct feedback (50%) The distinct number of contact people or units.  

Rhythm 

(40%) 

 The city’s rhythm of uploading OGD datasets. 
We assume that a city commited to OGD 
regularly releases a significant volume of OGD.  

1. Normalized daily upload periods ratio (30%) The normalized number of periods where, each 
day, at least one OGD asset was uploaded. 

2. Normalized monthly periods ratio (30%) 

 

The normalized number of monthly periods 
where, each month, at least one OGD asset was 
uploaded. 

3. Current uploaded assets (20%) The total number of assets uploaded on a 
current day. 

4. Accumulated uploaded assets (10%) 

 

The total number of assets uploaded including 
all assets uploaded in previous days. 

5. Daily upload periods (5%) 

 

The number of daily periods where, each day, at 
least one OGD asset was uploaded. 

6. Monthly upload periods (5%) 

 

The number of monthly periods, each month, 
where at least one OGD asset was uploaded. 

5. Results 

Figure 2 presents the empirical results of the four dimensions and the level to which the cities 
correspond. The results show a clear distinction between the three levels for each one of the 
dimensions (Rhythm, Span of Issues, Feedback and Disclosure); this strengthens the theoretical 
argument for the existence of the levels.  

As we explained in Section 3, the Span of Issues dimension is primarily based on a manual 
qualitative coding of OGD assets. This variable represents the topics covered by each city as part of 
its OGD. Figure 3 displays the distribution of 5,006 OGD assets into fifteen types of distinct 
metacategories, which were assigned to each of the assets through content analysis. 
 

3  These fifteen metacategories are: Animals, Community and leisure, Demographics, Education, Environment, Financial 
regulation, Health, Land regulation, Legal and political system, Municipal services general, Open government, Private 
sector regulation, Public safety, Traffic, and Transportation. 
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Rhythm      Span of Issues 

 
Feedback      Disclosure 

 
Figure 2: Testing the Four Dimensions which Constitute the OGD Heart Beat  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Distinct Metacategory Distribution 
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The OGD Heart Beat of cities is a compound index. It reflects both a city’s current OGD behavior 
and their commitment to OGD. The OGD Heart Beat behavior is a static picture, which relies on 
the last data entry point of a city and is presented in Figure 4. A city’s commitment to OGD, the 
Heart Beat of OGD itself, represents the trajectory that the city takes in regard to OGD (see Table 4).  

 
Figure 4: OGD Heart Beat Stance 

The coefficients in Table 4 represent the best-fitting slope of the regression for each city’s 
improvement per day.4 The Slope by date shows the actual trajectory of every city (Note that Santa 
Cruz and Wellington are not significant since they behave in an erratic way). The Interval 95% 
represents the margin errors of the slope and the scope of trajectory the city can take regarding 
OGD. 
Table 4: The OGD Heart Beat Trajectory5 

City  Slope by date P Interval 95% 
Austin .0002011 0.000 .000153    .0002492 
Boston .0003097 0.000 .0002345    .0003849 
Santa Cruz .0001101 0.116 (not significant) -.0000273    .0002476 
Somerville .0001515 0.000 .0000933    .0002097 
Baltimore .0009622 0.000 .0007721    .0011524 
Burlington  .0006927 0.000 .0005201    .0008653 
Chicago .0001333 0.000 .0001274    .0001392 
Honolulu .000088 0.000 .0000534    .0001226 
Kansas City  .0008385 0.000 .0007922    .0008849 
Las Vegas  .0007573 0.000 .0005597    .0009549 
La  .0005417 0.000 .0004427    .0006407 
Madison .0002978 0.000 .0002713    .0003242 
New Orleans .0001081 0.000 .0000883    .0001279 
Seattle  .000107 0.000 .0000751     .000139 
South Bend .0004587 0.000 .000391    .0005265 
Wellington  .0000763 0.066(not significant) -4.91e-06    .0001576 
N 895 - - 
R-square  0.9371 - - 

4  The maximum OGD heart beat in our sample is 0.945 with a mean of 0.351 and standard deviation of 0.130. 
5  To support this table, we created a statistical model that contains 16 variables for our 16 cities. Each of the 895 “per 

city, per day” data-rows received a dummy value of “1” for the city that uploaded it and “0” for the other cities. Next, 
we computed the OGD heart beat of the city by multiplying the dummy values by the overall OGD behavior of all 
sixteen cities (see Table 3). We repeated this process sixteen times to register the ‘OGD Heart Beat’ of our sixteen cities.  
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6. Discussion and Summary 

The “OGD heart beat” index depicts the evolving OGD behavior and commitment of sixteen 
American cities that differ considerably on a range of dimensions. While further analysis is needed 
to gauge factors that drive cities to adopt certain OGD behavior, the index allows several 
observations.  

First, Kansas City (KC) is the leading city on most dimensions of the OGD heart beat index, 
creating a strong power law. This robust performance does not seem to be attributed to a single 
factor, but rather to a generally conducive environment. For instance, KC has been part of the 
federal Code for America program, which fosters digital innovation in participating cities, and has 
hosted a range of summits and community events that brought together social entrepreneurs and 
digital innovators. KC’s flagship initiative has been the KCStat—a dashboard that aggregates data 
and measures the city’s performance on 24 strategic priorities that were defined by the city council 
(https://kcstat.kcmo.org/) (Shueh 2013). These activities created a favorable atmosphere for OGD: 
the mayor and the city council passed a joint OGD resolution in 2013, and empowered open data 
champions to lead the OGD policy implementation. These champions have adopted a practical 
OGD approach: they released publicly demanded data (e.g., traffic, line item budget) and non-
sensitive data that can be easily released by agencies (e.g., census) (Code for America 2013). 
Qualitatively and quantitatively, KC exemplifies well our first OGD level that describes cities that 
have turnd OGD into an integral part of their way of life.  

Second, the paths to success in the “OGD heart beat” index seem to vary significantly among 
cities. For instance, Boston and Chicago share a similar OGD heart beat score, but considerably 
differ in terms of political will toward OGD. Boston’s OGD portal was launched in September 
2012, but no formal guidance was given to agencies to publish data on the portal. As a result, data 
releases were sporadic and mostly made by a single employee of the Boston Redevelopment 
Authority. This dynamic changed on April 7, 2014, when a Boston City Councilor At Large 
Michelle Wu filed an “open data ordinance,” which mandates city agencies and departments to 
publish a variety of information assets online and sets strict reporting and monitoring 
requirements. Two days later, Boston’s Mayor Martin J. Walsh announced that he had signed his 
own open data executive order, calling for the Chief Information Officer, in consultation with city 
departments, to issue a detailed open data policy for the city. A deadline was not set for the 
publication of this policy and it has not yet been issued. As a result, there is still no official 
mandate for city departments to release OGD. In Chicago, on the contrary, OGD was the personal 
initiative of the elected Mayor Rahm Emanuel, who issued an executive order in 2012 to launch an 
open data portal and created institutional infrastructure to support OGD policy. He hired a city 
chief data officer who has led the development of its OGD policy, directed city departments to 
designate open data coordinators, established an intra-agency Open Data Advisory Group, and 
ordered agencies to make all their data available “to the extent practicable.” Boston and Chicago 
illustrate how two cities could share a similar ‘OGD heart beat’ but take different paths to acquire 
this heart beat.  

Third, it should probably not be surprising that even OGD “way of life” cities gravitate toward 
politically neutral data releases that do not require extraordinary effort. For instance, 39% of 
Austin’s OGD releases consist of detailed data regarding the activities of the municipal animal 
shelter (e.g., animal intakes per day). For an unknown reason, Austin has assigned these datasets 
to the category of “government”, which typically consists of information on municipal budgets, 
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procurement, or audits. 80% of the data released by Boston and 24% of the data published by 
Baltimore—two members of the “way of life” club—consist of census information. 23% of KC’s 
data releases consist of data on historic traffic counts across the city. At the municipal level, 
citizens may find such politically neutral data useful. The publication of politically neutral data is 
one path through which a city can integrate OGD as part of its way of life.  

Lastly, it is difficult for cities to maintain a consistent rhythm of significant OGD releases. Only 
two cities in our sample—Chicago and KC—have an OGD “way of life” on this dimension. Several 
other cities do not have a consistent rhythm of releases, and the majority of cities in the sample fail 
to sustain a rhythm at all. One of the reasons for such low performance is the lack of institutional 
support for OGD in the majority of cities. Cities often publish information assets as an immediate 
response to external factors, such as new policy interventions that compel agencies to release data. 
For instance, spikes of OGD publications right after the introduction of new OGD policies occurred 
in Baltimore, Boston, Los Angeles, and Madison. The extent to which such spikes have translated 
into routine OGD releases depends on the institutional infrastructure that supports the 
implementation of OGD policies. As mentioned above, such infrastructure exists in the “way of 
life” city of Chicago, where the mayor assigned open data coordinators to each agency, hired a 
chief data officer, and created an open data advisory group. In short, strong municipal OGD 
institutional support must exist if the city is to sustain OGD as a way of life over the long term. 

To summarize, this paper develops and tests a theoretical model, which assesses the 
commitment of cities to the concept of open government data (OGD), according to three levels. 
Level 1, ‘Way of life,’ reflects a high commitment to OGD; Level 2, ‘On the Fence,’ represents either 
a low or erratic commitment to OGD; Level 3, ‘Lip Service,’ refers to either scarce or no 
commitment to OGD. These levels draw on four key dimensions: 1) Rhythm; 2) Span of Issues; 3) 
Disclosure; and 4) Feedback. We empirically examine this theoretical framework using 
longitudinal mixed-method analysis of the OGD behavior of 16 US cities for a period of four years. 
The model provides cities with a tool to monitor their open government data behavior, to compare 
it with other cities and exercise policy interventions as needed.  
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1. Introduction: Background to ICT for Good Governance (E-
Participation) 

t is claimed that technology is steadily transforming Africa. Key to this transformation is the 
proliferation of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) with all the opportunities 
and challenges that come with it. ABI Research, a market-research consultancy, estimated that 

by 2017, mobile technology penetration into Africa will have exceeded 100 percent. Also at least 18 
percent of total mobile phone subscribers in Africa are expected to have access to a social media 
enabled smart phone by the same year (GGA, 2013). 

The United Nations set up the e-participation index, which is an extension of the UN e-
Government Development Survey conducted annually to evaluate the use of Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) to support effective and efficient governance processes within 
states globally. The Eastern Africa countries, particularly Uganda is at 156th, Kenya at 119th, 
Rwanda at 125th and Tanzania at 146th positions, respectively, rank low, whereas South Korea, 
Australia and Singapore are leaders of e-governance in the world in first, second and third 
positions respectively (UNADS, 2014). 

According to UNPACS (2014) and also in ideas advanced by Macintosh (2004), the concept of  e-
participation ideally comprises three distinct features; 

1. enabling participation by providing citizens with public information and access to 
information without or upon demand  (e-Information),  

2. engaging citizens in contributions to and deliberation on public policies and services (e-
Consultations) and,  

3. empowering citizens through co-design of policy option and co-production of service 
components and delivery modalities (e-Decision-making).  

This paper on one hand, expounds the framework of features stated above to aid the 
understanding of the status of e-participation in Uganda and Eastern Africa region in general.  On 
the other hand, it outlines the basic characteristics that should guide e-participation approaches as 
reflected from ToroDev’s experience with the Tracfm online application that converges the 
capabilities of mobile, broadcast and internet technologies to involve citizens in the dialogue of 
governance. Moreover, from the above discussion, another key aspect of realizing successful, 
meaningful and sustainable e-participation is the balance between the power of ICTs and human 
intuition. Otherwise, volumes of data and information can be put across by an individual or group 
of individuals through ICT platforms, but if there is no effort to engage consistently and reason 
with those in authority about the relevance of such information, appropriate decisions may not be 
taken and ultimately improved service delivery not realized in a given society or state.  

Good governance and basic democratic principles require decisions to be made by a group of 
people (citizens), other than only an individual in a given community, society or state. 
Considerable surveys (Tundjungsari et al, 2011) suggest that e-participation practices can, to a 
considerable extent contribute to realizing such principles.  In this paper, the contributions of ICTs 
and their limitations to promote good governance through active citizens’ participation are also 
discussed. It also attempts to relate the opportunities provided by modern ICTs to other 
characteristics of scientific research in order to build trust and an understanding in both service 
providers and consumers that e-participation can produce convenient and reliable information and 
knowledge-sharing avenues within the interests of all.  

I 
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Many scholars in governance and public administration studies, as we will further discover in 
the literature review of this paper have deliberately attempted to, not only to define e-
participation, but also to classify it in a bid to systematically understand it characteristics and 
ideals (Lee & Kim, 2009; Arnstein, 1969; King et al, 1998; Macintosh & Angus, 2008). Macintosh 
and Angus (2008) attempt to understand e-participation as the use of internet technologies (ICTs) 
to provide information and to support top–down engagement or to foster bottom–up efforts for 
citizen empowerment in order to engage with leaders in a bid to achieve a good governance 
process. For the purposes of this paper, focus is on the bottom–u p approach of participation, using 
the experience of ToroDev – a non- profit organization, which prioritizes empowerment of citizens 
in underserved and rural areas to engage in good governances processes in Uganda. 

ToroDev’s current experience of citizen–government/leadership engagement is that e-
participation involves a great deal of electronic data collection from citizens on different service 
delivery in a wide range of sectors like health and sanitation, education, energy, agriculture and 
agribusiness, works and transport sector, to mention but a few. A considerable amount of this data 
collected is qualitative in nature requiring a more subjective and interpretive stance and seeks to 
explore meaning, whereas ICTs that support e-participation are largely based on logical, objective 
and quantifiable procedures, limiting human reflection, analysis and understanding, which are 
pre-requisites for sustainable engagement and decision-making (Roberts & Wilson, 2002).  

Consquently, the  proposed e-participation model in this paper is  mindful that the electronically 
collected data and feedback from citizens about their perceptions on the status of public service 
delivery (as ultimate service consumers) should be credible and legitimate. It should produce 
reliable information and knowledge to warrant fruitful discussions and decision-making that 
eventually lead to rapid response or action from those concerned with service delivery provision. 

2. Methodology for Developing the Proposed E-Participation Model 

Since e-Participation is premised on active engagement of many citizens, and decision-making 
generating not from a few or single individual, it is prudent sharing its ideals with those of e-
Democracy (Andersen, 2006). Also, Macintosh (2004) has defined it as a “knowledge intensive 
process”, and in due consideration, it requires a rigorous implementation process for it to be 
credible and sustainable. Therefore, the proposed model is developed within the precincts of 
participatory action research (PAR) theory (Bergold & Thomas, 2012; Kemmis & McTaggart, 2007; 
McTaggart, 1994; ). The PAR theory is premised on three major aspects; 

1. life in society and democracy (participation),  
2. engagement with experience and history (action), and  
3. soundness in thought and growth of knowledge (research).  

In this case, the first aspect, participation, is conducted with support of electronic means by 
converging the opportunities provided by different ICT tools (mobile technology, broadcast media 
and internet) to realize what has become to be known as “e-Participation”.  

Moreover, in developing the model, five key aspects that characterize scientific research 
approach (Kothari, 1985; Dawson, 2002; Kumar, 2005, Singh et al, 2014) are also incorporated in the 
design in order to generate and sustain the intensive knowledge development process, as 
suggested by Macintosh (2004). As a result , this proposed model aims at realizing an e-
participation process that is; objective and rigorous, systematic, valid and verifiable, empirical, and 
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critically analyzed. The stages and components of the model combine both aspects of online and 
offline aspects of engagement, where ICTs play a significant complementary role to motivitate and 
mobilize citizens and leaders to engage in a more active, objective and deliberative manner. 

3. Literature Review of Selected E-Participation Models and Practices in 
the World 

E-participation could be defined as technology-mediated interaction between the civil society 
sphere (citizens) and the formal politics sphere, and between the civil society sphere and the 
administration sphere (Sanford & Rose, 2007). It actually involves, by means of ICTs, the extension 
and transformation of somewhat conventional citizens’ participation practices (Al-Dalou & Abu-
Shanab, 2013) to become more efficient, effective and inclusive, especially involving the 
marginalized groups of citizens in a given society or state. In their paper, Stanford & Rose (2007) 
recognize and emphasize the ICT motivation factor to improve citizens’ participation in the 
governance and political processes through: enhanced reach and range (e-inclusion), increased 
storage, analysis, presentation and dissemination of contributions to the public policy and service 
(delivery) debate between policy makers (quite often political leaders), policy implementers and 
service delivery providers (mostly public and private technocrats) On one hand, citizens who are 
the ultimate consumers of services delivered and targets of policies implemented in a given society 
or state, on the other hand, e-participation is closely related to the concept of empowerment where 
an individual or group of individuals (citizens) are given intellectual, moral, social and even 
economic power to influence governance and other development processes around them. Citizens’ 
participation, in its conventional perspective, rose rapidly in many nations around the world 
during the post-1980s period. It is argued that out of many causes of this phenomenon, lack of 
legitimacy of many governments was one of the priorities for its emergence (Karkin & Calhan, 
2012). 

In Uganda, deliberate focus on e-participation is still in its initial stages. The ICT Strategy and 
Investment Plan (MoICT, 2014) reveals that there are plans by the Ugandan Ministry of ICT to 
establish a Government-Citizen Interaction Center (GCIC) and the Information Access Center 
(IAC). In terms of ICT awareness campaigns, the ministry boasts to have so far set up several 
community information centers, telecentres, business ICT centers and district websites at local 
government levels under the auspices of the Rural Communications Development Fund (RCDF). 
However, the practical functionality of the facilities needs to be prioritized , and it must be ensured 
that district/local government websites have up-to date, necessary information to enable citizen 
participation (in order to be able to engage their leaders on improved service delivery). Moreover, 
the design and functionality of these websites do not facilitate e-participation or any form of 
soliciting feedback from concerned citizens on the content uploaded. A policy framework has to be 
reviewed and it must be ensured that all the online sites have an interactive feedback component 
to enable citizens to respond on quality and quantity of information provided in form of online 
discussion forums and online chats.  

The above situation relates to the ideas advanced by the OECD’s (2001) framework on e-
participation. It is built on three levels of information, consultation, and active participation. Each 
level follows the other respectively as the e-participation process grows over a period of time in a 
given society or state. For the case of Uganda, therefore, it is evident that the process is at the initial 
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stages of e-participation as a component of e-governance, evidenced by the desire of 
public/government agencies to just provide “information“ to citizens through largely static web or 
electronic presences.  

Nevertheless, the civil society, including non-governmental organizations are doing a 
commendable work to compliment the government of Uganda in the move to the second and third 
levels of e-participation, as advanced by OECD (2001). The use of broadcast media/radio, mobile 
technology and online applications (ICT convergence approach) is rising on stage steadily 
(Baguma, 2014). Organisations like ToroDev in western Uganda, Wougnet in Northern and 
Eastern Uganda, CIPESA and RICNET’s support to e-Society Centers, National Democratic 
Institute’s U-speak, UNICEF’s U-report, Tracfm and many others are championing bottom-up 
initiatives focused on e-Consultation, e-Engagement and active participation. However, the level 
of credibility and trust derived from these initiatives by actors to influence prioritized decision-
making that benefits service delivery at the grassroot level. This needs to be enhanced by a more 
systematic and rigorous e-participation framework that appreciates the relevance of both ICT 
applications and human intuition aspects in constructive engagement. 

In their paper on e-participation modeling, Tundjungsari et al (2011) emphasize “trust” as  a 
social behavior to be an important aspect that can be used as a method to model preferences and 
facilitate better participation and interaction in the decision-making process. They continue to 
suggest that decision-makers (and government service providers in this case) often seek trust and 
reputation mechanisms, in any system, in order to improve their decisions’ quality. This 
interestingly, also means that there is more than ICTs needed to achieve sustainable citizens’ 
participation to influence improved government or public service delivery in a given society. In 
this case, ICTs seem to act as a supplementary in order to attain those development processes that 
have been well planned, but not an end in themselves. 

Most of the existing models reviewed here, are inadequate in reconciling the human aspect (of 
trust, reflection and understanding/ intuition) and the computer science (ICT) aspect in promoting 
citizen participation for good governance. E-participation deals with computer science and 
information technology, including online (internet) systems and most importantly people. ICT 
systems are mostly effective on data collection, organizing, storing, reproducing and retrieving 
information but not on human intuition that comprises critical reflection and understanding, 
which are key aspects in decision-making processes (Roberts & Wilson, 2002). Therefore, a more 
sustainable e-participation model needs to be backed-up by a sociological and psychological 
framework, for at many times, it involves human reasoning and intuitive analysis which 
computerized ICT tools cannot offer. In this case, a social scientific framework (method) of inquiry 
supplemented with the power ICTs becomes inevitable. Moreover, other studies related to 
information and knowledge-sharing (Liang & Shi, 2005; Bencina, 2007) and computer science on 
aspects of data/information filtering and collection strategies, security mechanisms (Tian, 2006; 
Bhanwar & Bawa, 2009) emphasize a high level of robustness, rigor and trust in knowledge 
management processes. 

A review of several well-known e-participation models around the world (Islam, 2008; Ahmed, 
2003; OECD, 2001; Phang & Kankanhalli, 2007; DESA, 2005; Tambouris, 2007; Macintosh, 2004) 
reveals a high level of technology determinism and very low human intuition focus, resulting in a 
lack of an equilibrium control framework and mechanism, between technology and human aspects 
in e-participation. This exposes the sustainability of citizens’ participation efforts and programs to 
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ineffectiveness. This is common in developing countries like Uganda and the entire of Eastern 
Africa region, where ICT infrastructure development and adoption is still in infancy stages. The 
majority of citizens cannot sustain long-term online and/or electronic engagement with service 
providers and political leaders, especially in remote areas. ToroDev’s experience shows that the 
most prominent ICTs applications in these areas are mobile technology-based such as social media. 
Although it can also be accessed online, the tracfm application deployed by ToroDev to promote e-
participation in western Uganda, is also built on mobile technolgy SMS platform. Such tools 
provide an ICT infrastructure that facilitates brief and limited engagement mechanisms with less 
reflection and reasoning, requiring ideas raised through them, to be subjected to a more 
deliberative, detailed analysis if  mutual decision-making is to be realized. This deliberation can 
take a form of an offline forum, using data generated by ICT tools. 

A critical look at the UN e-participation framework (DESA, 2007), which is based on similar 
aspects like those of OECD (2001), e-Information, e-Consultation, and e-Decision-making, reveals 
that the realization of credible knowledge consistent to the five PAR approach characteristics 
(objectivity, systematic, verifiability, empiricism and critical analysis) that can facilitate reflection 
and sustainable decision-making is not guaranteed. What guides consultation/e-engagement and 
e-empowering is not explicitly defined, for example. What kind of information is provided to the 
citizens? How many citizens have the capacity to interpret this information in a given community? 
Does it address their priority service delivery needs? All these questions and many others, remain 
unanswered by the model (figure 1) below. 

 
Figure 1: Relationship between the OECD and UN e-Participation Frameworks/Models (Islam, 2008) 

Furthermore, Phang and Kankanhalli (2007) propose a framework of ICT exploitation for 
participation based on setting four objectives. It shows that appropriate techniques and 
corresponding ICT tools are important to achieving the objectives. However, this framework is not 
explicit enough and does not address the socio-economic, psychological and other social scientific 
research (PAR) requirements that are needed before setting the objectives. It does not also explain 
to the stakeholders the systematic and sequential stages, as it is normally the case in other models 
(Islam, 2008). Moreover, much of the focus of this model is on internet/web based applications 
and therefore, highly technology deterministic at the expense of other PAR considerations. 
Consquently, the model may jeopardize the sustainability and trust derived from the e-
participation process in short and long-term. 
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Table 1: A model of ICT Exploitation for e-participation proposed by Phang and Kankanhalli (2007)   
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The other model examined in this paper was proposed by Tambouris, et al (2007). They propose 

a five-level “top-down” and “bottom-up” model which helps in scoping e-participation based in 
stages, starting from the democratic process (top) of the country until the technology (down) level. 
This aspect of top-down approach is ideal for the developed countries and democracies, where the 
use of ICT tools is advanced and is entirely supportive and, therefore, may not be suitable for 
countries without a clear and committed democratic environment and process. In the case of 
bottom-up approach of this model, ICT tools can act proactively lead to the introduction of new 
participatory techniques and consequently broaden the participation (Tambouris et al, 2007). This 
could work well in developing countries like Uganda and the Eastern African region, where the 
democracy structure and commitments are still developing. For example, in Uganda (Baguma, 
2014) and Bangladesh, ICT tools like broadcast media and mobile phones (Islam, 2008) are seen to 
push up initiatives and the interest of local citizens to involve themselves in e-participation.  

The Tambouris et al (2007) model (figure 2 below) presents an aspect of e-participation by 
proposing the use of different participatory techniques. However, some important stages like 
capacity building in the use of ICT and participation/engagement skills (for the case of developing 
countries) and content development for an effective e-participation and promotion of the 
initiatives for maximum participation, are lacking. These levels are important for completing the 
PAR approach by facilitating involvement of citizens at every stage of the process, reflection (from 
practice), objectivity and critical analysis for a sustainable e-participation process in the developing 
countries and democracies.  

Lastly, Islam (2008) proposes his 7Ps e-participation model which he suggests will address the 
“universal applicability in countries with different socio-economic and technological settings”. The 
main flaw with this model is that analysis of the whole e-participation process is realized at the 
end. This may have serious consequences, since resources committed in the entire process from the 
initial to the final stage may not be saved, since weaknesses within each stage of the model would 
likely be discovered when it is very late.  
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Figure 2 and 3: The five-stage model for scoping e-participation by Tambouris, et al (2007) and the 7Ps 
sustainable e-participation model proposed by Islam (2008) 

4. Description and Analysis of the ToroDev’s Proposed E-Participation 
Model to Improve Government Service Delivery 

As a means of promote active citizens’ e-participation in Uganda and developing countries, 
ToroDev proposes a participatory action research (PAR) model. Depending on who initiates the e-
participation process, either public agency (government) or civil society (citizens), the model 
depicts the ideal framework for developing countries. This model is comprised of five stages and 
almost in each of the stages, active participation and contributions from different stakeholders on 
how to proceed to the next stage of e-participation are accomodated. The order of description of 
each stage (below) is based on the citizens‘ initiated e-participation perspective. Active 
participation on each stage, save for the initial stage (Policy & Capacity Building in ICT, 
Engagement skills) where active participation is limited. Since July 2014, ToroDev is piloting this 
model with the support of the Tracfm online application (Tracfm, 2014). 
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Figure 4: The Participatory Action Research (PAR) e-Participation Model 
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4.1 Policy and Capacity Building in ICT and Engagement Skills 

In the developing countries, democratic practices are still in infancy stages. ToroDev’s experience 
in Uganda reveals that the majority of citizens perceive active participation in demanding 
accountability from the incumbent government as an act of opposition and, therefore, very risky. 
High levels of ignorance on public policy formulation, review and advocacy contributes to this 
status quo. Orientation of a particular target group about the policy issues guiding different 
service delivery processes becomes inevitable at this stage. For example, a local citizen finds it 
difficult to advocate for increase in teacher recruitment by government to facilitate quality learning 
in public schools in Uganda, if that citizen does not understand the policy procedure on teacher 
recruitment or the standard student-teacher ratio in a public school. Also, engagement with 
government requires a citizen to be well equipped with facts or information that is objective, 
verifiable and empirical (credible). Citizens should be able to provide alternative ideas to 
government during e-participation processes. All these issues require public policy knowledge and 
capacity building of community or representatives of citizens in the community to facilitate the e-
participation process. 

ToroDev’s experience in capacity building of service delivery monitors in 2012 to 2014, in public 
policy issues, engagement and ICT skills in the Rwenzori Sub-region, western Uganda has 
demonstrated that such groups of people can facilitate the e-participation process by orienting and 
motivating their peers to hop on the band wagon much easier.  

4.2 Planning and Content Development 

At this stage, a team of representatives of all e-participation stakeholders should be set up to guide 
planning and content development for the process in a given period of time. Afterwards all the 
planning discussions and framework of content are agreed on by the team. At this stage, wider 
participation is systematically sought from policy implementers and service providers to 
determine the objectivity, practicability and verifiability of the e-participation content before the 
general public can get in active participation to generate knowledge for further reflection and 
decision-making on how to improve service delivery. ToroDev has since July 2014 to January 2015 
piloted this stage of the proposed e-participation model, in order to make the Tracfm 
(http://www.tracfm.org) supported e-participation project credible and sustainable. 

4.3 Process, Analysis of Tools and Selection 

The process, analysis of tools and selection stage involves all representatives of stakeholders to 
determine which e-participation process and tools to adopt as well as their compatibility and 
limitations, depending on the targeted community. Like in the second phase, the processes and 
tools selected should be subjected to a piloting phase, well agreed on by all stakeholders before the 
main e-participation period starts. Testing the suitability of the e-participation processes and tools 
can save wastage of time and other resources found incompatible and unaffordable (cost and 
skills/infrastructural issues). The participation of all stakeholders in this stage and employing PAR 
approach, gives high credibility to the entire e-participation process in the end. ToroDev’s 
experience with the convergence of mobile, broadcast and internet technologies through the 
Tracfm platform for e-participation is premised on a systematic analysis of different ICT tools and 
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how their use is perceived in different communities. For example, analysis shows that, perception 
of use of such tools is different in two different ethnic groups of Batooro in Kabarole, Kyenjojo, 
Kyegegwa and Kamwenge districts and another of Bamba in Bundibugyo district, all in Western 
Uganda. There is a higher appreciation of such tools in the former ethnic group compared to the 
latter group, considering other infrastructural and logistical factors constant. This phenomenon 
was discovered in the first half of the pilot phase of the project. 

4.4 Participation Promotion 

Promotion of an e-participation initiative is as important as initiating the initiative itself. As a 
result of ToroDev’s pilot e-participation project promotion, Tracfm was able to record the highest 
number of citizens participation on a single service delivery issue in 2014, since its inception in 
2010. Results of these e-participation issues can be found on http://www.tracfm.org/p/. During 
the ToroDev’s e-participation pilot period, a wide range of ICT tools promotion were used for 
promotion of the initiative, depending on the target groups. Young people were reached through 
social media tools such as Facebook and Twitter, the rural population through broadcast 
media/FM radio and MobileSMS tools. The internet savvy group was reached through internet 
(website updates, group mails, etc). 

4.5 Participation, Engagement and Validation 

At this stage, in a developing democracy and civil society (citizens) initiated approach like that of 
ToroDev in western Uganda, the e-participation process is presumed to have reached the ideal 
maturity and final level. This is where both the OECD’s (2001) and DESA’s (2007) suggested levels; 
e-Information, e-Consultations and Active participation (figure 1), take place. There is a lot of 
interactions taking place at this level. Citizens are increasingly responding to service delivery 
content developed through the forms of poll questions, etc. The service providers are hosted on 
broadcast media/radios to give feedback to citizens directly and representatives of citizens 
(service delivery monitors) are engaged in further debate with service delivery providers on radio. 

 In the process, further clarifications of service delivery standards and policy formulation and 
analysis issues are sought and advanced directly by citizens to service delivery providers. The e-
participation at this level is facilitated by direct mobile phone call-ins to radio stations, MobileSMS, 
instant online postings on ToroDev‘s Facebook and Twitter handles. The moderators of the radio 
talk shows directly collect all this feedback from the public/citizens and direct them to the leaders 
and other service providers on the live radio discussions. At this stage, if there is any other 
detailed information that the service providers need to provide to the citizens, appointments are 
made between service providers and representatives of radio stations and ToroDev to collect it and 
broadcast it to the public later. Furthermore, verification schedules are also made between service 
providers, ToroDev and radio representatives, especially concerning physical service delivery 
points like health centers, roads, etc, in order to physically and empirically inspect and verify the 
concerns of citizens during the e-participation process. 
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5. Conclusion 

The suggestions of Tambouris, et al (2007), Islam (2008), Phang and Kankanhalli (2007), OECD 
(2001) in their models and others emphasize that achieving a sustainable e-participation process is 
indeed a step-by-step process. The magnitude and relevance of this gradual process depends on 
the level of credibility and confidence it derives from both the citizens, who are the ultimate 
service consumers, and service providers. A legitimate e-participation process is likely to highly 
influence decision-making and resource allocations for improved service delivery, especially in 
developing countries and democracies. Therefore, a process and model designed on proven 
approaches like the Participatory Action Research (PAR) is likely to be sustainable, resources 
saving and replicable. The role of citizen (civil society) initiated e-participation initiatives, 
especially in developing democracies is important, for it can attract investment from governments 
and produce even enormous citizens‘ participation results for improved service delivery. 
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Abstract: This paper examines the state of citizen participation in public accountability 
processes via Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). It draws on three projects 
that use ICT to report public service delivery failures in Uganda, mainly in the education, public 
health and the roads sectors. While presenting common factors hampering meaningful use of 
ICT for citizens’ monitoring of public services and eParticipation in general, the paper studies 
the factors that enabled successful whistle blowing using toll free calling, blogging, radio talk 
shows, SMS texting and e-mailing. The paper displays examples of the positive impacts of 
whistle-blowing mechanisms and draws up a list of success factors applicable to these projects. 
It also outlines common challenges and drawbacks to initiatives that use ICT to enable citizen 
participation in social accountability. The paper provides pathways that could give ICT-for-
participation and for-accountability initiatives in countries with characteristics similar to 
Uganda a good chance of achieving success. While focusing on Uganda, the paper may be of 
practical value to policy makers, development practitioners and academics in countries with 
similar socio-economic standings. 
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1. Introduction 

ccess to ICT in Africa continues to grow steadily: As of 2014, the internet penetration rate 
stood at 20%, mobile phone penetration at 69%. Notably, mobile broadband access in 
Africa was rising by 40% in 2014 and the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) 

expected it to reach 20% of connections, compared to 2% in 2010 (ITU, 2014). In parallel the 
application of ICT in daily life in Africa is growing and ranges from mobile financial transactions 
to participation in governance and monitoring of public services delivery in sectors such as 
education, public health and roads that directly affect the livelihoods of millions of people. The 
spread of mobile phones, crowd-sourcing technologies, and social network sites (SNS) have 
particularly enabled messages to be amplified and information flows to be accelerated (Coyle and 
Meier, 2009).   

A 
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A growing number of initiatives are using ICT to promote citizen advocacy and to increase 
government transparency and accountability (Ndavula and Mdeira, 2012; Zanello and Maassen, 
2011; CIPESA, 2014). However, there is limited literature indicating the utility, effectiveness and 
success of such initiatives. A narrative popular in contemporary literature suggests that ICT is 
playing a crucial role in lifting vulnerable populations out of poverty and increasing the presence 
of the marginalised in mainstream discourse (Gagliardone et al, 2015; Dobra, 2012; Asiimwe et al, 
2013; Bertot, et al., 2012;Arpit, 2012; Baguma, 2014). However, this narrative, while popular in 
academic research and in reports by development organisations and project implementers, often 
leaves numerous unanswered questions. These include whether ICT has indeed enabled 
inclusiveness and empowerment of citizens to participate in democratic processes. And if so, what 
was the role of ICT in achieving this end?  

While it is widely believed that access to and appropriate usage of ICT can positively transform 
the lives of peoples and communities, some recent discourse has questioned the role that ICT plays 
in contributing to development and poverty reduction (Unwin, 2009; Ungana, 2008; Gagliardone et 
al, 2015). Unwin (2009) has observed that those implementing technical solutions need to ensure 
that they are context specific and adapted to local needs and conditions, and that choice of 
technological solutions in any particular circumstance should be informed by an understanding of 
a range of economic, social, political and ideological factors. 

An exploration of the linkage between ICT and inclusion would likewise benefit from the 
schools of thought on human development as articulated by scholars such as Bada and Madon 
(2006), who held that “a central goal of human resource development involves increasing the 
knowledge, skills, and capacities of all the people in a society as well as the promotion of their 
well-being” (p. 179). The assumption that provision of technological solutions directly translates 
into inclusion in the network society is one that calls for greater scrutiny. Availability of 
technology-enabled services does not necessarily mean they will be taken up by users. As Maximo 
and Braun (2006) have noted, connectivity, capability to use new tools and content - in terms of 
relevant information provided in accessible and useful form - are key to effective utilisation of ICT.  

The gender divide and other socio-economic disparities and infrastructural deficits also limit 
access for many in Africa (Bimber, 2000; CIPESA, 2012). Research in African countries (Gilwald et 
al 2010) identified various issues that hinder women from using mobiles and the internet, 
including low levels of employment, lower education attainment, and cultural norms and 
practices. Similarly, Brännström (2008) investigated gender and social discrepancies in access and 
use of ICT in Kenya and Somalia and concluded that existing official statistics did not fully 
provide a holistic view of access and use of the new telecommunication systems.  

Factors like low literacy rates, high costs of accessing and owning ICT, acute shortages of 
electricity, the gender divide and a shortage of skilled human resources together mean that the use 
of ICT in most of Africa remains the privilege of a fraction of the citizens (Wamala, 2013; Ungana, 
2008; Crandall and Mutuku, 2011). In Africa, only 20% of the population uses the internet, which 
can be compared to 65% in the Americas, 75% percent in Europe, 32% in Asia and the Pacific, and 
41% in the Arab states (ITU, 2014). Moreover, Africa’s tele-density of 69 phone connections per 100 
inhabitants  must be considered in context: there is ownership of multiple cell phone subscriptions 
and, since several subscribers use the voice function of the mobile phone and little else, this means 
that even with this high tele-density, a large fraction of citizens are minimal users of mobile 
phones. These various factors affect the utility and success of ICT initiatives that aim to promote 
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citizen participation in public accountability processes. Little research has been done in this area in 
the African context and specifically with the aim to identify success and problematic factors. 

1.1 Background to ICT and Governance in Uganda 

Only 23% of Uganda’s estimated population of 37.5 million uses the internet and there are 53 
mobile phone subscriptions for every 100 inhabitants. Alexa.com website traffic rankings indicate 
that Facebook is the second most popular website in Uganda, while YouTube is the 4th most 
visited site. Twitter and Wikipedia are 6th and 9th respectively (Alexa, 2014). However, numerous 
challenges hamper the spread of ICT in Uganda. Just about 10% of the population is connected to 
the national electricity grid while the literacy rate stands at 73%. The gross domestic product per 
capita is US$ 572, meaning Uganda is a least developed country according to the ranking by the 
United Nations and up to 19.7% of Uganda’s population lives below the poverty line, according to 
the Uganda Bureau of Statistics. 

Uganda is among the most corrupt countries in the world, ranking 142 out of 175, according to 
the Global Corruption Perception Index (Transparency International, 2014). It is estimated that 
between 2011 and 2013, the government lost more than US$ 300 million due to corruption, 
including the creation of “ghost” public servants and poorly monitored revenue sources and 
programs (Lowenstein, 2013). This has created a bigger need for fighting corruption and 
monitoring public services delivery through ICT platforms which have not been extensively tested 
in the country but which, if found workable, could be replicated across sectors of public 
administration and public services provision (Asiimwe et al, 2013). 

The country is run under a multi-party system with 38 registered political parties. Although 
Uganda holds general elections, rigging, violence and voter bribery have been reported. In 2006, 
constitutional presidential term limits were removed to benefit the current leader, Yoweri 
Museveni, who has been in power for 29 years now. Meanwhile, voices critical to government 
have been curtailed with the passing of contentious laws such the 2013 Public Order Management 
Act, which according to observers is meant to further curtail freedom of expression and assembly. 
Freedom House’s Freedom on the Net Report 2013 report ranks Uganda as “partly free” and in 2013 a 
cabinet minister announced that the country would establish a social media monitoring centre “to 
weed out those who use it to damage the government and people’s reputation”. To-date, there is 
no confirmation that this centre exists. The Uganda government has in the past charged a 
journalist over a report published online that alleged security agencies were complicit in a terrorist 
attack in the capital Kampala and arrested some individuals over content published online 
(CIPESA, 2014). The government has also in the past ordered service providers to block access to 
SMS services, Facebook and Twitter in order to deny the opposition an opportunity to mobilise 
supporters for anti-government protests. 

1.2 ICT, Transparency and Accountability 

Transparency and accountability are key requirements in a democratic society that empower 
citizens to participate in democratic governance (Reuben and Levy-Benitez, 2003; Bertot, et al., 
2012; Mgwebi 2011; Grönlund, 2010). Kuriyan et al (2011) have observed that whether it is about 
using the power of crowds to monitor elections, educating citizens about how the government 
spends money on public service, or monitoring local and national government budgets, ICT tools 
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have been used to shift the ways in which accountability and transparency are incorporated into 
public service delivery. ICT can play a role in amplifying citizens’ voices, increasing awareness 
and civic education through mass communication, empowering citizens to engage, and monitoring 
and evaluating delivery of services (Subhajyoti, 2012; Arpit, 2012; Woro and Supriyanto, 2013; 
Wamala, 2013). Moreover, transparency and accountability are known to be conducive to reducing 
corruption by making procedures more open and making governments assume more 
responsibility for improving and controlling processes related to services to citizens so as to reduce 
the opportunities for individuals to find space for private gains (Asiimwe, et al, 2013; Grönlund, 
2010).  

Central to the transparency and accountability idea is the concept of social accountability, 
described by the World Bank (2004) as an approach towards building accountability that relies on 
civic engagement in which ordinary citizens and civil society organisations participate directly or 
indirectly in exacting accountability. Social accountability is critical in creating transparent and 
representative governments and also helps public institutions to meet the expectations of the 
population (Reuben and Levy-Benitez, 2003). It also helps civil society and government to 
collaborate on effecting public services delivery and development. It embraces “a broad range of 
actions (beyond voting) that citizens, communities, civil society organisations, and other interest 
groups can use to hold government officials and bureaucrats accountable” (Mgwebi, 2011, p4). 
These, Mgwebi notes, include citizen participation in public policy-making, participatory 
budgeting, public expenditure tracking, citizen monitoring of public service delivery, citizen 
advisory boards, lobbying and advocacy campaigns. 

Increasingly, ICT is seen as an enabler of social accountability. Examples include websites 
functioning as portals where citizens can post public complaints related to their government’s 
performance and administration. This thus serves to give citizens better access to information 
through technologies and offers them new ways to participate (Avila, et al, 2009). Norris (2002) 
discussed ICT’s ability to strengthen the public sphere by expanding information resources, 
channels of electronic communication, and networking capacity for many organised interest 
groups, social movements, NGOs, transnational policy networks, and political parties. The 
enabling features of ICT include easy access to information, swift communications, flexible options 
of when and where to participate from, and anonymity, referred to in sum by Weber et al (2003) as 
“subsidising the cost of participation”.  

Bertot et al (2012) noted that social media applications of the internet have the potential to 
enhance existing approaches to transparency and foster new cultures of openness “both by giving 
governments new tools to promote transparency and reduce corruption and by empowering 
members of the public to collectively take part in monitoring the activities of their governments” 
(p 9). The ability to monitor work processes using ICT systems and to easily expose corrupt 
behaviours by digitalised data partly arises from the fact that higher ranked government officials 
can track the work flow any time they want and find problems more easily (Shim and Eom, 2008). 
Technology for transparency initiatives entail both “push” efforts of giving voice to civil society 
and “pull” efforts of raising awareness on the part of the public (Kuriyan, 2011). While “push” 
efforts aim to give voice to civil society, adds Kuriyan, the “pull” efforts try to provide an 
accessible information pool from which the public can pull relevant information to “better inform 
their demand for improved governance and service delivery.” Furthermore, the cost of monitoring 
is relatively low because extra investigation is rarely needed (Shim and Eom, 2008).  
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However, it has also been argued that while many look at modern technology as a panacea for 
old problems, “it appears that their power for enhancing transparency, imposing international 
accountability and fostering cooperation stretches only as far as the will of respective nation states 
bends to embrace and adopt them” (Selian, 2002, p. 39). After reviewing literature on ICT and 
participation in Africa, Gagliardone et al (2015) concluded that although there was much 
excitement and optimism about the role of ICT in governance, the evidence of actual impact was 
thin. Most of the literature exhibited the “simplistic assumption” that ICT will drive democratic 
development without sufficient consideration of how ICT are actually used by the public. Moraa, 
et al. (2012) reported doubts by Kenyan citizens about the ability of technology to make 
government departments more reliable. They stated that citizens had no trust and confidence in 
using mobile phones for communicating with government and service providers. Rather, face-to-
face interactions were the most popular means for citizen engagement with service providers and 
leaders. Sida (2009) noted that for the enabling effect of ICT on democracy to be realised, the 
conditions that enable citizens, including those living in poverty, to access information and power 
must be ascertained. Indeed, it has been suggested that in certain contexts – such as Africa – ICT 
appropriation is overly optimistic and oftentimes does not take into account the context-specific 
nature of democracy (Dobra, 2012).  

In much of Africa, there is under-utilisation of ICT for the provision of efficient government 
services (Asogwa, 2011); bandwidth is not sufficient to spur efficient online service delivery and 
most eGovernance initiatives in countries such as Uganda are largely funded or initially 
dependent on external funding, which has implications on sustainability when external funding 
expires (Waiswa and Okello-Obura, 2014). In an analysis of the main obstacles that prevented ICT-
for-governance projects in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda from moving beyond pilot phase, Zanello 
and Maassen (2011) named a lack of financial sustainability, bad design or wrong implementation, 
and political interference. These challenges are not exclusive to Africa; Shim and Eom (2008) noted 
that the additional work burden imposed on public employees and their privacy can also be 
important issues. As government is more digitalised, government workers bear the additional 
burden of dealing with Internet users. They have to promptly respond to electronic mail in their 
work time, and work faster and more efficiently because their work processes are visible through 
ICT. 

Despite the challenges ranged against ICT, it is delivering value in Africa‘s governance and 
social accountability landscape. In Kenya, a study by Ndavula and Mdeira (2012) on the role of 
social networks in triggering non-institutionalised democratic participation showed that SNS were 
acting as communication spaces that promoted democracy through individuals’ “articulation of 
democratic ideas”. Research by Asiimwe et al (2013), Baguma (2013), Wamala (2013) and 
Gagliardone et al (2015) found that in Uganda and East Africa, some social accountability 
initiatives that used ICT were giving voice to individuals who otherwise would not participate in 
community affairs, improving citizens’ civic skills and helping to hold local leaders and service 
providers accountable. Similarly, Crandall and Mutuku (2011) noted that the health, education and 
immigration sectors were among the top in providing e-services in Kenya. In the water sector, 
Moraa, et al (2012) found 10 mobile-based water-related applications in use in Kenya, ranging 
from applications facilitating communication between citizens and water providers, mapping of 
wells in drought prone regions, to sanitation and purification information.  

According to CIPESA (2012), the needs of citizens are rarely addressed in the development and 
deployment of ICT in citizen participation and democracy monitoring. In their analysis of user and 
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non-user profiles and their de-motivators for utilising ICT in citizen participation and democracy, 
CIPESA found that despite widespread awareness of ICT based tools for participation, a 
significant proportion of Ugandan citizens have a preference for non-ICT based methods of 
engaging in democratic processes. Arpit (2012) suggests that to successfully reduce corruption, 
ICT-enabled initiatives must move from increasing information access to ensuring rules are 
transparent and applied to building abilities to track the decisions and actions of government 
employees. He adds that to create awareness, training programs need to be organised for political 
executives and senior civil servants, where successful projects can be discussed.  

The literature reviewed indicates that ICT holds great promise to improve the participation of 
citizens in democratic processes. Public services delivery is one such area. With the need to ensure 
greater transparency and accountability so as to minimise corruption and abuse, is a key area 
where ICT can be used by citizens in African countries such as Uganda. However, the literature is 
short of actual cases that explore the critical enablers and inhibitors of citizens’ use of ICT in 
democratic processes including public services monitoring. 

2.Research Questions 

The problem investigated by this paper is the utility, success and problematic factors of ICT 
initiatives that promote citizen participation in public accountability processes. The following 
research questions a posed: 

1. How has ICT changed citizens’ capability to participate in social accountability? 
2. What impact has technology had on the wellbeing of communities and citizens where 

there is monitoring of public services delivery using ICT?  
3. What are success factors and key challenges to successful citizens’ monitoring of 

accountability and transparency of public services via ICT? 
In order to answer these questions, we used three empirical ICT4D cases. All three projects 

concerned leveraging ICT to increase citizens’ participation in governance, notably in monitoring 
public services. The initiatives were chosen because they have been involved in ICT and social 
accountability work for up to four years each, which presents reasonable implementation time to 
evaluate. They mostly operate in rural or semi-urban parts of Uganda. The initiatives studied are 
described below. 

3. Description of Projects Studied  

1. The Women of Uganda Network (WOUGNET) is working with Community Based 
Organisations and Voluntary Social Accountability Committees (VSACs) to empower 
women in the use of ICT in order to enable them to play a part in service delivery 
monitoring in northern Uganda. The organisation’s mission is to help women in the 
country develop the capacity to use ICT as tools to share information and collectively 
address issues of community concern. Through the use of radio, digital cameras, mobile 
phones, Facebook, Twitter, and the crowd-mapping platform Ushahidi, VSAC members 
are using the opportunities presented by ICT to monitor and report on service delivery 
failures. Through the initiative, WOUGNET anticipates to increase external pressure on 
the leaders by empowering local citizens to expose corruption within their districts 
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through use of ICT and the mass media platforms, thus causing a positive change in their 
districts’ governance and service delivery performance (Wamala, 2013). 

2. Toro Development Network (ToroDev) combines the power of internet and 
computerised applications, mobile technologies and broadcast media to build a 
democratic community of local citizens in western Uganda. It works with 15 rural 
advocacy forums and four local FM radio stations in western Uganda as hubs for 
information and knowledge-sharing sourced through social media and mobile phones 
(TracFM SMS polling). Regular talk shows and content are designed to empower media 
practitioners and local citizens to advocate for and to monitor service delivery.  

3. Transparency International Uganda (TIU) is supporting communities in northern 
Uganda to report and act on shortcomings in the public health services delivery. TIU 
uses a toll free call centre, social media and FM radio programmes to empower and 
promote community participation in monitoring health service delivery at health centres 
in northern Uganda. The project also empowers citizens, primarily voluntary 
accountability committees, to demand social accountability of health workers. Through a 
toll free line, members of these communities and the community at large can report 
health service delivery challenges. Reports are verified through field visits and evidence 
gathering before being raised with the respective authorities for remedial action. 

These three initiatives are donor supported - mainly by the Swedish International Development 
Cooperation Agency (Sida) and the Swedish Program for ICT in Developing Regions (Spider) - 
and are implemented by non-government organisations. They work in a similar manner: they 
enable citizens to monitor and report service delivery failures through the use of a mix of ICT. 
Each of the projects has a core group of voluntary service delivery monitors known as rural 
monitors or Voluntary Social Accountability Committees (VSACs). These committees are spread 
throughout the villages in which the projects operate. They are trained in monitoring services 
delivery and in using ICT tools for social accountability purposes. They in turn mobilise other 
citizens and take a lead role in interfacing between citizens, the project implementers and service 
providers. Some of the monitoring groups are provided with equipment such as cameras, mobile 
phones, laptops and bicycles to facilitate their work. Figure 1 illustrates how the toll-free system 
run by TIU works. 

 

Figure 1: Toll free call centre practical application (Asiimwe et al, 2013)  
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The illustration in Figure 1 above is fairly representative also of how the other two systems - by 
WOUGNET and ToroDev - work. Once a complaint is received, the project implementers take the 
initiative to establish its authenticity. They then take up the matter with the relevant duty bearers 
to remedy it. There are also physical community meetings where the issues raised are discussed 
and these also help project implementers to create cordial working relationships between the 
monitors – ordinary citizens and VSACs – and the duty bearers. 

4. Method 

The methods used were face-to-face individual interviews with project implementers (top decision 
makers such as Executive Directors and administrators such as Project Officers, Communication 
Officers and other field officers), as well as focus group discussions (FGDs) with implementers and 
individuals who use the systems put in place by the initiatives. At each of the three organisations, 
we spoke to at least five individuals directly involved in running the projects. In the case of TIU, 
the FGD included 11 members of VSACs, who are knowledgeable about the project but from the 
perspective of direct intermediaries between citizens and duty bearers. Three other focus group 
discussions involved ordinary citizens and the media, each with 10 participants. Rural monitors 
and ordinary citizens who participated in focus groups were assured prior to the discussions that 
their identities would remain anonymous, their names would not appear in the research report, 
and any opinions expressed in the FGDs would only be shared with project implementers and 
duty bearers after participants’ identifying information had been removed. All three initiatives 
studied have been implementing their ICT-related projects to fight corruption, promote 
transparency and accountability using ICT for up to four years. Key to the study was to 
understand how their ICT systems are organised, who uses them and how, what the factors 
enabling success and those hampering success are, and the indicators of success. 

To answer the research questions, an FGD guide was developed, as well as an interview guide 
primarily for implementers. Questions asked ranged from those aimed to elicit responses on the 
needs and attitudes of users towards ICT-for-public participation/ transparency systems, to those 
that drew responses on the experiences of users and implementers of the systems. We also 
inquired about the motivations of users of the systems, and specifically sought evidence of the 
successes and failures of the systems, and evidence that pointed to the impact which the initiatives 
studied had achieved. 

5. Findings  

Results showed that exposure of corruption instances and service delivery failures had increased 
by use of ICT. For instance, at the TIU call centre, the number of calls received reporting service 
delivery failures rose from about 20 per month in 2013 to an average of 50 a month in the second 
half of 2014. This was partly because of the ease of reporting; those who used a toll free line saved 
on airtime credit they would otherwise have needed to make a paid phone call, and they did not 
have to travel to an authority’s office to file a complaint. This was true for the toll free call centre 
and ToroDev’s TracFM, which allowed sending free mobile SMS into radio shows. It was not 
entirely applicable to paid-for SMS via mobile phone or social media that required the individual 
to spend on internet data in order to be part of the social accountability campaigns. 
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The study also found that responses to incidents via ICT reported were quicker and more 
positive relative to other reporting mechanisms in place. This was attributed to reporting cycles 
that enabled speedy delivery of service failure reports to higher authorities that would have been 
hard or impossible to reach by ordinary citizens, and the traceable trail which the reporting 
mechanism often left behind – for instance time stamps on emails sent to officials and 
photographic evidence of service delivery failures (e.g., a photo of a broken bridge, a dry water 
well, patients seated at a health centre in mid-morning with no health staff present to attend to 
them). Table 1 below shows a sample of resolved issues by TIU that is illustrative of how reports 
by the initiatives studied are handled: 
Table 1: Sample of issues reported to TIU’s call centre and how they were resolved 

Reported case Action by implementers Response 
VSAC member reported poor 
sanitary status of Onywako 
health centre due to non-
payment of cleaning staff 

TIU reported matter to local 
government officials who 
found that handover process 
delayed payment 

Proper handover done, there is 
now timely payment of 
caretaker 

Midwife had worked single-
handedly for two weeks 
without a break due to staff 
shortage 

TIU investigation found one 
midwife had never returned 
from leave, another was away 
attending a workshop 

After a meeting with local 
government officials, second 
midwife was instructed to 
return for duty 

Staff at Barr health centre 
arrived at work at 11am, 
finding many patients waiting 
to be attended to 

TIU contacted council 
chairperson 

Meeting was convened, staff 
apologised for late-coming 

Citizen reported harassment of 
patients by a health worker at 
Agulurude health centre 

TIU raised matter with a 
councillor who sits on the 
health unit management 
committee 

Health worker underwent 
disciplinary action 

VSAC member reported that 
Alira health centre was closed 
for one week because there 
was only one staff at the health 
centre 

TIU verified that there were no 
health workers at the unit 

Three additional staff were 
recruited for the health centre 

Citizen reported a latrine at 
Aromo health centre that did 
not cater for the disabled  

TIU forwarded the issue to 
district health office 

The group that constructed the 
latrine was raising funds to 
construct a facility usable by 
the disabled 

 
The feedback citizens received on issues they reported cultivated trust among them to keep 

using the digital platforms to monitor and report service delivery failures. This feedback was 
sometimes provided directly to those who reported an issue (such as through toll free call centre or 
SMS), or it was bulk-sent to subscribers such as on TrackFM or posted to Facebook discussion 
groups. Other times it was shared during on radio during talk shows managed by the projects or 
in physical community meetings. According to Akugizibwe (2014), “Providing feedback on issues 
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raised has been crucial. Some of the issues raised by citizens are discussed on TracFM, or in 
newspapers and radio. That creates impact since most of our leaders act on issues broadcast on 
radio” because of its wide reach. 

These ICT-enabled public accountability initiatives had impact in terms of eliciting action from 
duty bearers, as Table 1 above illustrates. Moreover, from a number of examples cited by 
respondents, the studied projects helped to lower levels of health staff absenteeism, raise hygiene 
levels at health centres, greatly minimise demands for bribes before patients received services at 
health centres monitored by VSACs, and also resulted into fewer instances of drugs stock-outs. 
Staff at TIU pointed to several impacts of their social accountability work including completion of 
staff houses at Apuce health centre, construction of an out-patient department at Abala health 
centre where staff houses had earlier been used as out-patients facilities, boreholes drilled after 
citizens complained of lack of clean sources of water, and the construction of a maternity ward at 
Adigo centre after area residents complained of having to travel several kilometres to receive 
antenatal and postnatal services. 

In the districts where WOUGNET operates, some schools had no School Management 
Committees (SMCs), the Parents and Teachers Associations (PTAs) had not met for up to three 
years and school development funds contributed by parents were being squandered. These issues 
were raised by voluntary monitors, resulting in formation of SMCs in all affected schools. At the 
time of the research, WOUGNET staff reported that the committees were meeting regularly as did 
the PTAs, and squandered money had been paid back by school heads. Further, a health centre 
constructed at Iceme in Oyam district had gone unused for a year for lack of staff housing. The 
community mobilised through VSACs to have the house built and the centre became operational 
(Otika, 2014). Examples of broken water supplies restored, a broken bridge repaired, and citizens 
debating procurement and development budgets at district level, were seen in ToroDev’s work.   

Building the civic skills as well as ICT skills of citizens was identified by project implementers 
and users of complaints systems as being crucial. After providing citizens (mainly VSAC 
members) with training in monitoring for social accountability, they had become “more vigilant, 
more empowered”, reported Otika (2014), explaining: “We are seeing more engagement between 
leaders and the citizens. The VSAC members are seen as agents of change. Citizens go to them 
when they have issues. Their ICT skills were enhanced and now that they have cameras it has 
eased their advocacy because they have evidence.” This was echoed by Egwel (2014), who said, 
“At first citizens feared to approach leaders to voice their concerns but we worked to make the 
community aware of their rights and responsibilities.” Citizens now understand that their rights 
include demanding accountability on public services delivery from leaders and other duty bearers; 
responsibility includes playing their part in ensuring services are in place and maintained. Otika 
(2014) added: “There were challenges at first as the leaders thought we were fighting them but 
now they see that our work is complementary to theirs. They now feel VSACs are helping them to 
do their work, so today they are willing to provide information unlike at the start when they 
thought we were targeting them.”  

Another finding was that project implementers were able to identify indicators of success from 
their social accountability work, such as communities that were empowered and proactively 
engaged with duty bearers to address service delivery failures; minority and underserved 
communities getting visibility in the projects and given voice to air out their concerns; and services 
delivered when they are supposed to be delivered and to satisfactory levels. Others were growth 
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in civic agency among citizens, seen when the community itself takes the initiative to do roads or 
build classrooms; and duty bearers becoming more cooperative with promoters of complaint 
mechanisms. As Etim (2014) remarked, “Duty bearers have become more cooperative. When an 
issue comes up they are always supportive, they tell us what steps are being taken to address the 
problem. The element of their hostility towards citizen monitors has gone down. Knowing that 
someone is watching is keeping them on their toes.” 

Noticeably, the monitoring of social services (health, roads, education, and water) drew stronger 
interest from members of the community that felt they would get direct tangible benefits if leaders 
and service providers were held accountable. This was not the case with more traditional 
governance/ political participation activities, where incentives to participate were lower for a 
population that may not comprehend tangible returns – and where taking part in demanding 
accountability could draw reprisals from authorities.  

Still, according to the evidence from the research, ordinary citizens have limited confidence in 
the ability of ICT to deliver change. Many focus group respondents noted that while many public 
officials and other duty bearers maintained an online presence, such as on social media (notably 
Facebook, and to a lesser extent Twitter), the majority of them never engaged citizens or 
responded to their queries. One participant stated, “Politicians are not consistent in their use of 
Facebook and once you challenge them on issues to do with their promises to their constituencies 
or any other pledges, they disappear.” Another remarked: “There is poor accountability on the 
part of our leaders. They are always running away from us when we raise accountability issues. 
They don’t want to associate with their electorate except during campaign time.” For those citizens 
without the experience of receiving feedback, notably having an issue reported online being 
resolved, there was little incentive to use ICT for social accountability. On the other hand, 
voluntary monitors and implementers had high trust in the ability of ICT to deliver results in 
social accountability. 

The high cost of accessing and using ICT still remains a limiting factor in enabling more citizens 
to take part in social accountability via digital technologies. Another challenge cited widely by 
project implementers was sustaining the initiatives beyond the support of development agencies. 
All initiatives studied by this paper were heavily reliant on donor funding that was committed for 
periods never longer than two years, and without which it would be extremely difficult for them to 
be sustained. 

From the research, the major success factors and challenges that emerged are summarised in the 
table below. 
Table 2: Matrix of success factors and challenges among the initiatives studied 

Critical Success factors Common challenges 
Provide timely feedback to users of the ICT 
system and to the affected community 

Low spread of ICT infrastructure, poor internet 
speeds 

 
Elevation of issues beyond local level, e.g. to 
national newspapers and to more senior duty 
bearers than those being monitored 

Lack of electricity in some communities and 
rampant electricity outages even where there are 
connections 

Raise civic awareness, informational skills and 
ICT literacy among the user community 

Choosing ICT tools not suited to the local 
environment  
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Build citizens’ skills to use the tools in use e.g. 
digital photography, using crowd-sourcing 
platforms, social media or TracFM  

Deficiency of localised tools: tools and systems 
predominantly in English language which many 
ordinary citizens do not understand 

Civil society (NGOs, CBOs) work as 
infomediaries and interlocutors between 
citizens and duty bearers 

Low facilitation for rural monitors– cameras, 
transportation, monetary compensation, writing 
materials, internet connections 

Use technology appropriate to the community: 
SMS, the crowd-mapping platform ushahidi, 
simple cameras, Facebook 

High costs of accessing, owning and sustaining 
ICT tools and services 

Availability, affordability, simplicity, 
suitability of ICT are key  

Use ICT that enable the provision of feedback and 
easy interactivity 

Blend in traditional media e.g. radio which 
provide for local language, interaction (talk 
show speakers), calls-in (remote participation), 
wide reach and elevation of complaints. 
Physical community meetings a good addition 
too.  

High levels of basic and ICT illiteracy added to 
complexity of using ICT 

Ensure anonymity, security, safety of users 
and their data if revealing their identities 
could attract reprisals 

 

Incentivising members of the community to 
regularly monitor service delivery 

Enable interactivity and have both push and 
pull features 

The digital divide – geographical, gender, age...  
 

Free or affordable services – e.g. toll free lines, 
TracFM, social media at free community 
access centres 

Lack of trust in ICT or in organisation delivering 
the service 

 
Duty bearers should actively use ICT tools and 
respond to issues raised by citizens 

Sustainability of the service beyond funding by 
development agencies 

6. Discussion 

This paper studied three initiatives implementing projects that used ICT to enable citizen 
participation in social accountability. It identified common factors that were enabling these 
projects to achieve some of their objectives, as well as the numerous challenges that were faced by 
the projects. The initiatives we studied were effective to the extent that they allowed hitherto 
disempowered sections of the community to participate in reporting on service delivery failures.  

Whereas only a fraction of citizens in the respective regions were participating in social 
accountability efforts, for most of them their participation was enabled by ICT. Moreover, the 
social accountability work was scoring results directly attributable to the mediums they used. 
Technology had helped in growing the civic and informational skills, especially of members of the 
VSACs. The resultant civic agency in the communities studied had in turn made leaders and duty 
bearers more responsive to citizens’ concerns. The overall social accountability efforts had 
positively impacted on the communities, as evidenced in the services that were being delivered 
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appropriately and more swiftly following social accountability efforts. The fact that duty bearers 
(political leaders, education and health services providers) were aware that citizens were keeping 
them under watch and had the possibility to report on service delivery failures to numerous 
citizens and – particularly - to higher authorities, it appeared the duty bearers became keen to do 
right even when the monitors were not looking.  

Social accountability is not as risky as political participation since it comes with lower possibility 
for attracting reprisal. It is thus more possible to implement social accountability even in 
authoritarian states, where there may be a high intolerance of critical opinion and opposition 
politics but a high tolerance for corruption. Moreover, there are more incentives to take part in 
social accountability as the benefits can be swift and accrue directly to citizens. A bridge repaired 
which enables farmers to take their produce to the market, a maternity ward built, a health centre 
stocked with drugs and whose nurses are always present at their duty station, a school where the 
management committee sits regularly and does not squander development funds, all directly 
benefit citizens. The incentive for citizens to take part in social accountability towards achieving 
these objectives is therefore likely to be higher than participation in mainstream political processes 
(e.g., campaigning for a candidate in an election, joining a movement opposing the president’s 
intention to stand for re-election, speaking out about corruption in the central government). The 
social accountability arena can thus potentially be a breeding ground for wider eParticipation 
activities. This is because by engaging in social accountability, the resulting civic agency that 
grows in citizens, the trust they gain in using ICT for public good, the confidence they gain 
through speaking out to those in positions of authority, all augur well for such citizens’ future 
online political participation.  

Noteworthy is that in areas with low incomes and few incentives for users to engage ICT in 
accountability processes, the costs must be low or zero to motivate use of the ICT tools and 
services. It also helps to supplement ICT services with traditional, popular methods to go much 
farther and have wider usage numbers, such as radio and physical community meetings. 

These findings, which are partly in correspondence with previous research on ICT and social 
accountability (e.g., Zanello and Maassen, 2011; Asiimwe et al, 2013; Wamala, 2013), could offer 
some learning to project implementers and policy makers in low-income communities where ICT 
use is low while corruption is high and governments are very opaque. The key contribution of the 
paper to practice is drawing out how the success factors could be enhanced, as well as some of the 
challenges addressed. In particular the study shows that a large number of challenges must be 
addressed simultaneously for such a reporting system to work. For the eParticipation field, notably 
concerning how citizens in low resource and low ICT use countries such as Uganda can more 
meaningfully engage in social accountability and governance processes, this paper provides some 
empirical knowledge that can form the basis of further studies and interventions. 

Much needs to be studied in this area, however, including more methodical research that seeks 
new evidence, presents the perspectives of communities that are excluded, scrutinises touted 
“successful projects” and clearly details and explains challenges and success factors. Particular 
attention should be given to the knowledge, skills and attitudes of various stakeholders with 
respect to the use of ICT, as well as the opportunity they have to use ICT artefacts to improve their 
capabilities and wellbeing. Examples of questions that need further study include what role ICT 
are playing in empowerment of the socially marginalised; to what extent implementers and users 
share the view of what are benefits and obstacles; and how sustainability issues can be resolved. 
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Other pertinent questions that have not been answered by this paper, and which the contemporary 
literature – particularly on Africa – is yet to answer, include: What evidence can we see in terms of 
socio-economic development and empowerment (civic, cultural, social and political) enabled by 
ICT? And what is the link between engagement in social accountability via ICT and wider online 
political participation by the same individuals? Wider, multi-track and presumably multi-country 
research that answers these questions would go a long way in filling the current knowledge gaps. 
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1. Introduction 

im Berners-Lee stated that the pursuit of “the Semantic Web is what we will get if we 
perform the same globalisation process to Knowledge Representation that the Web initially 
did to Hypertext” (Berners-Lee, 1998). While there are notable efforts making research 

publications and data available for free with open access, there is a self-evident disconnect 
between research documents as far as machines are concerned. This is mostly due to machine-
friendly methods: Scholarly articles are neither solicited by research institutions or journals, nor 
exploited by researchers. This is concerning especially when the research knowledge pertaining to 
Web Science eventually inhabits in the Web ecosystem. Thus, our motivation is to ensure that 
research documents are as human and machine-friendly as possible. 

Let us take a look at significant efforts which contribute towards meeting the challenge of 
making research knowledge more accessible to people and societies. 

The Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities is one of 
the milestones of the OA (Open Access) movement (Max Planck Open Access, 2003). Today, the 
push for more OA publishing is widely embraced and celebrated by many, including; researchers, 
governments, universities, libraries, archives and funding agencies. The OA strategy is intended to 
address issues on standards, quality, stability and transition of scholarly research. While there are 
political and social mandates with best practices, there are no explicit technical mandates for 
systems and technologies (e.g., Web semantics) to carry out the OA mission. 

T 
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In order “to further open up the market for services based on public-sector information” 
(European Union , 2013) the European Commission PSI Directive — a digital agenda for Europe — 
recommends high-demand datasets from libraries and archives be “published in machine-readable 
and open formats (CSV, JSON, XML, RDF, etc.) to enhance accessibility”, and “described in rich 
metadata formats and classified according to standard vocabularies” (European Union, 2014) and 
“to facilitate re-use, public sector bodies should […] make documents available […] at the best 
level of precision and granularity, in a format that ensures interoperability” (European Union, 
2013). Here again we observe well-intended recommendations without concrete mandates on 
technology or systems on precisely how research documents should be shared. 

In 1999 article, Practical Knowledge Representation for the Web stated that “the lack of semantic 
markup is a major barrier to the development of more intelligent document processing on the 
Web”, and “meta-data annotation of Web sources is essential for applying AI techniques on a large 
and successful scale” (Harmelen, 1999), which at large, remain as open issues today. 

The Web Science community continues to conduct research tracks, workshops and challenges in 
a manner that even the call-for-papers of top-level Web conferences, do indeed, request research 
documents that are neither machine nor Web-friendly. There is a strong demand for submissions 
to be solely in Word or PDF formats, meanwhile requesting strict adherence to the dimensions and 
limitations of a printable page. Unfortunately, research articles which discuss the discoveries about 
the Semantic Web are locked inside these well-known data-silo formats, and it is thus 
unnecessarily challenging to extract information or conduct pattern recognition from within. 

For academic reviews, the Semantic Web Journal adapts an open and transparent review process 
with publicly available responses on the site “Assigned editors and reviewers are known by name, 
and are published together with accepted manuscripts” (Semantic Web journal). 

One societal issue is the severe limitations communication of research knowledge has and the 
lack of coordination. We observe that the majority of the academic knowledge is presented as a 
binary package, and often disconnected from other knowledge, due to policy, cost, or technical 
reasons. Relations between the information on a granular level do not exist, thus increasingly 
making it difficult to acquire knowledge which would be otherwise better machine and human-
accessible. 

 Opinion diversity is good for the knowledge ecosystem. We propose a shift in scholarly 
communication: The adoption of native Web technologies and standards declaratively from the 
ground up, such as authoring, publishing and consuming, in order to improve the quality of 
knowledge representation and acquisition on the Web. Researchers should control and make their 
knowledge accessible to the greatest extent possible. Our argument is antithetical to knowledge 
extraction methods from non-machine processable documents, post-publishing semantic uplifting, 
as well as inadequate user experiences in context of the Web. In our approach, we adopt Web 
technologies which are designed with the principles to evolve and have information accessible to 
many. We suggest researchers in Web Science to re-examine their use cases. 

The remainder of this document discusses the qualitative requirements needed for our 
conceptual design and for how we envision the end result. The discussion follows with the top-
level qualities that an implemented system will have based on the requirements, and then the 
specific components and challenges to be solved to implement the conceptual design. Finally, we 
discuss and demonstrate partial implementation of our design. 
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2. Non-Functional Requirements 

The non-functional requirements in this section are aimed at improving information discovery, 
knowledge acquisition, foster trust and transparency using the available native Web technologies. 
The overall properties of the system as a whole that we seek should inherit best accessibility and 
usability practices, devise ubiquitous user experience designs, and be subject to evolvability. 

2.1 Accessibility 

We use the definition of the term accessibility as the availability of knowledge to as many people 
as possible by applying universal design principles. Where applicable, the Web Content 
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 (W3C, 2005) should be applied to make the content more 
accessible. As for open access, publications and accompanying research, data should be 
discoverable, accessible, and reusable by humans, as well as machines, as the content becomes 
available and preferably without having to go through third-party proxies or services. 

2.2 Usability 

We use a definition of the term usability which incorporates usefulness and learnability of 
available knowledge. We seek a system in which the consumer can efficiently and with satisfaction 
use and interact with the tools. For example, having only the options visible that are applicable in 
context of a task, the system properly communicates with the author as to what is going on. In the 
case of learnability, the document should aim to provide interactions to help the reader get a better 
understanding of the content. The typography of the article matters a great deal under different 
devices, and therefore should be handled accordingly for optimal readability and legibility. 

2.3 User Experience 

It is important to have a system that adapts user-centred design processes in order to allow users 
to intuitively interact with the system. This is so that researchers do not focus on the user interface, 
but that they are seamlessly engaged in their work. While actual experiences may not be 
completely designed, they can be supported with affordances. It also follows that, building a 
ubiquitous user experience across different devices would be preferable to accommodate different 
access points, and learning styles. Creating a responsive design and interactions between the user 
and the system can provide an opportunity for the user to learn by doing, e.g., changing the 
parameters of an algorithm’s input and observing the corresponding graph output. 

2.4 Evolvability 

Evolvability can be seen as an attribute or a quality of a system, such that the system can survive in 
the long run. This is especially important when we want to have different publishing systems to be 
interoperable over time based on new needs. To be more specific, we are seeking to employ 
technology stacks that are likely to handle extensions and accommodate diverse scenarios for 
knowledge acquisition in the future. While it is not always clear or easy to predict which 
technologies will persevere in the future, we can pursue features like simplicity, flexibility, 
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decentralization, interoperability and tolerance. We are in agreement with Tim Berners-Lee's Web 
architecture commentary on the Evolution of the Web (Berners-Lee, 1998). 

3. Conceptual Design 

We begin our investigation by taking a broad look at the fundamental technologies and design 
decisions, which compose both, the Web and the Internet. 

Tim Berners-Lee writes that “the less powerful the language, the more you can do with the data 
stored in that language. If you write it in a simple declarative form, anyone can write a program to 
analyze it in many ways. The Semantic Web is an attempt, largely, to map large quantities of 
existing data onto a common language so that the data can be analyzed in ways never dreamed of 
by its creators” (Berners-Lee, 1998). 

The “Rule of Least Power” document by the W3C Technical Architecture Group suggests “when 
publishing on the Web, you should usually choose the least powerful or most easily analyzed 
language variant that’s suitable for the purpose” (Berners-Lee, 2006). 

RFC 1958 states that “the principle of constant change is perhaps the only principle of the 
Internet that should survive indefinitely” (Carpenter, 1996). 

We base our design decisions for maximizing the potential for knowledge acquisition of 
scholarly articles around these design principles. By design, HTML fulfils the principle of least 
power. As far as computer languages and their environments go, HTML is the least common 
denominator; it can be used virtually from any device; from command-line terminals, desktop 
browsers, smartwatches to cars, whether on or offline. Together with HTTP, the undeniable 
penetration of HTML, both make it a clear winner for information distribution on a technological 
and social level. 

Using the widely accepted and adapted Web standards, we can use the Web in its truest sense to 
close the gap between research efforts and people. If each research effort is semantically described 
at high-caliber, it will be possible to connect with other research. Thus, the solution must rest in the 
direction of applying ways to network concepts and ideas as closely as possible. The solution 
should also be accessible. 

As research continuously makes way to new ideas, architectures, user experiences and social 
changes, it should be possible to access and examine its evolution as knowledge becomes available. 
This can unleash greater awareness of the changes in research: What are the experiments? What do 
we not know? What to work on next? 

3.1 Format War 

Historically speaking, format wars occur between incompatible formats which compete for the 
same market, e.g., AC versus DC. In that sense, we consider PDF and HTML formats to be 
competing in a system for knowledge discovery and acquisition. Based on historic precedent, we 
consider PDF as the predominant format and HTML as the challenger with disruptive potential. 
Let us have a look at some of their characteristics. 
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Donald E. Knuth, the inventor of TeX, considers it to be a program written using the literate 
programming approach. LaTeX, which is widely used in scholarly articles, is a collection of TeX 
macros. PDF is usually generated from LaTeX. 

PDF is intended for displaying and storing, and generally self-contained. However, it is not 
intended to be editable as the formatting instructions are no longer available. PDF is inherently 
layout oriented, and it is an optimal format for printing. Publishers tend to require a fixed layout 
with typographical guidelines for research documents; hence research articles in PDF are normally 
destined and designed for printing. 

In order to facilitate metadata interchange, an XMP (Extensible Metadata Platform) package in 
the form of XML may be embedded in PDF. Otherwise, semantically useful information is not 
preserved when PDFs are generated, and makes it difficult to go back to source content format. 

HTML is both a content format for encoding information, and a document format for storing 
information. HTML is the most used and open international standard. In our discussion, we 
consider XHTML as part of HTML (barring the differences in the W3C specifications). 

HTML is easy to reuse, exploit, process and extend. HTML does not have a hard page limit, so it 
can reflow to fit different displays. HTML has ubiquitous support across devices. 

If HTML is used as the original format to record the information, a PDF copy can be generated 
on demand, using the specifications of the user. With an accompanying CSS for the HTML, desired 
layout guidelines can be achieved. Converting from PDF to HTML+CSS while possible, the 
precision rests on rendering the view, as opposed to creating a structurally and semantically 
meaningful document. 

Offloading fundamental research knowledge via PDF may be preferable or convenient for some. 
However, it comes only at the cost of losing access to granular information. Thus, PDF’s primary 
focus; the presentation layer leads to legacy documents that are not reusable in the long run. Table 
[1] compares the TeX and HTML stack. 
Table 1: Comparison of stacks based on TeX and HTML  

 TeX HTML 
System Typesetting Web 
Programming paradigm Literate Declarative 
Device readiness* Moderate Good 
Applicable media Screen, Print Any* 
Layout Fixed Reflowable 
Machine-readability Low High 
Reference granularity Course Fine 

 
We consider TeX stack family to include DVI, XMP, LaTeX, PDF and ECMAScript, whereas we 

consider the HTML stack family to include hypertext and semantic (W3C) technologies and 
JavaScript. Device readiness is an informal estimate on how likely a device will be able to open the 
stack, view, and offer interaction. Any media is CSS media queries, e.g., braille, handheld, print, 
screen, or speech. 
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3.2 Linked Research 

Linked Research (Capadisli, 2013) is a proposal for Web researchers to use the technologies in the 
native Web stack to access, share and discover knowledge. The Call for Linked Research 
(Capadisli, 2014) aims to encourage the “do it yourself” behaviour for sharing and reusing 
research knowledge. The workflow template for Linked Research is intended to enable better 
discovery of research objects, and improved user experience and access to research knowledge: 1) 
URI Ownership, 2) Web Standards, 3) Knowledge Acquisition, 4) User Experience, 5) 
Announcement, 6) Open Feedback, 7) Enabling. We believe that our Linked Research approach 
(discussed in the section Implementation) qualifies under enhanced research communication, and 
invite the community to verify against the proposed framework for article evaluation in The Five 
Stars of Online Journal Articles (Shotton, 2012) or other evaluations as appropriate. 

4. Qualities 

We now discuss the cognizable qualities of our non-functional requirements. 

4.1 Universal Access 

One of the virtues of the Web is that it enables people and societies to communicate and transfer 
knowledge with everyone. In the case of scholarly communication, anyone in the world who can 
access the Web can consume the available knowledge, directly from the researcher or a Web space 
in which they control and trust. This lowers the barrier for knowledge dissemination — “Web for 
All” — without limiting its acquisition only to the privileged, regardless of location, or their 
ability. This is in fact at the heart of W3C’s mission to “lead the Web to its full potential”. 

4.2 Exploration of Ideas 

By enabling researchers to explore a body of knowledge in different ways, we cultivate and 
accommodate diverse learning. One way of accomplishing this would be empowering the 
consumers to know which, and to what extent the ideas influenced a scholarly article, i.e., making 
it possible to conduct a follow your nose type of exploration to further traverse the contributing 
ideas. The effect of linking ideas is that we can trace their history, understand their evolution, 
predict their direction, and identify missing areas. This is a view of ideas, discoveries, and 
innovation in motion, and it is in contrast to observing the ideas in isolation without accrediting 
sufficient context as to how they may have emerged. The exploration may be anywhere from 
navigating to related research objects, interactive analysis of the corresponding ideas, to academic 
references. 

5. Components 

Here we discuss critical technical problems and challenges to implement the conceptual design. 
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5.1 Authoring Tool 

A fundamental requirement for authors is to be able to create documents which will work on 
different layers, i.e., content/structure, presentation, behaviour. The tooling should pre-emptively 
enable the progressive enhancement strategy to emphasize on the creation of research documents 
which are accessible, semantically rich, accommodating different views, and interactive. This is in 
contrast to binary documents which pre-package all the material into a single view layer. The 
modular approach allows different layers to co-exist, be extended and evolve over time. For 
example, if a research fragment is globally identifiable on the Web and its description is looked up, 
it can be reused with different presentations and behaviours than the original document. 

5.1.1 Structure and Semantics 

The POSH (plain old semantic HTML) approach reinforces the semantics and meaning into web 
pages such that the content can be more explicitly defined, described, and related to any 
hypermedia. In order to enable this, authors will require tooling with such features. There are two 
leading approaches to mark the content, with different design principles behind: microformats and 
RDFa. Microformats takes the minimalist approach by focusing on lowering the barrier for entry 
for authors. In a nutshell, microformats are small patterns of HTML to represent commonly 
published things in web pages. RDFa on the other hand makes it possible to embed arbitrary 
statements using any vocabulary or ontology in HTML. It extends HTML with additional 
attributes in order to apply the RDF data model. RDFa is one of the ways to notate the RDF 
language such that the atomic components of a statement can be declared, discovered and reused 
on the Web. While we use RDFa for semantic representations, we focus on a user interface that 
allows the author to work at the level of the RDF language, as opposed to on the syntax level. 

5.1.2 Presentation 

There needs to be a way to apply layout themes for papers (e.g., in LNCS, ACM), theses, 
dissertations and journal articles, for example, to both prepare its presentational layer for reading, 
as well as for the authors to focus on the content with the view automatically applied. For 
comparison, this is along the lines of programming in LaTeX, and applying the pre-made 
templates that are recommended by research venues and journal publishers. 

5.1.3 Behaviour 

The editing system should provide minimal means for authors to create interactions, which can 
enhance the document’s use. For example, enabling and viewing permanent identifiers that are 
part of the document will facilitate their sharing and reuse. Other enhancements may be along the 
lines of navigating through the components, reordering section hierarchy, controls to adjust the 
parameters of a figure or table, changing the visibility of a section based on device preferences, 
auto-completing or inserting information. Such features progressively improve the user experience 
without conflating with the structural and presentation layers. 
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5.2 Vocabularies and Ontologies 

There exists a diverse set of vocabularies and ontologies, which are well suited for use in research 
articles. Where applicable, exploiting their use can foster better discovery and reuse. Researchers 
would need to have the means to select and apply the terms, which they find appropriate to 
describe their work. The baseline may include: SKOS, FOAF, DC, SIO, SPAR, PROV-O, OPMW, 
RO, Disco, QB, SIOC, and OA. 

5.3 Embedded Components 

Generic external resources like images, graphics and browsing contexts, as well as video, audio, 
and mathematical expressions should be embeddable in documents to advance the reuse of 
independently composed objects. The W3C Web Components have a reuse-based approach to 
defining, implementing and composing independent components. The component model allows 
for encapsulation and interoperability of individual services, resources or modules in HTML. With 
the application of embedded content and components, indivisible research objects can be reused. 

5.4 Interactive Education 

The need to provide components for interactive education arises to fulfil the need for better 
communication and knowledge transfer between the producer and consumer. By providing 
interactive elements in relation to the discussion, the reader can get a deeper understanding of the 
work than the written form alone. Implementing this type of interactive elements is essential to 
user experiences in which the consumer feels good using the system since they are learning and 
accomplishing their tasks. 

5.5 References and Citations 

Citations in scholarly articles play an important role as they make a statement, which associates 
one document or its fragment with what is referred. As citations are vital to creating awareness, 
interlinking, dissemination, exploring and evaluating research, the mechanism to accomplish that 
should be taken into account at fine granularity. It follows that, citations are not merely 
connections at the document level, but can serve to refer to individual research fragments, from 
concepts, hypothesis, workflows, claims, evidence, arguments, to any annotation, in research 
articles. We hypothesize that the reusable bits of information that are publicly accessible will 
naturally give birth to quality metrics which can be directly measured towards the research impact 
factor. 

5.6 Feedback System 

A feedback system where individual responses to the research article can be referenced and 
archived is pivotal to strengthening the body of knowledge, its interpretation, and the questions it 
raises. In order to foster diverse readers, the functionality should welcome academic reviews, as 
well as comments and annotations by anyone in the spirit of open science, and machine-generated 
responses. Depending on the context, it may be appropriate to integrate a consensus system (e.g., 
up or down) to encourage well-written or approved responses to be more visible democratically. 
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With the adoption of attributed peer reviews, responses can be rigorous and objective, while 
retaining transparency and identity of the reviewers, e.g., using decentralized authentication. This 
additionally creates an opportunity for the research community to carry out an open dialogue 
which will then retain substantial knowledge as micro-contributions. 

5.7 Workflow and Provenance 

Where applicable, the scientific process should be captured that is machine-readable, 
encompassing workflow and provenance level data. This type of information plays an important 
role in reproducibility, and foster trust towards the steps detailing the whole process. 

It is a given that, publishing a Web document does not stop the authors from continuing with 
updates even after its announcement or submission to conferences. One way of handling academic 
reviews (or general feedback) for a specific version of the paper is to retain each changed copy and 
have sufficient annotation as to what was changed and have links between the copies. By 
submitting a digitally signed state of a document, it can fulfil submission requirements. 

5.8 Reproducibility 

While complete reproducibility may not be possible, efforts should be taken to indicate or 
demonstrate the essential components of the experiments. Where applicable, this can be anywhere 
from allowing a (human or machine) consumer to discover the resources that are integral for 
reproduction, to creating an executable paper environment where; some code can be rerun, 
observing the effects of changing parameters, allowing sample data uploads, or other explorations 
which could be conducted inside lightweight and portable VM environments. 

5.9 Caching 

In order to accommodate for content availability which depends on external services, internal and 
local caching methods can be used to retain the last retrieved version of the information in the 
research article or viewing interface. In the event that remote information can not be embedded in 
the research article, the last cached response can be used as a fall back option. Otherwise, a new 
copy or reference can be called dynamically. 

5.10 Persistent Identifiers 

It is evident that Cool URIs do not change. There is a social expectation to ensure identifier 
persistence. For the integrity of the Web, it is important that the information persists as identified 
well into the future. This is irrespective of the identifier scheme that is used to refer to a piece of 
research publication or data. Thus, the individuals or groups which are the owners and 
maintainers of the identifiers need to be committed and responsible to their persistence. This 
includes adopting policies to ensure that the representations of the work may be preserved by 
another management, for example, if the institution dissolves, or if the individual(s) pass away. 
Existing identifier schemes and services can be employed for persistence, e.g., URI, DOI, PURL. 
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5.11 Archival 

In order to ensure the permanent or long-term preservation of research articles, there should be a 
mechanism to commit and submit the work to a trusted location. If the location of the archival 
copy is somewhere other than the identifier that is used to reference the canonical copy (i.e., on the 
author’s site), then well-known archival institutions should be used, e.g., the Internet Archive, 
arXiv.org, ZENODO (which is in same cloud infrastructure as research data from CERN’s LHC). 

6. Implementation 

We now discuss and demonstrate a partial implementation of our approaches. 

6.1 Linked Researcher 

Linked Researcher is a POSH editor. It contains a template and themes for well-known layouts for 
research documents in Computer and Information Science, e.g., LNCS and ACM. Documents 
which use the provided themes can be viewed on screen devices, as well as printed to paper, or 
output to PDF. For example, the canonical reference to this document (i.e., 
http://csarven.ca/enabling-accessible-knowledge), while semantically annotated and accessible 
via screen devices, can also be printed. The canonical copy is annotated using the RDFa notation, 
where all important concepts, claims, arguments (e.g., http://csarven.ca/enabling-accessible-
knowledge#argument), and evidences, along with others, have an URI assigned to them. 

6.2 Statistical Displays 

Inline-charts or sparklines are intended to be concise and located where they are discussed in the 
text. They are treated as datawords carrying dense information. Edward Tufte describes sparklines 
as “small intense, simple, word-sized graphic with typographic resolution” (Tufte, 2013). For 
example, the GDP of Canada claimed by the World Bank Linked Dataspace is on the rise 
despite the market crash in 2008. This brief demonstration of Linked Statistical Data Sparklines, 1) 
compliments the supporting text without breaking the reader’s flow, and 2) provides an 
opportunity for the reader to investigate further by clicking on the data-line to access the source. 

6.3 Linked Statistical Data Analysis 

Statistical analysis from remote locations can be embedded in local documents, with the possibility 
to trace its source for further information to foster trust between publishers and consumers. Linked 
Statistical Data Analysis (Capadisli, 2013) offers a way to run analysis and explore distributed 
linked statistics, with accompanying provenance data. Figure [1] is an SVG (annotated in RDF) 
scatter plot of mortality rate and CPI from the World Bank and Transparency International Linked 
Dataspaces respectively. The figure is embedded in this document by referencing its external 
object: 
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Figure 1: Linked Statistical Data Analysis. 

6.4 Linked Statistical Data Cube Designer 

LSD (Linked Statistical Data) Cube Designer is a Web service with a user-interface for researchers 
to design their own statistical data cubes. The statistical objects that are part of the cube model are 
derived from and refer to Linked Statistical Dataspaces. It aims to lower the barrier for searching 
and reusing existing linked statistical components. LSD Cube Designer offers a way for researchers 
to search for existing cube component concepts from existing statistical linked dataspaces, select 
the most suitable dimensions, measures and attributes for their data structure and components 
and then export the cube’s structural information (in RDF Turtle format). We can interact with this 
remote application in Figure 2: 

 

 
Figure 2: Linked Statistical Data Cube Designer. 

7. Conclusions 

In this article, we have discussed a way to improve the state of publishing and consuming 
scholarly articles. That is, by way of employing the true Web stack, i.e., HTTP, hypertext and 
semantic (W3C) technologies and JavaScript, we are able to achieve what is desirable for human 
and machine consumption, meanwhile supporting the current scholarly publishing methods. 

Regardless of how the Web Science landscape evolves, there is one thing that each researcher 
can do now: Take the initiative to have complete control of their own publications as discussed in 
Linked Research. This entails that researchers first share their knowledge with the rest of the Web 
that can be consumed by humans and machines. Second, researchers submit a copy of that work to 
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relevant institutions using their submission requirements, in order to comply with organisational 
needs. We contemplate two key open challenges: 

1. Adoption is an open issue. Needless to say, forcing people to change their way of 
working is not the most fruitful endeavour. Future work will need to focus on helping 
the researchers (at the grass-roots level) to publish their own research within a workflow 
that is suitable to them. 

2. Identity is another open issue. As identity is usually at the centre of everything, there 
remains a challenge to adopt decentralized authentication methods. WebID is one 
promising approach — as it ties well with the Web and Linked Data stack — provided 
that the user experience for the generation of certificates, and their accessibility across 
devices is improved. 
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Abstract: The reuse of existing government data in online service provision is an opportunity 
not yet utilised in many public administrations. Often legal barriers, privacy and security issues 
are used as an excuse for the lack of personalised and proactive service delivery to citizens. 
This paper highlights the key challenges in light of the current state of affairs and proposes a 
number of potential solutions to these. On the basis of eGovernment Stage Models, European 
data and experiences in countries as diverse as Denmark and Japan, the paper illustrates how 
the objective of increased online self-service can be underpinned by a changed approach to the 
reuse of existing government data, increasing efficiency and value creation through user-centric 
segmentation and the merger of relevant content, personal data and transactions. 
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1. Introduction 

f tackled correctly, personalised service delivery online can not only increase efficiency in the 
public sector but also improve quality and the service experience for citizens. But what is the 
objective of online service delivery? More importantly: How can the objectives be underpinned 

by a changed approach to the reuse of existing government data; and, can existing data facilite 
value creation, through user-centric segmentation by merging relevant content, personal data and 
transactions? These questions are addressed in this reflection paper. While there are important 
conditions for successful take-up of eServices, this paper will not address issues such as 
accessibility, digital literacy or trust in public authorities and technology.  

The thoughts presented in this paper are based on the authors’ decade-long work in the field of 
national eGovernment strategies, digitization of public services delivery, user-friendliness and 
personalisation, as academics, private sector consultants and within international organisations 
and national administrations.  

I 
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2. Reasons for the Move towards Personal and Proactive Service Delivery 

A look at existing electronic services (eServices) reveals that the majority of existing online services 
are digital copies of existing paper forms and services – an observation supported by evidence 
presented by practitioners, experts and the European Commission alike (Millard, 2011. EC, 2012). 
Unfortunately, replication of analogue services and processes neither take full advantage of 
existing infrastructure and technological developments, nor  address user-needs or efficiency gains 
through process and organisational reengineering. 

The economic potential of online service delivery rests in part on an organisations channel 
strategy. Four channels are generally acknowledged: written requests and service delivery, in 
person, via call center or online self-service. Each channel has specific characteristics, costs and 
tipping-points. The objective of any organisation’s service delivery strategy (or channel strategy) is 
to funnel users to the most appropriate and most cost efficient channel for a given service. 
Analyses by Local Government Denmark (the national association of municipalities) highlight that 
online self-service is between 2 and 3.75 percent cheaper than other public service delivery 
channels (in 2012) in Denmark (Andersen&Henriksen, 2006. KL, 2012). While the numerical costs 
of service delivery vary across channels, service types, organisations and countries, the strengths, 
weaknesses and real expenses of the four channels in relation to one another is confirmed by 
practicitioners to largely hold in a European context, as well as in Georgia, Oman, Japan and 
Singapore.   

While eService usage take-up is increasing, European Commission studies in 2012-2013 show 
that only 30% of Europeans have a potential preference for the digital delivery channel (EC, 2012). 
This discrepancy between user preferences, supply and demand in the area reveals a large, 
untapped economic potential.  

The assumption is that proactive and personalised services will assist authorities in their efforts 
to actively encourage citizens to increase their use of and their preference for online self-service 
and will be accompanied by increased dissemination activities to reach the approximately 21% of 
Europeans who in 2013 were unaware of the availability of public sector services online (EC, 2012). 

Experience in countries as diverse as Denmark, Georgia, Oman, Japan and Singapore show that 
the successful take-up of eServices is dependent on the relationship between a number of 
interrelated factors (EC, 2012. Meyerhoff Nielsen, 2012. Meyerhoff Nielsen&Igari, 2012). As 
illustrated in Figure 1 (below), the need to recap the economic and qualitative benefits of 
Information Communication Technology (ICT) investments – especially infrastructure, data and 
key enablers already in place – requires a two-pronged approach (Meyerhoff Nielsen, 2014): 

• Legislation, channel strategies and communication help to increase the volume of service 
delivery online. This leads to an increased incentive to invest in online services and ICT 
infrastructure, link and integrate systems across organisational boundaries, share and re-
use infrastructure, data and services;  

• But, if eServices are badly designed, people will require additional help, will give up and 
thus lead to a lower than expected return on investment. Personal, proactive and user-
friendly service design is thus a risk-minimizing activity, but one which can improve the 
user experience – if done right that is.  
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Figure 1: Interrelationship summarized (Meyerhoff Nielsen, 2014) 

The experience and the interrelationship between the above factors match the Layne & Lee 
model (Layne&Lee, 2001) on integration, technological and organisational complexity of online 
service delivery, as illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2: Layne & Lee model on integration, technological and organizational complexity 

3. What is Proactive and Personal Service Delivery? 

Personal service delivery is, for the purpose of this paper, defined as: The combination of relevant 
and personal information, data and the ability to act upon this combination – as illustrated in 
Figure 3 below (Meyerhoff Nielsen, 2014). In addition to financial considerations, the objective is to 
facilitate transparency by giving citizens access to information held by authorities, improve the 
service experience and encourage peoples’ use of government eServices. A point supported by the 
2012 European Commission benchmarking data and subsequent recommendations to increase the 
user-centricity of online service should ensure increased take-up (EC, 2012).  

Thus, this paper’s definition of personalised eService requires a combination of what Layne & 
Lee’s model defines as transaction, vertical and horizontal integration (see Figure 2). As the 
definition proposed also takes an activity and user-centric approach to the personalisation of 
eServices, the Andersen & Henriksen Public Sector Process Rebuilding (PPR) model (see Figure 4) 
(Andersen&Henriksen, 2006) – which extends Layne & Lee technology focus – is more 
appropriate. 
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Figure 3: Personalised services must mergerelevant information, personal data and service functionality  

 

 

Figure 4: The PPR maturity model: Activity and customer centric stages 

4. Current State of Data Use and Personalisation 

Looking at the current state of personalisation of eServices, it becomes clear that the focus is on the 
provision of secure access to personal information and data, plus a few selected eServices (Millard, 
2011. OECD, 2009). The focus of online service provision has thus far been to digitise existing 
organisational patterns, processes and service flows, i.e., a simple Phase 0 in the PPR model. The 
emergence of national one-stop-shops for public sector information and services illustrates the 
move to Phase I.  

One attempt to personalise online service delivery focus on the use of filters (e.g., based on 
geographical location, personas or life-events); i.e., a first step towards real personal and proactive 
provision of online services. This highlights the potential need for an eGovernment Stage Model 
combining the parameters of the Layne & Lee (2001) and Andersen & Henriksen (2006) models. In 
fact, real personalisation must not only provide filtered access to relevant information, personal 
data and transactional services, it must incorporate all three aspects into single services. 

Another attempt to personalise service delivery is MyPage functionalities (inspired by 
PageFleks, MSN my page, Google IG) pioneered by the citizen portals of Norway and Denmark 
(Furuli&Kongsrud). Like filters, this consitutes a simple extension of the Layne & Lee (2001) and 
Andersen & Hendriksen (2006) models, and it constitutes Phase II in terms of the PPR model. This 
supply-orientated focus has neither led to user take-up nor the expected efficiency gains.   
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Essentially, the existing MyPage initiatives (e.g., borger.dk, norge.no, helpt.gv.at, mygov.ge and 
eesti.ee) exhibit personal data already held by authorities to the relevant citizens once they log in. 
Data is presented in a static form with no or little functionality associated with it. Unfortunately, 
this objective is limited in scope and only marginally improves the service experience, and it has 
had limited impact on peoples’ actual use of government services online.  

While eesti.ee also gives users an overview of what and when authorities have accessed 
personal data, most examples of MyPage access are fragmented. Some represent a specific level of 
government, e.g., individual municipalities in Sweden, national like Denmark’s 
borger.dk/minside, Estonia’s Minu Asjar on eesti.ee, or Georgia’s my.gov.ge. Others focus merely 
on a specific user group, such as students for Oman’s education portal moe.gov.om, or a specific 
topic such as Denmark’s health portal sundhed.dk/borger/min-side. Others provide access to 
limited service functionality, like the Dutch mijn.overheid.nl which contains messages, past and 
present dealings with government (essentially receipts).  

5. Approaches to Personalised Online Service Delivery 

5.1 Funnels Are Good 

Personalised services can be developed through the application of “profile-fragments” and “user-
profiles”. Fragments specify the target user’s profiles, e.g., by applying a number of characteristics 
and attributes to a given piece of information, data or eService. Profile-fragments include 
geographical location, age, gender, employment, whether they have children, a specific interest, a 
student loan, car or property ownership, etc. (see Figure 5).  Generally, filters are presented as 
different website menues or search filters, but not proactively when the identity of the user is 
known. 

 
Figure 5: Funnels are good: How to personalise services utilizing profile-fragments (Adapted from Meyerhoff 
Nielsen, 2014) 

The objective is three-fold. First, to ensure that content is filtered to address the characteristics 
and attributes defined in the user-profile and the related profile-fragments, e.g., based on 
“gender”, a specific “age” and “location”. Second, to target a service to a specific user profile, e.g., 
men, aged 15-25, living in Tbilsi, who own a car. Third, through the user profiles, service delivery 
becomes more personal, and thus more attractive and value-adding for the end-user, e.g., single 
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mother, aged 25-40, living in Tallinn, who has 2-3 children of which one must be a boy aged 5-9, 
and  earn less than € 19,999 annually. 

5.2 User-Centricity, Intuitive and Value-Adding Service Design Are Essential 

Evidence and experience highlight the need to realign service delivery to effectively address the 
challenges faced (Millard, 2011). This includes service design which is user-centric, intuitive and 
value-adding, both for the responsible organisation and for the end user. It is therefore essential to 
listen to users when choosing and prioritising service design and delivery channels, whether these 
users represent the administration and its business requirements or are external users like citizens 
and businesses. The objective of user involvement is to ensure value generation for both the 
responsible organisation in terms of increased efficiency (e.g., cost savings), and the user in terms 
of effectiveness (e.g., faster, better more personal service experience). The value of good design is 
emphasised by surveys which find that an estimated 29% of surveyed Europeans in 2013 will 
potentially “drop” their use of the digital service delivery channel based on past experiences (EC, 
2012). To this effect, a number of countries have developed design guidelines for eServices. The 
Norwegian Elmer standard outlines 31 principles (Elmer, 2014), while the gov.uk service manual 
highlights 26 (GDS, 2014), and Denmark sets 25 minimum requirements (DIGST, 2014) eService 
must fulfill. What the three examples have in common is their focus on: web-accessibility (the 
WCAG 2.0 AA standard); everyday language use; logical, intuitive web-design and flow; and, 
reuse of data and joint-public functionality. 

As technology, business requirements, users’ preferences and the definition of user-friendliness 
are static, it is essential to continuously evaluate the actual behavior and input received online and 
via call center. The input will contrast those areas of an eService which generate real value to the 
user with those which do not. User stories and scenarios based on the identified strengths and 
weaknesses can subsequently be proposed for adjustments to the service design. Solutions should 
subsequently be developed, tested by technicians and users, before adapted and launched – after 
which the results are evaluated and acted upon. The latter is particularly relevant in relation to the 
personalisation of eServices, as this emphasizes the use of existing key identifiers like eID’s, 
content in core registries and personal data – whether to pre-fill an online form, unlock user-
profiles and present relevant content, personal data, or personalized eServices based on different 
profile-fragments. In fact, the Norwegian, UK and Danish examples include principles and 
recommendations for a good development and procurement process, user-involvement and user-
testing before, during and after development and launch; that is, listening to the users (Elmer, 
2014. GDDS, 2014. DIGST, 2014). 

5.3 Utilise Existing Infrastructure, Key Enablers and Data 

In computing, identity management is defined as the management of individual principles, their 
authentication, authorisation, and privileges within or across system and enterprise boundaries. 
The goal is to increase the level of security and productivity while decreasing costs, downtime and 
repetitive tasks. In the last two decades electronic ID’s (eID) – sometimes incorporating digital 
signatures – have been rolled out across Europe (Waters, 2012). eID, or user entities, typically 
include key information in relation to identification and the user profile. Similarly, the ID is used 
to identify hardware, network resource applications, ancillary information and guidelines for 
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protecting information. Essentially, it can be interpreted as the codification of identity, names and 
attributes of a physical instance in order to facilitate a process – a process based on the unlocking 
of a user profile and the identification of profile-fragment, relevant content, personal data, services 
and rights related to the specific user (Lusoli, 2012). It is due to these charateristics that eID’s and 
unique identifiers are important in relation to personalisation (IDABC, 2009).  

The importance and potential of reusing existing data is recognised by most practitioners, 
experts and government. For instance, Norway has implemented an “entry once” policy, making it 
mandatory for authorities to reuse data on individuals and businesses already known, rather than 
requesting it from the user. It is nonetheless important to differentiate between “open data” (e.g., 
weather and cadastral data) which can be made available to anyone, and “core government data” 
of which use is limited by, e.g., privacty and data protection legislation (e.g., income and health 
data). To this effect, the Netherlands and Denmark have identified 13 and 16 core registries, 
respectively, which are used in almost all service delivery (i.e., registries related to identity 
management, addresses, cadastral information, income and tax, motor vehicles, health, etc.). In the 
Danish case, the “core data program” is developing a data distribution system to ensure that this 
data can flow smoothly between relevant authorities for service delivery. By contrast, Estonia’s X-
road’s infrastructure already allows such data exchange. 

5.4 Legislative Risks and Opportunities 

Two potential barriers to personalized service delivery are the Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC 
(1995) and the so called Cookie Directive 2009/136/EC (2009). The Data Protection Directive 
governs the processing of personal data and is an important component of EU privacy and human 
rights law. Essentially, the directive forbids the processing or use of personal data, unless the user 
has given prior consent or the data user meets certain criteria for transparency, legitimate purpose, 
and proportionality. Similarly, the Cookie Directive has since May 25, 2011 required that users 
must give informed and prior consent to the placement of cookies on their online devices (PC, 
mobile, tablet, etc). In practice, the two Directives hinder authorities in proactively personalising 
the user experience based on user profiles, profile-fragments or personal data – unless said user 
has given prior consent allowing the authority to build a user profile and collect the relevant 
information, personal data and services on their behalf.  

The Data Protection and Cookie Directives represent potential, but solvable, risks to 
personalisation of eServices in the Public Sector Information PSI Directive 2003/98/EC (2003) – or 
PSI Directive. This represents a real opportunity, as it encourages EU member states to re-use 
government information and data and provides a common legislative framework for doing so. 
Similarly, it attempts to remove known barriers to public sector information reuse and aligns itself 
with open government data concepts in its 2013 amendment. 

The solution is to ask the user to give their consent (per session or for a given period of time, 
depending on national legislation). This way, the legal requirements of the Data Protection and 
Cookie Directives are not only fulfilled, but the user is given a choice in relation to the subsequent 
service experience. The users consent – in combination with online authentication with a key 
identifier like an eID or digital signature – enables the given system to build a user profile and 
authorize the service provider to collect relevant public sector information and personal data on 
behalf of the user based on this profile and matching profile-fragments - unless servers collecting 
the personal data store or track the user’s behaviour or data once a session is completed.  
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6. Conclusion 

This position paper explores several aspects of existing eGovernment implementation approaches, 
especially in the areas of value creation, user-centric segmentation and the integration of relevant 
content, personal data and transaction.  

As part of the analysis, the paper illustrates how current practice needs to be adapted and why. 
As highlighted, the current approach for introducing online services, and personalised services in 
particular, does not utilise the potential of existing government data to capture the necessary 
dimensions required to achieve actual business success. Similarly, the paper illustrates how 
challenges such as data protection may be overcome.    

Lastly, the paper indicates – although indirectly – how the existing eGovernment Stage Models 
could be enhanced by combining the technological integration and organizational complexity with 
the activity and user-centric stages. 
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Abstract: This article draws on PhD research that was conducted in three municipalities: two in 
Sweden and one in Belgium. All the three municipalities were involved in e-Government 
development at different maturity levels. Their constitutions required them to make their 
information resources available to the general public, which maintains their open governance 
structures. This was also in-line with the Public Sector Information (PSI) directive which 
requires European Union governments to make their information resources available to the 
general public including private sector organizations. The effective implementation of 
information systems is crucial to the management and use of government information. 
Currently the municipalities lack enterprise and information architecture which would guide 
the investments they make in information systems and information management and use. The 
municipalities had an IT environment with disparate information systems which created 
information islands instead of integrated information resources to be used internally and by the 
general public. 

Keywords: e-Government, information management, enterprise, information architecture  

1. Introduction 

his paper discusses the need for municipalities to undertake enterprise and information 
architecture if information systems and information are to be leveraged in a manner that 
will promote the e-Government objectives. The three municipalities that were subjects of 

this research (two Swedish and one Belgian) were involved in e-Government development but at 
different maturity levels. E-Government development objectives include increased accountability 
and transparency through the flow of information from the government to the governed and the 
delivery of high quality services. Layne & Lee (2001, p. 123) offer a comprehensive definition of e-
Governence as  “government’s use of technology, particularly web-based Internet applications to 
enhance the access to and delivery of government information and service to citizens, business 
partners, employees, other agencies, and government entities.” It is further emphasized in the 
Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions’ e-strategy that ICTs can be used in 
innovative ways to create efficiencies and hence high quality service delivery (Sveriges Kommun 
och Landsting, 2011). Information and communication technologies (ICTs) are seen as a driving 
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force to increased productivity and the establishment of e-administrations (Pilat & Lee, 2001; 
Statens Offentliga Utredningar (SOU), 2009:86).  

Since e-Government is meant to increase the transparency of government administrations, and 
hence open government, the management of information is equally crucial to its development.  
Curtin and Meijer (1995) argue that the principle of open government means exercising public 
control over government. This can only be achieved through the effective flow of information from 
government to the governed. Lazer & Binz-Scharf (2004) examined the business model required for 
the successful implementation of e-Government and argued that the traditional hierarchical and 
“silo” model of management would cause total failure to e-Government projects. Research also 
puts emphasis on the need to integrate processes and information systems to replace the inefficient 
and bureaucratic business ones (Sarikas & Weerakkody, 2007). Stemberger & Indihar (2007) further 
emphasized the need to change business processes, organizational structures and the management 
of information systems if e-Government is to be successfully implemented.  

Both the Swedish and Belgian constitutions guarantee their citizens and the media the right to 
access government information (Bohlin, 2010; Freedom of Information, 1994; Regeringskansliet, 
2009). The legislative frameworks provide ideal conditions for internal efficiency, access to 
information and transparency. The two countries are also obliged to espouse the Public Sector 
Information directive (PSI) that was enacted by the European Union in 2003. The directive requires 
government administrations to make their information available to the general public including 
the private sector (The European Union, 2003).  

To address some of the e-Government development hurdles, the municipalities would benefit 
from undertaking enterprise and information architecture. Aziz, Obitz et al (2005) defined 
enterprise architecture as a holistic view of an enterprise’s processes, information and information 
technology assets. It is a vehicle for aligning business and IT in a structured, efficient and 
sustainable way. Enterprise architecture models include; applications, business processes, 
information and the organization’s IT infrastructure. This would also address interoperability 
issues that lead to information systems as isolated information islands. An important factor to e-
Government development is interoperability because it covers interconnectivity, data integration, 
e-services access, and content management (Cullen, 2010).   Evernden & Evernden (2003) were of 
the view that organizations need to invest in both architecture and technology. This is because lack 
of information architecture results in the ineffective and inconsistent use of information.  
Information architecture helps to solve problems of access and use of vast amounts of information 
that organizations have to deal with in today’s information environment (Resmini, 2011).   

2. The Problem 

The public municipalities that provided case studies were faced with the challenge of a disparate 
IT infrastructure with many systems that were not integrated. They further lacked a unified 
information management repository which meant lack of integrated information resources 
(Kallberg, Svärd, & Sundberg, 2010; Svärd, 2014).  
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3. Method 

This paper draws on PhD research  (Svärd, 2014) that was conducted in two Swedish 
municipalities and a municipality in Belgium. The research explored the concept of Enterprise 
Content Management (ECM), Records Management and Information Culture. The studies that 
focused on ECM and Records Management were conducted in the two Swedish municipalities 
while the study on information culture included a Belgian Municipality. The studies were 
therefore not comparative in nature. A case study approach was employed because it facilitates an 
understanding of group, organization, social, political and related phenomena. Case studies 
further help researchers to understand complex social issues (Creswell, 2007). Gaining  such a deep 
understanding entails interaction with the entities being researched and using research techniques 
such as interviews. Interviews were therefore conducted in September 2012 and February 2013 
respectively. A total of 56 interviews were conducted, transcribed and analyzed. 35 interviews 
were conducted in the two Swedish municipalities and 21 in the Belgian municipality. The 
categories of people interviewed included heads of departments, heads of units, architects, 
environmental officers, GIS managers, secretaries, building permits granting officers, an archivist, 
IT personnel, social workers, two top management members and a legal advisor. The research 
results have been published in different journals (see Svärd, 2014). This article however 
emphasizes the need for the municipalities to embrace enterprise and information architecture. 

4. The Challenges 

The section below presents the e-Government development work that the municipalities were 
engaged in and the challenges posed by lack of enterprise architecture and information 
architecture.  The municipalities were small and medium sized and  had several committees that 
carried out the administration and implementation of the decisions made by the politicians (Svärd, 
2014). The social services and the city planning units in the three municipalities were chosen 
because they were information intensive. 

4.1 e-Government Development in the Three Public Administrations 

The interviews confirmed that the two Swedish municipalities were engaged in  e-Government 
development projects such as the e-invoice, the e-school administration service to parents, elderly 
care, e-procurement and health care planning (Kallberg et al., 2010). By the time of the studies, 
most of the service were still under development. The Belgian municipality had no fully developed 
services but had forms regarding the delivery of various services were available on the Internet. 
The Belgian municipality had in 2014 received a political directive to fully embrace e-Government 
development. It was interesting to note that e-Government development maturity levels were 
quite different in both the Swedish and Belgian municipalities. While a lot had started happening 
in the Swedish municipalities, the Belgian municipality’s e-Government engagement was still 
quite underdeveloped.  
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4.2 Enterprise Architecture 

The interviews revealed that all the three municipalities lacked enterprise and information 
architecture. Their IT infrastructure constituted disparate information systems caused by un-
coordinated procurement procedures. Despite the fact that the administrations had established 
formal procurement procedures, individual units often purchased their own information 
management systems without consultation with the IT department or other units. Some of the 
systems became stand-alone systems and created inefficiency, duplication of information and 
needed separate maintenance. This further created integration problems. In the Swedish 
municipalities, awareness of the challenges created by an IT infrastructure with disparate systems 
had started to develop and efforts were being made to create a more consolidated IT-environment. 
One of the Swedish municipalities had about 700 information systems. This high number of 
information systems could be attributed to the fact that the acquisition of systems was sometimes 
due to prestige, directly made by the unit heads without consultation with the IT unit and lack of 
an overview of existing systems. In the second Swedish municipality a fully functioning 
information system had to be discarded because the suppliers could not continue sustaining it. The 
supplier had been bought up by another company. This municiaplity further faced integration 
problems since systems could not “talk” to each other. This resulted in double registration of 
incoming cases. Integration issues had started being discussed due to the realization of the need to 
share and exchange information across the unit  boundaries.  The Belgian municipality also faced 
similar challenges. There was a clear need to harmonize the IT-environment in all the three 
municipalities in order to effectively utilize the information systems that were being deployed to 
facilitate the management of information. 

4.3 Information Architecture 

An explicit information architecture was lacking in all the three case studies.  One of the Swedish 
municipalities had engaged in information modelling with the intent of identifying relevant 
information that could be used across the entire organization. This proved to be a daunting task 
and did not involve the entire organization. This modelling work was not followed through. A lot 
of information that is used in the daily activities of the municipalities is in the information systems. 
This information is referred to as “unstructured” but is of paramount importance to the day-today 
decision making processes. The issue of how to effectively manage unstructured information was 
still a challenge in all the three municipalities. In the Belgian municipality one of the officers 
interviewed revealed that he had crucial data from the surveying unit which was not integrated 
with the rest of the municipality’s information resources. 

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

E-Government is about the effective use of technology and information to promote efficient service 
delivery and accountable and transparent government administrations. The municipalities have 
embraced e-Government but they still face the challenge of lack of enterprise and information 
architecture. Enterprise and information architecture would facilitate the creation of consolidated 
IT environments and integrated information resources. Undertaking architecture would facilitate 
an overview of information resources, legacy applications and systems that usually lead to high 
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maintenance costs. The consolidation of the IT-environment and the effective management of the 
information resources are key to the attainment of the e-Government objectives of open 
governments and the delivery of high quality services.   

The PSI directive will only work if information is structured and organized in a manner that will 
serve the different stakeholders’ needs. A lot of public information is currently locked in different 
information systems silos. Undertaking information architecture could mitigate some of the 
information access challenges and would lead to a better identification and integration of the 
different information resources that are in the possession of the municipalities.  

 The studied cases had no enterprise and information architecture. The advantages of engaging 
in enterprise architecture and information are well articulated by the authors referred to in the 
introductory part of this article. Undertaking enterprise and information architecture would lead 
to wiser investments in information systems and harmonized IT environments. Information 
architecture would promote an intelligent enterprisewide use of information as a resource.  The 
acquistion and implementation of information systems and information planning projects should 
draw on the competences of IT-personnel, the officers working with the information and 
information managers. The information landscape has become complex and requires different 
expertise if it is to be leveraged in an innovative manner. The integration issue needs to be 
addressed prior to the acquisition of systems in order to facilitate the exchange of information 
between systems and across the entire organization. The municipalities information management 
systems contain a lot of information that is unstructured and hence more difficult to make 
available should the general public be interested in accessing it. Undertaking information 
architecture would mitigate such an issue. Information needs to be structured and organized if it is 
to be used in a productive way that would support innovation and creativity required to boost e-
Government development. 

One aspect worth noting is the difference in the maturity levels of e-Government development 
and the implications it could have on the democratic mechanisms meant to deliver equal services 
to all European citizens. 

5.1 Recommendations 

The following recommendations are made in response to the identified problems: 
• Undertaking enterprise architecture could minize the challenges posed by disparate IT 

infrastructure.  
• Formation of a team of people with expertise in information systems, change 

management, information management and business process management to specifically 
focus on information and information systems challenges could  leverage information 
and technology in a more innovative way. 

• Collaboration beyond unit boundaries should be promoted in order to utilize the 
information resources and the information systems effectively and enterprise wide. 
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Abstract: This research attempts to analyze policies and laws on open budget covering post-
Soviet/Eurasian countries, where integration is rapidly developing (Kazakhstan and Russia). 
Legal aspects were studied by comparison of laws on open budget, and by analysis of 
implementation of the legislation. The comparison of laws made possible to identify the 
similarities and differences in main terms and objectives concerning open budget, to explore 
the bodies responsible for maintaining open budget projects, to define priorities of open 
budget development. The similarities and differences in open budget policies and legislation of 
these countries have been highlighted. 
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1. Introduction 

efore 1991, Kazakhstan and Russia were a part of the Soviet united budget system. The 
collapse of the Soviet Union and the subsequent appearance of independence allowed the 
countries to formulate independent fiscal policies. Both countries implemented a number of 

reforms, as a result of which overarching fiscal policy structures were modified and a new legal 
bases were created. New fiscal institutions were established, including the Treasury and Supreme 
Audit bodies (Makhmutova, 2007).  

The research hypothesis is that the post-Soviet countries are characterized by common features 
of the Open Budget, especially states the Eurasian Economic Union: close positions in the rankings, 
as well as the similarity of the legislation. Therefore, the objective of the study is to verify the 
hypothesis taking into account results of the comparison of Open Budget experience in post-Soviet 
countries, where integration is rapidly developing (Kazakhstan and Russia). 

Independent history of the formation of value systems of Russia and Kazakhstan has only been 
around for about 20 years. Comparative analysis of how and why these countries went different 
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ways and what this led to, can be helpful in choosing the best ways to improve the efficiency of 
budget managing within these countries. 

2. Main Definitions and Literature Review 

IMF Guidelines for fiscal transparency contain the most complete definition of transparency: 
“Fiscal transparency means openness to the public in regard to the structure and functions of 
government, objectives of fiscal policy, public sector accounts and forecasts. It provides easy access 
to reliable, comprehensive, timely, understandable and comparable across countries information 
about government activities in order that voters and financial markets can accurately assess the 
financial position of the government and the true costs and benefits associated with the activities 
of government including its current and future economic and social consequences” (Guidelines, 
2007). 

OECD Best Practices for Budget Transparency defines budget transparency as “full, timely and 
systematic disclosure of fiscal information” (OECD, 2002). 

At present there is quite a lot of literature on Open Budget. Also a lot of studies deal with a 
participatory budget. These studies focused on the best practices and the most successful cases, 
especially in Latin America and Europe. Literature on Open Budget can be divided into several 
groups: studies of political and legal framework of budget transparency and openness (Wehner, de 
Renzio, 2013; Harrison, Sayogo, 2013); studies of the strengths and weaknesses of the Open Budget 
evaluation tools (Duggal et al., 2014; Seifert et al., 2013); studies of Open Budget tools application 
(for example, in public healthcare) (Cohen, 2013; Hu, Mendoza, 2013); case studies of some 
countries (Alt et al., 2014; Cohen, 2013); comparative studies (Seifert et al., 2013). 

As for the literature on Open Budget and Participatory Budget in Russia, there are as of yet very 
few rigorous academic studies in this field. Serious academic development of this subject began 
only 2-3 years ago. It is worth noting the studies of the technical aspects of Open Budget 
(Parkhimovich, Vlasov, Muromtsev 2012), institutional and legal aspects (Turgel 2013; Turgel, 
2014). Part of the publication is focused on the study of the Russian experience at the national level 
(Turgel 2013; Turgel, 2014), others have focused on studying the experience of Russian regions and 
municipalities (Parkhimovich, Vlasov, Muromtsev, 2012; Ivanov, 2012), and others compared the 
Russian experience with a foreign one (Styrin, Dmitrieva, 2015). In Kazakhstan, this topic is 
developed in publications (Makhmutova, 2007; Abdrakhmanov, 2015). 

3. Methodology and Research Material 

This paper analyses Open Budget legislation of two post-Soviet countries (Russia and Kazakhstan) 
belonging to the Eurasian Economic Union. In order to compare the results of Open Budget 
legislation analysis, the authors chose a set of parameters for comparison. The comparison of laws 
made it possible to identify the similarities and differences in (1) main objectives concerning the 
Open Budget, identification of the (2) bodies responsible for maintaining Open Budget projects, 
defining (3) priorities of Open Budget development, (4) assessment of state-of-the-art in countries 
by international institutions. The above-mentioned parameters would allow the authors to find out 
the value and effectiveness of the legal base on Open Budget of each analyzed country, explore the 
“zone of competence” in implementation the corresponding legislation. 
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The study would be incomplete without the understanding of the enforcement and 
implementation of the Open Budget strategies. One of the ways to evaluate effectiveness of the 
legislation implementation is based on the comparison of countries’ positions in global rankings. 
In addition it is necessary to take into consideration the fact that an assessment is carried out both 
by the authorities and independent experts, NGOs and citizens. It is based on the analysis of 
official statistics, experts’ surveys, public opinion polls and media publications. 

4. International Assessment of Open Budgets in Russia and Kazakhstan 

Ranking the International Budget Partnership (IBP) is one of the primary tools in the field of 
countries’ Open Budget evaluation. IBP composes Open Budget Index (OBP) every two years. 
With this index it is possible to determine whether eight key budget documents to grant the public 
by the government of each country, as well as whether the data of these documents to be 
understandable, timely and useful. Points are assigned for answering 95 questions out of 125, used 
to calculate estimates of relative transparency of all the countries surveyed. This total score is 
referred to as the Open Budget Index. The study is made on the basis of a questionnaire filled for 
each country by independent experts on budget. Then a questionnaire for each country is 
independently reviewed by two anonymous experts who are not associated with the government.  

Index of Russia in 2012 was 74 out of 100 points, which is much higher than an average ranking 
of 43 points for all 100 countries surveyed (Open Budget Survey, Russia, 2012). Among other 
comparable countries, Russia is the leading country that is ahead of all states except Britain. Russia 
is among the countries that provide significant budget information. Russia is characterized by 
positive dynamics of the Open Budget Index (OBI). For comparison: in 2006, the OBI of Russia 
amounted 47, in 2008 - 58, in 2010 – 60 (Open Budget Survey. Russia, 2012). 

IBP makes the following recommendations for Russia to improve the budget transparency: 

• Publish a Mid-Year Review for the first six months, which is yet prepared only for 
internal use; 

• Prepare and publish a Citizens Budget; 
• Improve the Executive’s Budget Proposal by providing information on the national debt 

for several years prior to the fiscal year, as well as issues that are not included in the 
Year-End Report such as quasi-fiscal activities, financial and non-financial assets and 
unpaid expenses; 

• Improve the quality of the Year-End Report by explaining the difference between 
forecasts and actual results of non-financial data; 

• Improve the quality of the Audit Report by the publication of the executive reports on 
the implementation of the recommendations for audit (Open Budget Survey. Russia, 
2012). 

Kazakhstan Index in 2012 amounts 48 out of 100 points, which is slightly higher than the 
average ranking of 43 points for all 100 countries surveyed. Kazakhstan is among the countries 
that provide only some budget information. Kazakhstan has managed to significantly improve the 
Open Budget Index (OBI) compared to 2010 (Open Budget Survey. Kazakhstan, 2012). 
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Table 1:  Key budget documents disclosed by governments of Kazakhstan and Russia, IBP, 2012 

Priorities  Eurasian Economic Union Countries 
Kazakhstan Russia 

Pre-Budget Statement + + 
Executive’s Budget Proposal  + + 
Enacted Budget + + 
Monthly or quarterly In-Year 
Reports 

- - 

Mid-Year Review for the first 
six months 

+/- +/- 

Year-End Report + + 
Audit Report + + 

Citizens Budget + - 

 
IBP makes the following recommendations for Kazakhstan to improve the budget transparency: 

• Prepare and publish Mid-Year Review for the first six months; 
• Improve the Executive’s Budget Proposal by providing information on the national debt 

for several years prior to the fiscal year, as well as issues that are not included in the 
Year-End Report such as quasi-fiscal activities, financial and non-financial assets and 
unpaid expenses; 

• Improve the quality of the Year-End Report by explaining the difference between 
forecasts and actual results of non-financial data and macroeconomic indicators; 

• Improve the quality of the Audit Report, increasing the coverage of audited annual 
expenses by publishing reports on extra-budgetary funds, and reports on the 
implementation of recommendations for audit. 

• Improve the quality of the Citizens Budget by distributing the report via other channels, 
in addition to the Internet (Open Budget Survey, Kazakhstan, 2012). 

5. Main Results 

5.1 Open Budget in Kazakhstan: Legal and Institutional Framework 

Ministry of Finance is the central executive body of the Republic of Kazakhstan, carrying reports 
on budget execution. The Ministry of Finance is responsible for reporting on the national, regional 
and consolidated budget (approved, adjusted and corrected). The ministry prepares reports on 
national and local budgets on the government agencies implementation of the planned income and 
expenditure of money from the sale of goods (works services), on the income and expenditure of 
money from the sponsorship and charity. The Ministry of Finance provides monthly forecast of 
national budget requirements of the guaranteed transfer from the National Fund.  The Ministry 
monitors the development of the national budget and publicly guaranteed debt (Abdrahmanov, 
2015) 
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In Kazakhstan, the Treasury was established in 1995, while the Accounting Chamber on 
Monitoring of Republican Budget Implementation was established in 1996 (Makhmutova, 2007). 
The first Budget Code became law in 2005. In 2008, a new version of the Budget Code was adopted 
(Budget Code, 2008). It provides for  

“mandatory publication of legal acts on budget of the Republic of Kazakhstan, approved budgets 
and performance reports, strategic plans and reports on their implementation, reports on the formation 
and use of the National Fund, with the exception of protected secret law, as well as mandatory 
transparency of the budgeting for public and media” (Budget Code…, 2008). 

One might classify non-voters into three types: the dissatisfied, the interested and the 
uninterested type (see Figure 1).  

One of the first surveys of Open Budget in Kazakhstan is a report prepared by Transparency 
International in 2003 (Assessment, 2003). This study is an expert survey (55 respondents 
interviewed), conducted with the support of US Agency on International Development (USAID).  

The study showed that most experts believe the budgeting in Kazakhstan is partially opaque 
(from 44 to 70% depending on the component of the budgeting). Also, national and local bodies 
have been ranked by the level of participation in the budgeting. The main problems have been 
identified weak system of budgetary control, imperfect relationship between the budgets of 
different levels of government, moral corruption of officials and the imperfection of the budget 
legislation (Assessment, 2003). 

5.2 Open Budget in Russia: Legal and Institutional Framework 

Legal and Institutional framework of Open Budget in Russia is similar to Kazakhstan's one. As in 
Kazakhstan, the main responsible body is the Ministry of Finance. The term “Open Budget” is not 
often used in Russian official sources and speeches at the federal level. The word “open” is often 
replaced by the word “electronic”. One of the first steps was the preparation and publication of the 
2006 “Guide to the Russian budget”. In 2011, the Russian Ministry of Finance has developed a 
concept of the national integrated information system of public finance management “e-Budget”. 

In 2012, the Ministry of Finance conducted a survey of the regional authorities on the budget 
transparency and the budgeting for citizens (Results, 2012). It was attended by 77 regions out of 83. 
The questionnaire consisted of 9 questions. According to the survey results, 35% of the regions 
regularly compiled and published Citizen Budget.  

The “Open Budget” project of Alexei Kudrin, a former Minister of Finance who established the 
Committee of Civil Initiatives (http://budget4me.ru/), is aimed at publicity of budget formation 
and implementation at all the levels, including municipal. The project will provide the feedback 
tools in the budget formation. The portal was launched in 2012. The objective of the project is 
increasing the role of citizens and legislatures in the budgeting. Another project of the Committee 
of Civil Initiatives is “GosZatraty” (Clearspending) aimed at learning, understanding, finding a 
violation, re-using data on public expenditure, in particular, grants, municipal contracts, etc. 
(Open Government. Open Budget) 

In Russian Open Government’s “Open Region” project there is development of a new approach 
to the provision of the regional budget information. Among fulfilled Open Budget projects in 
Russia there are projects of Information Culture Partnership (“RosGosZatraty”, “Public 
Revenues”). Also it is worth noting the Open Budget Portal launching by Open Government of the 
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Russian Federation (budget.open.gov.ru). In addition, the Ministry of Finance launched the 
Information and Analytical site with a base of financial data “Public information resource on the 
analysis of budget indicators of Russian regions on the basis of official sources” (iMonitoring). 

5.3 Comparing State of the Art in Russia and Kazakhstan 

It is worth noting similar problems of Open Budget in Russia and Kazakhstan: 

• With the launch of Open Budget projects the involvement of citizen and experts to the 
goals formulation is not spelled out in the law, i.e., there is no comprehensive 
understanding of what is needed for these projects are not only from the government, 
but also from citizens.  

• It is necessary to provide an additional incentive in the form of support for the civil and 
expert initiatives in Open Budget, transparency and accountability; promote projects in 
the field of recycling of budget data. 

• Solutions for Open Budget can be different and not necessarily only in the form of a joint 
budget portal and its regional segments. It is important to consolidate the general 
principles and approaches (primary data, necessary documents, engagement and 
visualization tools, etc.) 

• According to the calculations of the Gaidar Institute for Economic Policy, in the draft 
federal budget for 2016 the government classified almost a quarter of the expenditures 
(compared with 8% of the United States, while the percent of spending on security is 
bigger than in Russia). Before 2016, this figure will grow by more than two times. It is 
about 166 billion dollars (Secretnyi “chulok”, 2013). The same problem is typical for 
Kazakhstan. Also, Gaidar Institute notes the increase in the cost on security needs. 
According to experts of the Institute, only citizens who possess special knowledge can 
understand the Russian Open Budget (Secretnyi “chulok”, 2013). 

• It is worth noting the weak awareness of citizens about the Open Government and Open 
Budget activities. In 2012 up to 95% of visitors to the Russian Open Government site 
were not aware of the purpose of the initiative (Open Government of the Russian 
Federation). The same problem is typical for Kazakhstan. 

• It is important that in addition to “high-profile” purposes, we are talking about skilled 
opposing “budget populism and paternalism” on the basis of the civil society 
development, i.e., in the fact, the sense of work to ensure the budgeting transparency is 
that the taxpayers and the lawmakers would not have deceptive illusions of limitless 
budgets. 

6. Conclusions and Future Work 

Analysis of the legislation on Open Budget of Kazakhstan and Russia revealed a similarity of the 
approaches of these countries to the Open Budget development. The laws marked similar goals 
and priorities. Thus it is assumed that the common features in the legislation on the Open Budget 
in post-Soviet countries (especially for the states of the Eurasian Economic Union – Russia, and 
Kazakhstan) influence the close positions in the rankings. Moreover, the more political cooperation 
between the countries, the more similar their laws on Open Budget.  
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It is worth providing a theoretical and practical framework of future work. In the theoretical 
framework, it is worth providing an analysis of Open Budget institutions in Eurasian countries. In 
the future, we can study the economic cooperation (trade, etc.), and compare it with the similarity 
of the laws and institutions responsible for Open Budget. We also need to check how the David 
Mitrany’s functionalist theory works concerning the post-Soviet countries (In accordance with this 
theory, political cooperation at top level of international organizations leads to increased 
cooperation on specific issues, in particular the Open Budget).  

In the practical framework it is worth providing a research program of the role of Information 
Society in general, and Open Budget in particular, in Eurasian integration. This program must be 
in accordance with the methodology of global rankings and assist international organizations in 
surveys implementation - particularly to update existing information, and to help national 
governments to better navigate the assessment priorities. 
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1. The e-Participation and Internet Voting Platform baloti.ch 

ue to rather restrictive naturalisation laws about 20 per cent of the adult population in 
Switzerland is not part of the electorate (Caramani/Strijbis 2013: 399; Caroni 2013). In the 
French speaking part of Switzerland, however, and also in two German-speaking cantons, 

migrants are allowed to vote on local affairs, and in the cantons of Jura and Neuchâtel even on 
cantonal matters. Recent attempts to introduce voting rights for migrants on the local level in 
additional cantons have all failed. Political debates on the topic are usually very controversial. The 
website baloti.ch1 was created as an e-participation project in order to give the under- or 
unrepresented part of the Swiss population the opportunity to have a say in politics. The online 
platform baloti.ch was an attempt to give migrants in Switzerland the opportunity to become 
familiar with the political system in a practical way. During a two-year pilot phase, direct 
democracy could be exercised in multiple languages on the platform parallel to the actual national 
referendums. In this way, it enabled access and participation to one of the essential elements of the 
Swiss political system, namely direct democracy (Serdült 2014). 

1 In Esperanto the word baloti means to vote, to elect. 
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The information provided on each referendum on baloti.ch was translated into the eleven 
languages most spoken in Switzerland: German, French, Italian, English, Spanish, Portuguese, 
Turkish, Albanian, Serbian, Croatian and Tamil. To keep efforts within reasonable limits the texts 
on the platform were kept short. The vocabulary corresponded approximately to a lower 
secondary school level. 

The platform contained the following information and parts: 
• Name of the referendum and brief information (what is it about?) 
• Initiators and voting recommendations (who is behind it?) 
• Arguments for and against (why?) 
• Information about direct democracy in general (how does it work in Switzerland?) 
• Section for voting with a key for data encryption (providing vote secrecy) 

Data collection and analysis were anonymous. Personal data was not saved long-term or used 
for any reason other than statistical analysis. Participants were informed of this in a disclaimer on 
the website and also during the voting process. To keep the obstacles to participation as low as 
possible users were not required to register to vote but only needed a valid email address in order 
to receive the encryption key for voting. To cover the technical side we cooperated with specialists 
from the Bern University of Applied Sciences (Dubuis et al. 2011). The project was 
interdisciplinary and comprised of IT personnel as well as staff with language and social science 
expertise. Three interns from the MAPS programme of the University of the Neuchâtel carried out 
valuable work for the project and were able to collect credits towards their Master's degree. The IT 
side of the project took up, at least at the beginning, a disproportionate share of the work, but it 
was important as it formed the necessary foundation for the operative part. The effort required for 
the technical part was definitely underestimated. 

(a) 
(b) 

Figure 1: Some graphical design elements of baloti.ch such as the original traffic light system (a), and the 
request for a voting code (b). 

The actual voting process was implemented as simply but as realistically as possible in analogy 
to a paper vote. In the first design of the website, users were led through the voting process by 
way of a “traffic light” system that progressed from red to yellow to green. Presumably simple 
graphics led users through the voting process. During the first referendum, in which only one 
initiative was voted on, we did not identify the shortcomings of this design. However, the second 
referendum, comprising of three initiatives and a tie-breaker question (see letter a in Fig. 1), was 
far more complex. Feedback from users and our own evaluation of this second referendum hinted 
at difficulties with the voting process. A relatively large proportion of potential voters got lost in 
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the process. Various modifications were then made to the design and processes in order to correct 
these problems. 

2. Diffusion Campaign 

Once the technical side of the voting system could be considered secure, the primary goal was to 
advertise the platform. We undertook great efforts to do this, however, we also realised that 
“continual advertising” would require too much work and, in any event, would not automatically 
result in more visitors to the website. The respective advertising efforts are described below. 

Television and Radio: At the beginning of the project there was a national television broadcast 
about baloti.ch during prime time news. The impact of coverage in the Swiss national television 
evening news bulletin on 21 September 2010 was clearly evident in the visitor statistics obtained 
from Google Analytics (see Fig. 2). The number of visitors to baloti.ch sharply increased on this 
date and then levelled out again. Of the total 3,300 visitors to the website during the time the 
electronic ballot boxes were open (16-26 September 2010), more than half visited the site on that 
particular day. In the further course of the project we used non-commercial local radio stations 
with foreign language broadcasting formats as additional diffusion partners. 

Printed and Online Press: To keep the path to the website as short as possible, some large 
media companies offered their online portals as advertising and diffusion channels. We mainly 
cooperated with the daily newspaper 20 minutes (in print and online as well as in French and 
German). Understandably, the online coverage on 20min proved far superior to print. Visitor 
numbers on 20min online are high and the path to another website is only one mouse click away. 
Baloti.ch registered close to 4,300 visitors between 8 and 28 November 2010. Again, visitor 
numbers increased suddenly on 16 November 2010 when 20min online reported on the project (see 
Fig. 2). 

Direct Emails: In November 2010, those who had voted in September 2010 on baloti.ch were 
invited directly via email to participate again. Though this action was repeated before every voting 
date its success was very modest. Relatively few users voted repeatedly (see Tab. 2). 

Multiplier Organisations: Migrant organisations as well as cantonal and city contact points for 
migrants were assessed as being valuable partners for further diffusion and were continuously 
provided with flyers and other informative material. Migrant associations were contacted by post 
and email but were also personally visited. Language schools with courses for migrants as well as 
cantonal and local migrant organisations were identified and asked to further promote the 
website. Whether a promotion of the website actually took place could not be verified easily. 

Facebook Campaign: In order to reach more people, especially a younger audience we started a 
Facebook page during the end of the project. A baloti fan page already existed on Facebook but it 
was looked only sporadically. A Twitter account also existed, however the possibilities of 
achieving something in a short period of time were considerably greater on Facebook, which is 
why we decided to use this medium. The campaign ran from 6-23 October 2011. In addition, we 
took out an advertisement on Facebook from 21-23 October. From 1 October to the referendum on 
23 October we succeeded, through the above-mentioned activities, in increasing the monthly active 
users of the Facebook page from 53 to 420. Monthly active users included those people who 
interacted at least once with either the Facebook profile directly or through posts. This means that 
the more actively the page is administered and contributions or comments shared, the more active 
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users can be won. This was clearly evident from the statistics. On those days when something was 
shared or published the hits increased substantially. With a total of 24 new “likes” we had 128 
“fans” by 23 October. However, on the whole, the impact was still modest given the actual effort. 
The advertisement taken out from 21-23 October was displayed to 10,971 Facebook users. Only 50 
of those actually clicked on the advertisement and in doing so ended up at the baloti fan page. Of 
those 50 people only 12 connections (baloti Facebook fans) were formed. Our experience shows that 
even with a small amount of effort a certain level of activity can be obtained on a Facebook page. 
Clearly the number of new users was far too small to speak of a successful mobilisation effect. 
Furthermore, the increased activity on the Facebook page says nothing about the user's actual 
behaviour on the baloti website. 

3. Evaluation 

The following section presents the data collected between the launch of baloti.ch until the end of the 
last vote in October 2011 (see Fig. 2). During this time baloti.ch registered 17,513 visitors with an 
average of 43 visits per day, 12,546 of which can be attributed to individual visitors. 69.1% of visits 
are concentrated within the voting periods (corresponding to the total number of visits in Tab. 1), 
during which time frame the daily average increased to 142. The busiest day registered 1,837 visits, 
due to the previously mentioned television broadcast. 

Figure 2: Number of visitors to baloti.ch according to Google Analytics 

From the visitor statistics it becomes evident that, despite increased marketing efforts including 
Facebook campaigns at the end of the pilot phase, the interest in baloti.ch decreased steadily over 
time. However, on the positive side, it can be mentioned that the platform attracted visitors from 
all regions and migrant languages spoken in Switzerland. 
Table 1: Technical indicators for the voting process 

Vote Type Visits Visits/day Visitors Start End % Start % End 

Sept 2010 1 vote 3'531 252 3'025 2'640 359 87.3 13.6 

Nov 2010 3 votes 4'555 215 3'505 2'617 327 74.7 12.5 

Feb 2011 1 vote 2'849 129 2'372 1'136 360 47.9 31.7 

Oct 2011 1 election 1'168 42 1'006 544 154 54.1 28.3 

 
The main goal of baloti.ch was to have those people who visited the website casting a vote. We 

therefore defined indicators allowing us to understand user behaviour and to evaluate to what 
extent we achieved our goals (see Tab. 1 and 2). Of those people who requested a voting code, 
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69.3% actually voted. The request for a voting code is thus a good indicator for the voting intention 
of the visitor. Also clearly apparent in Table 1 are the problems that arose during the voting 
process on the occasion of the referendums in 2010 and in particular for the one in November with 
three ballot questions. 
Table 2: Percent of repeated voting on baloti.ch across the four votes 

Participating Number of Voters % Voters 

once 663 72.9 

twice 170 18.7 

three times 58 6.4 

four times 19 2.1 

 
A second indicator is the number of people who voted on baloti.ch repeatedly (see Tab. 2). 910 

people voted at least once; 27.2% of those voted twice or more. If we assign a voting index between 
1 and 4 with which to determine the average number of votes per person, the index for baloti is 1.4. 
This low value makes an analysis of the reasons for the weak commitment of visitors to the Baloti 
website necessary. Particularly, what needs to be studied is to what extent the weak commitment 
was caused by usability issues (user ignorance or difficulties with the application of the website) or 
due to other reasons (lack of diffusion or interest, distrust, etc.). This research was not able to be 
carried out during the pilot. We surmise however, that the weak commitment relates to the short-
lived novelty effect. That would be an argument in favour of not, in the first instance, installing the 
platform nationwide and long-term, but rather locally and linked to concrete events. 

4. Internet Voting on baloti.ch 

During the pilot it was possible to vote on five proposals on three referendum dates on baloti.ch. 
As part of the voting process we collected some additional socio-demographic information. The 
information was self-declared by voters. Only votes cast by those who explicitly declared 
themselves as migrants living in Switzerland were evaluated. However, too few votes were 
entered to undertake a reliable statistical analysis. 

With the exception of two votes, the results from baloti.ch referendums never corresponded to 
the official Swiss results. We attributed this outcome to the small number of votes cast on baloti.ch 
and the fact that the website primarily attracted votes from political left-oriented circles. Our 
hypothesis, that with higher figures the baloti.ch result would have become comparable to the 
voting result of Swiss citizens, could unfortunately not be tested. 

Even though we could not obtain enough data, an analysis of voters separated into two groups 
only, those who voted like the Swiss electorate and those who did not, provided some interesting 
patterns that could serve as initial premises for future works. For these analyses we summarised 
all voters across all five proposals. Overall, the majority of migrants who voted on baloti.ch did not 
vote like the Swiss electorate. But at 54%, this majority is not at all clearly pronounced. Solely 
within the age and education criteria there were sub-categories of people who predominately 
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voted in line with the Swiss electorate. In terms of age it was those in the younger age category, up 
to 39 years, while in the education category it was migrants with university degrees. In regard to 
the voter's gender, the tendency to vote differently to the Swiss electorate was likewise less clearly 
pronounced. In terms of the length of time migrants have lived in Switzerland, the tendency to 
vote the same as the Swiss electorate declined slightly as the length of time increased. 

5. Conclusions 

From an operational point of view the project baloti.ch was able to demonstrate in the form of a 
proof of concept and several pilot votes that an integrated information and internet voting 
platform in eleven languages could be provided. The platform's internet voting feature was used 
for referendum votes as well as for elections. The technical challenge for such a platform was 
considerable and more costly than initially expected but could be managed. Technology and 
translation issues could be overcome. The most difficult part, however, was to make the platform 
known to the target groups and to maintain the effort over a longer period of time. The user rates 
clearly show a deteriorating interest in the voting platform despite the increase in marketing and 
diffusion efforts. Only 1'300 of the total 13'000 visitors of the website baloti.ch actually cast a vote 
on the four possible occasions to do so. To run such a platform as a permanent undertaking is 
therefore not realistic. Even with more resources it is unlikely to attain much higher numbers of 
voters. The low number of voters seems to be a combination of a fading interest in a purely 
symbolic vote, inexperienced users getting lost during the request for a voting code and eventually 
fear of performing a manifestation (although encrypted) of political will via the Internet. For future 
projects of such kind we therefore recommend to link the vote closer to the local context and to 
give it the character of a unique event rather than building up a permanent platform. 
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1. Introduction to the EU Project Openlaws.eu 

penlaws.eu is an ambitious legal information project that is built on open data, open 
innovation and open source software. Openlaws.eu will support you to find legal 
information quickly, organize it the way you want and share it with others. The Internet 

platform adds a social layer to the existing institutional layer of legal information systems. By 
involving all key-stakeholders, the project will create a network between legislation, case law, legal 
literature, and legal experts - both on a national and a European level, which will finally lead to an 
improved access to legal information.  

 
Figure 1: Social layer on top of institutional layer 

The openlaws.eu core team will also create a “BOLD“ Vision 2020 about what Big Open Legal 
Data (BOLD) can achieve in the future and will in addition propose a roadmap to the European 
Commission. The concept of openlaws.eu was first introduced to the general public at the IRIS 
conference in 2013 (Wass et al., 2013). 

O 
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1.1 Open Data 

Open data refers to the idea that certain data should be freely available for use and re-use.1 Many 
public institutions and sometimes even private businesses are already following this trend.  
The European Commission as well as EU member states are currently working on generating 
value by allowing re-use of a specific type of data – public sector information (PSI), sometimes also 
referred to as governmental data. These data comprise all information produced, collected, or paid 
for by public bodies. Examples for public sector information that is increasingly published as open 
data are geographical information, statistics, weather data, data from publicly funded research 
projects, digitised books from libraries, and also from legislation and case law. 

The openlaws.eu project is aggregating legislation and case law from the EU and its member 
states and enhances it. Such enhancements can be achieved by creating links between legislation 
and case law, which refer to or between one case and another. Furthermore, links from national 
implementations can be derived from the European basis (in particular to a directive or a judgment 
by the European Court of Justice). Once such links are established, additional connections between 
legal information from two different member states can be found via triangulation. The new ELI 
and ECLI standards will foster this process as well (Wass & Lampoltshammer, 2014). 

For example, if article X of a directive is implemented in one member state by article Y and in 
another one by article Z, then article Y and article Z are in a relation as well – even if the exact 
contents of those two national articles remain unknown. By this approach, the challenge of 
different languages throughout EU member states can be bypassed – at least in the first round. 
A (automated) translation of the actual article still remains as a challenge. 

However, the openlaws.eu project team is well aware that researchers and governments have 
been trying to automatically link legal contents for many years. Missing standards and hundreds if 
not thousands of different citation styles form an extremely high barrier for any technology. Due to 
this fact, openlaws.eu will not rely solely on computers, but also on the crowd of legal experts. 
This is the point where open innovation comes into play. 

1.2 Open Innovation 

Open Innovation comprises the use of internal and other companies' ideas to develop new 
businesses. According to the European Commission, it is an important component of the foreseen 
European Innovation System, where all stakeholders need to be involved and create seamless 
interaction and mash-ups for ideas in innovation ecosystems.  The Open Innovation Strategy and 
Policy Group (OISPG) works closely together with the EU Commission in order to develop an 
open innovation ecosystem within the EU. 

1 See COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, THE 
COUNCIL, THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE AND THE COMMITTEE OF 
THE REGIONS, Open data - An engine for innovation, growth and transparent governance, http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2011:0882:FIN:EN:PDF and 
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/open-data-0  
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Figure 2: Open innovation funnel 

Openlaws.eu will use mainly one aspect of the broad open innovation concept, namely to 
acquire outside knowledge from the legal expert community and to integrate such information 
within the openlaws.eu Web platform.  

The “wisdom of the crowd” can be used to establish links or to confirm or curate them; tags and 
comments can be written; elements can be organised in personalised folders (mass-customisation). 
The platform can learn from such input and will not have to rely on computer-generated analyses 
only. In order to build such an ambitious platform, openlaws.eu will use software, which can also 
be considered as the result of open innovation: open source software. 

1.3 Open Source Software 

In order to build and sustain an ambitious project such as openlaws.eu, it is necessary to extend 
the process of innovation beyond the horizon of a single firm or organisation (West & Lakhani, 
2008). A development towards a hybrid alternative, which integrates both, internal and external 
innovation processes, presents a potential way to drive the project (Lakhani & Panetta, 2007). 
Building the openlaws.eu project on open source software is our approach to achieve this 
symbiosis. Still, building on a mostly “unknown” community holds pitfalls as well. Why should 
people participate in the open source project if there is no pecuniary compensation? We know 
from studies and experiences that the kinds of motivation for participation are manifold (Lerner & 
Tirole, 2002). Of course, there are people who contribute to open source projects out of pure 
altruism. Some contribute in order to promote themselves and increase their „market value“ - be it 
within industry or academia – still others do it to improve their own usage of the software or 
system (Bogers & West, 2012). Combining all of these approaches will generate the required 
momentum to build a platform by the community for the community.  

However, participation from the community alone is not sufficient. The platform has to offer a 
solid basis the community can build on. Modularity, non-propriety and openness towards new 
ideas and extensions are mandatory for the project to flourish (Lerner & Tirole, 2002). Therefore, 
the openlaws.eu project assembled its core architecture upon major building blocks from, e.g., the 
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Apache foundation2, the Spring framework3, or other established open source projects such as 
Neo4j4 to handle the platform’s data repository. In addition the project will provide a sandbox 
environment interested users can download. This sandbox environment called „openlaws labs“ 
will enable users to extend the platform with additional modules, e.g., data visualisation or data 
enrichment. Furthermore, this sandbox can be used to test connectors of external services to be 
compatible with the openlaws.eu platform to either provide potential interesting data to be 
included into the platform or to query non-confidential, open data and information from the 
openlaws.eu platform. 

2. Of Exploding Bottles & Scottish Weddings: An Openlaws.eu Use-case 

Alex is a 30-year-old woman who lives in the city of Salzburg in Austria. Already during her 
Master’s in Marketing and Product Management, she felt the ultimate urge to run her own 
business.  

As Alex dislikes alcoholic drinks, she had always been a big fan of any kind of soft drink. 
Unfortunately, she deems a lot of the products on the market as either too expensive or stuffed 
with too many unhealthy ingredients. Therefore, right after finishing her studies, she acquired 
some basic funding by a start-up program for entrepreneurs and founded her own soft drink 
business. Alex wanted to start things slowly and so decided to begin with a limited production 
round of a single sort of homebrewed lemonade, which she sales directly towards customers via 
her own Web site.  

Things went well and soon, her soft drinks were not only ordered by customers from Austria, 
but also from customers within the southern region of Germany. Until one day when a complaint 
by a German customer arrived in her mailbox via the feedback form on her Web site. The customer 
reported that one of Alex’s lemonade bottles exploded during a car ride in his new Mercedes and 
ruined the interior of the customer’s car. Of course, the customer was not amused and demands 
refunding of the car cleaning. Alex is shocked as she has a look at the invoice the customer sent her 
together with the complaint – nearly 1000 EUR for the cleaning.  

Alex has never received a similar complaint about exploding or unsealed bottles before. She 
feels insecure as to whether she has to pay the customer or not. Of course, Alex acquired some 
legal background during her studies, but this situation is not only affecting Austrian law, but 
German law and possibly European law as well. She decides to consult the very same platform 
that she already used during her studies: openlaws.eu. 

She logs-in to the platform and creates a new personal folder to store interesting information. 
She starts to search for „product liability“ in Austria and Germany respectively.  

Immediately, she finds various potential results related to her search request and collects them 
into her personal folder. In addition, the platform also provides her related information concerning 
EU directives for product liability. After a first search, she switches to her respectable collection 
and starts going through each search result item. On the one hand, she is relived that she was able 

2 http://www.apache.org/ 
3 http://projects.spring.io/spring-framework/ 
4 http://neo4j.com/ 
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to find so many useful pieces of information in so little time. On the other hand, the more she is 
reading the more complex the texts of the legislation as well as a possible interpretation become. 

 Fortunately, most items have already attached comments and summaries from law 
professionals who also use the openlaws.eu platform. Within the related search items, which the 
system suggested her earlier, she was able to find a summary on product liability from the 
Austrian chamber of commerce. This does not only ease the process of understanding, but Alex 
now also discovers that one of the lawyers – who was commenting on some of the search items, 
actually has her office in Salzburg and is specialised on product liability. 

Meanwhile in London, UK., Andrea, Alex’s fiancé, is also using the openlaws.eu platform, albeit 
for a total different reason. Andrea and Alex want to marry soon and Andrea is not sure, what 
legal formalities have to be considered, before they can say „yes“. There are two major issues 
Andrea wants to find out about. As Alex is running a business and so is Andrea, both of them 
want to know what implications a marriage could have on behalf liabilities for the other partner. 
The second thing concerns the fact that the couple wants to marry at a very romantic old church, 
which is situated in Scotland. The problem is, neither Andrea nor Alex are British citizens. Alex 
has Austrian citizenship, while Andrea is an Italian. He has no clue if this combination is possible 
without taking any administrative or political hurdles.  

Therefore he set up an intelligent search folder some weeks ago, which automatically collects 
related search results fitting his search request. Thus, he automatically receives an update each 
time a new potential item was detected by his smart folder. This time, he is more than satisfied. A 
lawyer from London has recently put a short assay onto the openlaws.eu platform, which 
describes the legal situation concerning the location of marriages and possible consequences. Now 
he knows that if they marry within the UK, the English law will apply and he can continue to 
directly contact the respective authorities to prepare the wedding. 

3. Conclusion and Outlook 

The future of legal information systems will certainly contain many elements that are being used 
in other industries already today. Openlaws.eu is therefore including new and innovative 
technologies and applying them to the legal domain. In addition, using open data and open 
innovation principles will include external knowledge as well. 

While writing this reflection paper, the openlaws.eu project team is working on the first public 
beta version of the openlaws.eu platform. This system will be introduced at the end of March 2015 
at the Salzburg University of Applied Sciences during an open code camp. The software developer 
community will be invited to experiment with legislative data - they can create new code 
(software) around the code (legislation). At the CeDEM15 conference the first user feedback and 
experiences from this beta version will be presented. 
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Abstract: Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) are changing how social, 
economic and government structures operate and interact within and outside themselves. ICTs 
are also changing the ways local, regional and national government authorities communicate 
within themselves, with each other as well as with citizens, and how citizens communicate and 
interact with government authorities. Empirical evidence on the use of ICTs in governance in 
East Africa is limited despite the growing interest and investment in ICTs in the region. This 
paper presents two cases from a qualitative study conducted by iHub Research on ICTs and 
Governance in East Africa. These cases focus on the use of low cost and low tech ICT tools to 
catalyze and facilitate local citizens’ participation in governance issues using the ICT tools. 

Keywords: ICT4D, Citizen Participation, Citizen Engagement, Governance 

Acknowledgement: ICT and Governance in East Africa: A Landscape Analysis in Kenya, Uganda 
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1. Introduction 

he ICT for Governance study undertaken by iHub Research1 which is a part of the 
ICT4Democracy East Africa Network2 sought to identify, describe and analyse conditions 
under which ICT tools have and can be used to successfully facilitate two-way interaction 

between government and citizens. It also investigated situations in which ICT has hindered or 
hinders two-way interaction between government and citizens. The study specifically focused on 
understanding interaction between government and citizens in four areas; (i) monitoring service 
delivery, (ii) citizen participation, (iii) access to information and (iv) tracking corruption.  

1 iHub Research, supports the iHub’s overall mission through discovery of uses and approaches to 
technology in Africa, experimentation towards knowledge creation and sharing insights for improved 
decision making by technology stakeholders.  
2 ICT4Democracy in East Africa Network is built on the recognition that ICT enhances communication and 
the right to freedom of expression as well as the right to seek, receive and impart information. 
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The study highlighted some of the ICT initiatives in existence in East Africa that focus on the 
four areas of interest in the study. The specific questions asked in the study are:  

1. Which ICT tools are in use for governance in the three East African countries in these 
areas: access to information, public service delivery, tracking corruption and civic 
participation? 

2. In which ways are ICT tools used in the four areas identified? 
3. What successes and challenges exist in the use of these tools? 

1.1 Importance of the Study 

The increasing growth and prevalence of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) in 
Africa is as a result of various contributing factors. One of the most dominant reasons for 
governments encouraging the growth of ICTs is for the stimulation of economic growth, and more 
broadly, social and economic development (Schuppan, 2009). The massive support and 
encouragement of ICT adoption in Africa by governments usually in collaboration with bilateral 
donor organizations, and the private sector has contributed to an ICT revolution in Africa 
(Langmia, 2005). ICT is now widely accepted to be a powerful tool with which to tackle many of 
the challenges that African countries struggle with. Some of the major challenges faced by African 
countries are governance related. Exploring ways to deal with the poor governance that has 
plagued many African countries is a fundamental aspect of solving other social and economic 
challenges. 

Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) are changing how both social and 
economic structures operate and interact within themselves and outside themselves. In influencing 
stimulation of positive social and economic changes, ICTs are also changing the ways in which 
local, regional and national government authorities communicate within themselves, with each 
other and with the citizens (Misuraca, 2007). ICT being a newly prevalent phenomenon, is under 
researched (Waema & Ofwona, 2011) but this has not slowed down the application of ICTs in 
various areas of governance.  

The ICT and Governance in East Africa Study aimed to contribute towards bridging the gap 
between the continued advocacy for ICTs in Governance and the implementation of ICTs for 
Governance. The study aimed to bridge this gap by providing insights into the conditions under 
which ICTs for Governance promote two-way interaction between citizens and government and 
conditions under which they do not promote this interaction. 

1.2 Conceptual and Theoretical Frameworks 

The ICT for Governance in East Africa study was framed within the first and the third approaches 
of Garson’s (Garson, 1999) four proposed theoretical frameworks on ICT use in governance. The 
first framework is of ICT use in decentralization and democratization, and the third theoretical 
framework emphasizes a continuous two-way interaction between ICTs and the organizational 
and institutional environment (Garson, 1999; Yildiz, 2007). The second and fourth approaches 
proposed by Garson which were excluded in framing this study are; the dystopian approach 
which underlines technology’s limitations and contradictions, and the approach in which e-
governance is placed within the theories of globalization. The focus on the interaction approach 
and the democratization approach by Garson for this study was determined by the area of focus 
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for the study which was on the two-way interaction between citizens and government for the 
promotion of good governance. The globalization and dystopian approaches to understanding 
ICTs and governance were not appropriate for the ICT and governance study because the areas of 
focus they cover were not under examination in this case. 

This study was also framed within the proposition of the interdependence of actors in 
governance in which Government, Civil Society and the Private Sector (and citizens) are the 
interdependent actors (Graham, 2003) in governance. These actors are influenced and interact with 
traditions, technology, history and culture throughout the governance process. For this reason, 
Civil Society Organizations (CSOs), Government and Citizens were interviewed. 

1.3 Methodology 

This study was a qualitative audit of the existing ICT tools in governance in Kenya, Uganda and 
Tanzania which work in the four areas highlighted in the introduction section of this paper. The 
study relied on both primary and secondary data, and the study sites constituted urban and peri-
urban towns in which the ICT4Democracy network partners operate. 

A broad list of ICT tools that exist in the study sites were identified from crowdsourcing 
platforms, primarily, Twitter and Facebook. Eighteen ICT tools were also identified within the 
ICT4Democracy East Africa network. The identified ICT tools were then categorized based on the 
governance actor responsible for their implementation, that is: government, civil society and 
citizens (ICT tools developers fell under this category), and by country. These tools were further 
categorized according to their primary functions, that is, whether they facilitate i) access to 
information, ii) monitoring of public service delivery, iii) tracking corruption and iv) citizen 
participation. Semi-Structured interviews were conducted with government, civil society 
organizations and ICT tools developers, and focus group discussions were conducted with citizens 
who frequented ICT hubs and those who interacted with some of the civil society organizations 
and government institutions implementing ICT tools for governance. 

2. Low-Tech and Low-Cost ICTs for Citizen Participation in Kenya 

Of the tools and initiatives found in this study, it was found that using ICT tools for governance is 
most effective in cases where low-cost, low-tech and non-Internet based methods and tools such as 
radio and mobile phones, particularly feature phones, are used. This was especially true in cases 
where the tools were used for citizen participation and citizen engagement in governance related 
matters. 

2.1 Citizen Particiation 

Citizen participation in governance involves two critical elements, citizen engagement and 
government responsiveness. These elements of citizen participation are essential to the democracy 
and democratic governance in any given country. The intersection of citizen engagement or 
participation and government responsiveness constitute public deliberation. Public deliberation is 
a foundation of participatory democracy and representative government (Carpini, 2004). Citizen’s 
participation is strictly governed by public deliberation. It relies solely on the interaction between 
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the government and its citizens in public administration in a bid to improve both service delivery 
by governments and the quality of life of its citizenry. 

In Africa, more countries are moving towards decentralized systems of governance which are 
built on systems and mechanisms of public deliberation upon which local governance and 
participatory development relies (Olowu, 2003). Despite efforts to decentralize and encourage 
citizen engagement as an important part of governance and development, most countries in Africa 
have accountability and citizen engagement institutions which lack the necessary conditions 
required for effective public deliberation. These conditions include citizen access to information 
and the power to encourage or compel politicians to be held accountable (Olowu, 2003).  

In this study it was found that most citizens are discouraged from participating in governance 
related issues primarily because of the belief that changes in governance are not implemented 
based on the citizens’ complaints or opinions. Citizens believed that their voices did not matter in 
public decision making. However, cases in which citizen participation using ICTs helps to promote 
two-way interaction between citizens and government were also found. 

In this study, it was found that the cases in which ICTs are successful in promoting citizen 
participation possess two characteristics: 

1. Involving low cost and low tech ICTs 
2. Involving physical meet-up of citizens outside of ICTs themselves 

The success in citizen participation is deemed as such, through a sustained high frequency of 
information flow to and from citizens on governance issues.  

ICT initiatives that were interviewed which possessed these two characteristics were more 
successful in promoting citizen participation compared to those that did not possess the two 
characteristics. The next section will present two initiatives that possessed the characteristics in 
question. Both initiatives operate in Nakuru County in Kenya’s Rift Valley region, which was one 
of the study sites in this study. Nakuru county was the first county in Kenya to set up free internet 
(WiFi) in the city centre. With this reported improvement in the ICT infrastructure in the county, 
the study sought to understand what the actual practice in ICTs and governance in the county 
was. 

2.2 The Case of Muungano’s “Kikao SMS” Initiative 

Muungano Support Trust, implements the Forum Syd-Kenya’s Kikao SMS (Short Message Service) 
project which is a bulk SMS system that communicates public information from county 
government officials to the community and from the community back to the government. The bulk 
SMS system creates dialogue between community and government.  

Kikao SMS has a database of around 40,000 registered subscribers to messages and operates in 
six districts in Nakuru County and in four other counties in Kenya. The system has been used to 
disseminate information on public consultations and forums such as the county budget 
proceedings. The large number of registered subscribers is very attractive to politicians and their 
lobbyists who request to use the system for mobilization purposes during elections and by-
elections. However, since Muungano and the bulk SMS system are apolitical, the organization 
avoids manipulation by politicians by maintaining confidentiality with the subscribers’ numbers 
and by sending SMSes from a central point in Nairobi, at their partner, Forum Syd’s office. 
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Muungano’s Kikao SMS uses low cost Short Message Service to share information with citizens 
who they have met previously in different community forums. These forums provide an 
opportunity for citizens to opt into getting notifications on any government activities, forums or 
issues in which they might be interested. Opting in requires provision of mobile phone numbers 
that Muungano then records into its database according to different categories based on gender 
and area of residence. This enables targeted sharing of information instead of sending messages to 
the entire database. These messages are sent to the citizens who opt in at no cost to them. 

The bulk SMS system has seen more citizens attending public discussion forums convened by 
government representatives in their various areas of jurisdiction. The budgeting forum in Nakuru 
County is an example of a forum that had a large attendance of Nakuru County citizens who were 
informed of the proceedings by Muungano’s system. 

2.3 The Case of Radio Amani’s Listeners Fan Groups 

Radio Amani (Amani means “peace” in Kiswahili) is a Catholic radio station that has been 
operating since 2009. The radio station was set up based on a decision by the Nakuru Catholic 
Diocese of Kenya to reach as many people as they could with teachings on religion, governance 
and social issues. Radio Amani covers a radius of 100km which enables the station to reach the 
whole town of Nakuru as well as neighbouring towns. It also has additional frequencies that 
enable reach in the neighbouring Baringo County. This radio station has an audience of 0.5 million 
people per day according to a 2010 study conducted by USAID and Internews. 

Radio Amani’s illustration of successful citizen participation is the station’s daily programmes 
which touch on topical issues in governance, such as youth unemployment, the drug abuse that is 
prevalent in Nakuru, and poor service delivery by the government. The most striking 
accomplishment of Radio Amani is the establishment of listeners’ fan groups in different areas. 
This presents an example of physical meet-ups of citizens outside of the ICT tool, which is the 
radio station. Radio Amani does not organize the listener fan groups. Citizens with interests in 
different topics, one of which is governance, that are discussed on the radio station take it upon 
themselves to physically meet and discuss further. These groups listen to Radio Amani’s shows 
together and participate in discussions jointly. Since calling the station to contribute their thoughts 
and complaints requires money for the telephone call, calling jointly reduces the financial burden 
on a listener.  

The listeners fan groups, whose creation is made possible by the existence of Radio Amani’s 
shows, do more than listen to radio shows and call in to make joint contributions. They work on 
income-generating projects together, apply for joint loans for their economic endeavours, they 
even buy land together in some cases. Coming together in the fan groups makes the voices of these 
citizens stronger which encourages them to continue contributing their thoughts and complaints to 
the radio station. It also inspires the creation of other fan groups. The fan groups have been 
successful in jointly summoning a government representative from various administrative units to 
answer questions on poor service delivery such as leaking water and sewage pipes.  

Radio Amani’s listeners’ fan groups have also worked together to bring peace in tribally volatile 
regions in Nakuru county. Njooro, one of the divisions in Nakuru county is one such area that has 
witnessed peaceful bringing together of two tribes that neighboured each other but had been 
suffering tensions that resulted from the 2007-2008 Post Elections Violence in the country. 
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3. Conclusion 

Investing in ICT infrastructure need not be focused more on introducing new ICT services at the 
expense of giving less attention to improving the current systems in place which do work. It was 
found that the free internet that was set up, is slow when it works and most of the time, the 
internet connection did not work. Low cost and low tech ICTs are a natural fit for promoting 
citizen participation in Kenya where ICT for Governance is concerned. ICT tools and initiatives for 
promoting citizen participation have higher chances at successful implementation when they are 
low cost and low tech, owing to the low development of ICT infrastructure and low tech savviness 
in rural areas. More than this, the ICTs used in Kenya in promoting citizen participation must 
incorporate physical meet-ups of the citizens to unpack the governance issues in question. Doing 
this allows citizens to have an understanding of the issues they face and how to engage the 
relevant government representatives about them. The alternative, which is to introduce an ICT 
initiative without physical meet-ups, leads to a disinvestment in the initiative by the citizens and 
perpetuates the sense of apathy which is a predominant hindrance to citizen participation. 
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Abstract: Smart cities are urban spaces where data are massively generated and shared. The 
data-sharing feeds a services’ ecosystem surrounding the smart city. The open collaboration 
between ecosystem’s actors (citizens, businesses, organizations and the administration itself) 
allows the development of new data-driven innovation strategies. The objective of this article 
is to identify key features describing such ecosystems in order to analyse the role of reusability 
of the released information in the creation of innovation. 

Keywords: smart city, open data, apps, MELODA, innovation 

1. Introduction 

mart cities are one of the key elements to cope with some of the biggest challenges of our 
society, not only overpopulation, but also transportation, pollution, sustainability, security, 
businesses generation, etc. Citizens demand increasing levels of service performance which 

in turn requires increasing public resources. In this scenario, efficiency is a key element for 
achieving the expected results. Simultaneously, city managers are also facing citizens’increasing 
demand for active participation in the governance of cities, resulting in the popularization of open 
government initiatives (Ramirez-Alujas and Dassen, 2014). Reuse of information could provide not 
only increased efficiency but also participation and innovation according to some authors (Jetzek 
et al, 2013). 

This article explores qualitatively smart cities as services providers and public data sources. The 
main goal is to identify the role of the reusability of the information in the innovation created in 
the ecosystems surrounding smart cities. 

2. Smart Cities: Datasets and Apps 

Smart city is a broad and variable concept which can be found in several organizations and 
authors as described in Nam and Pardo (2011). There are different definitions of that concept (e.g., 
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Hall, 2000; Giffinger, 2007; Washburn et al., 2010), and what we find in common is that a smart city 
is a public-private ecosystem providing services to citizens and their organizations with a strong 
support of technology. It is out of the scope of of this analysis to consider a smart city as a 
sustainable environment in which energy savings actions are taken , alternative energy sources are 
tested or more efficient transport means are piloted, etc. It is also out of the scope of this analysis to 
consider a smart city as a sensored location, able to tackle some of their most demanding 
challenges by collecting information. Finally, is out of the scope of this anaylsis to approach the 
smart city as an inclusive environment, meaning the ability of the citizens to participate into the 
solutions to daily problems of the city.  

For the purpose of this article, the city is considered a service provider for the society (including 
citizens and organisations). The smart city can provide services directly to the citizens, by its own 
means, or subcontracting them.  But also the smart city is lets society reuse some of their digital 
assets (datasets, data streams and other digital resources) in order to provide those services for 
themselves.  

In order to analyse these services some existing standardized categories have been taken into 
consideration. According AMETIC (2014) the smart city services are classified into 12 categories as 
energy, transport and mobility, health services, governance and citizens, among others. And ISO 
standard 371201 (2014) impulsed by World Council on City Data2, includes smart city indicators 
that are classified in two groups -city services and quality of life-, 21 categories, and 100 indicators. 

Smart cities are generating and compiling huge amount of data produced by their sensoring, 
their internal administrative processes and their participative tools. A current trend is to publish 
these data in new reusable streams and datasets encouraging the surrounding ecosystems 
(citizens, private companies and social organizations) to create new and innovative services based 
on them. In this context it is possible to find very different business models for those services. 
Some of them charge a fee, while others are free to use, or others use a freemium approach. It is 
also possible to find some of them based on donations, crowdfunding or even on more exotic 
sustainability options.  

The reuse of public sector information (PSI) impacts definitely in our society. The economic 
impact in the overall of PSI reuse has been extensively analyzed with very different results. In EU, 
figures ranges from 0.25% of GDP (Dekkers et al., 2006) to 1.7% GDP (Vickery, 2011) if several 
market conditions were met. Indisputably a substantial part of all this potential will come from the 
smart cities. Although smart cities are publishing much more information, for the purose of this 
article only those information coming from open data portals officially owned by the cities will be 
analysed. 

2.1 Smart Cities’ Dataset 

Reusability is the ability of a dataset to be used for alternative uses beyond its original ones. 
Reusability of digital assets (i.e., data) is the base of a successful ecosystem of innovative services 
around a smart city data. In order to qualify data reusability of any public data source, MELODA 
metric has been developed by the authors. In the last available version of the metric (version 3.10), 
datasets coming from the public sources of data are qualified according to four dimensions: legal 

1 https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:37120:ed-1:v1:en 
2 http://www.cityindicators.org/ 
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licensing, accessibility , technical standards and data model and for everyone a weight is assigned. 
Composing with a formula these four dimension marks, a global valuation of the reusability of the 
dataset is obtained (Abella et al., 2014). 

Data sources are always referred to some kind of information. For the purpose of this article, it is 
used the classification of MEPSIR report  (Dekkers et al., 2006) into seven categories: Transport, 
Geographic, Social, Meteo, Business, Legal, and Other. Additionally, two characteristics of the 
datasets are also analysed, timeliness and geolocation. Timeliness is the updating characteristic of 
the information, and specifically if the information could be considered real-time. Real-time data is 
released as soon as the information is generated, without real consolidation processes (or with real-
time consolidation). It does not mean that it should be released in seconds after generation (some 
processes could take weeks, months, or longer) but it is quite common to be that way. It is 
especially relevant for the information coming from the sensoring of the city. Geolocation refers to 
those datasets which include attached information providing geographic positioning of the data. 
Thus it is possible to group data based on its location, in districts, zip codes, etc. 

2.1.1 Sampling 

For the exploratory analysis, sampling between some of the main cities of EU belonging to an EU 
wide city association has been conducted3. Every one of them has been explored to find two 
resources. First in the cities’ open data portals those datasets with the biggest number of 
downloads have been identified, and every one of these has been identified and its main 
characteristics have been compiled.  

A second searched resource is a list of featured apps reusing smart city data. Sometimes these 
apps are listed in the same open data portal and sometimes they are in specific smart city apps’ 
portals. In the cities’ apps portal/section, when available, up to three apps were randomly 
sampled. For those sampled apps, some data were gathered about its author, data source use, 
goals, updates, timeliness, geolocation, etc.  

It is also remarkable that although 90% of the sampled cities have an open data portal for the city 
only 60 % of the overall have a specific portal/section in its web dedicated to the applications 
created based on the smart city data (Table 1). 
Table 1: Sampled cities and apps in open data portal in smart cities 

Country Cities # Apps* Country Cities # Apps* 

Germany 

Berlin 24 

United 
Kingdom 

London 52 

Frankfurt,** 
Düsseldorf,** 
Nuremberg** 

--- Liverpool 22 

France Marseille 4 Manchester**, 
Brighton** --- 

3 http://www.eurocities.eu 
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Strasbourg 2 Netherlands Amsterdam 22 

Paris**  
Lyon** 

--- 
Spain 

Malaga 3 

Italy 

Bologne 35 Zaragoza 33 

Milano 4 Switzerland Zurich 33 

Florence** -- Finland Helsinki 110 

* Sampling in Oct-Dec 2014, ** City lacking a proper apps --using open data—portal 
 
In apps portals, interesting information was retrieved. It could include legal licensing terms, 

number of accesses/ downloads number of versions/updates, last update date, data about the 
data sources used, size of the app, and other technical details.  

Our exploratory analysis has shown some common features. First, the most frequent topics in 
popular datasets are transport/traffic and social information. Social category describes 
information about accidents, diseases, etc. and traffic about real-time data of traffic density.  

The second finding is that most of the licensing conditions tend to be compatible with the open 
definition4. It means equivalent to CC-BY 0 or CC-BY-SA but with specific license conditions 
coming from public administrations. It is also remarkable that the most popular access mechanism 
to the catalogue is provided by CKAN5. However, customization on that platform could restrict 
interesting metadata as downloads, etc. T last remarkable finding is that geolocation information 
has been found in all of the most downloaded datasets found. 

2.2 Smart Cities’ Apps 

Mobile and web apps have been chosen for several reasons as indicators of the reuse of smart 
cities’ information: low cost of development, global availability for end users development 
frameworks available requiring mostly no technical expertise6 (high potential impact). Finally apps 
can reuse potentially any information released and they provide an easy basic monetization 
mechanism through the app stores. 

Smart cities' portals show very often sections compiling apps based on data released by the city. 
However, there is a wide variety of technical solutions. From just simple apps which are installed 
through the most popular app markets, to web services accessed mobile or desktop, to apps which 
compile lots of services, etc. In this article we focus on the simplest apps or web services that could 
be identified mostly with one single data stream (or less than 3). When there is no such portal only 
those apps officially released by the city or officially endorsed are considered for the sampling.  

4 http://opendefinition.org 
5 http://www.ckan.org 
6 I.e. http://appinventor.mit.edu 
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Table 2 shows some of the characteristics of the apps: topics7, author’s type, real time and 
geolocation features. In terms of apps traffic and transport8 is the most recurrent topic followed by 
other information. Tourist information is one of the most popular one within this last category. Most 
popular datasets include also transport and traffic, matching apps trend, but they include also 
social information. Although geolocation of apps, is a feature in all the most downloaded sampled 
Datasources, it is available in ‘only’ 74% of the sampled apps. The real time feature was even very 
popular in the data sources but reaches 61% of the sampled apps. 
Table 2: Characteristics of the apps. *Sampling in Oct-Dec 2014 

 

3. Conclusion 

On the contrary to the release of information which is quite common in the sampled cities, 
collecting the applications created by the ecosystem of reusers is currently a pending task for a 
substantial part of the smart cities.  

For those cities collecting apps in their own portal there is also a substantial difference in the 
amount of applications (From 2 to 110), which reflects the different maturity stage from city to city. 

Last but not least, the fact that currently the biggest percentage of the apps in existing portals 
has been developed by the own city, close to a half, (especially in the less populated portals) could 
confirm that the ecosystems around these cities are in their early stages. 

7 Topics refers to the type of source of information used for the services provided by the app 
8 It could happen that an application could use a type of information (i.e. demography, which belongs to 
the social category) to provide, in example traffic forecasts. 

Characteristics % Apps Characteristics % Apps 

Topic 

Traffic and transport 37% 
Real time 

Yes 61% 

Other 26% No 39% 

Geographic 19% 
Geolocation 

Yes 74% 

Social 11% No 26% 

Meteo 4% 

Business 4% 

Legal 0% 

Type 

Public entity 45% 

Developer 27% 

Business 14% 

No identiy 14% 
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An element to be address in further investigations is the return of the investment for the city 
(economic and social) and therefore how the ecosystem of reusers helps itself and the city to create 
a sustainable business model.  

Smart cities release of information is one of the most promising and complex fields to study the 
value creation and the impact of open data. Future lines of investigation include how to release 
information in order to maximize its impact and value created (social and economic) and how to 
make reusers’ ecosystem sustainable. A more exhaustive sampling of data, together with some 
modelling, in progress, is expected to lead to more precise conclusions on these matters. 
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Abstract: In traditional representative democracies, the vote has been and is the way in which 
society makes a group of representatives legitimately act in the name of common interest. 
Participation then was limited to the right of vote. However, in this century of ICT growth, in 
particular the Internet, and where mediation spaces are constantly questioned, Open Data and 
Open Government, as supported by ICT potential, have come back to face the great challenge 
of giving new life to the relationship between government and citizens. This paper presents 
four cases of open government policy implementation in Argentinean cities, which, although 
still in their initial stages, show in a way the path to be taken by Argentina regarding 
governmental transparency and greater citizen participation in public affairs. 

Keywords: Open Government, ICTs, Open Data, Democracy, Argentina 

1. Introduction 

n current “representative democracies”, citizens take part in public affairs through 
representatives chosen by vote in popular elections and intermediate institutions such as 
political parties. The elites reserve the right to political deliberation, entrusting the people with 

the task of voting their representatives and withdrawing meekly until the next elections (Coleman, 
2003). 

Vote certainly is, as stated in Rosanvallon (2007), the most visible and institutional expression of 
citizenship. It is the act that has, for a long time, been symbolizing the idea of political participation 
and civic equality. In the golden age of electoral participation, this globalizing and condensing 
dimension of vote was the manifestation of a collective, rather than individual, preference. This 
type of democracy, visibly eroded, is the one the author calls “elective”. 

However, despite being the most widely accepted system of government for most countries, 
Colombo (2007) states that “... current criticism aims at a reduction in democratic quality; at this 
model being too rigid and far from citizens’ interests and consequently, negatively affecting the 
image citizens have of this model”.  

It is in this context of crisis of the system of representative democracy, with so much apathy and 
mistrust in politics among citizens that ideals seem to rise once more belonging to 5 B.C. Athenian 
direct representation or similar experiences from countries such as the 18th and 19th century 
United States of America, which after gaining independence from the British Empire engaged in 

I 
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participative practices in the context of local communities through village assemblies; or 
Switzerland, in which citizens of many cantons have made decisions in public assemblies from 
medieval times. 

However, the authors of this paper agree with Bobbio (2000) in the folly of assuming that it is 
possible to encourage systems in which all citizens participate in public decisions that affect them 
in societies as complex as the ones we live in, in the style of Rousseau’s thinking, and have the 
State govern through constant appeals to the people. 

Bobbio (2000) reinforces this idea: “… it is clear that direct democracy is not enough when we 
consider that there are two institutions of direct democracy in the true sense of the word: 
assemblies of deliberating citizens without mediators, and referendums. No complex system as 
that of a Modern State can function with only one or the other, not even with both together”. 

Along the same line, Kelsen (1995) considers it unfeasible that the present world features a 
system of direct democracy “… such an organization is possible only within small communities 
and under simple social conditions. Even in the direct democracies that we find among the 
Germanic tribes and in ancient Greece the democratic principle is considerably restricted. By no 
means all the members of the community have a right to take part in the deliberations and 
decisions of the popular assembly”. 

What these authors do believe and we agree is that certain adjustments need be made to the 
representative democratic system through the complement of mechanisms and instruments that 
allow citizens to participate actively in certain public affairs matters; that modern elements of 
popular participation need be introduced and innovated on – popular initiatives, recall elections, 
referendums, public hearings, etc.— that encourage an improvement of the current system and 
help citizens become more and better involved in public affairs. 

2. ICTs and Open Government: A Healthy Relationship 

It seems materially impossible, at least in current times, to expect all citizens to participate actively 
in all public decisions, as this would go against the speed at which governmental decisions should 
be taken on urgent and important matters. However, with the advance and massification of ICTs, 
we believe it is indeed possible and necessary for governments to, quoting Chapman y Hunt 
(1987), “open the windows of the public sector to citizen scrutiny”. 

Lately, and in particular since the beginning of Barack Obama’s presidential term in the USA, 
with his efforts to modernize the federal administration, there has been a worldwide rediscovery 
of the concept of open government within the public sector, crystallized in the release of the 
Transparency an Open Government Memorandum where the three pillars supporting the strategy 
and the sense of this concept were defined: transparency, public participation, and collaboration.   

Open Government presents itself as a renewed paradigm for the reformation of the State and the 
modernization of the public administration as a new way of articulating initiatives of 
transparency, citizen participation and collaboration by multiple actors for the co-production of 
public value (Ramírez-Alujas, 2014). 

We agree with the conceptualization of Open Government provided in Calderón and Lorenzo 
(2010):  
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“… it starts a conversation with the citizens in order to hear what they say and request, it 
makes decisions based on their needs and preferences, it facilitates collaboration between citizens and 
administrators in the development of the services it provides and it communicates everything it decides 
and does openly and transparently ”. 

However, it is necessary to point out that, although the concept of Open Government does not 
mean a new technological development but a true philosophy of how to govern, we are convinced 
that the great advance of technology, ICTs in particular, is and will be the preferred mechanism for 
public administrations wishing to transform their relationship with their citizens, as well as 
internal organizational aspects.  

Oszlak (2014) emphasizes the importance of ICTs in open government implementation policies, 
as  

“an Open Government hosts a two way relationship between citizens and state, enabled by 
availability and application of ICTs (Information and Communication Technologies) that facilitate 
multiple interactions between social and state actors and are translated as more transparent, 
participative and collaborative links”. 

In other words, those governments interested in adopting these ideas into their administrations 
will have to hold strong convictions and make political decisions that will allow for the generation 
of a new institutionality (new “game rules”) in the relationship between citizens and government. 
Opening “the windows of the public sector”, as Chapman and Hunt (1987) said will first require a 
solid political will to break and transform the current and obsolete decision scheme, which for 
many reasons modern administrations continue to refuse to encourage.  

The process said governments should include the adoption and adaptation of available 
technology to facilitate fluent communication between citizens and government; opening multiple, 
varied communication channels with citizens to seize potential contributions to decision-making 
processes, and controlling and monitoring the public administration; and generating adequate 
mechanisms to motivate citizens in the use of such communication channels that will allow for 
increased and improved involvement by citizens in public affairs.  

During this open government policy implantation process an essential step and usually the first 
is opening public data. Noveck (2012) states that open data are the basis for public innovation, not 
only for the implicit proposal for sharing state information and its accountability component, but 
fundamentally because data serve as a channel linking private and public agents to integrate them 
into the solution of complex problems within governmental spheres.  

3. Cases of Argentinean Cities 

Worldwide there are countries that are setting the course where Open Government policies must 
be focused: the open data portal in Spain1; the excellent Basque governmental initiative2; Great  

1 http://datos.gob.es 
2 http://www.irekia.euskadi.net 
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Britain and its open data portal3; and multiple private and public initiatives usually based on open 
data provided by the State 4. 

It is in this worldwide context of implementation of multiple varied Open Government policies, 
particularly Open Data Opening, in which Argentina is beginning to walk its path, perhaps in a 
disassembled way at first, but with the firm conviction that these are reforms the State must make. 

3.1 Buenos Aires Case 

Buenos Aires is the federal capital of the Republic of Argentina, with an estimated population of 
2.900.000 inhabitants. This city is an exception in the institutional fabric of the Argentinean State as 
it was granted autonomy from the federal government in the 1994 reformation of the National 
Constitution, by which it acquired the status of a province. 

In 2012, by means of decree No. 156/2012, law is passed regulating Open Government policies 
to be implemented by the city, and the public Buenos Aires city data portal was implemented5. 

The path to public data opening in the city of Buenos Aires began with a group of professionals 
in the digital area gathering a set of data. On this basis, the first data were built and later published 
in reusable formats. 

Aside from opening public data, the Government of the City has promoted multiple initiatives 
involving various actors that can benefit from making use of the public data. Thus, in 2012 it 
organized the first hackathon, as a contest, which hosted participants developing applications based 
on the data published by the government and public servants responsible for the publication of the 
data. 

3.2 Bahía Blanca Case 

Bahía Blanca is an Argentinean city located in the south of the Province of Buenos Aires, with a 
population that exceeds 300,000 inhabitants. 

It is another one of the pioneering Argentinean cities in the implementation of Open 
Government practices that encourages data opening and complete dissemination of public data 
that every citizen has a right to access through its Municipal Agency for Innovation and Open 
Government6. 

In 2012, the Municipal Agency for Innovation and Open Government launched the Bahía Blanca 
Open Government Online Portal7. Currently, this portal contains many public data organized into 
15 categories, a section for requesting public information through an online form8, as well as the 
possibility to make enquiries9 to be addressed directly by the Mayor. 

3 http://data.gov.uk 
4 http://www.wheredidmytaxgo.co.uk (Gran Bretaña), http://opencoesione.gov.it (Italia),   
http://fixmystreet.irisnet.be (Bélgica), http://quehacenlosdiputados.net (España), 
http://www.crimeinchicago.org (EEUU) 

5 http://data.buenosaires.gob.ar 
6 http://gabierto.bahiablanca.gov.ar/la-agencia 
7 http://bahiablanca.opendata.junar.com/home 
8 http://gabierto.bahiablanca.gov.ar/acceso-a-informacion-publica 
9 http://gabierto.bahiablanca.gov.ar/despacho-abierto 
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3.3 Mercedes Case 

Mercedes is a medium-to-small-sized city located around 100 kilometers away from Buenos Aires. 
To date, it has an estimated 64.000 inhabitants. 

Decree No 825/2009 was sanctioned in 2009 allowing for the creation of the Subsecretary of 
Reformation and Modernization of the State, which launched the “Mercedes Digital” program10, 
with the goals of incorporating electronic government aspects that improve the quality of the 
services provided and help reduce the digital divide, taking the citizen closer to public affairs by 
guaranteeing transparency and accountability and creating communication channels to facilitate 
citizen participation. 

3.4 Rivadavia Case 

Rivadavia is a small town located northeast of the Province of Buenos Aires with an estimated 
population of 12,000 inhabitants.  

In late September 2014 the first version of the Open Government platform was launched where 
the first public data are published and divided into 6 categories: Economical Activity, Health, 
Participatory Budgeting, Program RED11, Officials Pay Cheque, and Information of the Official 
Record. The data are presented in multiple formats to encourage not only their dissemination but 
also their reuse. 

4. Final Reflections 

Anttiroiko (2004) points out that although ICTs have the potential to restructure the government, 
strengthen democracy and create a closer relationship between public administrations and citizens, 
a certain general maturity is required in the organizational and social environments in order to 
fully apply ICTs to public governance.  

Together with the undeniable benefits Open Government brings, risks have been observed. An 
increase in citizen participation can lead to the perverse consequence of growing social inequities 
in ICT use and access. A recent poll (United Nations, 2012) reveals that citizen participation 
through the use of these tools is not equal and, to the contrary, deepens social differences in that 
socially disfavoured sectors lack access to them as well as to the cultural training required to do so.  

There are also technological, legal and cultural obstacles that, according to Kossik (2004), will 
surely stand in the way of an ICT-based participation model. Regional inequities in Internet access, 
weak digital culture, low levels of trust in the legal and technological security of online 
transactions are combined with low levels of public awareness regarding the participation of 
citizens in political life. These may also be the causes of the existing differences in the degree of 
advancement of the Open Government initiatives we have analyzed for the various Argentinean 
cities. We have been able to prove empirically that cities with more and better resources, be they 
human, technological or economic, offer citizens more complex and better quality technological 
tools and host cultural events (workshops, congresses, hackathons, etc.) around those proposals, 
that open a path for citizens to adopt and become involved with these new initiatives.  

10 http://www.mercedes.gob.ar/digital 
11 http://munirivadavia.gob.ar/gabierto/data_red.html 
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However, the authors of this paper are optimistic that, although as previously stated, the 
adoption of Open Government policies should not only be considered a technological innovation 
but also a cultural change in the way in which governments relate to citizens and other 
organizations, it is technology that will drive the undeniable tendency towards governments that 
are more open and proactive to social demands, more efficient in their administration and, 
fundamentally, more legitimate in the view of an increasingly demanding society that is more 
aware of its rights. And that it is possible in cities with less resources to implement concrete and 
coherent Open Government strategies if the political will and conviction are strong enough and 
the people share and encourage these initiatives. 
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Abstract: The web of linked data has the potential to offer significant benefits to the small 
and medium enterprises (SMEs), such as increased accessibility and re-use value of their data 
through the use of web-scale identifiers and easy interlinking with datasets of other data 
providers. The adoption effort of such a linked data approach, however, is still high for SMEs 
since it requires a highly-experienced IT staff with advanced semantic skills. Identifying the 
most appropriate linked data vocabularies and terms to use in the transformation of legacy 
data structures to the linked data format is one of the most significant barriers, as the existing 
vocabulary repositories are scattered around the web, are not well maintained, and offer only 
cataloguing metadata and miss information about vocabulary usage or user feedback. To 
address this challenge, we propose an architecture of a vocabulary and metadata repository 
framework for SMEs and examine its implementation’s integration with linked data 
transformation engines. 

Keywords: linked data, vocabulary, rdf, mapping. 
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1. Introduction 

inked data is a term used to describe data on the web that utilize both the Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and the Resource Description Framework (RDF) in order to 
publish data in a form allowing a specific dataset to be linked to data from other data 

sources (Bizer, Heath, Idehen, & Berners-Lee, 2008). Through the use of Linked data, end users 
may navigate between datasets in a similar way to navigating between HTML pages. 

Interlinking data from mixed sources in a controlled way has been shown to be a need of 
corporations and industries (Graube, Pfeffer, Ziegler, & Urbas, 2012). For small and medium sized 
enterprises (SMEs), it could be important to connect their data with public data stores of large 
organizations and public sector open data. Nevertheless, the vast majority of SMEs store data in 
traditional formats like relational databases and tabular data file formats like CSV and Microsoft 
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Excel. Assisting the procedure of transforming legacy databases to Linked data formats has great 
prominence for the outspread of the Web of Data. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, we start by outlining the importance of 
vocabulary repositories to be developed and supported. Then we move on by gathering and 
analysing the minimum and sufficient set of functionalities that make such a repository useful and 
compare it to current approaches. We then analyse the proposed architecture and developed oracle 
vocabulary repository as part of the Linda FP7 project. We finally conclude with a summary and 
future steps of this work.  

2. Linked Data Vocabularies and Repositories 

2.1 Linked Data Vocabularies 

Ontologies and Vocabularies,  are collections of relationships between real world data, known as 
properties, and object categories, known as classes, typically expressed in RDF (Bizer, Heath, 
Idehen, & Berners-Lee, 2008). Vocabularies may refer to terms from other vocabularies, thus 
expanding them or elaborating in specific ontological areas. The RDF Vocabulary Description 
Language (RDFS) (Brickley & Guha, 2004) as well as the Web Ontology Language (OWL) 
(McGuinness & Van Harmelen, 2004), themselves organized as vocabularies, are typically used as 
bases for other efforts. 

Although data producers are more than free to create new vocabularies, it is considered good 
practise to reuse existing, well-known vocabularies that have become standards in the area that 
they describe, and new vocabularies should only be created if the required terminology does not 
already exist (Cyganiak, Stenzhorn, Delbru, Decker, & Tummarello, 2008). 

2.2 Vocabulary Repositories 

Due to the fact that vocabulary re-usability is vital for the growth of Linked data, various 
vocabulary repositories have been created in the past (Baclawski & Schneider, 2009) (Lu, et al., 
2007) (d’Aquin & Lewen, 2009). The added value of such repositories consists of the ability to 
search for various vocabularies in a single database, to get access to vocabulary metadata like 
author and upload information, the ontology’s scope and intended usage, as well as user feedback 
and metadata about mappings that interlinks different vocabularies (Noy, Griffith, & Musen, 
2008). This way, between others, repository users can determine which vocabulary is suitable for 
different scenarios, understand the design rational behind the vocabularies and determine whether 
a set of vocabularies retrieved from the repository can be used together (Baclawski & Schneider, 
2009). 

2.3 Vocabulary Repository Requirements 

By examining usage requirements and existing Vocabulary Repository services, various 
requirements emerge for a repository. A vocabulary repository should provide data and the 
corresponding functionality to address most of the following requirements: 
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• A list of the most prominent open vocabularies (Baclawski & Schneider, 2009) (Lu, et al., 
2007) (d’Aquin & Lewen, 2009). 

• Access to the RDF/OWL document defining the vocabulary (Baclawski & Schneider, 
2009) (Lu, et al., 2007) (d’Aquin & Lewen, 2009). 

• Classes and properties inside a vocabulary should also be indexed in the repository 
(Noy, Griffith, & Musen, 2008). 

• Metadata about the vocabulary (preferred prefix, authoring information, versioning, 
published/last review date, usage statistics) (Noy, Griffith, & Musen, 2008). 

• Examples in popular formats indicating intended vocabulary usage. Usage examples, 
although not found in the literature or implemented, present a great way of informing 
users about the structure and intended usage of vocabularies. These examples may 
contain RDF snippets, SPARQL queries, human language descriptions or anything else 
that might clarify usage common practices.  

• Support for community discussions and user feedback (Noy, Griffith, & Musen, 2008) 
(Baclawski & Schneider, 2009). 

2.4 Existing Repositories 

Some of the most popular vocabulary repositories are the Linked Open Vocabularies repository1, 
Prefix.cc2 and Falcons3, which contain vocabulary metadata such as a description, defined entities 
as well as similarities with other related ontologies. Using repositories to detect vocabularies 
assists in the process of moving away from “data silos”, where people prefer to close their data 
and chose models that specifically address their needs. However, many of the required repository 
features could still be more throroghly encased, especially the one of vocabulary usage examples. 

To make the discussion wider, instead of such repositories people use search engines like 
Google to find ontologies and schemas for their needs, and it is a common practice for people to 
host their vocabularies in various places such as github, like the Erlangen CRM ontology4. Other 
common approaches to host individual schemas or collections of such, are general scope data 
repositories such as databub and others. 

3. Vocabulary Oracle Framework and Services 

The need for a vocabulary repository that will be open to the public, covering all the aspects that 
are shown to be critical and that are missed from other repositories, has lead us to designing an 
architecture describing both services and components required for an implementation that will be 
able to address all the presented requirements in a robust, extensible and maintainable way. 

The presented architecture intends to describe the repository as a framework that can be 
plugged in to other linked data  frameworks and tools while also operating as a standalone web 
application. Initially, Vocabulary documents and all possible metadata had to be gathered, stored 
and analyzed before they can be exposed to all framework modules (Figure 1). Vocabulary meta-

1 http://lov.okfn.org/dataset/lov/ 
2 http://prefix.cc/ 
3 http://ws.nju.edu.cn/falcons 
4 https://raw.github.com/erlangen-crm/ecrm/120111/ecrm.owl 
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information database contains metadata like community discussions and ratings, usage examples 
as well as information about vocabulary contents. The actual vocabulary definitions can be stored 
in different locations, possibly outside of the framework. As ontologies are expected to be gathered 
from different sources, referenced by already existing vocabulary catalogues, the framework 
should be capable of handling all major RDF formats in order to be able to parse them and extract 
information about their contents.  

The repository must be structured in a way allowing periodical vocabulary updates, 
enrichments and deprecation of non-used vocabularies. As a result, a synchronization component 
able to automatically import updates is crucial for the repository remaining useful as more and 
more concepts, products and processes are covered by new ontologies. Basic version control in the 
vocabularies is also required by the synchronization component to track down the repository’s 
state compared to the update centre. 

  
Figure 1: The proposed vocabulary repository architecture and the Vocabulary Repository Oracle 

Repository data must also be exposed to Linked Data and Semantic Web Applications in 
general, as getting vocabulary and term recommendations is important for applications like 
transformation engines. Through calls to an exposed API, applications must be able to specify 
search terms. The API shall then operate as an Oracle, suggesting a list of entities that may be 
suitable in the specified context, ranked according to factors like community rating and other 
vocabulary statistics gathered by the framework. 

Different client applications can preform different types of requests according to their 
functionality. An application (Figure 1 Application #1) may be trying to identify which 
vocabularies to use for a specific task. In other cases, applications may be trying to identify the 
most appropriate class or property to transform real world entities and their values to (Figure 1 
Application #3). Others like (Figure 1 Application #2) may simply present end users all 
information in the repository for a specific term. In all cases, the ability of a vocabulary repository 
to operate as an Oracle is crucial for providing information in the Vocabulary Repository 
framework to other linked data applications. 

4. Conclusion and Future Work 

The design of the vocabulary and metadata repository proposed tries to accommodate SMEs 
needs. In this effort, community contributions can also have an important role, and the community 
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can improve enterprise repositories by using a central public repository. The proposed framework 
addresses many issues commonly faced by non-technical individuals when dealing with linked 
data technologies. Meanwhile, the Vocabulary Oracle allows other applications like transformation 
engines to utilize the vocabulary repository data in order to facilitate the creation of the 
appropriate mappings from traditional data formats to linked data. 

In the future, the vocabulary repository could be encased in many ways. Apart from data 
enrichment (gathering more vocabularies and usage examples), another valuable addition would 
be the ability for the Oracle to work based on values in the transformed dataset instead of schema 
information, something with great added value for datasets without descriptive column names or 
without any header information at all. 

The presented architecture can meet the needs of SMEs when used as an Oracle to 
transformation engines. By creating a strong community and enriching vocabulary metadata about 
the defined entities the vocabulary and metadata repository will be able to offer better services to 
enterprises moving towards linked data. 
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Abstract: In July, 2014 the government of India announced its plan to develop 100 smart cities 
in the country in coming years. Many cities around the world are seen as benchmarks for their 
development and many infrastructure development companies are already showing interest in 
developing such cities in India. Looking at the scale and scope of the project, this paper 
attempts to understand the important and necessary dimensions of such cities in Indian context 
and the challanges involved in it. The paper also explores the embeddedness of Social 
Responsibility as State Social Responsibility (SSR), Citizen-Centric and V.O.T.E.R.S in the 
development of smart cities in India. The paper proposes a framework of ‘Eco-Human Smart 
City’ for holistic smart city development  

Keywords: Eco-Human Smart City, Smart City, Citizen-Centric, State Social Responsibility, 
VOTERS 

1. Introduction 

ith the ever advancing Information and Communication & Technology (ICT), 
businesses of all kinds are leveraging ICT tools to manufacture and provide services to 
the end user, i.e., consumer. Europe, incidentally has medium sized cities with a 

population of 1 million to 5 million, and 40 per cent of European population lives in medium sized 
cities. The competition between cities to attract businesses to establish in their cities, has evolved 
into smartening of existing cities as well as creating satellite smart cities around the existing cities 
and even initiating smart cities altogether afresh. 

There is no standard definition of ‘Smart City’. IBM, Cisco, British Standards Institute, 
Accenture, all define smart city differently. If looked closely, the definitions seem to be evolving. 
They take into account different aspects and deliverables of a smart city. Across the globe, 
countries are building smart cities as per governance requirements and stakeholder-engagement in 
their respective places, with extensive use of ICT.  

A Japanese example of an upcoming pilot project on smart cities in the outskirts of Tokyo is 
Fujisawa (Soondas, 2014). Soondas (2014) reports that recently Fujisawa Sustainable Smart Town 
(SST) built by Panasonic, with help from public and private agencies, is around 600 million yen 
($500 million project), envisages a hyper-modern facility for 3000-4000 people through 1000 homes. 
100 houses have been sold so far and the company expects to generate revenue of 27 million yen 
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by 2018 through sale of remaining houses. While Fujisawa is a pilot project, Amsterdam is 
considered as one of the highly acclaimed evolving smart cities within Europe (Cisco et al, 2011; 
and Angelidou, 2014). In Europe, Scandinavian and Austrian cities stand with a very good rating 
in Smart Governance (Giffinger et al, 2007). 

Recently, the government of India announced its plan to build 100 smart cities distributed over 
India with funding from private investors and overseas (Tolan, July 18, 2014). This paper discusses 
the foundational concepts that should form the conceptual foundation of smart cities in India, the 
government of India’s policy on smart cities and the challenges that would demand attention of 
the government in coming years. 

2. Smart Cities in India 

According to the census in 2011, India’s population is 1.2 billion. Providing governance and 
efficient services to such large population is an enormous task, unless appropriate technology is 
leveraged at every level of governance. And socio-cultural, socio-political and economic 
parameters add more dimensions to the conceptualization and administration of governance and 
services by the government. 

2.1 Social Responsibility Perspective to Design and Governance of Smart Cities 

This section discusses the concepts that form the foundation and purpose of any smart city‘s 
conceptualization and development, i.e., the ideas that form the basis, means and end of a smart 
city. These ideas are universal in nature and may be adopted by any country, but they are highly 
relevant in Indian context as its population, diversity, dynamic inter-connectedness of aspirations, 
and democratic set-up demand such an attention and consideration 

The spirit of social responsibility and stakeholder engagement has to be at the core of thinking and 
designing of smart city and egovernance (Floentina, 2014). Karna & Gupta (2011) proposed it as 
State Social Responsibility (SSR). SSR assists governments in having holistic development vision for 
all its citizens in all spheres. Recognition and realization of SSR at state, market and people spheres 
helps in better public-private-community partnership, taking it to the level of  public-private-
community collaborative partnership and also dynamically balances four facets (forces) of citizen-
centric governance, namely – the citizen as consumer, as rightful owner, as primary stakeholder and as 
enlightened individual in context of self (Karna & Gupta, 2011), who is capable of offering and 
realizing V.O.T.E.R.S. e-democracy (Karna, 2012), i.e,. verifiable, open, transparent, empathetic, 
responsive and sensitive e-democracy.  

Since e-democracy and e-governance are also being pursued by governments across the globe 
and in India through its Digital India Campaign, the attributes of V.O.T.E.R.S e-democracy 
framework needs to get embedded at every phase and level.   

In the discussion and dialogue on smart city designing and building, one area that seems to 
have been marginalized is conservation and preservation of flora and fauna in the location of 
smart city, especially in case of new smart cities. ISO26000, the International Guidance Standard on 
Social Responsibility of organizations, addressed environment issues from different angles. 
Chances are that this aspect will not be made a priority if conscious efforts are not made towards 
it. In fact, SSR acts as a “means” in this direction.  
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Hence, we not only need smart cities, but we also need a framework that encapsulates all of the 
above. “Eco-Human Smart City” framework is proposed here, which combines citizens, 
governance, efficient management of services and environment with the dynamic collaboration of 
public-private-community collaborative partnership, as depicted in Fig. 1. 

 
 
 
 

   
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 

Figure 1: Framework of ‘Eco-Human Smart City’ 

It is hoped that this framework would provide such smart cities to India that would bridge the 
social divides and provide space to all sectors to operate. 

2.2 Goverment of India’s Policy on Smart Cities 

The government of India has allocated Rs.10 billion for each city, that shall be selected on the basis 
of its population; 8 cities with more a population of more than four million have been identified 
and they will have satellite smart cities; 45 cities with one to four million people will be upgraded 
to a smart city; 17 capital cities also qualify, irrespective of their population and there will be at 
least 10 other smart cities with tourist and religious significance (IndiaToday.In, September 10, 
2014). Names of cities are announced. Varanasi is one such city (ANI, November 29, 2014). It is one 
of the oldest cities of India and has strong religious and tourism aspects associated with it.  

The smart city policy will be finalized soon. The Ministry of Urban Development, Government 
of India in its Draft Concept Note on Smart Cities, which is a guidance document on Government’s 
smart city policy (n.d., 2014) identifies four pillars in a smart city viz - social infrastructure, 
physical infrastructure, institutional infrastructure, and economic infrastructure. The Draft 
Concept Note on Smart Cities also outlines the facilities that government envisages to provide.   

With an investment of $1.2 billion to create 100 smart cities in India, multinationals like Dassault 
Systems, Philips, IBM, Cisco, Intel, Schneider Electric and Bosch are lining up for a slice of the 
smart city pie with claims that their solutions will help in creating harmonious systems and 
intelligent systems. (Chengappa, October 1, 2014).  

Conceptualization of efficient services (V.O.T.E.R.S. 
eGovernance) along with conservation of eco-system and its 
flora and fauna 

Design and develop mechanisms for stakeholder identification 
and engagement to ensure ‘Citizen-Centric‘ e-governance in 
Smart Cities 

With respect to smart cities work in India, the government 
develops understanding of its State Social Responsibility (SSR)  

Creation of appropriate social, economic, institutional and 
physical infrastructure 

Step 4 

Step 3 

Step 2 

Step 1 
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In a boost to India's 100 smart city programme, the US has agreed to help India in developing 
three such cities, Allahabad, Ajmer and Visakhapatnam, by joining hands with civil society and 
authorities to provide clean water and sewage facilities in 500 cities in the country (PTI, October, 1, 
2014).  

As foreign countries line up to offer their expertise in smart cities. India is looking outside for 
benchmarks and good practices. Spain, Singapore, Seoul, Netherlands, Canada are some of the 
countries, whose smart city initiatives are being explored for building an understanding of smart 
city and partnerships (Ramchandran, October 16, 2014). 

From the case studies of Amsterdam and Fujisawa discussed in previous section, India may 
understand the mechanisms these cities have employed to identify needs, with stakeholder 
engagement being at centre of all the smart city work.  

The plan of building 100 smart cities is being understood from different angles. There are many 
pertinent questions and challanges. Open discussions and debates are needed for clear policy 
formulation, implementation and execution. Smart city development initiative needs more 
awareness generation among the stakeholders, so that they better understand the requirements 
and ramifications of the transformation.  

2.3 Smart Cities: Issues and Challenges for India 

India has just started its journey towards the creation of smart cities. At this stage it is very 
important look at the challenges that lie ahead, as how challenges are perceived and solved will set 
the direction of development and sustenance of smart cities in India.  

The first challenge would be to address the inclusivity aspect in context of rural population of 
India, which should not be ignored from the benefits and facilities that smart cities envision to 
provide. The rural population of India is 69% compared with the urban population of 31% (Census 
2011). Conscious efforts shall have to be made by government to ensure inclusivity of rural 
population in smart city design and development. Attempts may be made to develop rural areas 
and Indian villages into “smart villages”.  

Also the current model of smart city development proposes benefits to manufacturing and 
services sector, but its benefits to the agricultural sector are still to be envisioned by the 
government. The contribution of agricultural sector to GDP was 13.9% in 2013-14 compared with 
51.9% in 1950-51 (Economic Survey, 2013-14 and PTI, August 30, 2013). In year 2013-14 the 
contribution of industry to GDP was 26.1% and service sector was 59.9%. This statistics is 
important because the contribution of the agriculture sector is reducing each year due to structural 
changes to the economy by different governments and governments’ focus on smart cities may 
alienate the agriculture sector further.  

The third challenge is about identification and acquisition of land for building smart cities and is 
linked to the alienation of the agricultural sector also. Special Investment Regions (SIRs) are being 
created for development of smart cities (n.d., 2014). According to the report, the government of 
Narendra Modi is kicking off its ambitious smart cities programme along the Delhi-Mumbai 
industrial corridor (DMIC) leg that is located in Gujarat and the tendering process for the Dholera 
special investment region in Gujarat will be launched shortly (Seth, 2015). It is expected to cost 
worth close to Rs 3.0 billion for building the planned infrastructure on 22.5 square km. But the 
locals are resisting the proposal, which would bulldoze farmland (Tolan July 18, 2014) and would 
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affect 40,000 people who would be deprived of their livelihoods. This is just one example, which 
shows that stakeholder engagement is not happening to the satisfaction of the stakeholders, and 
land acquisition is causing discontentment among locals. This kind of situation has the potential to 
turn people-resistance movements against smart cities.    

The government’s willingness to address above three challenges shall be an expression of State 
Social Responsibility (SSR). 

The fourth challenge is about stakeholder identification and engagement, which is a vital aspect 
of smart city development process, as it ensures identification of stakeholders and constant 
communication with them. The aspect is in the initial stage in India. The Draft Concept Note on 
Smart Cities released by the Ministry of Urban Development (MoUD), the government of India 
(n.d., 2014) mentions citizen participation in two ways. First, as a user/inhabitant of the smart city 
and second, the process government has adopted for selection of the cities. The later includes 
formulating Citizen Reference Framework (CRF), a structured document that will capture the 
aspirations and expectations of residents/citizens of the town/city. It would be a challenge to 
identify the stakeholders and make the entire process “citizen-centric”.   

The development of a smart city is a resource intensive activity. It requires huge financial and 
technological investments. The project of developing 100 smart cities in India will provide big 
opportunities to many national and international companies. Pricing these cities in a manner that 
they are accessible and available to a wider population in India will be another challenge for 
government and the companies involved in developing them.  

The sixth challenge for the government will be the creation of eco-human smart cities which will 
conserve the eco-system – flora & fauna- of the place, apart from providing other benefits of smart 
cities. Conscious and concerted efforts will be required towards public-private-community 
collaborative partnership to address conflicting interests of stakeholders. 

Since government plans to convert some existing tourist cities - like Varanasi- into smart cities, 
the seventh challenge would be to preserve the spirit of these cities. Also conserving flora and 
fauna of the places, their ecosystems will mean more concerted efforts towards public-private-
community collaborative partnership.   

As smart cities take 20 to 30 years to build (Puri August 15, 2014), political understanding and 
consensus on creation and sustenance of smart cities in the country will be an important issue. This 
kind of understanding is still lacking in the country and may result in changes in policy with 
changes in government at the federal and/or state levels. 

Hence, in coming days, the measures taken by government for addressing the challenges and 
related issues shall have to be tracked. Assertive efforts will have to be made by stakeholders to 
make their voices heard and to ensure that the process remains citizen-centric, government 
recognizes its State Social Responsibility and upholds the principles of V.O.T.E.R.S.  

In its conceptualization of smart cities, the government would need a holistic vision of socio-
economic development and governance, a holistic development model that would integrate the 
four Es- Efficiency, Equity, Ethics and Ecology (Sharma, 2007) for all citizens. 
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3. Conclusion 

Good practices from smart city projects across the world need to be studied closely for chalking 
out a path for smart city interventions in India. In the long run, the interest of India will be served 
better, when emphasis is placed on developing eco-human smart cities instead of efficiency-
technology oriented smart cities. Such a step will help in retaining the topology of the places, and 
will ensure dynamic balance in the development of rural and urban India.   

For better governance and administration of services to the citizens, presence of “holistic 
political-will” is more important than technological-skill alone. Presently, efforts should be made 
to strengthen the holistic political-will, citizen-ownership of development and the bond between 
the two for a citizen-centric development of urban and rural areas, with technology playing the 
role of a facilitator in the entire dialogue and process.  

The way forward is to choose a localized and customized model of smart city, based on best 
practices from around the world, and not to be swayed away with “one size fits all”. 
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Abstract: To make a policy performing is a challenge one. However, there are some practices 
of “alchemy of policy”; a policy that is successfully formulated, successfully implemented, and 
then having superior performance. Alchemy of policy is no magical word as the performing 
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requirements are leader with good and clear mind, knowing where to go, geniuses to produce 
smart ideas, and in control on public policy resources. 
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1. Introduction 

any government leaders are now getting frustrated as they fail so often (Schuck, 2014). 
They know that the way to make a country successful is to develop excellent policies 
(Nugroho, 2012a; Nugroho 2012b: Nugroho, 2014; Schuck, 2014), but they are not able to 

achieve this. The more they develop policies, the more they create new and bigger problems. The 
premise of “government is the problem, not the solution” has become common in many countries. 
Gucharan Das, an astute Indian commentator points that, not that long ago, his countrymen were 
willing to argue that “India grows at night while government sleeps” (Micklethwait & 
Wooldridge, 2014: 13).  

Public policy is as simple as Thomas R. Dye (2011) as whatever governments choose to do or 
not do, and it is what government does, why they do it, and what difference it makes. Policy is an 
authoritative decision. Decisions are made by the ones who hold authority, either formal or 
informal authority. The public is a sphere where people become citizens, a space where citizens 
interact, where state and society exist.  Thus, public policy is an institutionalized political decision. 
It is any of State or Government (as the holder of the authority) decision to manage public life (as 
the sphere) in order to reach the mission of the nation (remember, nation is consist of two 
institutions: state and society)” (Nugroho, 2014). The aim of public policy is to solve the existing 
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problem and to manage the future destiny of the society. Here we come to the complicated issue. It 
is known that public policy is meant as a solution to the problem, but instead of solving the 
problem, too many times public policy is unable even to “respond” –below its competence to 
“solve”—and many times, it creates a new problem that is even bigger than the original problem 
— ineffective government spreads in many areas. Michael Porter (2009) stated: 

“...What makes government effective? This is among the most important question facing any 
society, because the failure of government is all too common and often catastrophic. There are numerous 
examples of countries that have been saddled by bad government policies, poor implementation, ethical 
failures, and the inability of government to change when it necessary. The victims are citizens, whose 
lives and live hoods suffer” (Porter, 2009: 6) 

Then, it comes to a state of inertia as to how we can make excellent policy. People, especially 
those who live in the developing countries, are waiting for the government to perform, from the 
national level down to the very local level. The proxy of today’s performing government is how 
they are able to make policy happen. 

2. Alchemy: Role of the Leader  

Public policy has a distinctive position, formed of four structures of mutual support, mutual 
alliance, referred to as policy alignment. The four structures are formal policies, conventions, 
statements of public officials in a public forum, and the behavior of leaders or public officials 
(Nugroho, 2014). All four were engaged in a four-dimensional policy process (as the dimensions 
mentioned above) to achieve a form of compliance public policy achievement to the public policy 
question. Public adherence to a policy that directs toward the excellence of any nations, to making 
the process towards achieving the mission of a nation becomes reality – it is a process of "history in 
the making". 

After all, the performing policy actually goes to one fact: the leader matters! (Picture 1)! Leaders 
are crucial as he or she has the ultimate power to determine how policy should be formulated, and 
then implementation, and control it. He or she is in charge of every kind of policy: formal or 
informal. The challenge is how leaders make their policy perform.  

Some findings in some Asian countries, from China, Malaysia, Singapore, to Indonesia, provide 
examples that there are superior possibility for any leader to formulate policy efficiently, 
implement successfully, and deliver results as expected. I refer to this type of phenomenon as “the 
alchemy of policy” It is named less academically, as in fact there is no definitive theory or exact 
theory, but the fact is there even if there is no theory describing it. It is a policy that is successfully 
formulated and implemented (therefore it seems like no theory of policy need to be noted here). 

One of the best practices nations is Singapore. Their performances stems from the “alchemy of 
policy”; a set of policy that seemingly works as magic: successfully in formulation, successful in 
implementation, and then having superior performance. Lee Kuan Yew (2000) noted that the 
“alchemy” is resided on the quality of the good people and good leader in the government 

“My experience developments in Asia have led me to conclude that we need good man to have 
good government. However good the system of government, bad leaders will bring harm to their people” 
(Lee, 2000: 735). 
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In Jembrana, Bali (1999-2007), the Regent has transformed the poorest regency to become the 
performing one only in two years by doing the alchemy of policy (Nugroho, 2010). And the 
performance is continuing.  

The role of leaders in public policy is to lead and be responsible to the “chemical process”. Once 
a public reaches its “chemistry”, then the chain reaction will run autonomously. Leader is the 
alchemist. There are four key roles needed to be played by leaders well: Good and Clear Mind, 
Knowing Where to Go, having Smart Ideas, and in control toward Key Policy Resources 

2.1 Good and Clear Mind 

Stephen R. Covey (1989) noted that all things start with the end in mind. Actually, what we 
mention in the heart is about the mind. The heart has not just become rational but importantly, it 
has become full of mind. Mind relates to two things: processes and products. A good and clear 
mind focuses on result, the product of a thinking process, the product called decision.   

In terms of the individual as personal and social beings, the good and clear mind of a leader can 
be measured by three indicators. First, the leader’s mind reflects its presence as a leader who has 
three characteristics: power, contribution, and honor. Leaders have power, whether the power is 
obtained, which is characterized by formal authority or from the existence of followers based on 
necessity and compulsion, or the leader has powers granted, such power is characterized the 
informal or followers based on the existence of volunteerism. Power used to contribute to success 
to make a set with that are his followers, results in good rather than destruction. Mankind in every 
place and time has needed leaders who are able to find the strengths of the people, incorporate 
them, and make it into a great community; only a leader that is capable of uniting the collective 
strengths. Leaders who have the power to contribute social greatness are leaders who earn with 
honor. Without needed contribution, leaders become irrelevant, and honor is the first thing that 
was missing. The fall of every political leader in Indonesia starting from their failure to make 
contributions to society of his time, followed by the loss of honor, and the power was then taken. 
That is why; the key word here is about the contributing leader.  

Second, every good and clear mind of a leader symbolizes the power of its society. Symbol gives 
confidence, and a sense of community spirit that burns, as a person and in a togetherness, to make 
them stronger. Governments everywhere cannot effectively intensify the people, but only effective 
to convince people that they can become great, greater than they can imagine. In the good and 
clear mind leader, society might have it. 

Third, the idea of a good and clear mind originated from a sincerity of leader to give themselves 
to their people. A leader with a good and clear mind can be measured by the following indicators 
of how excellent his or her contribution is; how excellent his or her honor given by people is; how 
excellent his or her power in the society is. Plus, how excellent his or her presence becoming 
symbol of society is, and how deep his or her sincerity to give himself or herself to the people is. A 
good and clear mind is advised not respect the product of the mind alone, such as vision, strategy, 
statement of commitments, promises, slogans, and so on, but with regard to the value of the mind 
itself. It emphasized, because in addition can be used to perform a general assessment, that also 
encompassing, which summarizes the measurement any requirements. 
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2.2 Knowing Where to Go 

Peter Drucker noted (1996) that there are many kinds of successful leaders, but one thing for sure, 
they are not charismatic leader. They are revered for their own. The successful leader is a leader 
who wanted to know where he or she was going to bring his or her followers. The second 
requirement alchemy of policy, "know where to go”, is not new, but we need to reinvent it. The 
important question is how to measure that one leader really knows where to go to bring the 
organization, or bring his community. There are three indicators that can be used. First, the leader 
spoke in his or her own language about where he or she was going to bring the organization or 
community, and where it should be captivating. Second, the leader talks in his or her own way 
about where he or she was going to bring the organization or society, and how it should be 
captivating. Third, the leader works in his or her own way that is distinctive or unique, but 
effectively bring all those who are confident that they will lead up to the goal that had been made 
by their leaders, because the way they work is captivating. 

2.3 Smart Ideas 

A leader who can drive the alchemy of policy usually has a smart idea with regards to the policy. 
The leader may recruit intelligent assistants to generate smart ideas. However, it was in vain. The 
leader will not be able to achieve the alchemy of policy, because the leader never buys into the idea 
completely. Because it is not his or her original idea, the leader tried his or her best to understand 
and master it but will never get the spirit of the idea. Leaders have to be smart. Without it, leaders 
are not interesting anymore. Not charming anymore; a handsome face and appearance 
whatsoever. He became extraordinarily beautiful woman, but did not have inner beauty. 

Of the dozens of effective and successful leaders that I have met in Asia, those who managed to 
build alchemy of policy at each level have very different personalities. Some are polite when 
speaking, while some are do not care. Some speak loud and convincing, while some are shy and 
sometimes mumble. Some are indeed zinc speaks, while some are happy to look at and listen 
intently without much to say. However different, they have the same capacity: they convey the 
idea of genius. Genius has the effect of “Wow!” What makes followers stunned by a charming 
idea? The idea of genius is not the same as the very new. He or she has certainty as required by his 
followers. He or she will be able to find and unveil the nation’s capacity in the distant future. 

2.4 In Control Toward Key Policy Resources 

To achieve a sufficient condition to achieve the alchemy of policy, the leaders need to master the 
three most important public policy resources. First, the leader must master enough knowledge 
about public policy. Knowledge of public policy is knowledge of practice, so it is fitting to be able 
to quickly and easily master by every leader. Basically, any effective and successful leaders I have 
ever met already implement this knowledge. They just not know, but mastery as they able to 
develop as a working technology that makes it work effectively and remain comfortable.  

Second, the leader has to master skills sufficient to drive public policy actors. Public policy 
actors are those who establish policy issues, formulate policies, carry out, including finance, and 
those who control policy to ensure successful policy. The key word is access plus network. Leaders 
who have access and the network will become the central gravity of policy. No matter, whatever 
their educational background, whatever the background of his profession. 
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Third, he needs to have sufficient courage to manage the public policy process. Successful 
leaders build an alchemy of policy. They are leaders who know that his or her job is not only to 
order the people or staff to make and implement policies the leader wants, but to manage every 
dimension carefully. He or she does not give a blank check to his subordinates to do the will of the 
leader. He or she chose to be a hands-on leader, a strong word that has been coined by Peters and 
Waterman (1982).   

3. Conclusion 

Developing countries need to have the capacity to create alchemy of policy: a policy that 
successfully formulated, successfully implemented, and then gives superior performance. It is no 
magic, as many countries have experienced their performing policies. Alchemy of policy requires a 
leader with a good and clear mind, knowing where to go, geniuses to produce smart ideas, and in 
control on public policy resources. In sum, alchemy of policy is about the first in command leader’s 
issue and agenda –neither the second nor the third ones.    
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Abstract: Network infrastructure has become part of the individual’s daily life; either in that 
it d includes social network, taxation, financial operations, on-line market or other activities 
that involve a tremendous amount of data collection, data storage or data processing. It places 
security and privacy in a challengeable corner: on the one hand, there is the need for a societal 
order and feeling of being safe, and on the other hand there is the need to protect the right to 
privacy and the individual “self” from others in both on-line and off-line space. Within 
network, security and privacy are not any more two independent variables, they juxtapose each 
other. 
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1. From Security to Privacy 

he boom of technological developments around the world has changed the perceptions of 
security and long-standing concepts of privacy. The more technology develops, the more 
significant the right to privacy becomes and at the same time, the more security is placed as 

a national priority, the more the right to privacy, as a fundamental right shall be protected. 
Individuals are daily exposed to situations when banks, tourism agencies, medical institutions, 

telephone and internet services’ providers, etc., widely use personal data, frequently abusing the 
volume and the categories of data to be collected and breaching flagrantly the rights set forth in 
legal framework in this regard. Hence, there is the need of an offline societal order and an online 
feeling of being safe, and at the same time, the need to increase the right to privacy becomes 
imperative while dealing with personal data subjects. 

The events of September 11, 2001, urged international actors to foster and strengthen their 
security within and beyond borders, for example, the mass surveillance system undertaken by the 
USA in terms of the Terrorism Information Awareness Network presence (De Hert, 2005, p. 1) or 
adopting and harmonizing European Union legislation for fostering security and privacy. 

The flow of capital, services, goods and people, and their data is the main incentive for a pro-
active state in controlling, articulating and regulating state and human security. But to what extent 
do liberty and privacy intersect with or diverge from security? 
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Lately, security has become the key issue in defining the national order. In some states it is more 
mediated than in others, but it is still an exceptional condition for ensuring equilibrium. Hence, 
security framework has become a quite complex issue. Nowadays, it is dealt with according to the 
“Mobius ribbon” phenomena, where “one never knows whether one is inside or outside” (Bigo, 
2000, p. 171). Typical realist security approaches no longer have a place in dealing with threats that 
come beyond the borders, with particular attention focused on network. State security reshaped its 
direction and “each wave of technology has changed the options available for the organization of 
government, shaping how much can be managed, delegated, commanded or coordinated” 
(Mullgan, 2005, p. 225). For instance, surveillance devices, as a part of the wave of technology, are 
meant to fight against threats from traffickers of drugs and arms, money laundering, and, 
concomitant to identify massive identification schemes, with a strong focus on biometric data and 
other technological means whereby “the threat of people’s ability to remain ‘anonymous’ and 
enable tracking people where they are, where have they been and where they are going” (de Hert, 
2005, p. 70) steadily increases. Foucault’s explanation of the role of security helps to point out the 
differences and quiescence between legislation and security, where  

“the law prohibits and discipline prescribes, while security makes use of some instruments of 
prescription and prohibition and responds to a reality in such way that this response cancels out the 
reality to which it responds-nullifies it or limits, checks or regulates it” (Foucault, 1978, p. 47).  

Privacy is, and at the same time is not, a significant element of security, it is only an “element of 
reality” that makes possible further development of security. But, “must we choose?”(Burmester, 
p. 4). Should security be researched as a prerequisite or a by-product of liberty of network? 
Nevertheless, the strong interdependence between the need for a liberty of network and privacy, 
and the urgency to act on security are pivotal for achieving equilibrium. 

Within a healthy democracy and prosperous good governance, the role of the right to privacy 
and data protection is no longer a caprice, but a must that contributes to the long term investment in 
online and offline security.  

1.1 Privacy and Security: Is this the Right Combination within the Liberty of 
Networking? 

Network infrastructure has become part of the individual’s daily life; either in that it includes 
social network, taxation, financial operations, on-line market or other activities that involve 
tremendous amount of data collection, processing, recording, organization, storage, keeping, 
restoring, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission and even 
dissemination to third parties. Nowadays, personal data is subject both for individuals, multilevel 
companies, organizations, and also for defense and intelligence agencies that, literally speaking, 
depend on cyber network to manage their activity in analyzing data, logistics and its services, 

“information technology can be used not only to track, analyze and link a vast amount of data, 
but also to split and un-link pieces of data and keep online and offline information separate in ways that 
are both effective… and efficient”(Acquisti, 2004, p. 3). 

On the one hand, the freedom of networks gives favorable incentives to promote stability and 
security, to disseminate and exchange information and strategy for security, support security 
programs and strengthen peace missions. On the other hand, information technology might be 
attacked, threatening security and stability through monopolizing and controlling communication 
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systems, computers with physical weapons, using mass media for black propaganda or even 
penetrating and attacking computer networks with the main aim of taking in an illicit manner and 
sabotaging the private information (data), “when securitization enlarges, insecuritisation enlarges 
also, as metaphorically, it is the envelope of the sphere of security” (Bigo, 2000, p.323). 

For a better understanding of the dichotomy and quiescence between security and privacy, the 
legal framework as a pre-requisite to guarantee individual’s security and liberty should be referred 
to. Article 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights guarantees the right to security and 
freedom: “Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person”. At the European Union 
level, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union 2000/C 364/01, Chapter II, 
Freedoms,through the Article 6 guarantees as well  “theright to liberty and security of person”, 
theArticle 7, “the right to respect for private and family life”and Article 8 “the right to the 
protection of personal data”. At the same time, the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights 
and Fundamental Freedoms of the Council of Europe within the Article 5 guarantees “the right of 
liberty and security of each person”. The above mentioned legislative frameworkes, which more or 
less have the same aim, provide a base for liberty, privacy and security issues, in terms of law and 
apparatus of security. But to what extend does liberty go together or apart with security; do they 
complement or exclude each other?  

According to Foucault,  

“the apparatus of security, lets things happen. Laisser-faire is indispensable at a certain level: 
allowing prices to rise, allowing scarcity to develop and letting people go hungry as to prevent 
something else happening” (Foucault, 1978, p. 45).  

By giving enough liberty to act, people are prevented from something else (worse) happening. 
Thus, security does not prevent possible events, just as discipline does, or “imagine” thinks so as 
law does, by contrast, it let’s things happen, relying on details and daily habits as necessary and 
natural process,  

“security does not imply the point of view of what is prevented or the point of view of what is 
obligatory, but stands back sufficiently so that one can grasp the point at which things are taking place, 
whether or not they are desirable”( Foucault, 1978, p. 46).  

As a result, standing back sufficiently becomes decisive in Foucault’s approach that explains 
indirectly the relationship between security and privacy within the liberty of network. Thus, the 
mechanism of security works on the basis of the reality (liberty of network), by “trying to use it as 
a support and make it function, make its components function in relation to each other”(Foucault, 
1978, p. 47). Hence, the freedom of network could constitute one of Foucault’s natural processes. 
But what happens in the moment when the information is revealed or decrypted? From Foucault’s 
point of view, it would support this “normality”, whereby, “the game of liberalism-not interfering, 
allowing free movement of data, letting things follow their course-“laisser faire, passer at 
aller”(Foucault,1978, p.48). Concomitantly, engaging in a Foucaultian approach and adjusting it to 
European Union’s realities, revealment of data shall be “regulated” in such a way as to equilibrate 
threats and challenges for a next time.  

The network society supports and develops the market laws that subsequently predominate 
over the right to privacy. Nonetheless, such factors as: internal market, technological and network 
development, evolving legal requirements, insecurity around the globe, increasing consumer 
expectations and tastes, globalization, should constitute as points of reference in ensuring privacy. 
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“From a security standpoint, a network should support confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of electronic communications. Therefore, network should employ components that ensure 
confidentiality to the desired level; provide facilities that allow users to protect their communications 
from compromise; and provide facilities that allow users to guarantee availability to their desired level 
of confidence” (Burmester; p.2).  

However, it might be seen too “naive” (Cavoukin, 2013, p.179) to think that privacy evolves with 
respect to these network elements. In light of constant personal data disclosure within the online 
space, and lately, with respect to security, privacy has become more of an illusion than a reality. 
The edge of privacy and security ratio is the online space. The continuous development of 
technological devices, where data might be transmitted via a computer or the Internet increases 
the sensitivity of personal data and intrusion in private life, especially when it deals with borders 
in a continuous flux. Once personal data is introduced in the Internet, a set of concerns about the 
way it is protected may be raised, stored or even linked to other information, that as a result might 
infringe upon the privacy of individuals,  

“privacy means controlling all information about oneself, including protecting identity, 
personal information about personal activity. This includes having the ability to disclose personal 
information to selected parties, while preventing disclosure to other parties” (Burmester, p.3). 

The fear of a surveillance society and the increase of a sense of insecurity, has generated on the 
one hand new technological developments (e.g., biometric data) and on the other hand has 
increased fraud inside the system. Moreover, by introducing data protection legislation, such as 
“Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to automatic processing of personal 
data” (20.01.1981); and at the European level the “Directive 95/46/EC of European Parliament and 
of the Council of the protection of individuals with regard to processing of personal data and on 
the free movement of such data” (24.10. 1995), was intended to increase the role of privacy. 
Although increasing the efficiency in law enforcement does not automatically mean the 
improvement of privacy and security, it could also be seen as stimulus and incentive towards new 
criminal and illegal activities. 

Privacy is an indispensable element of security and without monitoring network activities it 
could not be ensured with regards to security and accountability as such. Moreover, the main 
scope of internal security goes beyond the frontiers of the state and is indirectly subject to change 
from external security to internal security focused mainly on information exchange within new 
technologies. Peter Hustinx agrees that “good security does not necessarily provide good privacy 
and data protection, but good privacy and data protection would always require good security” 
(Hustinx, 2013). Interrelating security and privacy issues to the events from 11 September, 2001 it 
could be emphasized that  

“Uncrackable encryption is allowing terrorists to communicate about their criminal intentions 
without fear of outside intrusion They are thwarting the efforts of law enforcement to detect, prevent 
and investigate illegal activities”(Kelley, 2001). 

At the same time, the liberty of network, from individuals to nation-states might generate a 
threat of cyber terrorism that has evolved and should be seen beyond the traditional computing 
skills whereby the new generations are better skilled in terms of the digital world.  

Nonetheleess, the paradigm occurs in the moment when, on the one hand, people use networks 
as a source of information, communication, transactions or open access and are aware of insecurity 
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of network liberty and, on the other hand, “while fears about privacy and security have not 
diminished over the years, they no longer serve as a barrier that prevents buying: “people now 
buy in spite of fears”(Castells, Cardoso, 2005, p. 310). Put in another way, most digital natives as 
personal data subjects put more and more value on the principle of “nothing to hide” (Solove, 
2011, p. 21-32), asserting the fact that if you did not do anything wrong, there are no reasons to 
hide your personal data.  

From another point of view “the lines between security and liberty blur. Liberty is not the limit 
of security, but the conditions of security, so security has no limits” (Bigo, 2000, p. 325). Liberty of 
network poses security and privacy challenges in an angle that would require new technological 
solutions. Biometric data might be one of the possible solutions, an overture towards combining 
privacy and security and to calculate data, as it enhance privacy and prevent it from becoming a 
tool of surveillance, “in verification mode biometric systems are able to authenticate a person’s 
access rights without revealing his identity”(Joint Research Center, 2005, p. 116). Nonetheless, 
biometric surveillance might lead to a new challenge of insecurity, in which the body (the human 
being itself), will be a target and at the same time an instrument of control. The necessity to ensure 
not only collective, but also individual security through “body” security that carries personal data, 
pushes towards strengthening security at the maximum level.  

Therefore, security and privacy are not any more two independent variables for a network, they 
juxtapose each other. Hence, “anonymity and accountability both have a place in networks, and 
balancing their conflicting characteristics will require significant effort” (Burmester, p. 5) by 
introducing new methods and models that might provide functionality while dealing with 
equilibrium between security and privacy. As long as circulation takes place and it is ensured that 
the movement, with its “dangers of circulation are cancelled out”(Foucault, 1977, p. 65), the need 
to secure identity in the e-world increases dramtically.  

2. Conclusion 

The focus on security and privacy within the game of liberalization has become a complex issue 
due to the fact that it is researched in the context of transformation of technologies of power. 
Technology complicates this relationship even more, whereby individuals take risks with no 
guarantee of security. On the one hand, the challenge of controversial security and privacy policy 
in the world of network freedom still remains blurred for scholars, as long as it is dealt with a 
growing number of technologies that hinders security. On the other hand, it is the best opportunity 
to understand the “normality” phenomenon that would lead to regulation of problems in the field 
of security and privacy.  

It was always thought that in order to maintain security, risks/threats should be eliminated. 
Taking over the Foucaultanian “standing back sufficiently” approach, could prove that de facto 
risks constribute to the prevention of a greater danger. Hence, network becomes the means 
through which the security-privacy relationship is regulated. Nonetheless, at the European Union 
level, legal framework stands in between regulating the loophole between privacy and security 
and “promoting information security and accountability without overburdening industry or 
sacrificing privacy”(Denning, 2003, p. 20). On the contrary, for Foucault, security and not 
legislation is the main field that ensures equilibrium, as far as it calculates “normality”, being a 
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counter-measure balanced to environment. Letting things happen in the framework of 
reality/network  constitutes the best incentive for a cyber and privacy defense.  

To sum up, security and privacy are closely related to each other, being a pivotal issue in 
ensuring equilibrium. Opting for a neo-liberalism approach where the flow of information cannot 
be stopped, enhancing accountability and strengthening network survivability might be the best 
input for regulating and calculating security issues. 
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E-Participation in Spatial City Development:  
Outset and Challenges 
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Abstract: This paper debates citizens’e-participation using real cases in Bulgaria; the given 
facts and analysis are made under these circumstances. Spatial information usage helps 
evaluation and analysis of citizens’ participation in city management. Best practices of e-
participation in city management in the country are listed, as initiatives, blogs and civil 
platforms. Challenges that are set in front of the administration to involve more citizens in city 
problems are specified, weak points in important issues such as flooding are indicated. 

Keywords: e-participation, Bulgarian administration, spatial technology 

1. Introduction 

he process of increasing urban population recently raised the issue of quality of life in cities. 
The report set the problem how to enhance citizens’ participation in government decisions 
at the specific environment of country. Practical issues that need citizens engagement as for 

example their observations in crisis situations like flooding; views of professionalists and citizens 
on city environment changes are discussed. 

The goal of this paper is to track the process of how citizens in the country start participation in 
government decisions on important topics concerning their living in the city, and the growth of the 
process during years. One issue is to indicate problems in administrative decision making and 
organization structure defects as a reason for bad management of natural disasters.  

The discussed topic is how modern technologies and particularly spatial technologies reflect on 
better citizens’ communication with government.  

The paper debates citizens’e-participation within real cases from Bulgarian; the given facts and 
analysis are made under these circumstances. Most civil society initiatives in Bulgaria are highly 
regulated. Many activities come from the most institutionalized group – NGO’s (non-
governmental organizations). In the country NGOs do not represent the authentic interests of local 
groups of citizens (Venkov, 2012: 1). Civil society in Bulgaria is the missing unit that could decide 
many government problems. Civil society is the main part of well-functioning democracy. 

T 
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2. Current Needs for Enhancing Citizens’ Participation in Government 
Decisions in Bulgaria  

Taking into account the lack of private property and initiative in the Bulgarian society for a long 
period before the democratic changes in 1989, participation of citizens in city management was 
absent during this period. A future challenge to the Bulgarian administration is to realise a reform 
of the tools for democratic city management in the form of discussions, held in wide public circle, 
as well as debates about city future, and how they can all evolve into an open platform with a 
balance between state, society and economic sustainability. The main obstacles for sustainable city 
development in the country are administrative: lack of full legislation, lack of cadastre and 
property registry for the territory.  

As is seen from the practices in the country, currently many activists mediate discussions on 
municipal projects; definitely city planning tools are not sufficient opportunity for communication 
and balance between various interests in society. Local administration is not willing to 
communicate and to engage professionals and interested groups of citizens in constructive 
dialogue; this is a prerequisite for appearance of activists who try to substitute local administration 
in the role of major mediator and communicator between private and public interests. My opinion 
is that political decisions are determinative for positive change. 

The theme of flooding is highly important for Bulgaria in the last years, as the losses and victims 
of floods increased dramatically. EU legislation required to implement precautionary measures 
against flooding also. Directive 2007/60/EC on the assessment and management of flood risks 
entered into force on 26 November 2007 with the aim (European Commission, 2007), “to reduce 
and manage the risks that floods pose to human health, the environment, cultural heritage and 
economic activity”. 

Information from local government is a base for identification the areas with potential flood risk, 
as map of river basins, description of floods in the past, evaluation of potential future flood 
consequences. Mainly the information is spatial oriented and is connected with certain areas in the 
country. Currently spatial information and geographic information systems (GIS) are available in 
two water management administrations; unfortunately they operate incorrectly; the administrative 
staff needs more skills because to use this information for analysis and crisis management; as a 
final result the goals to reduce flood risk are not performed. A challenge is to engage citizens in the 
activity, the more so because of online platform availability. Currently management plans for flood 
risk are made by the Ministry of Environment and Water, it is needed the process of making plans 
to be opened for public discussion.  

Nowadays climate changes and natural disasters in the country are often; important causes are 
lack of sustainable city planning and long-term government policies; definitely accurate and actual 
policies in economy, environment, resources, energy efficiency, transport, climate change, 
urbanization are needed. 

 The lack of spatial infrastructure of many Bulgarian cities with critical objects in them; also the 
lack of competent administrative staff and technologies are nowadays fatal for dealing with 
natural disasters and emergency management. Nevertheless, this is one aspect of city management 
only. Crisis management requires a modern technological base and experts to gather, visualize and 
analyse large volumes of spatial information and to create and maintain actual space infrastructure 
of city. The same requirements are needed for each of the other city systems - transport, water 
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supply, waste collection, city lighting, environment, economy, etc. that are important for smartness 
of the city. Sustainable urban projects realisation, effective policy making and intelligent 
management of city resources need spatial infrastructure and relevant information. Spatial 
technology would provide environment for implementation. 

General city development plans could be created and maintained by the use of GIS based 
information systems. Such way plans could be shared effectively in a modern way with all 
stakeholders, including citizens, businesses and NGOs. 

One of the aspects is when modern technologies are available but their application for practical 
problem decisions is missing. GIS are available in a number of administrative organizations in 
Bulgaria. The milestone is the lack of trained administrators to use the system; lack of motivation 
for applying the technology for administrative decisions or bad organization management in sense 
of unused organization resources. Future research is needed in such direction as to define 
indicators for better administrative decisions. The research could be in several different directions: 
financial reasons, quality of management for administrative organizations, level of training of 
administrative staff and the need of more training; responsibility for applying available 
organization resources for better overcoming crisis. 

3. Spatial Technologies for Encouraging Citizens’ Participation 

Spatial information is appropriate for better city management from the view point that the 
administration may find out the preferences and need of citizens, depending on their locality. 
Spatial technologies are adequate to analyse of citizens’ needs and they could improve decision-
making process in city administration.  

Smart cities require a spatial approach. It has been found that: 

“A spatially enabled society is an evolving concept where location, place and any other spatial 
information are available to governments, citizens and businesses as a means of organizing their 
activities and information” (Williamson & Rajabifard & Holland, 2010). 

In order to be regarded as spatially enabled, location and spatial information should be 
considered as common goods for the city and then make them available in order to stimulate 
innovation (Roche, 2014). Another important feature for spatial information usage in smart cities is 
that it helps evaluation and analysis of citizens’ participation in city management. The statement 
that is needed “dealing with geographical range” (Cruickshank & Ryan & Smith, 2014) to 
strengthen local government in specific areas of the country indicates the importance of spatial 
information for city management.  

In case of spatial information availability, city administration might personalize the dialog with 
citizens; according to the location of citizens their participation may differ from the viewpoint of 
questions of interest, competency and culture. Spatial information is collected from citizens and 
shared between them. There is a risk of mistrust for citizens with regards to privacy. The role of 
local government is to develop a legal framework for an appropriate use of spatial information. It 
is important local authorities to declare the advantages of spatial information for citizens as a 
means to enhance transparency in the city management and as an opportunity for citizens to 
participate in decision making. 
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As a part of the project Regional Development Programming for period 2014-2020, GIS was acquired 
in the Ministry of Regional Development in Bulgaria. The next step is to integrate spatial data 
representing digital layers and attribute data with digital layers available in the Ministry. Th 
Operational Programme Regions in growth 2014-2020 applies the latest GIS technology for spatial 
analysis and integrated approach for territorial development with a focus on city development. 
Another initiative in Bulgaria related to spatial data is the building of the National Spatial Data 
Portal with goals to achieve efficient exchange of harmonized spatial data between administrative 
organizations in the country, and also spatial data to be as part of e-governance. 

4. Best Practices of e-Participation in City Management in Bulgaria 

4.1 Early Actions Involving Citizens to City Management 

The association “Transformers” is an organization with a vision to improve urban environment 
through extemporaneous activities in public space, creating expositions and workshops for 
architectural modeling. “Transformers” starts with an action “Architects on the stall” in 2009, 
where the architects explain nature and principles of the architects‘ job for a day to citizens that 
passed through the Women's Market in Sofia and how they can solve certain city problems. The 
association “Transformers” discusses in its blog the construction of new Sofia Arsenal Museum for 
Contemporary Art without competition and preliminary concept.  

Festival “Sofia Architecture Week”was announced in 2008 as a platform for contemporary art 
publisher of magazine “Edno”. Initially it gathered citizens for discussion on architectural events. 
In 2010 the festival tried to influence city planning by a competition together with Sofia 
municipality. The festival and Sofia municipality choose a concrete project for subway station 
building, part of a huge investment. Competition was opened for participants from all over the 
world and gathered 130 projects from 22 countries (Panayotova, 2012). Through its own website 
and Facebook page the competition communicates with participants. The results lead to the 
conclusion that it is a sustainable example of how festival changes city architecture design process 
and opens it to citizens. For the first time citizens’ e-participation is established in Bulgaria to 
provide a model for the decision making process in local government. 

Group “City” integrates and represents architects with proven expertise; they are expected as an 
active voice for positive change in Bulgarian city architecture. Actions of group “City” are going 
on as most visible in public space. The group has a Facebook page with more than 3000 friends 
(https://www.facebook.com/grupagrad.sofia/). Attention of non-architects is focused on city 
problems so that citizens’ views are empowered; responsibility and accountability of citizens’ 
demands is increased. The group intends to pressure government for legal changes and practices 
in city development. 

4.2 Blogs 

Blogs are instrument for encouraging citizens‘ participation, where many aspects and different 
positions of members are published; a place for discussions and motivation on future projects, 
concerning city management or on already realized projects. After 2007 the first architectural blogs 
in Bulgaria arose dealing with themes about current trends in city construction; as well as criticism 
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on lower city space quality. The blog Provocad (http://provocad.com/) comments critically on the 
most important city projects in Sofia, concerned with construction and renovation of public spaces, 
monuments of totalitarism, architectural education and university as a creative space. The blog’s 
forum provides a scene for fervent disputes on discussed topics. Although that blog is place for 
architectural discussions, it is also a platform for competent visitors to express constructive views 
on published topics, as well as a place for citizens’ participation.     

The blog What Association (http://whata.org/blog) aims to interpret architects’ work to 
citizens so that citizens may be informed and committed to city environment. The blog aims to 
translate the work to the society. The presence of the group “What Association” in several social 
media – Facebook, Twitter, Flickr and Foursquare enables communication from experts to citizens 
and city administration. On the other hand blog “What Association” contributes to smartness of 
the city with knowledge distribution to people about city environment. The blog has various 
activities, for example, landmark buildings in Bulgarian cities are photographed and their merits 
are explained.  

Looking at different directions of blog activists’ actions and despite their initial motivation, all 
participants identify as a key point communication with administrative institutions. It should be 
noted that communication sustaining city development must take place between all stakeholders: 
citizens, experts and administration.  

4.3 Civil Initiatives and Projects for Citizen Engagement 

“Save the subway” is an online civil initiative which proposes and discusses alternatives of to the 
subway route plan in Sofia as well as preserves the effectiveness of railway transportation. Inital 
aims where to give a place to publish and discuss citizens’ different views and in order to affect 
administrative decisions about subway development.  The platform EDNO promotes and assists 
creation of quality cultural environment in Sofia in several cultural directions that are connected 
with the city. The platform is open for ideas; founders are citizens interested in culture; 
communication with city administration is missing. The private blog (http://pavel-
yanchev.blogspot.com/?view=flipcard) holds debates on various city planning topics; participants 
are mainly people with knowledge and professional experience. The platform “UnderGara” 
affiliates community to establish safe and vibrant creative community under Sofia's Central 
Railway Station (https://www.facebook.com/Undergara/timeline); city administration is not 
engaged here. The project “Studio Projektirane” organizes Internet space for architects and 
citizens’ meetings (https://www.facebook.com/projectirane/info?tab=page_info). Meetings are 
published in Vimeo. Organization "Veloevolution" established a platform which promotes cycling 
and tries to draw a map of possible bike trails in Sofia (http://velobg.org/about). 

As shown by the above initiatives, they are organized spontaneous, supported by volunteers; 
city administration is not engaged there, so it could not comply with the view and ideas of citizens 
when they realize city projects. 

4.4 Spatial Data Platform Aktiven.bg 

Aktiven.BG (http://Aktiven.BG) is a platform where citizens report various problems in the city to 
responsible organizations and city administration. Citizens register the location of a problem (e.g., 
fallen pillar, broken bench, water leakage, dangling wires, road damage, incorrect parking, unsafe 
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place, pollution, etc.) on a city map and attach a brief description or photos, if available. 
Depending on signal type and location, notification is submitted to the responsible administration. 
Signals from citizens are received in real time. Citizens could monitor the status of signal and 
receive e-mails about activities concerning correction of the problem. Thus communication 
between citizens and public organizations is improved.  

5. Conclusion 

Investigation and layout of some practices for e-participation in city management has been made 
in this paper. The specifics of economic and politic development of the country strongly influenced 
the onset, forms and performance of e-participation. Firstly, participation of citizens starts like 
offline events, organized from people with expert views. Relatively quickly the events move to 
new platforms – blogs, forums and social media.  

Spatial technologies improve management processes in general by being enriched with benefits 
of location data. City government is not able to ignore public opinion anymore and takes the view 
of the public into consideration. The successful case for interactive communication between city 
administration and citizens using spatial information and GIS, presents the importance to 
implement and integrate spatial technologies in city government. 

Although the successful practices of e-participation have been described, the contribution of this 
paper is the specified challenges to broaden citizens’ inclusion in city management, reflecting 
specifics of the country. Current needs of more active citizens’ participation in case of natural 
disasters when their feedback will be important for immediate response of crisis administration 
were also discussed.  
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Abstract: While users generally perceive obligatory complex registrations and logins as hurdles 
for participation, providers of e-participation want to avoid misuse and manipulation of their 
platforms. However, not all e-participation processes or methods require the same quality of 
identification and authentication to produce reliable outcomes. The project presented in this 
workshop analyses the application of electronic identities in electronic participation in order to 
develop an e-participation ecosystem that allows users to engage with various identities in 
different e-participation methods. Even though it is difficult to put e-participation into general 
models, this workshop will discuss such a modelled depiction with the international community 
of scholars and parctitioneers. 

Keywords: electronic participation, electronic identity, authentication 
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1. Topic 

-participation in Austria should be assessed in the context of economic, infrastructural and 
political conditions. (Ringler, 2013) In contrast to the infrastructural development and the 
general usage rates of ICT by the population, the application and acceptation of e-

participation in society and political discourse is rather low in an international comparison. 
Experts criticise the lack of a unified access to e-government services for the general public (One-
Stop-Shop) as well as a lack of legal frameworks for e-participation projects and their implantation 
in public administration and democratic processes. (Ringler, 2013) 

The KIRAS-Project E-Partizipation: exploration of forms of online citizen participation using different 
authentication and identification methods aims at developing an e-participation ecosystem that allows 
various electronic identities to be used in online participation. The project will provide a software 
demonstrator and creates a discussion about the relation of e-participation and e-identities with 
focus on the Austrian legal and political situation. On the one hand, security aspects are relevant in 
the context of electronic identities, on the other hand, complex electronic identities are perceived as 
hurdles for participation if their usage is obligatory. 

E 
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The concept of e-participation is often linked with the potential to increase the engagement of 
citizens, although deterministic claims that the use of ICT has direct positive consequences for 
democracy should be avoided. (Macintosh, 2009 and Bohmann, 2014) Likewise, the concept of 
participation as the second element of the open government theory (Müller, 2010), that is based on 
transparent access to information and said to foster (re)-democratization, should be seen critically. 

Nonetheless, the socio-political relevance of engagement and participation is reflected in the 
European e-government plans. The ministers of the European Union agreed in the Malmö 
declaration (EU-Ministers responsible for E-Government, 2009) that e-government processes are to 
engage citizens and involve them in the decision-making process. In the Austrian context, the 
working program of the national government from 2013 to 2018 states that fostering participation 
opportunities for young people at local, state and federal level serves as a means to achieve the 
best possible participation of youth and young adults based on increased transparency and better 
understanding of decisions and the decision-making processes. (Austrian Chancellery, 2013) It is 
obvious that many stakeholders of the political and public sphere see a great potential in e-
participation processes, also as a link to a young audience.  

Different stages of participation can be found in the usual models of e-participation that have 
been defined in various manifestations. Most models draw on the same methods but vary in 
classifications und structuring. In Austria, the standards of the Public Participation Working 
Group EDEM of the Austrian Chancellery defined four different levels of e-participation. These 
stages reach from information via consultation and cooperation to (co)-decision-making. The higher the 
intensity level of participation, the more can the participants influence the outcomes of the 
participatory processes. (Parycek, 2008) 

2. Description and Objectives of the Workshop 

The first work package of the project seeks to answer the question, what kind of electronic identity 
is suitable for what kind of participation method. Two different perspectives must be observed in 
top-down e-participation approaches: The perspective of the public authority or the authorised 
provider of the participatory platform, and the perspective of participating citizens. This project 
discusses these perspectives in workshops and in interviews to map the needs of the different 
stakeholders and merge them into an applicable simplified model. 

The moderators of the workshop put their current model up for discussion in order to further 
enhance it. As models are to describe complex issues in a simplified description, the authors will 
discuss classifications, definitions and relations of electronic identities and e-participation. 

3. Relevance of the Workshop to the CeDEM 

E-participation has always been a major issue at the CeDEM series as engagement and 
participation are complex processes in democratic systems, even or maybe especially if they are 
transformed to the digital space. Many scholars agree that e-participation has great potential for 
making citizens more engaged with society, however most projects show that motivating citizens 
to engage online depends on various factors that all need to be addressed. This workshop will 
focus on electronic identities that can be hurdles for participation but can also make the outcomes 
of participation processes more reliable.  
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These conflicting facts have already been recognised when the project E-Partizipation had first 
been presented in public at the Gov20Camp in Vienna in November 2014. The discussion showed 
that groups of citizens tend to distrust identification systems in political processes when 
government or public agencies are in control of the entire platform. Digitalisation makes 
documentation and archiving very easy and the users might not be aware of what personal data is 
stored and for what purpose. A separation of the provider for e-participation methods and the 
provider of digital identities can increase trust in e-participation platforms as not all personal data 
must be shared with the platform during identification and authentication. On the other hand, in 
case of violations of laws or terms of use by any user, they can be identified but only by following 
legal actions that are also there to protect the users. 

Putting the electronic identities used in participatory processes at the centre of attention can be 
an interesting experience for those people that are actively involved in designing e-participation 
projects. The discussion can contribute to further reflection on a specific aspect of online 
engagement and thus contribute to the greater picture. 

4. Questions to Be Addressed during the Workshop 

The workshop will address the following two key questions: 

• What is the relevance of electronic identities (in general and with regards to specific 
options) and authentication in e-participation? 

• What electronic identities and authentication systems can feasibly be used for what kinds 
of e-participation methods? 

Discussions related to the content of this workshop already showed that other areas of 
discussion quickly arise. The workshop moderators allow an open discussion but they will ensure 
that electronic identities and e-participation remain at the centre of discussion.  

5. Format of the Workshop 

As the baseline analysis for the project will be finished just before CeDEM, the results will be 
presented by the authors of this paper who serve as moderators of the workshop. Hence, the 
authors will present a simplified model that shows the appropriateness for different categories of 
electronic identities in e-participation.  

Participants of the work shop will then be asked to provide their feedback on the results. Next to 
general criticism, the authors wish to receive feedback from practitioners and scholars from all 
over Europe and elsewhere. At the end of the work shop, all participants will be asked to fill in the 
valuations of the simplified model on their own. The workshop will be documented and the 
feedback will be used to further develop the model for the application of electronic identities in e-
participation.  

The authors look forward to a vivid and controversial discussion.  
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Abstract: The purpose of this workshop is to introduce and get feedback on the METEP – an 
interactive global resource to raise awareness about e-participation from a capacity building 
perspective. METEP does it by providing means of understanding and diagnosing e-participation 
through the assessment of progress made in information provision (e-information), public 
consultations (e-consultation) and participation in decision-making (e-decision). The workshop 
participants will be able to apply METEP in practice to assess e-participation in their home 
countries and discuss its design and contents. The workshop also intends to contribute to a 
broader debate about e-participation as a technology-led domain of participatory democracy in 
general and e-Democracy in particular. 

Keywords: e-participation, METEP, Citizen Engagement, Measurement, Evaluation 

Acknowledgement: METEP is developed and maintained by the Division for Public 
Administration and Development Management (DPADM) of the United Nations Department of 
Economic and Social Affairs (UNDESA). 

1. Topic 

here is no shortage of conceptual models, hands-on methods and specialized software tools 
in the vast field of e-participation (An overview…, 2006; Macintosh, 2006; Macintosh, 
Whyte, 2006). Typically, many of them are realized in the form of well-focused grassroots 

projects helping authorities and citizens interact more meaningfully for solving particular 
problems on the ground. It could be done, for example, by mobilizing communities, collecting and 
processing (aggregating) citizens’ opinions for participatory policy and decision making (e.g., 
online deliberative polling methods) (Citizens as Partners…, 2001). While many e-participation 
initiatives may include assessment and measurement techniques, the latter are usually used to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the projects themselves and measure the planned impacts on 
governance processes and project beneficiaries (Panopoulou et al., 2009).  

However, fewer advances have been made in developing more universal, easy-to-use resources 
helping in the elaboration of e-participation strategies for wider – beyond the grassroots level – 
communities, sectors and countries at large (e.g., not many countries and communities have at the 
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moment clear e-participation policies and dedicated portals). Such resources should be flexible 
enough to work in different governance and development settings and be able to measure e-
participation progress from a capacity building perspective. Undertaking such capacity 
assessments should include authorities, experts and citizens in order to determine the actual 
baseline as accurately as possible for stronger impacts of e-participation initiatives.  

Despite the existing diversity of e-participation instruments and software tools, there is still a 
growing need to deepen citizens’ participation in development matters, as evidenced by the 
United Nations (General Assembly..., 2012; UN System Task Team…, 2012). In response to this 
need, the Division for Public Administration and Development Management (DPADM) of the 
United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDESA) (Developing capacity…) 
has developed the Measurement and Evaluation Tool for Engagement and e-participation – 
METEP. Its ultimate goal is to promote an e-participation-based approach to governance.  

Being currently in the phase of validation and testing, it is planned that in future METEP will be 
available both in an online and offline form for use by countries, regions, municipalities, sectors, 
government agencies willing to evaluate their capacity to use Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICTs) for civic engagement and public participation. METEP does it by providing 
means of understanding and diagnosing e-participation through the assessment of progress made 
in information provision (e-information), public consultations (e-consultation) and participation in 
decision-making (e-decision). The METEP measurement and assessment system is based on 
processing the factual and opinion-based information received from government officials, 
specialists and the public at large – through a number of questionnaires designed to obtain such 
information – about e-participation practices, use of tools and channels, availability of related legal 
and organizational frameworks. It is both an awareness-raising and policy-making support 
instrument to help better understand the scope and level of public engagement, on the one hand, 
and to identify gaps and barriers in engaging with citizens, on the other hand. The assessment 
results are used as a basis for developing tailor-made policy and operational recommendations 
supported with e-participation roadmaps for short- and mid terms. METEP results are amply 
visualized for easy use. 

2. Description and Objectives of the Workshop 

The main objective of the workshop is to introduce METEP as a global e-participation resource to 
the professional e-democracy and e-participation community and get its feedback for further 
improvement. The workshop will be conducted in five main steps during the pre-workshop, 
workshop and the post-workshop stages as follows. 

Step 1 – Pre-workshop stage: Information dissemination. To disseminate information about 
METEP among conference participants via leaflets telling them about the workshop objectives and 
inviting to participate in it. Aside from the workshop description, the leaflet will contain a link for 
the METEP Online version for those who would like to fill its questionnaires over the internet.  

Step 2 – Workshop stage: Workshop goals, agenda, METEP presentation (20 minutes). To 
describe the METEP structure and logic, demonstrate its results from real-life application cases and 
answer questions.  

Step 3 – Workshop stage: Individual or/and small group exercise (30 minutes). To respond to 
the METEP Questionnaires either online using participants’ or the organizers’ personal computers 
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or on paper (some 30 hard copies of the METEP Questionnaire will be available for filling out 
during the workshop). Each participant will act as a respondent representing his or her country, 
community, sector or institution by answering one or more METEP questionnaires relevant to the 
participants’ knowledge about and interest in e-participation. Typically, the respondent will be 
asked to complete either the agency-specific questions asking about institutional capacities of the 
agencies the respondents work for (if that will be the case) or – more likely – the experience-based 
questions seeking the respondent’s personal opinion about all aspects of e-participation in his or 
her home country. In the case of completing the METEP questionnaires online, the obtained 
responses will be immediately processed and presented to the respondent in a graphic form. The 
paper questionnaires will be collected for processing after the workshop.    

Step 4 – Workshop stage: Discussion (40 minutes). To discuss METEP results, get feedback, 
answer the workshop questions and wrap-up.  

Step 5 – Post-workshop stage: Processing collected questionnaires on paper and sending METEP 
results back to the respondents via e-mail within two weeks. 

3. Relevance of the Workshop to the CeDEM 

METEP is seen as a fundamentally e-democracy promotion and support tool. The CeDEM 
Conference is a recognized international venue for e-participation scholars and practitioners. The 
event is therefore ideal for exchanging latest ideas, experiences and results in different fields of 
participatory democracy. The workshop will help get feedback from the conference participants on 
the METEP to improve it.   

4. Questions to Be Addressed during the Workshop 

About METEP: 

• Does the METEP capture the essence of e-participation adequately and sufficiently? 
• Is the METEP’s approach to assessment and measurement of e-participation convincing? 
• Is METEP’s logic clear and the questions are well organized and worded? 
• Are the visualization of METEP results adequate and clear for better comprehension?  
• Is METEP sufficiently universal to be applied in differing socio-economic and governance 

settings worldwide? 
About e-participation as a whole: 

• Do countries, regions, communities, sectors, institutions need specific (official) e-
participation strategies, policies and/or dedicated web sites?  

• What is the best way to capture an e-participation experience? 
• Can we talk about an e-participation culture?  
• How to strike the balance between technological tools and governance processes? 
• How to have stronger impacts of e-participation on participatory democracy?   
• What should be included in e-participation roadmaps and and what should they look like? 
• How to strike the balance between the needs of developed and less developed countries? 
• Are there any particularities of measuring and promoting e-participation in less democratic 

contexts?   
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5. Format of the Workshop 

• Presentations, Q&A 
• Case studies review 
• Practical exercise  
• Discussion 
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Abstract: The high economic potential of Open Data is widely recognised. However, the 
Austrian Data Market is currently not fully developed, which is partially due to legal, economic, 
technical, and organisational barriers that prevent Open Data from becoming an attractive 
resource for entrepreneurs. This workshop aims at gathering key stakeholders from Austria to 
discuss the current practicability and usability of Open Data in Austria. The goal is to make a 
preliminary identification of gaps and required actions to make the Austrian Data Market more 
attractive for both users and providers. 

Keywords: Open Data, Data Market, Stakeholder, User, Provider 
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1. Topic 

he high economic potential of Open Data is widely recognised, among others by the 
European Commission (2011). However, in Europe and worldwide the Open Data Sector is 
currently not fully developed (e.g. see Köhler and Meir-Huber 2014: pp. 73 ff.). There are a 

number of barriers that prevent Open Data from becoming an attractive resource for 
entrepreneurial activities. For instance, in Europe there is no consistent legal framework for re-use 
of public-sector information (PSI), which leads to a fragmentation of the European information 
market (e.g. see Vickery 2011: pp. 17-18). Missing data harmonisation and standards hinder the 
interlinking of data over larger areas. Due to a lack of interoperability and standardisation of 
existing Open Data tools and solutions the integration of business ideas along the Open Data Life 
Cycle is hindered by technological challenges. Other barriers are missing concepts for setting up 
successful business cases, and potential Open Data entrepreneurs hesitating due to the uncertain 
market position both (e.g. see Martin et al. 2013). 

2. Description and Objectives of the Workshop 

The goal of the workshop is to bring together key Open Data service providers, content providers, 
and users to reflect on the current status of Open Data content, services, and practices in Austria. 
To this end the workshop organisers will invite various Austrian Open Data stakeholders to 
present their projects and progress, and to report about their experiences as active members in the 
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Austrian Open Data Ecosystem. The speakers and workshop participants will discuss the current 
practicability and usability of Open Data in Austria from both user’s and provider’s perspectives 
and reflect on legal, economic, research, technical, and organisational challenges. The result of the 
workshop will be the identification of current gaps in the context of national Open Data content, 
services, and usability as well as required actions to overcome current barriers. 

In addition, an introduction to Open Innovation and related business models will be provided 
by an expert in the field (see Leitner 2014). This theoretical framework will help bringing into the 
discussion approaches to and thoughts on innovative, open business models supporting the 
development of a sustainable Austrian Data Market. 

The results from the discussion will lead to a preliminary list of current gaps which should be 
addressed in order to make the Austrian Data Market more attractive for both Open Data users 
and providers, and of related action requirements. 

Potential stakeholders of the workshop are content providers, service providers, and citizens, as 
well as users from following areas: economy, science and research, NPOs and NGOs. 

3. Relevance of the Workshop to the CeDEM 

The workshop will contribute to the exploration of current challenges of Open Data production, 
supply, and use in Austria. The resulting gap analysis and required actions is expected to provide 
a first basis for further planning and policy work on several levels. Depending on the scope of the 
workshop output, the list will deliver a first point of reference for defining political, legal, 
technical, economic, organisational, and other requirements for supporting the development of a 
successful Austrian Data Market. 

4. Questions to Be Addressed during the Workshop 

We expect to collect and share the workshop participants’ various experiences and best practices in 
regard of providing/using Open Data contents and national services. In this context we will 
investigate the following aspects: 

• Currently, how is the usability of Open Data contents and services in Austria? 
• Where do you see room of improvement/need for action in order to make Open Data more 

practicable? 
• Do you think that the Austrian (Open) Data Market has a high economic potential? 

5. Format of the Workshop 

The workshop will include a general introduction to Open Data and its market potential, an 
introduction to Open Innovation and related business models and, as mentioned above, short 
presentations by key stakeholders in Austria. 

The main part of the workshop will consist of an open discussion between the invited key 
stakeholders and the workshop participants. During the discussion the workshop attendees will 
have the chance to exchange and discuss their Open Data experiences and best practices. 
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The workshop results will be documented and publicly shared with the community on the Open 
Research Wiki1 maintained by AIT. 
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FINODEX. Open Data, Open for Business 

Miguel García 
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Abstract: The objective of this workshop is to present the first results of FINODEX, a virtual 
start-up accelerator promoting the creation of commercial products and services based on open 
data and FIWARE technologies. The results obtained during the first call for proposals will be 
shown. Conclussions extracted about the kind of open data, domains and types of data 
preferred by the commercial reusers will be presented, in order to help publishers understand 
the commercial demand and in the mid-term publishing more and better data. Part of the 
workshop will be also used to promote the second call for proposals which will be open till the 
17th of June. 

Keywords: entrepreneurship, open data, start-ups, FIWARE, funding 

Acknowledgement: FINODEX, which stands for Future Internet Open Data Expansion, is an 
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1. Topic 

uring the past years, public administrations all over the world have been involved in the 
deployment of public shared data pools. From a business point of view, open datasets 
have been called “the new oil”1 for innovation and the catalyst for innovative products 

and services. 
FINODEX2 was born as a response to the need of generating a business ecosystem around open 

data and FIWARE technologies3 in the ICT sector. FINODEX is a virtual start-up accelerator 
investing €4.64m into hundreds of innovative, small and medium enterprises and entrepreneurs 
from all over Europe. 

The following figure shows the overall accelerator scheme: 

1 Is data the new oil? http://www.forbes.com/sites/perryrotella/2012/04/02/is-data-the-new-oil  
2 http://www.finodex-project.eu  
3 http://www.fiware.org 
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Figure 1: FINODEX accelerator scheme. 

Besides the support via direct funding, FINODEX offers a set of free services for proposers and 
selected projects aiming to turn the ideas into sustainable businesses in the long term. These 
services comprise training on FIWARE technologies and open data, support in the creation of 
business plans, help in gathering private investors for second-rounds of financing and taking the 
participants into the FIWARE ecosystem, comprised by the major ICT industry and research 
institutions in Europe4.  

From a business perspective the funded projects have already shown which sectors are the most 
promising in open data, as well as which datasets are the most popular. Additionally, the results 
indicate the kind of digital businesses interested in reusing the available open datasets. The 
analysis of the results of the first open call provide helpful input for open data publishers about 
the viability of the data published, the needs of the industry and are therefore, useful in planning 
resources by the time of releasing further open datasets.  So far, the focus on the description of the 
open data ecosystem from the publishers’ point of view (Heimstädt M., 2014) is wider than from 
the demand.  

When talking about the demand, major inputs come from big firms in the field of services 
(Hammel R., 2012; Manyika J., 2013) depicting macro figures rather than analysing concrete 
examples on the commercial usage of open data. Another analysis of the demand (de Vries M., 
2014) provides the most valuable datasets for re-users according to different surveys by the 
European Commission and the G8.  

Another good example is the Open Data 5005, which analyses a set of five hundred companies 
re-using data for commercial purposes in the US. The achievements by FINODEX could be seen as 
a very good input for a potential Open Data 500 Europe. 

4 http://www.fi-ppp.eu 
5 http://www.opendata500.com 
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2. Description and Objectives of the Workshop 

The objectives of the workshop are: 
• To raise awareness about the demand side of open data focused on the generation of new 

businesses. 
• To help open data publishers understand the needs of commercial re-users. 
• To promote a great opportunity for business support on open data through the 

FINODEX 2nd open call. 
• To better understand the needs of the industry when facing the licensing of open data for 

commercial reuse. 
• To demonstrate the added value of open data in economic innovation thanks to the 

results coming from FINODEX 1st open call. 

3. Relevance of the Workshop to the CeDEM 

The aim of this workshop can be considered relevant for CeDEM, especially for the Open Data, 
Transparency and Open Innovation track, because of the following reasons: 

• CeDEM is the perfect place to present an initiative showing how open data innovation 
can be sustainable from a business and a social perspective. 

• FINODEX funded projects provide good evidence and impact on the re-use of open data 
for commercial purposes. 

• FINODEX is a good example as to how the cooperation among the private and public 
sector under the Future Internet Public Private Partnership6 can foster economic 
innovation, generate jobs and leverage open data as an asset for society. 

• Participants in CeDEM are potential proposers for our open call for proposals and may 
bring concrete doubts about the procedures that will be solved face to face. 

4. Questions to Be Addressed during the Workshop 

• What is FINODEX and how do I apply? 
• What are FIWARE technologies and why should I use them? 
• How do open data help in creating innovative and sustainable businesses? 
• What are the legal hurdles found by entrepreneurs when trying to re-use data? 
• How can we generate economic value and social impact at the same time? 

5. Format of the Workshop 

The workshop will be conducted as follows: 
• Understanding FINODEX: The first part will be dedicated to providing insights into 

FINODEX accelerator programme, the technological requirement on the use of FIWARE 
and a summary of the FI-PPP initiative by the European Commission. 

6 Future Internet Public Private Partnership – FI-PPP www.fi-ppp.eu  
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• Success stories: A presentation of a set of projects funded by FINODEX in its first open 
call, providing ideas that are worth promoting and showing concrete examples on how 
open data is reused for commercial purposes. 

• Statistics about FINODEX open data ecosystem: A presentation of the statistics about 
the results of the first open call such as types of open data reused, active countries, 
domains addressed, types of projects, etc. 

• 2nd Open Call for proposals: A presentation on the specifics of the call, general 
conditions of the funding and services offered by the FINODEX. Time for specific 
questions and problem solving will be taken into consideration. 

• Business models versus social impact: An open debate will be launched in order to find 
out the opinion of the attendees regarding initiatives of this kind. A discussion for the 
generation of ideas on how social impact of open data should be promoted with or 
without considering the business perspective will be also tackled. 

The first three parts will be supported by presentation materials from the author. There will be a 
Question and Answer time to foster participation of attendees. 

The last one will be a combination between presentations and open debate with the attendees. 
Open debates are located in the last parts of the workshop to keep the attention of the audience till 
the very end. 
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leading different workshops and events related to open data. As an example, Share PSI 2.0 workshop in 
Lisbon during December 2014, held a session about FINODEX and open data reuse. 

 
 



 

 

 

 



 

Open Data Quality as a Usability Topic 

Johann Höchtl 
Danube University Krems, Centre for E-Governance, Dr.-Karl-Dorrek-Straße 30, 3500 Krems, Austria, 
johann.hoechtl@donau-uni.ac.at 

Abstract: Open Data is a promising resource for startups, as open data is cheap, valuable and 
easily machine processable. To transfer business ideas into tangible products and services, he 
underlying data has to be accessible, trustworthy and usable. Concerning usability, the used 
data sources have to be stable in format, regular in shape and expressive in content. Open Data 
portals are facing quality challenges hampering the adoption of open data as a general purpose 
technology (GPT) which would result in long-term economic benefits for the whole society and a 
true lifestyle-changer. While recent research interest is increasingly focused on linked open 
data, data portal quality problems are more mundane and include broken links, erroneous 
encodings and irregular file formats. 
This workshop will first present results of national and international data quality assessments 
and further discuss data quality in the domains processes, standards and tools. 

Keywords: open data, quality, usability, publication processes 

1. Topic 

pen Data, embedded within the disruptive nature of the internet economy is touted as 
the way out of Europe’s economic crisis, to spur innovation and result in more user-
centric products and services. However, barriers of adoption include uncertain legal   

backing, technical challenges like irregular or unknown data formats, lacking description of 
contents or lack of accuracy of the contained information1. While the research focus on data 
quality is pivoting around linked open data2, tackling the current data quality issues of open data 
portals is relevant, given the fact that the proportion of linked data on open data portals is still 
marginal. Quality issues can be identified in various domains and publication steps. 

• Players on the process - domain are responsible to assure that there are qualitative 
procedures in place which ascertain systemic quality aspects. Those aspects include, among 
others, unambiguous responsibility who is allowed to decide which data sets are to be 
published as open data, requirements for descriptions (metadata) to data sets, coherent 
representations of data entities (eg. Addresses, time and date, geo-locations), regular 

1 Janssen, Charalabidis, and Zuiderwijk, “Benefits, Adoption Barriers and Myths of Open Data and Open 
Government.” 
2 Cappiello, Francalanci, and Pernici, “A Self-Monitoring System to Satisfy Data Quality Requirements”; 
Hogan et al., “An Empirical Survey of Linked Data Conformance”; Kontokostas et al., “Test-Driven 
Evaluation of Linked Data Quality.” 
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representations of data sets over time (CSVs, spread sheets), handling and inclusion of user 
feedback and user generated content and so on.Standards are vehicles for processes and are 
an agreement among open data issuing parties on doing things. These can be standardized 
processes, but in regard to open data quality, when talking about standards we primarily 
refer to semantic and technical standards. The usage of standards in open data sets are 
important as they facilitate the identification of matching data sets, comparability of data 
sets of different issuing parties and security of investment of data users3; Without 
standards, a publisher might decide to change data representations at his/her own will, 
which will cause applications which make use of those data sets to fail. 

• Tools in turn are vehicles to assure the compliance to standards. Tools facilitate the 
publication process chain by converting internal data representations to publishing 
standards (e.g. date and time formats), guiding the data publisher through error-prone, 
repetitive, boring and laborious tasks (like filling out the data format of data sets which get 
uploaded anyway, their size or encoding). However, tools are not limited to assisting the 
data publisher, they can as well assist the data user. Such tools might help him to easier get 
an overview on a datasets content, to identify other data users and ask for help or to 
propose changes to identified data issues and push back changes. 

 
Those quality domains can be applied in every data publication step as identified by the abstract 

data lifecycle model4 (ADLM), namely: 
 
• Preparation of datasets: Tools support the transformation from legacy formats to 

standardized open data publication formats,  transcode varying data entity specifications 
like data and time to uniform representations. 

• Publication: Tools support processes and give guidance right the moment the data 
publisher adds metadata to data sets. 

• External use and feedback: Processes chould be adapted so that data users can directly 
report spotted issues back to the data originator, and give them the ability to track their 
reports. Tools like defect tracking support that process and organisational standards 
facilitate mutual understanding. 

• Refinement: Tools provide fork and publish functionality where data users can import data 
sets, improve them and re-share their work. 

3 As a side effect, standards also help the data publisher as during adopting standards they may have to 
re-assess their publication chain and revisit internal procedures and tools. During that process 
overlapping processes and duplicated work might get identified and cured.  
4 http://w3c.github.io/dwbp/bp.html#lifecycle 
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2. Description and Objectives of the Workshop 

The Workshop will first present the current state-of-the-art in research in open data quality 
initiatives, highlight the most prevalent data issues and proposed remedies. The objectives of the 
proposed project ADEQUATe (Open Data Quality Assessment, Curration and Architecture) will 
be discussed and the current architecture of the open data quality assessment tool Austria Open 
Government Data Checker (https://github.com/the42/ogdat). 

3. Relevance of the Workshop to the CeDEM 

The proposed workshop is relevant for CeDEM as it fits perfectly into the track Open Data, 
Transparency and Open Innovation. Open Data Quality issues affect the potential of open data for 
open innovation. The proposed workshop is also relevant for the co-located SharePSI-workshop 
meeting and it's topic “A self sustaining business model for open data” as data quality (both of 
open data and PSI) are important for errecting sustainable data-driven business models. 

4. Questions to Be Addressed during the Workshop 

These questions are planned to be addressed during the workshop. They are a proposal, shall give 
guidance and are not definite, as the workshop character is open and it is expected that the 
workshop participants shape the actual outcome. 

• What problems in organisational and technical aspects exist which prevent the uptake of 
open data as a means towards the European data market5?  

• What data formats are actually useful when data gets published and do those demanded 
formats concur with formats declared as open data apt6? 

• Are the presented solutions to data problems of the incentive talk suitable to avert data 
quality issues? 

• What will be the future role of the data user in the data curation process? 

5. Format of the Workshop 

The format of the workshop will be: 
• presentation of the workshop facilitator; 

• group discussions of the addressed questions. 
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Abstract: Governmental organizations around the globe step up their efforts to implement 
open data initiatives as part of their open government commitments. There is, however, little 
systematic evidence, in research and practice, as to what constitutes a “successful” open data 
initiative. In this workshop, we follow up on our previous work on Critical Success Factors (CSF) 
for open data. In particular, we aim to establish which of the CSFs that we previously identified 
apply in which contexts - thus allowing for a more fine-grained and targeted advice to open 
data practitioners. The workshop participants will be provided with the results from our 
previous research on factors that influence the success of open data initiatives and can benefit 
from the structured group discussions on factors that are critical to open data initiatives in a 
particular context. 

Keywords: open data, success, critical success factors, taxonomy, e-government 

1. Topic 

he success of open data initiatives cannot be guaranteed, and many barriers for open 
publication and use still exist (Barry & Bannister, 2014; Cranefield, Robertson, & Oliver, 
2014; Janssen, Charalabidis, & Zuiderwijk, 2012). For public managers responsible for open 

data projects it is a vital issue to know when an open data initiative is considered a success and 
what the steps are to get there. Therefore, identifying the Critical Success Factors (CSFs) for open 
data publication and use is a highly relevant matter.  

In previous research we compiled a list of open data success factors that cover a wide variety of 
issues, ranging from legislation to personnel training (Zuiderwijk, Susha, Charalabidis, Parycek, & 
Janssen, 2015). Our previous research showed that the criticality of the success factors depends 
considerably on the context of the open data initiative (idem). We found that a number of success 
factors appear to be universally applicable, while this is less the case for other success factors. Our 
previous research showed that further work is needed to detail the success factors for open data 
publication and use in particular contexts (Zuiderwijk et al., 2015). 

T 
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2. Description and Objectives of the Workshop 

At the start of the workshop, the participants will be provided with results from our previous 
research on factors that influence the success of open data initiatives, including the results of a 
workshop at the EGOV conference in September 2014. The objective of this workshop is to fine-
grain the generic list of open data success factors that we compiled with our previous research, 
and to establish context-specific CSFs for open data. In order to do that we will focus on three 
contextual aspects of open data publication and use: 

1. The geographical level of the open data initiative (local/regional, national, international); 
2. The type of published data (data in accountability, innovation, or social policy cluster); 
3. The stage in the development of the open data initiative (from early to more advanced). 

Our aim is hence to ascertain how the criticality of success factors for an open data initiative 
changes based on these contextual aspects. For this purpose the participants of the workshop will 
be offered a structured questionnaire, which asks them to rank the criticality of success factors 
from the perspective of a specific open data initiative that they have in mind. Therefore, we invite 
input from the audience that has first-hand experience with implementing an open data initiative in a 
governmental organization or in another context. The questionnaire will be followed-up by a 
discussion. The three above-mentioned contextual aspects will be discussed in relation to open 
data success and the criticality of specific open data success factors.  

Managing critical success factors efficiently could stimulate the provision and use of open data. 
The participants can benefit from the workshop by gaining insights in the critical success factors 
that are relevant for open data initiatives in certain contexts. This knowledge could help them in 
their daily practices and research. 

3. Format of the Workshop 

The workshop is structured as follows: 
• Introduction (30 min)  

○ Welcome to the workshop (by Anneke Zuiderwijk, 5 min.). Introductory talk about 
the success of open data initiatives and the value of the critical success factor 
approach. Presentation of the workshop objectives, its structure, and expected 
outputs. 

○ Presentation of previous research on CSFs for open data (by Anneke Zuiderwijk, 15 
min.). The talk will provide a working definition of a critical success factor and 
present a list of generic open data success factors identified in previous research.  

○ Presentation of contextual aspects of CSFs (by Iryna Susha, 10 min.). The talk will 
provide a categorization of contextual aspects from the literature and focus the 
discussion on three selected contextual aspects. 

• Questionnaire (30 minutes) 
○ Instructions on filling in the questionnaire (by Iryna Susha, 5 min.). 
○ Participants fill in the questionnaire (25 min.). 

• Plenary discussion (30 min., moderated by Anneke, Iryna and Peter) 
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○ Feedback of the participants on the questionnaire, discussion of whether and how 
the generic list can be extended with regard to open data success factors for 
particular contexts. 

○ Sharing success stories from experience of participants, discussion of which 
contextual factors are relevant for open data success, and whether participants 
would like to add contextual factors that are important for open data success. 

○ Conclusions of the group discussions, wrap up and future research plans. 
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Assessing the Role of International Relations         
in Cybersecurity: A Preliminary Analysis 

Angelica Rincón  
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Abstract: In the modern world technology is part of a daily life. It has become a tool for 
governments to use technology to deliver services. One of the concerns about the use of the 
internet is cybersecurity. This article deals with the fact of considering cybersecurity as an 
interconnected phenomena. It means that one of the ways to deal with the online security 
could be approaching international relations. This study of the International Organisation’s 
work on cyber security is a preliminary analysis.  

Keywords: globalization, international relations, e-government, cybersecurity, policy 
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Technology Project B42 and the EU Erasmus Mundus Project. 

1. Introduction 

ow a days, countries are conscious of the importance of the use of e-government as a 
tool to provide better public services to citizens. This acknowledgment has come about 
as a result of two interrelated phenomena. The first one is globalization, which has 
become the inter country trade, investment and finance opportunities of the world into 

transnational networks. The second one is the current development in Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT). The revolution in information technology has made large 
amounts of information available around the globe. This paper is a preliminary investigation into 
the role of International Organizations regarding online security issues. The main question is 
whether or not is cybersecurity a topic for international relations?  

With the creation of the European External Action (EEAS) in 2010 some deals of political 
international action were taken into account. Modern economies rely on infrastructure including 
communication, power supplies and the internet. The EU strategy for a secure information society, 
adopted in 2006 addresses internet-based crime1. According to the International 
Telecommunication Union cybersecurity can be defined as the set of tools, policies, security 
concepts, security safeguards, guidelines, risk management approaches, actions, training, best 

1 Internet based crime refers to any illegal activity that occurs in the virtual world of cyberspace. Henson, 
Billy. (2012) "Internet Crime." Crime and Criminal Behavior. Ed. William J. Chambliss. Thousand Oaks, CA: 
SAGE, 2011. 155-68. SAGE 
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practices, assurance and technologies that can be used to protect the assets of the organization and 
users in the cyber environment  (Stein, 2007). Cybersecurity guarantees to reach and maintain the 
security properties of the belongings of the countries and users against security risks in the 
cyberspace. 

It is necessary to work to promote and develop new technologies through a common approach 
as well as cutting costs and increasing efficiency. In the field of technology, it is also important for 
the public and private sectors to work together. It will provide an understanding of the impact of 
e-government´s security. 

2. Methodology  

This is an exploratory study. It will be a descriptive study with qualitative data. In this research we 
will analyse: 

1. The European External Action Service2  
2. E-Government Knowledge Readiness Base from the United Nations3 
3. the resolutions 57/239, 55/63 and 56/121  from the United Nations about e-security 
4. the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)  
5. the International Union of Telecommunications (ITU)   
6. the Convention on Cybercrime of the Council of Europe (CoE).4 

The main objective of the research will be: to find out the relation between cybersecurity and 
international Relations. The hypothesis is: cybersecurity will only be accomplished with the 
international cooperation.  

3. Main Findings 

The European Council defines a Security Model as consisting of common tools and a commitment 
to a mutually reinforced relationship between security, freedom and privacy; cooperation and 
solidarity between Member States; involvement of all the EU's institutions; addressing the causes 
of insecurity, not just the effects; enhancing prevention and anticipation; involvement, as far as 
they are concerned, of all sectors which have a role to play in protection – political, economic and 
social; and a greater interdependence between internal and external security.5 

The European Commission strategy set out in 2001 mentioned the Network and Information 
Security (NIS) proposal for a European Policy approach. The proposal defines NSI as “the ability 
of a network or an information system to resist, at a given level of confidence, accidental events or 
malicious actions that compromise the availability, authenticity, integrity and confidentiality of 

2 The European External Action Service http://www.eeas.europa.eu/csdp/publications-and-
documents/index_en.htm 
3 E-Government Knowledge Readiness Base from the United Nations 
http://unpan3.un.org/egovkb#.VPjkcfnF9ZQ 
4 Convention on Cybercrime, Budapest, 23.XI.2001 
http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/Html/185.htm 
5 Report on the implementation of the European Security Strategy - providing security in a changing 
world. Approved by the European Council held in Brussels on 11 and 12 December 2008 and drafted 
under the responsibilities of the EU High Representative Javier Solana 
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stored or transmitted data and the related services offered by or accessible via these networks and 
systems”.6 This was one of the first proposals that considered the protection of a network.  

The European Council adopted the European Security Strategy (ESS) in December of 2003. For 
the first time, it established principles and set clear objectives for advancing the EU's security 
interests based on core values. Therefore the European Union is a significant example of a reality 
that no longer sees the “political system rooted as a Nation-State, and instead place it in a global 
notion” (Castells, 2006). Another similar conception is the one of Nohlen (2002) that is focused on 
an internal view, seeing the international relations as a field outside the regime. However, the 
ways in which societies have been transformed with the increasing globalization changes, have 
been opening a new standard for systemic forms. 

One of the central themes of the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) in 2005 was to 
establish and create trust in the users of Information Technologies. They confirmed the 
requirement of promoting, developing and implementing in collaboration with all stakeholders a 
global culture of cybersecurity, as outlined in Resolution 57/239 of the General Assembly of the 
United Nations and other relevant regional frameworks. At the Summit, it was suggested that the 
safety culture in the governance of the Internet, on one hand the need for national action and on 
the other hand, increased international cooperation. 

At the WSIS(2005), there was emphasis placed on prosecuting cybercrime, including that which 
occurs in one jurisdiction but which results in another. The urgency of thinking tools was noted, as 
well as the need for effective national and international mechanisms to promote international 
cooperation. This international cooperation is needed in order to coordinate actions. “A free and 
open Internet is at the heart of the Cyber Security Strategy”, according to the High Representative 
Catherine Ashton and the European Commission.  

4. Conclusion 

This is a prelminary study of the work of International Organisations on cybersecurity, it already 
shows that in this area it is important to enhance international co-operation. Cybersecurity does 
not have visible borders, therefore the legal frameworks should be different. What begins in one 
place could have effects at another place. According to the European cyberspace strategy “the 
responsibility for a more secure cyberspace lies with all players within the global information 
society, from citizens to governments.“ These players are the different countries playing a 
cyberspace foreign relation to participate in the cybersecurity of all.  

Furthermore according to the priorities for EU international cyberspace strategy one of the goals 
is to foster international cooperation in cyberspace: “preserving open, free and secure cyberspace is 
a global challenge”, which the EU is addressing together with relevant international partners and 
organizations, the private sector and civil society.7 This international cooperation includes not only 
European Union states but also third world countries as well a bilateral cooperation with the 
United States. Therefore this example turn out to consider that one approach to face the 
cybersecurity problem is international cooperation. The Cybersecurity Strategy of the European 

6 Communication from the Commission to the Council, The European Parliament, The European 
Economic and Social Committee and The Committee of the Regions (2006), A strategy for a Secure 
Information Society – “Dialogue, partnership and empowerment”, p. 3 
7 EU International Cyberspace Strategy 2013 
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Union stated “Preserving open, free and secure cyberspace is a global challenge” This challenge 
could be manage with international cooperation of all to protect the interest of all. This 
international cooperation could be done by the different international organizations to act globally 
for a cyberdefense culture.  
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Abstract: Existing studies on the Internet and political change in the authoritarian context 
have mainly focused on the confrontational nature of the state-citizen relation and interaction, 
overlooking the collaborative nature and the potential dialectic of control between the two. 
Drawing on the insights from institutional theory, this study intends to examine whether and to 
what extent the Chinese government harnesses the Internet to improve government 
performance through collecting public opinion, providing online services and leading online 
citizen participation.The analysis focuses specifically on the Chinese first-level administrative 
divisions’ government web portals from 1999 to 2014. By analyzing the effect of the Internet 
development on governance, the researcher wishes to further discuss its implications on regime 
legitimacy and institutional change in the authoritarian context. 

Keywords: Internet, e-government, government performance, political change 

1. Introduction  

rawing on the libertarian and counter-culture ideology prevalent in the early Internet age, 
it has become common knowledge that the Internet has a democratizing potential. A body 
of scholarly literature has also emerged around it, suggesting that the Internet can 

catalyze institutional transition (e.g., Groshek, 2009; Howard, 2009), facilitate political mobilization 
and citizen engagement (e.g., Macafee & De Simone, 2012; Tufekci & Wilson, 2012; Valenzuela, 
2013), and cultivate democratic attitudes and demands (e.g., Nisbet, Stoycheff, & Pearce, 2012; Lei, 
2011) in both democratic and non-democratic countries. The development of the Internet in 
authoritarian countries is thus often viewed as a profound and imminent challenge to the political 
status quo. Scholarly work along this line has often focused on the confrontational nature of the 
state-society relation and interaction, claiming that the Internet-empowered citizen engagement 
challenges regime legitimacy and that authoritarian states harness the Internet to propagate 
control in response to the challenge (Sullivan, 2014).  

Such a “confrontational framework” (Schlæger & Jiang, 2014, p.190) largely assumes that the 
Internet is inherently democratizing and is therefore a mere threat to the authoritarian states’ 
monopoly over power. In effect, authoritarian states such as China are proactively and 
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productively using the Internet for bureaucratic administrations and social management via e-
government and social media (e.g., Kluver, 2005; Schlæger & Jiang, 2014). Moreover, citizen 
participation online not only creates a challenge or disturbance to the regime but also presents an 
opportunity to improve its governance; the opinions citizens express online represent a de facto 
polling system that is mostly absent prior to the Internet age in authoritarian states, which can be 
used by the state as a feedback mechanism to listen and respond to citizens’ needs and wants and 
adapt its policies (Sullivian, 2014; Zhu & Skoric, 2014).  

In 1999, the Chinese central government launched the “Government Online” project to bring 
central and local governmental departments and agencies online, with a mandate to keep citizens 
informed, provide online services, promote bureaucratic transparency and openness and enable 
citizen feedback (Tan, 2013). Although criticized to lag behind when it comes to addressing 
citizens’ needs and service requirement (Tan, 2013), some empirical evidence has suggests that the 
quality of e-government (including government information accessibility, citizen-government 
interaction and government transparency featured on government web portals) positively 
correlates with government performance outcome, specifically, public service delivery (Zhu & 
Skoric, 2014). The majority of the government web portals have incorporated features that solicit 
and collect public opinion such as e-polling, streamlined service operations and provided staff 
support to handle citizens’ requests, and adopted policy forums and chat functions featuring 
government-led online citizen participation (Jiang & Xu, 2009). According to the United Nation e-
participation index (an index measureing e-information, e-consultation, and e-decision-making) 
(2003-2014), China’s rank among the 193 countries improved drastically from 84 to 33, 
outperforming some countries with long-standing democratic traditions (Åström, Karlsson, Linde, 
& Pirannejad, 2012).  

In general, the confrontational framework prevalent in the existing studies has two 
shortcomings. First, it overlooks the collaborative nature in the relations and interactions between 
the state and citizens. The functioning of a state is perhaps one of the primary concerns of both 
citizens and the state because it determines the living conditions of the former and is where regime 
legitimacy springs from for the latter, in both democratic and non-democratic countries 
(Fukuyama, 2013). Second, it overlooks the potential dialectic of control between the state and 
citizens. On the one hand, to a certain extent, citizen engagement online, although bounded by 
state control such as censorship, can be incorporated into policy-makers’ decision-making process 
through e-government and surveillance that enable public opinion collection. The development of 
government-led citizen participation online, although often skewed in favor of the state (Jiang & 
Xu, 2009), can cultivate a participatory citizenry to a certain extent. On the other hand, the resulted 
improvement in governance can generate popular consent, reinforce regime legitimacy and hence 
aid power persistence.   

Therefore, I argue that in order to understand the political implications of the Internet in the 
authoritarian context, it is important to evaluate its effect on governance, which is a crucial 
foundation for the further evaluation of the impact of Internet on regime legitimacy and 
institutional change. With this in mind, I am interested in the co-evolution of the Internet and 
institutions of governance in the context of non-democratic political system, specifically, China. 
Specifically, this proposed study examines whether the Chinese government harnesses the Internet 
and Internet-empowered citizen participation to improve government performance through public 
opinion collection, online service provision and government-led online citizen participation.  
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I seek to answer these questions by drawing on insights from the literature on institutional 
theory. I see government as an institution that represents the state apparatus at a given time 
through which state power is employed. Examining the changes in the practice of government can 
thus reveal changes in the nature of the state (Foucault, Burchell, Gordon, & Miller, 1991). 
Institutional theorists argue that institutions must comply with the rules and collective beliefs that 
prevail in the environment in order to survive, because doing so will earn institutions legitimacy 
(Dimaggio & Powell, 1983; Scott, 1995). It suggests that institutions are incentivized to be 
responsive to the interests of stakeholders beside themselves. According to the theory, if citizens 
increasingly demand information and engagement on the Internet, the states will have to 
institutionalize state-citizen interactions in order to conform to the prevailing expectations and to 
generate public support. Insights from institutional theory can thus help move the research 
forward by shifting the focus away from the confrontational framework to a “collaborative” one. 

This study focuses its analysis on the evolution of the Chinese first-level administrative 
divisions’ government web portals from 1999 to 2014. Well developed as a major component in the 
Chinese e-government project since 1999, the government web portals serve as the main electronic 
interface for the interaction between citizens and the state. The research questions are as following:  

RQ1s: How do the features enabling the government to collect public opinion, provide service 
and lead citizen participation through e-government develop over time respectively? 

RQ2s: What are the effects of citizens’ Internet use on the development of public opinion 
collection, service provision and government-led citizen participation through e-government over 
time respectively? 

RQ3s: What are the effects of public opinion collection, service provision and government-led 
citizen participation through e-government on government performance over time respectively? 

2. Methods  

To answer the research questions, a combination of content analysis and secondary data analysis is 
employed. Specifically, to answer RQ1s, content analysis is conducted to examine the evolution of 
public opinion collection (e.g., e-petition, e-polling, etc.), service provision (e.g., service Q&A, 
online application, supporting staff, etc.) and government-led online citizen participation (e.g., 
policy forums, Gov.chat, etc.) through e-government documentation on the 31 Chinese first-level 
administrative divisions’ government web portals from 1999 to 2014. The wayback machine 
developed by the Internet Archive (http://archive.org/web/) will be used to access the websites 
from the past.  

Citizens’ Internet use variable is measured as Internet penetration rate of each administrative 
divisions at a yearly interval from 1999 to 2014, with data published by CNNIC (2000-2014). Public 
service delivery is used as an indicator of government performance outcome, with data published 
by the National Bureau of Statistics of the People’s Republic of China. The variable consists of 10 
items, including coverage of urban population with access to tap water and gas, number of public 
transportation vehicles per 10,000 population, area of paved roads per capita, number of 
environmental sanitation vehicles per 10,000 population, daily disposal of city sewage per capita, 
number of street lights per 10,000 population, operating expense of education per capita, public 
health expenditure per capita and social welfare expenditure per capita. All items are standardized 
prior to constructing the measurement. Hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) will be performed to 
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answer RQ2s and RQ3s with GDP per capita controlled. Th unite of analysis is first-level 
administrative division (N=31).  
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Abstract: Increasing mistrust in the public system and procedures, decreasing ability to act due 
to public debt, and a low voter turnout provide reasons for a new direction of public manage-
ment. Open Government, a concept that encompasses transparency, participation, and collabo-
ration, is intended to counter these management and acceptance problems of the political-
administrative system. Opening the organizational processes to external actors is accompanied 
by various benefits, but can also lead to various challenges. Based on experience from the pri-
vate sector, one barrier which may hamper the successful acquisition and exploitation of 
external knowledge is the Not-Invented-Here (NIH) Syndrome, when external knowledge is met 
with rejection. Whereas the phenomenon has mainly been discussed in an industrial context 
until now, this paper summarizes and reviews the state-of-the-art of empirical research on the 
NIH Syndrome and analyzes how the concept can be applied to the public realm. Finally, several 
points to consider in future research are proposed. 

Keywords: Not-Invented-Here Syndrome, open government, knowledge transfer, innovation 
barrier, open innovation 
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1. Problem Statement 

pening government procedures to the public has become a political leading paradigm 
over the last years. Politicians aim to make the political-administrative system more 
transparent in order to regain citizens’ trust and to increase voter turnout. Additionally, 

the public should be engaged in the decision-making processes and, beyond that, work with public 
agencies in solving complex problems. Aiming for a more efficient and effective system, various 
instruments, increasingly determined by technological innovations, are employed in order to open 
the system to the public. Individuals, organizations and companies make use of these means and 
propose improvement measures or answer to problems. In order to succeed in opening 
organizations, appropriate contributions made by external actors have to be implemented into 
organizational processes (Absorptive Capacity). However, the integration of external knowledge 
often fails at the individual level, as employees refuse to exploit knowledge coming from external 
sources. This problem in knowledge transfer is well-known in the private sector and is referred to 
here as the Not-Invented-Here (NIH) Syndrome. 

O 
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2. Research Gap and Objectives 

Several researchers have already studied the NIH Syndrome. However, existing literature has 
mainly focused on NIH in an industrial context until now. The majority of them applied the 
concept to R&D teams in companies, firms, or developer employed (Katz & Allen, 1982; Clagett, 
1967; Mehrwald, 1999). In this paper, it is argued that the ideas of the NIH Syndrome are relevant 
well beyond the business world. Accordingly, the success of open government initiatives depends 
on collaboration between public employees and external actors, and consequently requires the 
integration of external knowledge into organizational processes. The failure to successfully open 
government may arise from the NIH Syndrome. Based on the fact that the concept has not found 
its way into the public management research, I intend to close this research gap and study if the 
NIH Syndrome is also applicable to the public realm. Instead of testing a hypotheses based on an 
overarching theory, a conceptual study is offered, which represents the first study dealing with 
NIH in the public sector. 

3. Barriers to Open Government 

3.1 Open Government 

In recent years, open government has become a collective for a variety of political-administrative 
openness concepts (Von Lucke, 2012). In terms of a bottom-up principle, open government aims at 
a participatory government which implies a cooperative creation (co-creation) of society in order 
to solve social problems, which increase in their complexity, together (Herzberg, 2013; Noveck, 
2011). Government is encouraged to provide the public with objective, relevant, and reliable 
information about its activities so that citizens are able to correctly evaluate governmental 
procedures (Evans & Campos, 2013). Opening government to the public sphere implicates a border 
crossing of public organizations, meaning that new forms of cooperation are implemented and 
external sources of knowledge are consulted for specific issues (Hilgers, 2012), as typical forms of 
participation like elections or referendums inadequately transfer knowledge from society to 
government (Herzberg, 2013). Accordingly, openness encompasses the interaction between the 
state and civil society, more specifically, citizens and experts provide know-how which the 
government uses for problem solving and for developing innovative strategies (Noveck, 2011). 
Open government comprises collaborative public value creation (of government, industry and civil 
society) and incorporation with citizens by means of a systematic integration of external actors in 
public administration processes in order to make long-term improvements (Noveck 2009; Gotze & 
Pedersen, 2009; Lathrop & Ruma, 2010). The public gets access to government activities (one-side 
communication), and, beyond that, the spread of internet technology strengthens a two-way 
communication, so that knowledge is not only transferred from the state to citizens but also the 
other way round (Herzberg, 2013). The cultural change in public administration was initiated by 
Barack Obama, who referred in his inauguration speech in January 2009 to the “openness in 
Government” which he related to a “system of transparency, public participation, and 
collaboration” (Obama, 2009, p.4). The Obama Administration intended to empower citizens to 
participate in governmental decision-making process.   
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Although there are economic, political, as well as legal arguments which militate participation 
and especially transparency (see Meijer et al., 2012) and various hazards are associated with open 
government, e.g., data protection (Hilgers, 2012), the positive effects of opening governments 
predominate. Politicians and policy makers expect from the new concept benefits, especially 
regarding innovation (Herzberg, 2013) and organizational performance (Noveck, 2011), efficiency 
and effectivity concerning public services and governmental procedures (Hilgers, 2012; Herzberg, 
2013; Noveck, 2011), a decrease in corruption (Bertot et al., 2010), and improved government 
legitimacy (Piotrowski & Borry, 2010; Meijer et al., 2012). Further, opening government is linked to 
the strengthening of democracy (Obama, 2009; Noveck, 2011). Personal responsibility and public 
spirit might be improved, leading to a new understanding of democracy. 

3.2 The Not-Invented-Here Syndrome 

A challenging issue to a successful implementation of open government initiatives refers to the 
well-known Not-Invented-Here Syndrome. This phenomenon was introduced by Clagett (1967) in 
the context of technical organizations and described as “the problem of resistance to change” 
(Clagett, 1967, 1f). The syndrome describes individuals’ negative attitudes toward the utilization of 
knowledge produced outside the own institution (Burcharth et al., 2014; Lichtenthaler & Ernst, 
2006; Katz & Allen, 1982), which are not inherent but produced over time (Clagett, 1967). The 
neglecting of an “outside” innovation (Mehrwald, 1999) is associated with negative attitudes most 
of the time and the overemphasis on internal knowledge is accompanied by negative 
consequences, like the rejection of external knowledge, the underutilization of external knowledge 
acquisition and the resulting negative effects on performance (Katz & Allen, 1982; Mehrwald, 1999; 
Lichtenthaler & Ernst, 2006). 

3.3 Applying the Not-Invented-Here Syndrome to the Public Sector 

Similar to the open approach to innovation in the private sector, the public sector uses the 
collective intelligence to solve complex problems or to develop new ideas, for example by means 
of crowdsourcing activities (Mergel & Desouza, 2013). By collaborating with external actors, the 
organizational boundaries are broken, and public administration is opened up to the external 
environment. Externals like ordinary citizens thus influence and monitor government processes 
(Meijers et al., 2012), and furthermore act as participants in a meaningful way (Lathrop & Ruma, 
2010). Much like in firms, the exploitation of external contributions into organizational processes 
leads to challenging issues in the public sector. Because open government approaches are context-
dependent, a direct transformation of past results into the public sector falls down, and leads to 
failures in applying the concept (Louis et al., 2013 in Mergel & Desouza, 2013). Based on theoretical 
consideration of previous studies, important issues and theoretical implications for studying NIH 
in the public sector are identified which take the outstanding characteristics of public 
organizations into account, like their political influence and service orientation. The paper offers 
various discussion and starting points for future research. 
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Abstract: Australia has a drinking problem – so suggest media reports of bloody altercations on 
Sydney’s streets most weekends. A recent spate of fatal single punch ‘king hits‘ has sparked 
unprecedented public outcry, to which the New South Wales (NSW) Government has swiftly 
responded with restrictions on alcohol sales, mandatory sentencing and more police on the 
streets. Six months on, debate rages as to whether government has gone too far and destroyed 
Sydney’s nightlife, or whether reduced numbers of casualities in Sydney hospitals proves the 
efficacy of these measures. The NSW Government’s measures to tackle alcohol-fuelled violence 
is one of three case studies that inform my PhD research, which examines how social-
networking technologies are being used to affect policy change in Australia. This paper 
proposes and seeks feedback on a framework for highlighting the relationship between social 
media and public policy reform.  

Keywords: public policy, social media, multi-streams framework 

1. Background  

ollowing the Global Financial Crisis, the Australian Government released a suite of policy 
statements calling for greater collaboration in tackling “wicked” policy problems. For 
instance, Ahead of the Game: Blueprint for Reform argued that “Australia faces unprecedented 

challenges…and seemingly intractable social problems…new ways of thinking about engagement 
with citizens are required” (2010:1). Common to these statements is the claim that social 
networking technologies hold the key to unlocking closer relations between government and 
citizens. Government hopes these new technologies will provide it with greater insight into 
citizens’ needs, and will in turn improve public dialogue about public policy challenges and the 
solutions they require.  

Regulating the availability of alcohol to address the social impact of its consumption is one of 
Australia’s oldest policy challenges (Kirkby 2006). Where once governments regulated the opening 
hours of public houses, economic reforms in the 1980s resulted in the rolling back of restrictions on 
the sale of alcohol and the density of alcohol outlets in given locations. In recent times attention 
has shifted to the burden of alcohol consumption on the public health system, and the government 
has pressured the “community” to take responsibility for the “drinking culture”.  

Public perceptions of Australia’s relationship with alcohol underpin the debate raging in the 
media about how best to address the street violence that regularly erupts in Sydney’s late-night 

F 
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entertainment precincts. The liquor industry, business groups, parliamentarians, public health 
groups, police, City Council, residents and victim support groups have all made strategic use of 
social networking technologies to shape public opinion on the issue and to directly pressure the 
NSW Government about the range and implications of the policy choices that are available.  

1.1 Thesis Topic and Contribution 

My PhD research examines the influence of the latest social networking technologies on policy 
making. How do they effect the policy agenda, and how does the public understand policy issues? 
How do different interests use these technologies and with what implications for government? Do 
they contribute to consensus or dissensus about issues and solutions? In sum, are social 
networking technologies changing pre-existing patterns of policy making, and if so, what might be 
the impact on the policy choices that governments make? 

While there is a rich literature examining the ways in which social networking technologies 
amplify citizens‘ voices in politics, how these technologies interface with the policy process is 
largely unexplored (Galderaro 2013; Hood and Margetts 2007). My research aims to make a 
two-fold contribution: to examine the role of social networking technologies in three specific (and 
currently changing) policy settings, and to develop generalisable hypotheses that may assist the 
development of theories about the role of social technologies in policy making.   

1.1.1 Theoretical Considerations 

Policy theorists commonly argue that the institutions that have traditionally provided the official 
setting for policy making no longer develop and deliver policy solutions on their own (Sabatier 
2006; Bourgon 2011). Rather, these institutions take part in, or sit alongside, transnational and poli-
centric networks and operate within political “spaces” (Hajer 2003: 176). The concept of a policy 
“space” is a useful metaphor to draw attention to the ways in which policy discussions can be 
opened/closed, populated/depopulated in the course of policy making (Cornwell 2004). As 
Hendricks (2011: 17) explains, policy “spaces” can be highly volitile as they are typically: 

“full of different modes of communication and action; there are power games and manipulative 
acts of competing groups, various forms of pleading, persuasion and rhetoric from policy entrepreneurs, 
disruptive outbursts from activists, technocratic inputs from experts and policy elites, all mixed in with 
bargaining, coalition building, networking and occasional collaboration” (Hendricks 2011: 17) .  

Identifying the effect of social technologies on a given policy “space” requires an understanding 
of its critical actors and their relationships, as well as the history of policy debates within that field. 
While there are many policy-specific models that can do this (e.g., the stages heuristic, advocacy 
coalitions), John Kingdon’s multiple-streams framework (1984, 2003) recognises both the historical 
context, and the interplay of policy actors that create pressures on the policy agenda and motivate 
policy change.  

According to Kingdon, many worthy policy issues never achieve “agenda salience”. The key 
question to ask is “what makes people in and around government attend, at any given time, to 
some subejcts and not others?” (1995:1). Kingdon argues that agenda salience requires the 
confluence of three “process streams”, briefly:  

1. the problem stream – disasters and other “focusing events” that garner public attention; 
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2. the policy stream – ideas or research circulating around government, developed by 
interest groups and academics; and 

3. the politics stream – public mood, campaigns, political turnover and the balance of 
power.  

Policy change occurs when these streams converge at critical moments in time, which Kingdon 
calls “policy windows”, as illustrated below. Policy entrepreneurs, who are power brokers inside 
and outside of government skilled in the art of manipulating preferences and finding politicians 
receptive to their ideas, attempt to bring the three streams together, triggering policy change. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Diagram of the Multiple Streams Framework (adapted from Zahariadis 2003) 

For my case study on recent policies to tackle alcohol-fuelled violence in Sydney, I have used the 
multi-streams model in my preliminary efforts to organise the plethora of social media activity 
generated by the policy actors over a period of six months. For example, relevent to the “politics 
stream”, graphic campaigns about binge drinking, designed for social media channels and 
sponsored by Sydney’s major newspapers, fuelled public perception that Sydney faced a crisis, 
despite the city’s crime statistics being in steady decline.  The “policy stream” identifies the choices 
under consideration by government, such as those proposed by local government for arts-focused, 
alcohol-free events for the city, developed in consultation with city residents via social media. 
These options have acted as a counterweight to the powerful political influence of the liquor and 
hotel industry in NSW. Further, policy entrepreneurs are clearly visible in the evidence as parents 
of “one-punch” victims have mobilised thousands to e-petition the NSW Government to introduce 
“lock outs” for high risk venues.  

Early indications are that the multi-streams approach is an illuminating way to examine the role 
and impact of social networking technologies in specific policy contexts. By applying this to three 
case studies my hope is to develop hypotheses that can assist policy development theory to keep 
abreast of technological change.  
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Abstract: Georgia is among 65 countries that took commitments for open government within a 
unique platform Open Government Partnership (OGP). But can a post-Soviet country actually 
manage open government obligations? Is open government a bigger challenge for a land in 
transition, particularly for its politicians and media, who lived in a closed environment for 70 
years? This is an interdisciplinary and intercultural study exploring the open government 
concept within three fields: government relations (GR), mass media communication (i.e., 
watchdog role) and media law (access to public information/Freedom of Information (FOI) 
legislation). Moreover, the study compares OG in countries of developed democracy (Germany 
and United Kingdom) with a developing country (Georgia). 

Keywords: OGP, mass media, Georgia, government relations (GR), media law 

1. Open Government in Georgia – Research Framework 

pen government (OG) is a challenging process for a land in transition. It is at risk if there 
is no proper legislation regarding OG and if the legislation is not implemented 
sufficiently; if media as important stakeholder fails to accomplish its watchdog function 

and promote the ideas of OG; and if government itself has disabled public communication.   
Open government is a very new concept. In fact, relatively few academic studies have been 

conducted on it, especially in Georgia and in comparative modus. Although there are a number of 
short-term studies, reports, articles, and other publications on OG, the role of media in open 
government process is surprisingly understudied. This study attempts to bridge the gap by 
investigating how the concept works in a developing country, such as Georgia, and compares it 
with the experience of developed democracies. The current paper presents primary results of the 
doctoral thesis. By means of research questions it depicts historical context and present 
developments of media, GR and FOI legislation in the open government process in Georgia. 

1.1 Historical Insight – from Totalitarian Past Toward Democracy 

Research question 1:  Can a post-Soviet country manage open government’s obligations? Does the 
concept of open government provide comparable challenges for any country, even a consistently 
democratic one?  

Georgia became a signatory to the multilateral initiative Open Government Partnership (OGP) 
in 2011. However, as a former republic of the Soviet Union, Georgia has still to overcome its 
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totalitarian past and learn how to govern in a transparent and accountable way. Two extremes are 
to be discussed in this regard: On the one hand, living in a closed society influenced the mentality 
of Georgians, which is expressed in the attitude “too much information is harmful”. On the other 
hand, there exist intentions to open data as much as possible without taking into account a data 
privacy protection issue. 

In all the basics of OGP, particularly, transparency, collaboration and citizen participation, 
Georgian media, political culture of communication, as well as legal framework have been 
influenced by the communist past of Georgia. The past system was marked by a totalitarian 
ideology which stood for “Top Secrecy” of public data, absence of accountability towards society, 
suppressed media and laws that disregarded freedoms and human rights.  

1.2 Government: How to Build Open Relations? 

Research question 2: Could the evident lack of transparency and open governance at least partly be 
based on deficient political communication skills? What is the communication strategy of OG in 
Georgia? 

According to the official progress report of the OGP platform - Independent Reporting 
Mechanism (IRM), the development process of the first Action Plan of Georgia 2012-2013 was not 
particularly interactive. Moreover, proactive disclosure of public information has been also one of 
the most important commitments taken by Georgia within the frameworks of the OGP; however, it 
has not been implemented by all government bodies, especially on the micro level. Besides, there 
are no common standards and regulations of open data request and disclosure. This is a failure of 
the Georgian official governmental PR (GR), which is only in the beginning of its way from 
intuitive toward professional approaches. So, despite their recently proclaimed obligation to open 
government, the Georgian authorities obviously still find it hard to live up to the inherent 
principles of OG.   

It is also remarkable that developing and developed countries have different concerns regarding 
OG and its main aspects, which is reflected accordingly in a communication strategy of OG. 
Georgia is opting for transparency, and considers OG as a chance for democratisation. It seems to 
be a trendy topic for Georgian government that brings the country closer to the western 
democracies. However, it would be more substantial if the OG process became a matter of a 
conscious choice. Meanwhile, developed democracies are discussing such issues as formats of data 
disclosure, privacy, financial gain of open data, citizen participation and private sector 
engagement. 

1.3 Media: New Old Watchdog Role  

Research question 3: What is the role of post-totalitarian media in open government? How is the 
level of professionalism of media reflected in an inability to find a niche in a changing 
government-citizens relationship paradigm? 

Currently Georgian government and civil society are working together to implement and 
monitor an ambitious OGP Action Plan of Georgia for 2014-2015. Hence, OG gives new 
opportunities to civil society to control government bodies directly and not via media. For 
example, four Georgian NGOs have joined efforts in creating a comprehensive database of public 
information Opendata.ge (launched in 2010). But still, in countries in transition with a weak civil 
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society, media can play an important role of watchdoging and advocating for OG. Georgia has  
good FOI legislation, the country has ranked #69 (highest in the region) in the Reporters Without 
Borders Press Freedom Index 2015. Thus, Georgian media is free, though helpless to use the strong 
weapons (freedom and liberal laws) due to its own low level of professionalisation. For example, 
journalists in Georgia rely mainly on results of NGOs’ analysis of open data, instead of using their 
own open databases, especially in producing data journalism. 

1.4 Legislation 

Research question 4: How does OG depend on proper FOI laws and their implementation?  
Without sophisticated legislation OG can barely work. Georgia’s Freedom of Information 

legislation has been comparatively well-established. For example, the right to access government 
information has been a part of the Administrative Code of Georgia since 1999, inserted with 
various amendments that require public agencies to disclose information proactively and establish 
citizens’ right to request and receive public information electronically. However, if officials do not 
provide requested data, there is no explicitly determinate punishment, which reveals a legislative 
insufficiency. Moreover, the norms regulating access to public information are scattered in several 
laws, which also contains difficulties for its practical implementation. 
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Abstract: This is paper is the outline of a design-research project focused on the interface of 
system and life-world (Habermas, 1987). The three year design-research project is approached 
from the perspectives of politics and administration and design. These perspectives are 
represented by the two PhD students who collaborate on this project. The project was initiated 
only four months ago, by a joint effort from a design faculty of a University of Technology and 
a political-administrative consultancy. The aim of the design-research project is to use the 
multidisciplinary perspectives to co-design mechanisms for sharing governance in society. 

Keywords: Co-Design, sharing governance, multi-stakeholder collaborations, System-Lifeworld 

1. Introduction 

his research is a design-research project caused by contemporary societal transformation. 
The project’s set up is designed accordingly. 

 

1.1 Background 

Our society is changing and faced with a number of major challenges, which trigger various 
stakeholders to rethink our current practice. The (Dutch) Scientific Council for Government Policy 
(WRR) and the Netherlands School of Public Administration (NSOB) observed that different actors 
organize themselves more easily and more horizontally, and that processes are significantly less 
predictable than before (WRR, 2012). This increased complexity (NSOB, 2010) is caused by the 
condensation of physical contacts and virtual information and in the acceleration of social 
processes, becoming the present-day challenge for governance. Brand and Rocchi (2011) illuminate 
the “(…) systemic shifts which are caused by the combined effect of changing socio-cultural, 
business, environmental and technological realities” (Brand and Rocchi, 2011, p. 5). 

This project aims at contributing to re-examining the basic assumptions and core practices of the 
current government and business paradigms. With our research through design approach 
(Zimmerman et al, 2010) we aim at shifting multi-stakeholder interactions (including political 
ones) towards fitting the contingency principle which states that governance should meet the 
features of the societal issue at stake (NSOB, 2010) – and not the other way round. Through 
embodied co-design we wish to research and design for interactions between stakeholders in life-
world and system (Habermas, 1987) that encourage them to make constructive use of each other's 
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qualities in responding to societal issues. Thus we strive at bringing the shift from government to 
governance (Rhodes, 1997 and 2007) a step further: towards sharing governance. 

 
Figure 1: Preliminary visualisation of the project’s focus and approach 

1.2 Research Questions 

The central design-research question of this project is: How can embodied co-design facilitate 
sharing governance? 

By research through embodied co-design we wish to answer the following sub-questions: 
1. What are the features, active principles and preconditions of sharing governance?  
2. How to design product-service-systems that bring about and encourage sharing 

governance? 

2. Theoretical Framework 

As the design-research project is on the verge of socio-political- and design disciplines, underlying 
theories stem from both areas. The central question contains two principles that require 
elaboration: sharing governance and embodied co-design. 

2.1 Sharing Governance 

We define sharing governance as “interactions between stakeholders in life-world and system which 
encourage them to make constructive use of each other's qualities in responding to societal issues”. 
We refer to Habermas’ Theory of Communicative Action (Habermas, 1987) and his distinction of 
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system and life-world. According to Habermas, in an increased complex society there is a transfer 
from “language” to “steering media” (such as money) as a way of co-ordinating action whereby 
economic and hierarchical mechanisms tend to take over autonomous action.  

“In the end, systemic mechanisms suppress forms of social integration […] where […] the 
lifeworld is at stake. In these areas, the mediatization of the lifeworld assumes the form of colonisation” 
(Habermas, 1987, p. 196).  

One might classify non-voters into three types: the dissatisfied, the interested, and the 
uninterested type (see Figure 1).  

The shift from government to governance (Rhodes, 1997) depicts a solution of this colonisation 
of the lifeworld. In Dutch local administrative practice however, there is still a strong propensity to 
identify governance with municipality-centred strategies of responding to societal issues. Our 
definition of sharing governance takes a phenomenological perspective of radical interdependence 
of different stakeholders in their response to societal issues. Besides Habermas and Rhodes, our 
definition is founded on Arendt’s political phenomenology of collective action and the public 
sphere (i.a. Arendt, 1958). According to Arendt’s theory, making constructive use of each other’s 
qualities asks for (co-designed) “public spheres” as a common ground for real, sharing governance: 
the collective engagement in societal issues with preservation of the significant “plurality of unique 
beings” (Arendt 1958, p.176). 

2.2 Embodied Co-Design 

In order to honour Arendt’s principle of plurality, we adhere to an enhanced form of participatory 
design: Co-Design. In a co-design process different people with different backgrounds collaborate 
to design together. The concept of Co-Design is that all people are creative and that all who could 
be affected by the design are given an influential role in the development thereof (Sanders et al, 
2008). In this research, we specify our approach to co-design based on embodied cognition: the 
embodied co-design process is situated in a context, which is part of- and sets the stage for the co-
design. This means that the local landscape of e.g., stakeholders, resources and regulations provide 
the framework for the co-design process and the outcomes are therefore context-specific: situated 
action (Suchman, 1987). 

3. PhD-Project Setup 

This PhD-project is aimed to be finished in three years and is conducted by a duo of researchers 
from two different disciplines, also the authors of this paper. In this way, the project’s setup to 
some extent exemplifies the principles of sharing governance: The first author has a background in 
Industrial Design and the second author has a background in Political Theory. They bring together 
respectively the research group Designing Quality in Interaction of the Eindhoven University of 
Technology and the political-administrative consultancy Necker van Naem. 

The work will be project-based and will revolve around generalising context-specific insights 
through working in different localities. The projects should generate funds for the continuation of 
the research itself, such as developing prototypes and sharing insights at conferences. The projects 
will be real-life cases, mostly based on challenges faced by Dutch municipalities, which means they 
take the role of clients. The researchers aim to take the different stakeholder’s perspectives by 
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actively approaching other stakeholders (informal care organisations, small-medium businesses) 
apart from municipalities. 
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Abstract: In major works of notable scholars such as Ithiel de Sola Pool or Manuel Castells, we 
find a strong emphasis on the positive, democratizing potential of ICTs. However, the seemingly 
positive or negative aspects of new technologies solely depend on the particular case we decide 
to analyze. During the author's PhD research, it became obvious that the right-wing oriented, 
radical political actors in Czech Republic use ICTs with higher intensity and density than left-
wing oriented, alternative political actors. A similar phenomenon was already identified in the 
USA. Further analysis has found that a large part of recent European research in this field 
overlook these actors and instead focus on the "usual suspects" of progressive communication 
methods such as the Occupy movements. This paper presents the author's research on online 
political communication and organization in Czech Republic and tries to open a discussion about 
possible bias in the theoretical background in this research field. 

Keywords: political communication, social networks, right wing, radical politics 

1. Introduction 

he discussion around democratic potential of new communication technologies has been a 
core part of the research field of Communication Studies for decades. In major works of 
notable scholars such as Ithiel de Sola Pool (1983) or Manuel Castells (2011), there is a 

strong emphasis on the democratizing potential of new technologies and promising opportunities 
for renaissance of representative democracy. After all, aren’t the Internet-enabled citizen 
participation, grassroots organization and similar phenomena inherently positive things? If we 
look into the core of empirical research in the field, it appears that the answer solely depends on 
the particular case we decide to analyse. 

The aim of my PhD research is to analyse online communication strategies and electoral 
campaigns of various political parties in the Czech Republic from 2011 onwards, mostly through 
automatic data collection and analysis with software tools such as NodeXL. I intend to explore the 
transformation process caused by the advent of ICTs in order to find out if this transformation of 
political communication leads to rearrangement of forces in the political life of the country. My 
initial prediction that the online communication networks of small, fringe political parties such as 
the Greens or Pirates will be more horizontal and interconnected was easily confirmed, but in 
addition a much more interesting trend appeared.  

T 
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In 2014, I worked on a cross-sectional study of Twitter communication of Czech political parties 
before the elections to the European Parliament.197 The original purpose of the study was to 
identify possible traces of the new “connective action” model of communication (Bennett & 
Segerberg 2012), especially in the communication patterns of aforementioned small, fringe parties. 
However, I found that the most intensive, dense and “connective” communication activities were 
performed by the Free Citizens‘ Party, which is a relatively new eurosceptic, right wing libertarian 
party, quite similar to the UKIP in Britain or the AFD in Germany.  The patterns of their 
communication networks were similar to those observed by Connover et al. (2012) among US 
political Twitter users. It seems that Connover‘s conclusion about the relatively denser, more 
active and efficient communication networks of right wing internet users (when compared to left 
wing users) may be valid not only in the USA, but also in other countries, regardless of specific 
political and cultural context.  

This fact may not have any particular implication by itself, but when considering the 
contemporary rise of radical right wing activism across Europe, ranging from the success of 
eurosceptic, anti-migration, yet still democratic political parties like the UKIP in Britain all the way 
to the open neo-fascist movements in Ukraine, Hungary or Greece, it seems that the 
communication networks and strategies of these actors need to be profoundly analysed.  

However, after I performed an analysis of a representative sample of empirical research studies 
dealing with topics such as political participation and internet-enabled citizen organization that 
were done in Europe since 2010, it became obvious that a significant part of those studies focused 
either on political behaviour of citizens in general (without particular focus on differences between 
supporters of specific political camps) or analyses the cases of left wing, progressive and liberal 
movements and phenomena such as the Occupy/Indignados movements etc.  Surprisingly, only a 
small part of contemporary research (in the field of Communication Studies in Europe) is focused 
on emerging right-wing, conservative political projects, such as the eurosceptic parties or anti-
migration/anti-Islamic movements. 

Regarding this situation, I would like to elaborate on this observation further in my ongoing 
research and suggest few directions in which the debate could possibly take us. 

 First, it is quite possible that the radical, right-wing oriented political actors might benefit from 
the possibilities of new communication technologies even more that the “usual suspects“, such as 
the Occupy movements. One of the reasons for this may be the big potential of SNS for raising 
emotional involvement through scaremongering (especially in the case of contemporary wave of 
anti-Islamic movements in Europe) and for connecting individuals with similar values and 
political orientation (Connover et al. 2012, Yardi & Boyd 2010, Atkinson et al. 2012). However, this 
has to be confirmed by empirical research utilizing both big data analysis and traditional 
qualitative methods, in order to fully understand the personal behaviour and motivation of 
various subjects.  

Second, the basic theoretical framework of this research field has to be reinterpreted through the 
aforementioned empirical findings. There may be a possible widespread bias and common 
tendency to attribute the sincere desire for citizen organization, grassroots activism and social 
change to certain actors and deny this desire for others, who can easily end up with the 
meaningless label of “other side“ or “bad guys“. However, such desires and feelings can be 
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enjoyed by anyone and can lead to any ends, no matter how questionable or undesirable they may 
seem to the researcher. One has to wonder why for example Castells (2013) studies the dynamics 
of formation of counter power against the establishment, reprogramming of media narratives and 
citizen mobilization only among the Indignados or Occupiers, when many extreme right-wing, 
xenophobic movements successfully do the same across Europe. 

When researching political communication, one has to keep in mind that there are no 
Technologies of Freedom (de Sola Pool 1983) per se. More precisely, the meaning of words such as 
freedom, democracy or progress entirely depends on the viewpoint of a given individual or social 
group. There is nothing inherently positive in terms such as participation, community or online 
activism, and the new communication technologies can be used both for very “good” and very 
“bad” ends.  It seems that one of the few remaining undeniable axioms in our field is still the first 
Kranzberg’s Law: “Technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it neutral.” (Kranzberg, 1986). 
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Abstract: In my PhD dissertation, I explore what elements (e.g,. gamification) in mobile e-
participation (m-participation) tools encourage citizens' involvement in urban governance and 
achieve a continuous dialogue between a city and its citizens. In e-participation the most 
challenging aspects on the citizens' side include encouraging them to participate in the first 
place as well as keeping them motivated to stay active.  

My research aims to investigate how game elements such as achievement badges, voting 
systems and opportunities for social interaction can be utilized to achieve such a continuous 
participation. Using prototypical m-participation systems the effect of those elements are 
evaluated through user studies. A special focus is further put on exploring what kind of 
interventions (e.g., setting up missions, offering incentives) the governance can undertake to 
foster engagement. I will analyse how such interventions have to be designed and placed to 
achieve the desired outcome of a sustainable strategic participation. 

Keywords: m-participation, game elements, pervasive games, e-participation, civic 
engagement 

Acknowledgement: This work is being carried out within the EU Urban Europe project “building 
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1. Introduction 

-participation describes “efforts to broaden and deepen political participation by enabling 
citizens to connect with one another, and with their elected representatives and 
governments using Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)” (Tamboruis et al, 

2007). According to this definition, e-participation consists of two communication directions: 
citizens-to-citizens and citizens-to-governance (or governance-to-citizens). Focusing on the latter, 
the vast majority of recent efforts from municipalities provide citizens with information but do not 
include them in policy processes. Drawing upon Macintosh's framework, the public wants to be 
empowered (Macintosh, 2004) with the opportunity to steer and contribute to decision-making 
processes. The majority of existing e-participation tools concentrate on enabling and engaging. 
Enabling techniques allow citizens to vote and raise their voices in surveys and petitions. The 
second level of participation, engages citizens to participate by informing them about currently 
relevant topics and representing interim results.  

E 
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Emerging new technologies and changes in society have created new possibilities for 
meaningful participation (Redburn & Buss, 2003). Recently, mobile devices have been identified as 
powerful ubiquitous participation enablers. The first research prototype was MobileDemocracy 
(Bohøj et al, 2011), an application that allowed users to post location-based contributions relating 
to a planning zone. This concept was later refined for the prototype Mening@Park (Korn & Bødker, 
2012). Whereas all previous systems are map-based, ARCity (Korn, 2013) is an example for a 
system that lets citizens provide feedback on proposals from the city by using augmented reality. 
While research regarding the use of mobile devices in citizen participation is still in its infancy, a 
recent study (Ertiö, 2013) has shown that most m-participation apps focus on dissemination and 
reporting purposes and do not aim for a sustainable two-way communication between governance 
and citizens. My research aims to explore novel pervasive participation interfaces. By investigating 
concepts for enabling mobile interaction and e-participation in urban governance through citizens' 
mobile devices the project aims to establish a two-way communication where the governance 
responds to citizens' ideas and issues as well as actively involves citizens in the political decision-
making processes.  

Developing tools and concepts alone does not satisfy the need, people have to actually use the 
tools. In the presented scenario, it is essential that both stakeholders, citizens and governance, 
become active. Public participation exhibits a declining trend (Gramberger et al, 2001) that is 
slowly leaving voting as the only interaction with governance. In order to reactivate citizens' 
involvement it is important to give them reasons (meaning) and therefore a motivation to become 
active. This project aims to explore the potential of game elements as motivational factors. By 
integrating various game elements into mobile e-participation tools, I want to evaluate what 
influence (if at all) those elements have on the level of public participation.  

2. Related Work 

A growing number of municipalities are increasing their efforts in encouraging citizens to become 
involved in urban governance and decision-making processes. A current trend is to develop web-
based platforms that are designed to facilitate the process of citizens raising their voice. One of the 
main ideas of e-participation is to provide citizens a channel to propose their own ideas and 
include those in decision-making processes. Web-based platforms, which implement this idea are 
for instance Betri Reykjavik and the budget planning tool of Berlin Lichtenberg198. On the other hand, 
there are also many examples for tools that are only designed for citizens to report issues, which 
are then fixed by the municipality (e.g., FixMyStreet199, NextHamburg200). Usually the level of 
interactivity of those reporting tools is rather low. Apart from status updates (i.e., stating whether 
an issue has been solved) the communication between citizens and governance is still one-way. 

In this context, I define two-way communication as allowing (1) both parties (citizens and 
governance) to (2) discuss plans and develop ideas together (3) on an equal level. Traditional 
town-hall meetings may in some forms implement the first two conditions. However, the input of 
citizens is usually not considered as binding and suggestions are rarely implemented. There is yet 

198 https://www.buergerhaushalt-lichtenberg.de/ 
199 http://www.fixmystreet.com 
200 http://www.nexthamburg.de/ 
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a lack of digital systems, which meet all three conditions and hence realize a true two-way 
communication. 

Regarding game-based attempts to involve citizens, Detroit 24/7 was devised as a full-edged 
game designed to give people from Detroit an opportunity to creatively think, learn and share 
ideas about their city's future. The game was structured into multiple sequenced missions in which 
citizens were asked to contribute to specific themes. All game entries were later on published as 
the Detroit master plan. Detroit 24/7 was based on the software of CommunityPlanIt201, which has 
been used to launch games in several other cities already. 

3. Research Approach 

The project will follow two tracks. The first will be a survey of existing e-participation platforms 
analysing which (if any) game elements were included and trying to relate those to the overall 
level of activity or success of the platform. 

The list with identified game elements shall then be classified whether it is suitable for e-
participation purposes. The second track will evaluate a m-participation prototype in various field 
studies (several smaller ones and one large trial) to investigate the effect of game elements. Those 
field studies will specifically target the listed research questions. The results of both tracks will 
then be combined in order to answer the question of whether game elements do have an impact on 
the level of public participation.  

The overall research questions can be split into three blocks each addressing a specific aspect. 
The first block deals with the general effect of including game elements in the domain of e-
participation. The second touches on the role of governance and asks how interventions from for 
example the city administration can influence participation. The last block addresses a specific 
element, which is commonly used as game element and as extrinsic motivation: incentives. Table 1 
summarizes the research questions that shall be answered in this project. 

 
Table 1: Research questions to be addressed in this project. 

RQ1: Do game elements in m-participation tools have an effect on participation? 
RQ1.1: What game elements have an influence on participation? 
RQ1.2: Can game elements increase the level of participation? 

RQ2: Can interventions by the governance influence citizen participation? 
RQ2.1: Does providing a specific purpose/task increase the level of participation? 

RQ3: Does offering incentives have an impact on the level of participation? 
RQ3.1: What types of incentives motivate citizens to engage in e-participation? 

 
The goal of this project is to identify elements and processes that can encourage an interactive 

and responsive two-way communication between governance and citizens. The project tries to 

201 https://communityplanit.org/ 
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engage public representatives and citizens in a dialogue-like situation where both ends work 
together on equal terms to shape their city and involvement can take place in-situ. The novelty of 
the approach is to deliberately add game elements to the tool with the intention to further 
encourage people to participate. 

4. Significance and Innovation 

With modern governments seen as “large, remote and faceless machine[s]” the key challenge is to 
“humanize governance, representing it to people, and people to it, in humane and accessible 
terms” (Tambouris et al, 2007). On the governance side, the motivation to perform this 
transformation is closely related to expected benefits. If involving citizens can help achieve 
governmental goals or facilitate processes, governance is more likely to assume a role in e-
participation. Creighton has summed up the core reasons for governance to participate by stating 
that not encouraging and allowing participation limits government's sources of options and ideas 
what on the long run exposes democratic processes to corruption (Creighton, 2005). In fact, this 
new version of participation has the potential to transform traditional bureaucratic systems to 
participatory, autocratic to democratic and exclusive to inclusive (Islam & Business, 2008). For 
instance, urban planning inducements to engage in participation processes are to identify smarter 
solutions to problems, avoiding investments that do not meet actual demand, shaping the identity 
of local districts and the wish for a higher legitimacy in political decisions.  
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Abstract: This paper describes the theorethical brackground of my research which seeks to 
analyse the rhetoric surrounding the introduction of social media in Public Diplomacy. Much has 
been said about the important changes brought about by social media, but very little attention 
has been paid to the actual use and impact of social media by foreign offices. This paper will 
describe two case studies, the 2014 G20 in Brisbane and the 2015 EXPO in Milan, and how 
implementation and effectivenes of the Italian and Australian foreign offices’ PD social media 
strategies will be addressed in my research. 

Keywords: public diplomacy, social media, soft power, Australia, Italy 

1. Public Diplomacy and Social Media 

he new communication technologies, like the Internet, mobile phones, social media, and 
especially social networking platforms like Twitter and Facebook, are providing important 
new opportunities for PD (Public Diplomacy). Broadly, developments in the public uses of 

technology have introduced both optimism and scepticism about new forms of democracy, 
participation and transparency as with Marshall McLuhan’s conception of the Global Village 
(1963) or, as with Castells (2008) concept of the new Global Civic Society. The new communication 
technologies have greatly affected international affairs for at least four important reasons: they are 
cheap, they are accessible, and they allow for vertical and many-to-many communication. As the 
UK’s House of Lords, “Select committee on Soft power and the UK’s Influence”, recognised in its 
report (2014), this “mass people-to-people information sharing and the new, widespread ability to 
communicate are having a powerful impact on international affairs”. 

Melissen (2005) coined the term New Public Diplomacy as a direct response to the explosion of 
different web platforms. In the 2000s, several blog platforms and open-sourced encyclopaedias like 
Wikipedia (in 2001) were launched as well as several popular social media sites like Facebook (in 
2004) and Twitter (in 2006), pictures-sharing sites like Flickr (in 2004) and Instagram (in 2010), and 
videos-sharing sites like YouTube (in 2005).  

Diplomacy has been affected by the Internet in two components: practices and actors. Just as the 
telegraph’s introduction was a not-entirely-welcomed transformation in the communication 
among diplomats (Fong, 2010), new social media communications tools are also creating anxiety in 
diplomacy. For example, in the US State Department new social media tools have introduced 
several questions and problems such as: “can diplomats blog? Twitter? Should comments be 

T 
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allowed? Should they be filtered? Who can engage? Where? For what purpose?” (Graffy, 2009). 
This is directly related to the growth in visibility and interactivity for a number of new actors in 
the international scenario as a consequence of the Internet and social media communication. 
Indeed, until recently, foreign offices had only to deal with their professional counterparts from 
the international community. Communication was restricted to “the relationships among the 
world’s national governments” (Goldstein, 1994). However, these bidirectional relations between 
governments have turned into a more complex and extended range of relationships with various 
stakeholders. These include local citizens, social groups, companies, associations, action groups 
and media, namely the so-called civic “actors” (Habermas, 2006). These new actors posses 
powerful and cheap technological tools to make governments and policymakers hear their voice 
(Shirky, 2011).  

Nowadays, apprehensions about social media platforms are being addressed and overcome. For 
example, the Twiplomacy Study (2014) found that the vast majority (83%) of the 193 UN member 
countries have a presence on Twitter and more than two-thirds (68%) of all heads of state and 
heads of government have personal accounts on the social network. The number of heads of states, 
ministers, ambassadors and embassies using social media accounts is increasing, creating new and 
still unpredictable transformations in diplomacy.  

To mark these changes in diplomacy practices, several new terms have been coined: “virtual 
diplomacy” (Brown, 2001; Smith, 2010), “cyber-diplomacy” (Potter, 2002), “media diplomacy” 
(Gilboa, 1998),  “democratization of diplomacy” (Grant, 2004), “Digital Diplomacy” (Dizard, 2001), 
and “PD 2.0” (Glassman, 2008). Across all of these terms, there is a general agreement about the 
transformations that new communication technologies have brought to diplomatic practices and 
especially to PD. 

However, transformations are not necessarily revolutions or improvements. As Mark Rolfe has 
claimed, “there is a thematic recurrence in the rhetoric of PD, as there is in the rhetoric of 
democracy. For the same reason, representative democracy has always involved a complex tension 
between, on the one hand, the political class of politicians and diplomats and, on the other, the 
public, which needs to be appeased since it confers legitimacy on representatives” (2014, p. 76). 
This can be argued for three reasons. Firstly, there is a historic and populist rhetoric of distrust 
towards diplomats (e.g., WikiLeaks). Secondly, the continuous stress on credibility and listening, 
as stated above, is due to the diplomats’ need to convince public opinion that they have the 
“ethical qualities of moral character, common sense and communal goodwill that are called into 
question by the populace in Anglophone democracies”. Thirdly, this distrust is necessarily 
accompanied by a rhetoric of renewal, which promises a better and brighter future (e.g., the self-
government discourse in Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points in 1918). Nowadays this renewal 
comes from the Internet, which is supposed to bring an Athenian-style democracy. This hype 
surrounding the advent of any new technology is not new. Aeroplanes, radio and the telegraph, as 
well as new media today, have brought temporary acceleration and dissolution of borders 
(Kurbalija, 2014). Thus, PD “has to be reinvented to make it relevant to each generation of public 
opinion”. This is not to say that social media are not important in PD practices: On the contrary, 
they can be very useful tools in diplomacy. However, they are “only the most recent chapter of the 
never-ending story of democracy” (Rolfe, 2014).  
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In summary, there is a lack of theorisation and conceptualisation about the impact of the 
Internet and social media on PD, as well as about the assessment and the measuring of social 
media effectiveness in PD practices.  

2. Collaborative Approach 

Nevertheless, new approaches have focused on the collaborative, relational and networked 
dimension of PD, which are very helpful for analysing the role, use and effectiveness of social 
network media in PD, and which also require a reconfiguration of general PD communication 
approaches. In the last decade, PD scholars have tried to shape a new theoretical framework in 
order to understand the complexity and the vastness of the processes involved in the field. In 
parallel with ongoing discussions about the changing nature of governance in the domestic 
debates, PD scholars are using the adjective collaborative to highlight new forms of participation. 
Collaborative PD was born to mark the shift from monologue to dialog and collaboration (Cowan 
& Arsenault, 2008; Metzl, 2001), or from competition to collaboration (Hocking, 2008). The 
collaborative approach is focused on the relationships and on the network structures created by 
these relationships (Zaharna, 2010). This means that thinking in terms of hierarchical, 
intergovernmental, competitive approaches is no longer reasonable in PD (Hocking, 2008).  This is 
because we live in multi-party, multi-stakeholder (Hocking, 2008), wider network (Fisher, 2013), 
hyper-connected and mass self-communicating environments.  It is a new people-to-people phase 
of PD, as a consequence of travel, migration and the internet (House of Lords, 2014). These 
transformations of the international environment are directly related to consequences, which 
Castells (2008, p. 83) defines as “the decreased ability of nationally based political systems to 
manage the world’s problems on a global scale”, a process which “has induced the rise of a global 
civil society”. The crisis of the national state to manage global problems has brought “the 
emergence of de facto global governance without a global government” (Castells, 2008, p. 87). 
Consequently, “the goal of PD, in contrast to government diplomacy, is not to assert power or to 
negotiate a rearrangement of power relationships. It is to induce a communication space in which 
a new, common language could emerge” (Castells, 2008, p. 92). According to Castells, PD has to go 
beyond interests and power to provide “meaning and sharing” in the international arena. 

Global communication infrastructures are empowering citizens and enabling them to make their 
voices heard, pressure their representatives and participate in decision-making (House of Lords, 
2014). Collaborative PD presupposes a new global civil society, where self-interested propaganda 
is already becoming harder for governments. Also, the collaborative and networked approach to 
PD seems to argue a kind of political or even ethical dimension, which is able to bring “social 
conscience” to international relations (Fitzpatrick, 2013). These assumptions are challenging, 
because national states are still powerful (Pope, 2014), while the openness of the new 
communication technologies can also be used for purposes of propaganda by both governments 
and new actors. It is not unusual to observe forms of false information spread through social 
media, as can be seen today in the case of the social media propaganda created and promoted by 
the Russian government about the MH17 crash in Ukraine (Barnes, 2014; Sparkes, 2014), as well as 
the case of the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS). 
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3. Aim of the Research and Case Studies 

To sum up, the aim of the research is threefold. Firstly, this investigation seeks to analyse how so-
called middle power nation states (re)articulate soft power discourses and expectations through 
social media. Secondly, it will investigate how foreign offices’ communication strategies and 
organisation are affected by the introduction of social media. Finally, the research seeks to assess 
and critique effectiveness of social media PD initiatives. 

To carry out this study, I will critically compare the Australian and Italian PD strategies through 
foreign offices reports. Semi-structured interviews with foreign office personnel working in the 
Italian and Australian Public Diplomacy branches will also be conducted for each case study. This 
will provide an overview of actors’ articulation of soft power discourses and communication 
strategies related to the use of social media. In adition, I will examine online narratives related to 
two different, specific events in which the two countries have been involved as chairs: the 2014 
G20 in Brisbane and the 2015 Expo in Milan. During these two events, Australia and Italy are likely 
to monopolise the international attention, given the location of the events in each respective 
country. This attention will provide each foreign office with an opportunity to spread and cultivate 
particular narratives, as well as the possibility to build networks related to national and 
international strategic issues. Threfore, my investigation will employ social media network 
analysis to map online networks, interactions and discourses, which I will then compare with 
policy makers’ expectations and stated strategies.  
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Abstract: Current research neither addresses the degree to which governance and cooperation 
models ensure the successful supply and use of online eServices, nor do existing models for 
mapping eGovernment progress and success only address supply-side (e.g., UN and European 
Commission indexes and benchmarks) or technology issues (e.g., Layne & Lee’s and Andersen & 
Henriksen’s stage models). To address identified gaps, this PhD dissertation will answer the 
following two questions: First, to what degree, and in what way, do governance and 
cooperation models ensure success supply and use (i.e., demand) of online citizen services? 
Second, can the success factors be mapped and developed into a universal governance model for 
successful digitisation of public sector service delivery (i.e., supply) and eService take-up (i.e., 
demand) by citizens? The model will be populated by a number of incrimental country studies. 
The research shall be completed by 2018. 
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1. Introduction 

he successful use of Information Communication Technology (ICT) in public administration 
and service delivery has long been the focus of research, international benchmarking and 
various case studies. Similarly, much has been written on the role of cooperation and the 

type of governance models in ensuring the successful implementation of national strategies for 
electronic government (eGovernment). 

According to Heeks & Bailur (2007), the term “electronic government” was first coined in 1993 
by the US National Performance Review, while the term “eGovernment” became prominent 
around 1997. Still, ICT has played a role in public sector service delivery since the middle of the 
20th century. While Howard Gammon (1954) in his 1954 review of automatic handling of office 
paper work, did not use the term “electronic government“ specifically, he did focus on the use of 
ICT in the public sector. Although computing and digitisation was in its infancy – a mere 40 
computers and semi- automated punch-card machines existed in the USA in 1954 (Bevir, 2013) – 
Gammon’s analysis uses the same definition of eGovernment as coined in 1997. 

For the purposes of my research, eGovernment is defined as the use of IT and technology in the 
provision of information and services to citizens and businesses. This definition stands in contrast 

T 
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to electronic governance (eGovernance), which encompass all processes of governing, whether 
undertaken by a government, market or network, whether over a family, tribe, formal or informal 
organisation or territory and whether through laws, norms, power or language (UN, 2014). 
eGovernance thus relates to the processes and decisions oriented toward defining actions, granting 
power and verifying performance. 

The focus is thus on eGovernment, “governance“ and “cooperation“, i.e., the concrete activity 
that reproduces a formal or informal  organisation. In  other  words, governance refers to what the 
“governing bodies“ responsible for eGovernment do in order to ensure success. 

1.1 eGovernment Supply and Demand Side Issues 

Currently, and as highlighted by the UN e-Government Readiness Index (UN, 2014) and European 
Commission eGovernment Benchmark since 2010 (EC, 2014), eGovernment largely focus on the 
supply side. While early research has focused the lack of access and digital literacy, research has 
failed to provide an explanation for the discrepancies between the availability (i.e., supply) and the 
use (i.e., demand) of online public services as these challenges are minimised. An example of this 
discrepancy is the fact that close to 80% of address changes in Denmark are made online, while it is 
a mere 0.0002% in Japan (Meyerhoff Nielsen & Igari, 2012). Statistical analysis, too, fails to shed 
light on the underlying reasons for Danes’ use of the Internet and interaction with public 
administration (85%) more often than their Dutch and Swedish counterparts (79% and 78%, 
respectively) – who have similar levels of digital literacy and home internet access (Eurostat, 2015). 
Both examples highlight the limitations of current research. There is, therefore, a need to unearth 
the underlying reasons for why countries with similar access to the Internet have very different 
levels of online interaction with the public sector. 

The need to address both supply and demand side issues is confirmed by governance successes 
and failures in countries like Denmark, Finland, Estonia, Georgia, Japan, Oman, Singapore and the 
UK (Meyerhoff Nielsen & Igari, 2012; Meyerhoff Nielsen, 2013). What national experiences 
illustrate is that the successful promotion of eServices is increasingly dependent on the 
relationship between a number of interrelated factors, requiring a coordinated, two-pronged 
approach (as illustrated in figure 1): 

• Legislation, channel strategies and communication increase the volume of service 
delivery online. This leads to an increased incentive to invest in eServices, ICT 
infrastructure, link and integrate systems across organisational boundaries and share 
and re-use infrastructure, data and services. 

• If eServices are badly designed, people require additional help and are likely to abandon 
the online services. This leads to a lower than expected return on investment. Personal, 
proactive and user-friendly service design – if done right – is thus help minimize risk 
and improve quality. 

While governance success factors are highlighted in numerous illustrative examples in the UN 
(e.g., UN, 2014), OECD and European Commission (e.g., EC, 2013) publications, the 
interdependencies among these factors have yet to be analysed in depth. Similarly, governance 
factors have not been successfully modeled into a framework that is based on actual experiences in 
a number of countries. 
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Figure 1: Interrelationships summarized (Meyerhoff Nielsen, 2013) 

1.2 Governance and Stage Models 

Research related to eGoverment progress and governance has to date largely focused on stage 
models. Layne & Lee (2001) refer to the experiences of eGovernment as chaotic and unmanageable, 
arguing for the importance of dividing development into distinguishable stages.  

To manage eGovernment and monitor progress, a number of national stage models initially 
emerged around 2000. For instance, the Australian National Auditing Office (ANAO) introduced a 
model to categorize and evaluate progress and to guide the agencies in deciding what services 
they could provide to the public (ANAO, 2000). Likewise, the former Swedish agency for 
administrative development (SAFAD) developed a model to guide and evaluate eGovernment 
progress (Statskontoret, 2000). In a wider European context, a stage model similar to that used by 
SAFAD has been used to benchmark the eEurope 2002 programme (Baum & De Maio, 2000). 

 

 
Figure 2: SAFAD model (2000) 

While stage models and their benchmark and index equivilents are helpful in mapping the 
supply and sophistication levels of eService offerings, they all have a technology focus. The 
relevance of these different models to this study is thus limited. By contrast, Andersen & 
Henriksen (2006) follow an activity- and user-centric approach to personalisation of online services 
in their Public. 
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Figure 3: Layne & Lee model (2001) 

 

The Sector Process Rebuilding (PPR) model extends Layne & Lee’s technology focus (Andersen 
& Henriksen, 2006). 

Still, what the UN e-Government Readiness Index, the European Commission Benchmarking 
analysis and current models like Layne & Lee’s and Andersen & Henriksen’s all lack is a clear 
understanding of the interrelationship between the supply and demand side issues which arise in 
eService take-up. Similarly, they do not address the role that various governance and cooperation 
models have in facilitating greater efficiency and effectiveness of ICT use in the provision of public 
sector service. 

 

 
Figure 4: Andersen & Henriksen (2006) 

2. Issues 

Sixty years after Gammon’s (1954) analysis, key challenges in relation to ICT use in public 
administration still prevail. To address the two gaps identified in current eGovernment and 
governance research (see section 1) one must first analyse the degree to which, and in what 
manner, governance and cooperation models ensure successfully supply and use (i.e., demand) of 
online citizen services? Second, success factors must be mapped and developed into a universal 
governance model for successful digitisation of public sector service delivery (i.e., supply) and 
eService take-up (i.e., demand) by citizens. Last, the subsequent model should be tested and 
proven by populating it with data from a number of incremental country studies.  
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3. Solution 

To answer the two key research questions (see section 2) three themes will be addressed. First 
(theme 1), existing governance and stage models (e.g., Layne & Lee and Andersen & Henriksen 
models and UN’s e-Government Readiness Index), including the national governance and 
cooperation models will be identified and analysed in terms of their strengths and weaknesses1. A 
theoretical framework and model for mapping eGovernment progress, governance and 
cooperation will be developed. The model will address both technical and non-technical issues. A 
theoretical framework for analysing and mapping the various governance and cooperation 
approaches in relation to one another is lacking for theme 2, but may be developed by combining 
the Layne & Lee and Andersen & Henriksen models.  

Second (theme 2), the current state of affairs in eGovernment, eService supply and use will be 
determined in a number of selected countries2. This will be complemented with information 
pertaining to the level of vertical and horizontal integration, the sharing/reuse of key electronic 
identifiers and core data, process and organisational re-engineering and the approach to legislation 
in the countries selected for analysis. 

Third (theme 3), the framework and model developed in theme 1 will make use of the data 
collected in theme 2 and proven in theme 3. 
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